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Abstract
Cultural politics of user-generated encyclopaedias: Comparing Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike
Han-Teng Liao, Keble College, Trinity Term 2014

The question of how the Internet affects existing geo-cultural or geo-linguistic communities in relation to nation-states has continued to receive attention among academics and policymakers alike. Language-based technologies and services that aggregate, index, and distribute materials online may reshape pre-existing boundaries of the relationship between users and content, for instance with different language versions of user-generated encyclopaedias or different local versions of search engines. By comparing two major Chinese online encyclopaedias, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, this thesis investigates whether the Internet overcomes, shifts, or reinforces boundaries among Chinese language users. The Chinese language provides an excellent case for examining the boundary question. While the Internet can potentially connect the largest number of native speakers around the world, the majority (i.e. those from mainland China) face an Internet censorship and filtering regime that may limit this very potential. Modern Chinese history has also complicated the cultural-political boundaries among the regions of mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.

This thesis compares the conditions and outcomes of their respective editorial processes, content features, and users’ reception. Multiple findings emerge from a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods, including content analysis, webometrics, and search engine result visibility tests. These methods show that boundaries are drawn in the process of creating, linking, and searching content on the Chinese Internet. Their geolinguistic extent differs, a phenomenon that reflects the cultural-political division between mainland China and the rest of Chinese-speaking world. Both the findings and methods of the thesis have important implications for research and policy for understanding the globalizing regionalization and nationalization effects of the Internet.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Origins of the study

During an Oxford Union Debate, Jimmy Wales, the co-founder of Wikipedia cited a Taiwanese Wikipedian as evidence for proving that “the Internet is the greatest force for Democratisation in the World” (OII, 2007):

*What’s gonna bring down the totalitarian government in China? Is it gonna be guns? Is it gonna be tanks? Is it gonna be missiles? No it’s gonna be KJ. KJ is a 25-year-old girl who lives in Taiwan, ... She is talking to the mainland Wikipedians, and she’s helping them to get through the firewalls. .... Every day with something she is doing, and every day she is bringing in a bit of democracy and information of freedom to China. ... This is going on all the time in hundreds and thousands of ways all over the world. All of these censorship regimes are porous. They are becoming more porous and they will be more porous [sic].*

As a Taiwanese who experienced the early phases of democratization during my high school years and Internet adoption during my undergraduate years in Taiwan, I appreciate democratic values and the ways in which the Internet may reinforce these values.

While Jimmy Wales was using language in the debate for rhetorical effect, the actual impact of the Internet in democratizing a totalitarian government is likely to be very limited. Despite his rhetorical optimism, the possibilities are almost non-existent for a group of Wikipedians to bring down a totalitarian government somehow. Vivid as the image of collaboration that overcomes existing boundaries is, the Internet may also have other effects, in the opposite direction. When Jimmy Wales was optimistic that a Taiwanese Wikipedian had been “bringing a bit of democracy and information of freedom” from Taiwan (which has one of the freest media environments in Asia) to China (which has one of the world’s most restrictive ones), it is also possible that non-democratic influences and censorship can be brought to Taiwan from mainland China. After all, Wikipedians, or users who contribute to the largest online
encyclopaedia that “everyone can edit”, may not all agree on which government can be described as totalitarian, let alone convince other Wikipedians to seek regime change of a state. A pessimistic scenario is also likely if the impact of censorship regime is porous enough for a totalitarian state to influence a democratic state.

For example, in Taiwan, a series of acquisitions of several media companies including a newspaper, a TV station and a cable network by a successful Taiwanese billionaire has raised concerns regarding his pro-Beijing line and possible use of censorship (Higgins, 2012b). Therefore, more evidence is needed to discern whether an optimistic or pessimistic view is warranted. In other words, researchers must not take the Internet’s potential for democracy and freedom as a given just because of its openess and connectivity. We need to examine what is connected and for what purposes. Openness and connectivity do not automatically guarantee that existing boundaries will become porous and thus be overcome. They also do not guarantee the results will always favour freedom and democracy. For instance, between China and Taiwan, the features of the Internet (openness and connectivity), similar to their increasing economic and social ties after the Cold War, do not necessarily guarantee that both will have freer and more democratic societies.

During the Cold War, Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan were ruled respectively and separately by socialist, colonial, and authoritarian states, each of which had different "nationalizing" or "de-nationalizing" projects to delineate the content and boundaries of their citizenships (So, 2004). The boundaries among them experienced a number of further developments after the Cold War, including China’s “opening-up” in the 1980s, Hong Kong’s return to China in 1997 after a transitional period of decolonization and partial democratization from 1984, (So, 2004) and Taiwan’s democratization in the 1990s (B. He, 2003). Arguing that Taiwan is part of China, Beijing’s “One China” policy considered any self-determination process unacceptable. In such context,
whether Internet can facilitate democratization of these Chinese governments remains to be seen.

This thesis begins, therefore, with a difficult yet more fundamental question, both from the literature and my own experience. How have Internet technologies overcome, shifted or reinforced the existing boundaries of communication patterns? This question can be asked in different ways. For example, some researchers raise the question of whether the Internet has worsened political and social divisions by increasing social fragmentation and group polarization (Sunstein, 2007; Pariser, 2011), which can be translated into newly created boundaries (i.e. fragmentation) or reinforcement of old boundaries (i.e. polarization). For another, some researchers have continued the discussion regarding how the Internet reshapes the dynamics of globalization and national sovereignty (Fidler, 1998; Sassen, 1998). Such discussion is directly related to the question of how the Internet changes boundaries of nation-states or jurisdictions.

These issues are relevant to me as a Taiwanese who can read Chinese-written materials from mainland China and Hong Kong. How has the Internet changed the group dynamics of Chinese-speaking Internet users? How has the Internet changed the existing boundaries between Chinese-speaking regions, especially those among mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, which are culturally and politically ambiguous and complicated? With some basic training in computer science, information science, media studies, social science and linguistics, I have come to the conclusion that this fundamental question regarding boundaries of communication patterns cannot be understood without examining both its linguistic and technological aspects.

What is implicit in Jimmy Wales’ statement is the mediating role of language across political boundaries: A 25-year-old Taiwanese girl is talking to the mainland Wikipedians in Chinese language to edit and improve the Chinese-language version of Wikipedia. As an instance of exploiting the technical
features of an open and interconnected Internet, Wikipedia must digitize, aggregate, exchange and prioritize linguistic materials among volunteer editors. What is also implicit in Wales’ statement is the possibility of spreading the idea of information freedom and democracy in the process, including overcoming the techno-political barriers of Internet censorship and filtering. Wales’ statement was too optimistic, as will be shown in this thesis. To gain a sense of the central mediating role of language, it will be useful to provide a brief historical and personal account of the boundaries of communication patterns within the Chinese-speaking world.

During the Cold War, the clear boundary between Taiwan and mainland China was an outcome of the Cold War: “Free China” on this side of the Taiwan Strait, and Communist China on the other side. No travel, trade or communication had been possible until China’s era of reform and “opening-up” of the 1980s. When the Berlin Wall came down in 1989, the voices and images of the Tiananmen Square protestors (tiān'ānmén shìwēi zhě 天安门示威者) in mainland China, which were transmitted via international broadcasting, moved me deeply, a feeling that was shared among many in Taiwan and Hong Kong. I related to the desire for change because I had undergone the political education of a waning authoritarian regime in Taiwan and witnessed the ensuing political protests and social movements on the streets of Taiwan. Then came the Internet. I was introduced to the power of the Internet as a university student of electrical and electronics engineering, when the digital and computer environment was not yet ready to process the Chinese language. The development of the Internet coincided with the period when mainland China was not only opening up to the world after the Cold War, but also reconnecting Chinese-speaking regions such as Hong Kong and Taiwan after the Cold War.

In order to make sense of the power of sharing unleashed by Internet technologies and nascent civic societies in Taiwan, I began to read a body of research on free software and open content development that examined the
potential and potential pitfalls of open collaboration on the Internet. I even took the initiative to engage scholars from mainland China about the implications of open participation for creative and content industries. In the process, the question of what the open Internet means or can do for Chinese-speaking regions such as mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan took shape. More generally, I became curious about what the open Internet means for users across different regions, particularly those having different political and media environments. This was the research question that motivated my D.Phil. research project.

Using this thesis to examine the specific case of the Chinese-language Internet, I want to present a number of arguments about the effects of Internet connectivity and openness on political and communication boundaries. First, “the web is increasingly grounded with geographical and linguistic specificity by platform and space” (R. Rogers, 2013, p. 58). Taking this idea further, I argue that language is the first and primary boundary factor, whereas the geography factor may facilitate or hinder interaction within linguistically demarcated Webs. The information and communication spaces online are thus likely linguistically demarcated Webs, wherein users access information and interact among themselves. In other words, actual implementation of Internet connectivity for cultural-political purposes still requires a common language that enjoys support by information technologies and actual usage by its speakers. For example, a Chinese-language information or communication space needs to process Chinese-language texts and/or inputs, and its users must have the skills and literacy required to participate.

For the purpose of the thesis, I shall define the large-scale human- and computer-processing of online materials as the latest of embodiment of mediabase "processability", by which openly available information is processed, filtered and ordered for different groups of users, which are often geolinguistically defined. While it has some universal efficacy in aggregating,
categorizing, and prioritizing information, information has been, in practice, and will continue to be, configured, appropriated, and practised in various ways according to the cultural-political context of the users and websites involved. That is to say, all large-scale online interaction depends on the power of processing information, but its cultural and political ramifications depend on how the linguistic, geographical and platform specificities are built into system design and the social processes associated with it. Therefore, researchers can study the way processability is constituted and executed with cultural-political consequences. Sharing the same language, like sharing the Internet, does not automatically guarantee the overcoming of boundaries, not to mention the triumph of information freedom or democracy. Researchers must test and examine where and how boundaries are reconstituted or reintroduced, including showing where sharing the same language does and does not connect across geographical or platform differences - or not.

The above arguments thus engage several debates in research on the general topic of connectivity and openness. One of them concerns the relationship between human values (connectivity and openness) and Internet technologies. These debates have taken place not only in relation to China, but also, for example, with respect to what the Internet's connectivity and openness has meant in relation to the Arab Spring starting in late 2010. In this respect, I maintain that we must examine how websites such as major search engines and user-generated encyclopaedias aggregate, categorize, and prioritize information in such a way that has multiple cultural-political implications. For instance, both democratic values and authoritarian control can be embedded into such information-processing powers. Instead of attributing the potential of democratisation or control to just the power of people or to mere technologies, this thesis argues that linguistic "processability", a mixture of human- and machine-processing of open and interconnected linguistic materials, is critical. A key factor is what or who is connected, determining which patterns of
information and communicative effects result in certain content becoming prominent for certain group of users. The Chinese language web, the Arabic language web, etc., can thus be better understood as the basic grounds for cultural-political connectivity.

Another debate, mostly situated in Chinese Internet Research or broadly in modern Chinese Studies, concerns the cultural-political boundaries among mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, particularly in the context of Chinese and US geopolitical interest in the region. The data presented in this thesis indicates that the difference between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia reflects the intricate dynamics of Chinese-language Internet users and information, and less so the geopolitical or political struggles between China and the US assumed by many observers and researchers.

After describing the background of this study, I will first introduce both user-generated encyclopaedias and search engines, arguably two of the most important website types for many users in the world since 2004. The next section will discuss how they achieve information connectivity in an open environment, thereby formulating a general research question. In the third section of this chapter, I will develop a set of questions by grounding the general research question in the specific setting of the Chinese-language Internet, with an emphasis on how online encyclopaedias and search engines shape and are shaped by Chinese (not just China’s) cultural politics. Then I will briefly describe how the thesis can provide an account of how the open participatory Web operates, one which can inform and help researchers and policy makers to better shape the design of online content practices and policies, especially for cross-regional, trans-national and even cross-lingual communication. I will conclude this chapter with an overview of the chapters to come.

1.2 Background and research question

1.2.1 User-generated encyclopaedias and search engines. Wikipedia and the Google search engine are central to many Internet users across the world when it
comes to information seeking. In some parts of the world, other successful alternatives exist and even dominate in certain local markets, with the salient examples of Baidu Baike and the Baidu search engines in mainland China (Shim & Yang, 2009). In the following paragraphs, I will highlight the ways in which user-generated encyclopedias and search engines embody the connectivity of an open information environment. What follows is a basic introduction of the two types of websites, followed by a brief summary of their significance in everyday online usage and in terms of Internet connectivity and globalization, so that the research question of the thesis can be formulated and presented.

Users encounter webpages of search engines and user-written encyclopedias, as shown in Figure 1-1 (as screenshots) and Figure 1-2 (as a diagram). On the left, a typical search engine result page (SERP) is composed of the following elements (from top to bottom): search query, a list of search results (usually around ten items per page), and links to further results. Each result item contains a title, a link and a short summary. On the right, in addition to an entry title, a typical user-generated encyclopedia’s entry page (UGEEP) has sections of introductory text, body text, “see also”, and references. The diagrams in Figure 1-2 indicate how both resemble each other: A SERP’s search query, like a UGEEP’s title, indicates a topic. A SERP leads to other additional SERPs; a UGEEP leads to other related UGEEPs (in the ‘See Also’ section). A result item in the SERPs links to information hosted elsewhere; an item listed in the References section points readers to different external information sources online and offline.
SERP

Figure 1-1. Screenshots of Typical Google’s Search Engine Results Page (SERP) and Wikipedia’s Entry Page. Screenshots reproduced with permission of the website owners Google (2012a) and Wikimedia.
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Figure 1-2. The diagram of a typical Search Engine Results Page (SERP) and a User-Generated Encyclopaedia Entry Page (UGEEP)

The SERPs and UGEEPs thus populate the Web with selections of links and information for almost any topics that can be represented by search queries or entry articles. Effectively, these patterns of links and keywords constitute the mechanisms by which information and meaning can be exchanged. The interdependence between links and keywords has implications for our understanding of one important aspect on how the Internet connects human activities: These activities are likely to be bounded by language boundaries because of the keywords used and the expected additional links occurring within rather than across respective languages. Thus, by providing relevant content and links, especially those hosted elsewhere, about certain topics, the SERPs and UGEEPs both provide a snapshot of materials deemed relevant by the respective websites. In addition, because their content and links may change according to the changing dynamics of the Web, both SERPs and UGEEPs essentially summarize the open Web materials by means of a specific phrase, allowing users to further explore and navigate the Web. Thus, the Internet’s features of
openness and connectivity on the Web have been embedded and realized in the actual implementations of SERPs and UGEEPs.

Although it is commonly assumed that SERPs are mostly generated by computer algorithms and UGEEPs are mostly contributed by online users, the difference between human- versus computer-manipulation of the open linguistic materials on the Web is sometimes blurred. For SERPs, it has been reported that both conscious collective actions (Bar-Ilan, 2007a, 2007b; Bar-Ilan, 2006; Grimmelmann, 2009; McNichol, 2004; Tatum, 2005) and aggregated individual search trails (Bilenko & White, 2008; Pariser, 2011; Spink, Jansen, Wolfram, & Saracevic, 2002) are important. For UGEEPs, there has been research on the role of automatic computer programs in maintaining Wikipedia (Geiger, 2010; Geiger & Ribes, 2010; Halfaker & Riedl, 2012) and it has been shown that encyclopaedia articles can be automatically generated from Web search results (Sauper & Barzilay, 2009). Therefore, it is essential to examine both the human and computer side of SERPs and UGEEPs and how they shape the interconnectivity of the Web through linking and the sharing of linguistic materials.

1.2.2 Internet and globalization. If Wikipedia and Google Search (or other SERPs and UGEEPs providers) are central and pivotal to Internet users’ everyday information-seeking experience (as will be documented further in the chapters to come), what are the implications for understanding the relationship between the Internet and globalization? I argue that connectivity is primarily cultural (as opposed to physical or technical) and based on the shared language of keywords/search queries and web links, thereby producing connections that are likely to be conditioned by largely linguistic and sometimes geographic factors. What follows is a brief elaboration of this point, using the Chinese language as an illustrative case, so as to lay out the research questions that follow.

Imagine a Chinese-speaking user from mainland China, Hong Kong or Taiwan who looks for some general information on a topic, say, the Second Sino-Japanese War, where the Republic of China fought the Empire of Japan mostly
in mainland China from 1937 to 1945. From the results of SERPs and UGEEPs, what will s/he see? Are the results for a user from mainland China the same, similar or completely different from those for another user from Hong Kong? What "editorial decisions" are behind the results of SERPs and UGEEPs, and to what effect? It should be noted here that editorial decisions are not just made by people, but also, as Cory Doctorow (2009, l. 1) puts it, "[s]earch algorithms are editorial decisions". This thesis will consider the language and region settings as part of the “editorial decisions” made by human- and computer- manipulation of linguistic materials. However, what kinds of materials are included in or excluded from these SERPs and UGEEPs through human and/or computer efforts? What are the cultural and political implications of the differences or similarities observed in the search and content results?

All the above questions both derive and depart from existing discussions on the relationship of the Internet and globalization. One of the central themes of this discussion is the impact of cross-border Chinese-language interactions on the Web. Recall the main premise of the thesis: The actual implementation of Internet connectivity requires language-based practices and technologies. The purpose of the thesis is to examine how culturally meaningful connections shape the boundaries among Chinese-speaking regions. How is a sense of online linguistic community, or the sense of fellow-users-of-the-same-language, supported and substantiated by such connectivity? In the case of the Chinese-speaking world, the old boundaries between print and broadcasting media across mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, which were rigid and almost absolute during the Cold War, constitute fewer barriers for exchanges in an Internet environment that is open and interconnected. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, we need new theories and methods to observe how existing boundaries may be overcome or reintroduced into the Web. The research on how the feelings towards - and practices - of fellow-users-of-the-same-language on the Web can add to the on-going research on media and national or global identity.
1.2.3 **Chinese-language Internet.** As will be detailed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the fast-growing number of Chinese-speaking Internet users not only raises questions about the sense of fellow-users-of-the-same-language across major Chinese-speaking regions, but also highlights the importance of the main players who maintain these websites.

As for search engines, the Baidu Search Engine, the national champion of mainland China listed in the US NASDAQ stock exchange, has dominated the market of mainland China, whereas Google and Yahoo! have been dominant in Hong Kong and Taiwan (CIC, 2009; CNNIC, 2009). With regard to user-generated encyclopaedias, both Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia are available for those who can type and read Chinese characters. Do these websites promote or discourage exchange among the users across different regions? Does the nature of the organisations (i.e. the for-profit companies such as Baidu, Google and Yahoo! versus the international non-profit organisations such as the Wikimedia Foundation) matter? In other words, how does the openness and interactivity of the Web and the way they are implemented foster exchange across Chinese-speaking regions? How does the provision of UGEEPs and SERPs shape the sense of fellow users across major Chinese-speaking regions by promoting interconnectivity, in practice, via the Chinese language?

Although it is true that sharing the same language provides the possibility for more interaction across Chinese-speaking regions or by connecting existing online Chinese language areas, this is not guaranteed, and more research with concrete data is required before making such claims. Several caveats exist for interactions across regions. For example, users from mainland China, Singapore and Malaysia use simplified Chinese characters, while users from Hong Kong and Taiwan predominantly use traditional Chinese characters. This may constitute barriers to interconnection among Chinese language areas and further detract from, rather than create, a sense of fellow-readers and or fellow-editors. In addition, although Hong Kong is now ruled by Beijing and Taiwan is claimed
by Beijing to be part of China (when in fact Taiwan has an independent
government with de facto sovereignty that has never been ruled by the People’s
Republic of China), it may also be that online exchanges and a sense of fellow-
users may also differ between these countries. Last but not least, the filtering
and censorship regimes implemented by Beijing have imposed a divide between
mainland China on one side and Hong Kong, Taiwan and other Chinese-speaking
regions on the other. Therefore, a central contribution of this research is to
compare how the two major user-generated encyclopaedias, in the context of the
major search engines in the region, are developed and how they manage these
boundary issues to provide content for users across regions. This will also
provide insights into the current status of the Chinese-language Internet.
Moreover, again, although search engines are not part of the core research
question of this thesis, they are included whenever they provide an essential
context (e.g. in Chapter 4) and data (e.g. in Chapter 5) for comparisons across
countries and regions, languages and uses.

1.2.4 Research question. It has been argued that it is of critical importance
to examine whether and how user-generated encyclopaedias have realized the
Web’s potential for openness and interconnectivity, how these create a sense of
fellow-users within and across boundaries, and the implications for the Chinese-
language Internet. To understand these topics, the thesis focuses on the
following research question:

*How have the two major Chinese-written user-generated encyclopaedias, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, overcome, reinforced or shifted the existing cultural-political boundaries among mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan?*

Therefore, this is a study of how one type of influential website, user-
generated encyclopaedias (or a compilation of general-purpose human
knowledge), written in Chinese, affects the existing boundaries among major Chinese-speaking regions.

Readers who are not familiar with modern Chinese written language may make the wrong assumption that all Han Chinese people in the world speak and write the same language. This is not the case. To avoid confusion, the Chinese language discussed here refers to the written Chinese expressions that may use variations of Chinese characters (or hanzis), thus excluding languages such as Mongolian and Tibetan, which authorities in Beijing consider minority languages inside the People’s Republic of China. This selection fits with the online reality that simplified Chinese characters and traditional Chinese characters can usually be exchanged and converted to one another online, while this is not the case with Chinese and Mongolian or Chinese and Tibetan. In addition, only Mandarin Chinese is analysed here, excluding other popular languages (or dialects) such as Shanghainese and Cantonese.

Even within modern Mandarin Chinese in its written form, there are many existing boundaries among the Chinese-speaking populations in the world. There are at least two major language scripts (in terms of the choice of Chinese characters) and four regional differences that are migrated into the digital networked environment. Hence, the thesis focuses on the three regions (mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan) where Mandarin is prevalent, while sometimes including other regions such as Macau and Singapore as additional reference points. The next section summarizes the geographic and linguistic distinctions of Chinese language in the digital networked environment.

1.3 Boundaries: offline and online

This section will first introduce some major linguistic and geographic features used by information and communication technologies (ICTs) to serve different geolinguistically marked groups of users, and explain how such practices reintroduce offline boundaries online, which in turn may shape (or be shaped) by cultural-political expectations and decisions.
Variants of Chinese are summarized in Table 1-1, which shows different language support by major companies such as Google, Wikipedia, Facebook and Microsoft. Overall, three regions (mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan) enjoy dedicated support from most companies, each with its own Google Search, Google News, Facebook and Microsoft operating system arrangement. In contrast, Macau does not have as much support. Although specific support for Macau may be provided in the future, some companies seem to regard the difference between Hong Kong and Macau small enough to have the same support and features. Similarly, Malaysian Chinese does not have widely dedicated support.

Table 1-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN (Mainland China)</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
<td>Dedicated Edition</td>
<td>Mainland Simplified</td>
<td>Chinese (Simplified)</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
<td>Dedicated Edition</td>
<td>Hong Kong &amp; Macau Traditional</td>
<td>Chinese (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO (Macau)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY (Malaysia)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Singapore &amp; Malaysia Simplified</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG (Singapore)</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Singapore &amp; Malaysia Simplified</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW (Taiwan)</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
<td>Dedicated Edition</td>
<td>Taiwan Orthodox</td>
<td>Chinese (Taiwan)</td>
<td>Dedicated Support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thesis thus focuses its analysis on the three regions that enjoy dedicated support: mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. This focus serves the aim of the thesis in studying the boundary dynamics because of the intricate
cultural-political boundaries among the three regions (to be detailed in the following section). Other regions such as Macau and Singapore are included only sparingly in the data collection and analysis, depending on the availability of the data.

By selecting these regions as units of analysis, this thesis fills a gap by conducting a formal and thorough analysis regarding how such Chinese variants reintroduce and embody offline boundaries. To the best of my knowledge, this is among the first such attempts (the few others, including their limitations, will be reviewed in Chapter 2). In addition, the analysis avoids methodological nationalism, which will be further detailed in the literature review and methodology chapter. It should be mentioned at this point already that while this thesis focuses its discussion on the Chinese-language Internet, the ways in which it analyses the geographic and linguistic features of online activities can be more generally applied to other languages, especially those that have sizable populations across state boundaries, such as Hindi, Spanish, English, German and Arabic (Coulmas, 2000).

1.3.1 Baseline: existing boundaries. Table 1-2 summarizes some salient features of the political and media environment of each Chinese-speaking region to show the existing political boundaries among them. The first two columns show four major countries and their corresponding country codes. The other columns show five other indicators regarding the political and media environment of each country. The following paragraphs explain the rationales, with documentation, for using them as a baseline. In terms of Chinese characters or scripts, both Hong Kong and Taiwan have continued to use traditional Chinese characters (officially called “orthodox Chinese” in Taiwan), whereas mainland China and Singapore use simplified characters or scripts. The difference between traditional and simplified characters has cultural, political and thus technical implications, which will be unpacked in detail in the
following sub-section in the context of modernisation of the Chinese language and the Cold War divide.

Table 1-2

*Four Major Chinese-speaking Regions and Their Records in Political Internet filtering, Free Speech, Democracy and Human Rights*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country Code (Name)</th>
<th>Political Internet Filtering</th>
<th>Networked Readiness Index Ranking</th>
<th>Democracy World Ranking</th>
<th>Free Speech World Ranking</th>
<th>Major Human Rights Violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN (Mainland China)</td>
<td>Pervasive 59</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>None 22</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG (Singapore)</td>
<td>None 5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW (Taiwan)</td>
<td>None 13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data from the OpenNet Initiative about Internet filtering of political contents.

* Data from the Networked Readiness Index 2006-2007 Ranking, by World Economic Forum, among 122 countries surveyed.

* Data from the Economist Intelligence Unit’s index of democracy 2006, with 167 countries are ranked from the top democracies to authoritarian regimes.

* Data from the Worldwide Press Freedom Index 2007 made by the Reporters without Borders, with 169 countries ranked.


In terms of membership of political institutions, both mainland China and Hong Kong now belong to the People’s Republic of China, whereas Taiwan belongs to the Republic of China. Singapore belongs to the Republic of Singapore.

In terms of free speech and democratic development, the four regions have what historian Mitter (2008, p. 132) has succinctly described as “intriguing divisions between what is ‘free’ and ‘democratic’ ”:

*China itself is neither fully free nor democratic. Taiwan, since the 1990s, has been both free and democratic. Singapore, a largely Chinese society, is democratic, in that it has regular elections which are nominally open to...*
opposition candidates (but at high cost to themselves), but is not free (the media and political activism are both heavily regulated). Most intriguing is Hong Kong, which is little more democratic than it was under the British. Yet it is a very free society: although there is political pressure and a certain level of self-censorship, it has a lively press, it is easy to publish books attacking the Chinese government, and it supports a variety of political parties (although the legislature is arranged to prevent any such party ever coming to power). There are few, if any, other such free, undemocratic societies.

What is summarized in Table 1-2 is consistent with the above description. Among the four, Taiwan is the best in all categories of democracy, free speech, and human rights; Hong Kong leads Singapore by a small margin; and the Mainland China is last. These offline differences have repercussions online as well. Mainland China has “pervasive” political filtering. Reporters without Borders (2007) claims that China is responsible for the 49 out of 64 imprisoned cyber-dissidents in the world.

Depending on their experience as citizens in their respective societies, Chinese-speaking Internet users may therefore also have different expectations of the Internet. In addition, since simplified Chinese characters are associated with less free and democratic societies, the question regarding the interplay between technologies and values is bound to arise in the design and exchange of Chinese-language spaces on the Web and in computer networks.

1.3.2 Chinese characters, modernity and the Cold War. The difference between traditional and simplified Chinese characters is not only visible but also significant for its association with Chinese modernity and the history of the Cold War. Somewhat akin to the spelling differences between American versus British English in words such as “color” versus “colour”, the visible difference in Chinese characters is shown by the characters that are double-underlined and in red in Table 1-3.
Table 1-3
Visible difference (double-underlined and in the colour red) of the same text written in simplified and traditional Chinese script

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simplified</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDHR*</td>
<td>聯合國大會一九四八年十二月十日第217A(III)號決議通</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948年12月10日</td>
<td>过並頒布</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>第一章 引言</td>
<td>一章 引言</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>第一条</td>
<td>人人生而自由，在尊嚴和權利上一律平等，他們都享有理</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>第二条</td>
<td>人士有權享有本宣言所列的一切權利和自由。不分</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>第三条</td>
<td>人士有人權享有生命、自由和人身安全。</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>第四条</td>
<td>任何人不得被以奴隸或奴役；一切形式的奴隸制度和奴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>第五条</td>
<td>任何人不得得以酷刑，或施以残忍的、不人道的或侮辱</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>第六条</td>
<td>人在任何地方有人權被承認在法律前的人格。</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Despite sharing some of the same linguistic heritage, a language gap between variants of written Chinese has developed because of more than six decades of separation and political tensions during the Cold War (Sui, 2011). After the Chinese Civil War, the Chinese Communist Party founded its regime in Beijing in 1949 as the sole legitimate leader of the People’s Republic of China. The Chinese Nationalist Party (also known as Kuomintang) fled from Nanjing, the capital the Republic of China, to Taiwan, which had recently been reclaimed from Japan. As a result, language planning, mandated by Beijing to use simplified Chinese characters with the modern aim to raise general literacy, has been restricted to mainland China (Ji, 2004; Liao, 2009a; Shouhui Zhao & Baldauf, 2007a). Even after the transfer of sovereignty over Hong Kong from the United Kingdom to the People’s Republic of China in 1997, Hong Kong has continued to use traditional Chinese characters. It should be noted that the language preferences across these regions include not only the choice of Chinese writing systems, but also the choice of words, phrases, pronunciation, and more (Sui, 2011). The difference between traditional and simplified Chinese characters is only one of the most visible and salient differences among these.

The difference in Chinese characters continues to have cultural and political implications in the greater context of balancing Chinese tradition and modernity. For example, Taiwan, under the presidency of Ma Ying-jeou since 2008, has been proactive in reclaiming the role of “orthodox Chinese forms” essential for “a strong grounding in traditional Chinese culture” (Y. Ma, 2009, para. 3), including holding “Chinese character festivals” that highlight the essence, virtue and beauty of orthodox Chinese characters and traditional Chinese culture (e.g. Department of Cultural Affairs, 2005, 2011). This can be interpreted as a reaffirmation of the Kuomintang’s official “Chinese Cultural Renaissance Movement” in the 1970s, which was designed to oppose the communist “Cultural Revolution” in mainland China, which had rejected and
discarded traditional culture and Confucian classics (Ho, 2006; S. O. Lee, 2007). Since the Chinese Cultural Revolution of the 1960s and 70s, Communist leaders in China have gradually shifted cultural policy toward appropriating Chinese traditional culture for party propaganda purposes and for generating a sense of indigenous superiority and patriotism among its followers (Shouhui Zhao, 2008). However, China’s language policy has not yet changed on the choice of simplified characters over traditional ones. Therefore, the simplified versus traditional difference is not only visible to all Chinese-language readers, but also points to historical, political and cultural tensions. As a result, a first-ever joint dictionary by China and Taiwan, announced in 2011, aims to close the language gaps by recording different ways of writing and speaking Chinese (Sui, 2011).

1.3.3 Chinese regions, media and politics. As previously noted, mainland China is neither free nor democratic; Taiwan has been both free and democratic since the 1990s; Singapore is nominally democratic but not free; Hong Kong is free and slightly more democratic than it was under British rule (Mitter, 2008, chap. 4). However, mainland China has begun exercising its cultural power through Mandarin-teaching Confucius Institutes around the globe (Ding & Saunders, 2006) and its “soft power” or other political influences effectively on Taiwan (DeLisle, 2010; Koike, 2012; Lowther, Shih, & Chao, 2011), and Hong Kong (Fung & Lee, 1994; Higgins, 2012a). Thus, with the increasing exchange of people, goods and ideas across these regions, the media environment in Hong Kong and Taiwan has seen the politics and media sometimes divided along pro-China versus anti-China lines (Higgins, 2012b; C. P.-Y. Lai, 2007; C. C. Lee, 2001). It remains an open question how the interconnectivity of Internet will shape the cultural-political dynamics of the three regions, which make up the vast majority of Chinese-language Internet users in the world.

The regional differences within the Chinese-language Internet are thus arguably more extensive and serious than those in other major languages in the world, such as Hindi, German, Spanish, English and Arabic. How will the
cultural-political boundaries be drawn across these Chinese-speaking regions? Table 1-4 has simplified the cultural and political differences described in the previous section, with mainland China as the reference point in order to show the difference from other regions. For instance, in terms of the forms of Chinese characters used (orthography), Singapore uses simplified Chinese as in mainland China while Hong Kong and Taiwan use traditional/orthodox Chinese. In terms of Internet filtering, only mainland China has extensive filtering for political content. In terms of political institutions, Hong Kong belongs to the People’s Republic of China, as does mainland China.

Table 1-4

*The existing cultural and political boundaries among major Chinese-speaking regions, using mainland China as a reference point*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country Code (Name)</th>
<th>Standard Chinese script</th>
<th>Republic</th>
<th>Internet Filtering</th>
<th>Media Systems</th>
<th>Political System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN (Mainland China)</td>
<td>simplified</td>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>Pervasive</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>Not Democratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>traditional</td>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Not Democratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG (Singapore)</td>
<td>simplified</td>
<td>ROS</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>Democratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW (Taiwan)</td>
<td>traditional</td>
<td>ROC</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Democratic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1-4, possible boundaries can be drawn as follows:

- If Chinese characters constitute barriers for online interactions, the boundary should reflect the difference between (1) simplified-character users in mainland China and Singapore and (2) traditional-character users in Hong Kong and Taiwan.
- If political institutions (belonging to the same Republic) are the main differentiating criterion, the boundary should differentiate between (1) citizens of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in mainland China and
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Hong Kong, (2) citizens of the Republic of China (ROC) in Taiwan and (3) citizens of the Republic of Singapore (ROS) in Singapore.

- If political Internet filtering (imposed by authorities in Beijing on users within mainland China) is seen as the key distinguishing factor, the boundary should differentiate between (1) mainland China and (2) the other three regions including Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore.

How does the Web reintroduce the existing cultural and political boundaries in the Chinese context?

**1.3.4 Theoretical question: online boundaries.** Generally, how has the Internet reshaped geo-cultural or geo-linguistic communities in relations to nation-states?

With a common language, Chinese-language Internet users have the potential to share Chinese-written knowledge and exchange Chinese-speaking voices online, regardless of where they come from. However, with regional differences that encompass a range of historical, cultural and political tensions, Chinese-language Internet thus has both an integrating potential and a potential for creating divides. This thesis, using the two major Chinese-written user-generated encyclopaedias as major sites of observation, asks how Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia have overcome, reinforced or ignored the existing boundaries among mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The answers are expected to provide insights into the cultural politics of the Chinese Internet. The methodological and theoretical insights are expected to be useful for the geolinguistic analysis of the Internet.

**1.4 Overview of subsequent chapters**

Chapter 1 has provided the background to the research, formulated the general research question, and outlined the basic arguments of the thesis.

Chapter 2 will introduce a number of observations and theories on the link between national boundaries and information/communication systems from
various disciplines. The literature review covers the role of language and media technologies and thus paves the way for a theoretical framework to be developed which accounts for the ways in which elements of cultural-political boundaries have been reintroduced into the design and processes of information and communication spaces. The aim is also to review various research approaches so as to develop a feasible research design and methods to identify the factors and workings of such reintroduction of cultural-political boundaries to the Web. Special attention will be paid to the ways in which the research bias of relying too much on a national framework and/or unit of analysis, or “methodological nationalism” (Wimmer & Schiller, 2002), can be alleviated. This general research concern is especially important for this specific research on Chinese boundaries online because of the ambiguous yet complicated cultural-political boundaries among Chinese-speaking regions such as mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan.

Chapter 3 will establish a theoretical framework based on three concepts: “web spheres”, “processability” and “cultural thickening”. Its fundamental claim is that we are witnessing a development of reintroduction of cultural-political boundaries (e.g. national boundaries) into dominant media-language systems, which reshape the group dynamics between information and users. Researchers must study the corresponding cultural patterns to see how cultural-political boundaries are reintroduced. As the proposed theoretical framework has both quantitative and qualitative dimensions in relation to cultural patterns, the thesis develops a multi-method of structured, focused comparison (George & Bennett, 2004; Drozdova & Gaubatz, 2009) to examine how the two encyclopaedia websites deal with the existing cultural-political boundaries. This chapter will thus present a comparative case study that uses mixed methods to gather evidence from three main areas of user-generated content projects: editorial development, content outcome, and user reception, each of which will be discussed in turn in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Chapter 4 will present the comparative analysis of the two user-generated encyclopaedias’ editorial development and patterns. First, editorial policies and practices are analysed to see how they process information differently, and how such differences are associated with the website’s relationship with the hosting organizations and volunteer contributors. Second, to consider the historical context in which the two websites are launched in relation to potential users (after all, they are user-generated encyclopaedias), the remaining part of the chapter will contextualize the development of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia in relation to the growth of mainland Chinese Internet users and Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime.

Chapter 5 continues the comparative analysis on the content and citations inside encyclopaedia articles to show how differently they bring the world’s information to their users. The first half of Chapter 5 will present mostly quantitative evidence, using novel Webometric techniques that consider the geographic and linguistic features of the external links of all the articles in both encyclopaedias, collected in 2010. Careful analysis with appropriate geographic normalization indicates that the main differences between the two encyclopaedias do not manifest themselves along the US versus China line, but rather along that between the mainland China on one side and Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan on the other. The second half of the chapter will supplement the first half with mostly qualitative evidence on the selected articles that deal with the notion of “Chineseness”, providing additional insights about the cultural politics of being “Chinese” in addition to confirming the findings of the first half.

Chapter 6 will systematically examine how user-readers perceive and use the two encyclopedias, as observed on major platforms of search engines and microblogs. Acknowledging the fact that many users come to user-generated encyclopaedias via search engines, the first half of Chapter 6 presents mostly quantitative findings based on visibility tests that indicate whether a website (for this research, which user-generated encyclopaedia website) is listed in the
outcome of the SERPs. The second half of Chapter 6 will present findings observed from major microblog platforms of Sina Weibo and Twitter, which supplement the overall findings of the first half with comments expressed and experiences documented therein.

Finally, I will articulate the theoretical and policy implications of the findings in Chapter 7. The findings fill various gaps in our understanding of the Chinese-language Internet. In particular, they show where and how the cultural-political boundaries manifest themselves. It discusses how geolinguistic arrangements are critical for our understanding of how information is ordered and for its boundaries. Geolinguistic processability, or the overall socio-technical processes and outcomes that process linguistic and geographic specificity of information, matters for defining the centre and boundaries of information-rich societies.
How has the Internet reshaped geo-cultural or geo-linguistic communities in relations to nation-states? During the 1990s, when the Internet was in its early world development, it was treated as if technologies know no national boundaries, being described by one author as part of the “death of distance” phenomenon (Cairncross, 2001). In the 2010s, researchers have noticed the rise of localization, as illustrated by the demise of the universal search engine and the rise of local Google domains tailored to different groups of local users (Liao, 2011; Pariser, 2011; R. Rogers, 2013). Localization seems to reinstate geographic, linguistic and national boundaries on the Web. Thus, this literature review must discern the relationship between media technologies and national boundaries.

This study aims to compare two Chinese-language user-generated encyclopaedias (though the focus of this literature review is not on user-generated encyclopaedias per se, but rather on the dynamics of cultural-political boundaries). A systematic review of scholarly research on Wikipedia has been conducted (Okoli, Mehdi, Mesgari, Nielsen, & Arto, 2012) and the Wikimedia Research Newsletter has been documenting and reviewing the latest research on Wikipedia and its sister projects since 2001. While some research uses Wikipedia merely as a huge dataset for information retrieval or data mining, a major research area is to understand the “collaborative ecosystem” of participation, content and readership. However, almost no research in this review is comparative, and none examines cultural politics across language regions (Okoli et al., 2012).

The following literature review will first examine various claims concerning the relationship between national boundaries and communicative spaces from various disciplines. Then, it will narrow its focus to Chinese
boundaries. Finally, a review on the recent development of information and language processing leads to a modified version of medium theory and an approach focusing on media-language systems. In terms of mediatisation and how it fosters (or not) globalization, we shall see that encyclopaedias constantly face the realities of linguistic and national differences. Altogether, this review sets the stage for the theoretical framework and methods in the next chapter by seeing national boundaries as the cultural-political construction of information and communication systems.

2.1 National boundaries and communicative spaces

National boundaries tend to become more permeable and flexible, especially in the economic and information spheres (Albert, Jacobson, & Lapid, 2001; Brunn, 1998; Morley & Robins, 1995). International relation scholars discuss two competing hypotheses: one is the nation-state thesis, where national identities, borders and orders are mutually defined and reinforcing, while the other is the end-of-boundaries thesis, where globalization is expected to render national boundaries ineffective barriers to information and economic flows (Albert et al., 2001).

The transborder flow of information via satellite and the Internet has tested the willingness and capacity of states to open and regulate their communicative boundaries, raising questions regarding the new territorial dimensions of modern statehood, or “a treaty of Silicon for the treaty of Westphalia” (Brunn, 1998). Information and communication technologies are expected to reduce costs for political and economic transactions, which should in turn reshape power in a time- and space-compressed world (Brunn, 1998). While some once imagined a borderless world where the factor of distance becomes increasingly irrelevant (Cairncross, 2001), others have pointed to the tensions between the bordered world of national governance and the borderless world of the Internet (Banerjee, 2007; Goldsmith & Wu, 2008; Mueller, 2010).
Furthermore, Internet and communications scholars have been studying the link between technologies and national boundaries, conducting research on the connectivity effects of the Internet (Haythornthwaite, 2005). Making new connections beyond existing social and political boundaries is central to the Internet’s potentials for enhancing, redefining and reshaping civic engagement and civic culture (Benkler, 2006; Rheingold, 2008; Scammell, 2000; Shirky, 2010), with Wikipedia being cited as one of the major examples (Leung, 2009; Lih, 2009; Reagle, 2008). Additionally, the question of whether and how the Internet has shaped transnational activism and diaspora communities has received significant attention (e.g. Cammaerts & Van Audenhove, 2005; G. Yang, 2003), stimulating discussions on the transnational public sphere (e.g. Fraser, 2007; Wessler, Peters, Brüggemann, Kleinen-von Königslöw, & Sifft, 2008).

There is no clear answer when it comes to the relationship between national boundaries and Internet connectivity, and the connectivity effects are not evenly distributed. With the aim to identify the major disciplinary views and gaps on the subject of national boundaries, the first part of this chapter will summarize the major work from systems theory, communications theories of nationalism, comparative media research and national web studies.

2.1.1 National boundaries and systems theory. Boundaries of systems can be nationally defined, such as national systems of innovation (Högselius, 2006), or national media systems and national information systems (United States Congress, 1981). The concept of system boundaries provides one approach to national boundaries.

The concept of boundary is central to systems theory: “boundary maintenance is system maintenance” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 17). Based on the work of system theorists Karl Wolfgang Deutsch and Niklas Luhmann, Högselius (2006) defines two types of system boundaries by comparing domestic and foreign interactions. First, a Deutsch-type boundary emerges when the intensity of domestic interactions is significantly greater than the intensity of cross-border...
interactions. Second, a Luhmann-type boundary marks a nation-specific structure and style. The two thus capture, respectively, the quantitative and the qualitative aspects of the ways in which systems regulate activities. Although the definitions by Högselius (2006) were meant to test the existence of national innovation systems, they offer more general analytical directions. Researchers can observe system activities (including the intensity and style of interactions) to assess whether system boundaries are nationally aligned.

Similarly, activities relating to the Internet can be examined to evaluate the Internet’s connectivity effects on national boundaries. Different intensities of interactions indicate Deutsch-type boundaries, while distinct structures or styles suggest Luhmann-type boundaries. In addition to observing and analysing both quantitative and qualitative aspects of interactions, researchers can further ask whether changes in quantity lead to changes in quality. For example, does a quantitative increase of activities (Deutsch-type boundary) lead to a qualitative distinction (Luhmann-type boundary)? Conversely, does a distinction in the structure and style of activities contribute to different levels of interaction intensity within versus across national borders?

2.1.2 Communications theories of nationalism. Providing a more material foundation than systems theory, communications theories of nationalism highlight the mediating role of media in marking the boundaries of nation-states through national communicative spaces (Schlesinger, 2000, 2001).

Inspired by the study of information, communication and control in machines and biological organisms (Wiener, 1948), Karl W. Deutsch (1951) conducted inquiries based on cybernetics into human societies, including the issues of nationalism and nationality, which he called “some of the most baffling problems of modern science” (1951, p. 234). By recognizing that “[c]ommunication was social before it became elaborately technological” (p. 239), he studied the role of communication and control in human societies by defining “a people as a large group of persons linked by complementary habits and
facilities of communication, or more briefly, as a community of both internal and social communications equipment” (p.234). Social communication among individuals can thus enable national cohesion and unity “on a larger scale” than unscalable “mutual rapport” (Deutsch, 1966a, p. 188). Such scalability constitutes "communicative barriers" and "marked gaps" in the efficiency of communication relative to other groups (Deutsch, 1966a, p. 100). Simply put, nation-states must have scalable "facilities for storing, recalling, and recombining information, channels for its dissemination and interaction, facilities for deriving further information" (Deutsch, 1966a, p. 75).

Similarly, social anthropologist Ernest Gellner (1983) examined the role of mass education as the basis for industrialization and the emergence of nationalism. He argued that because industrial societies require educated workers and thus a national education system, “the global norm is a set of discontinuous breathing chambers or aquaria”, and each national chamber has “relatively superficial, but deliberately stressed, brand-differentiating characteristics” (Gellner, 1983, p. 50). Thus, while the content of national education may differ from one nation-state to another, the very idea of delivering a universal, standardized system of education has become the global norm of developing nation-states.

In addition, nationalism researcher Benedict Anderson has drawn attention to how print capitalism fosters national consciousness based on the routine sense of “fellow-readers” (1983). Although his print-centric theory was recently updated by taking into account electronic communications and transnational migration (B. Anderson, 1992, 2001), it rightly highlights the historical role of print capitalism and languages in building national consciousness. Different print languages thus constitute boundaries for print markets and political communities.

The sense of cultural-political enclosure is best described by the social communications tradition, as argued by Schlesinger (2001, p. 28): "Media are
boundary markers, intimately related to the ‘political roof’ that caps a culture and makes it into a nation-state.” Thus, Habermasian public spheres have boundaries that coincide with quintessentially national boundaries: nation-states “ha[ve] provided the retaining wall, not only for the all-inclusive Deutsch-Gellner-Anderson conception of social communication as national culture but also for the more narrowly conceived Habermasian domain of political communication” (Schlesinger, 2001, p. 28). Communications theories of nationalism therefore postulate that communicative boundaries have become the most significant factor for the historical development of nation-states, including information/control systems, education systems, media systems and political communication systems. Nation-states and their boundaries are thus socially and historically constructed by those systems.

Communications theories of nationalism suggest that nations gain cohesion and solidarity by sharing a common communicative space that is traditionally “capped” by national boundaries. For the purposes of this thesis, these theories are useful in theorizing the existing boundaries across Chinese-speaking regions to account for the complexity of Chinese modern societies with varied government, education, media and language systems. However, these theories do not focus on the specificity of media and languages in a globalizing world, so we now turn to the literature of comparative media systems.

2.1.3 Comparative media systems research and geolinguistic regions.
Complementing and sometimes challenging the communications theories of nationalism, transnational and national media systems research (e.g. Kraidy, 2011; Volkmer, 2011; Y. Zhao, 2011) constitutes another body of work that takes up the boundary questions of nation-states in relation to the increasingly global media systems.

In the field of international comparative media systems, Hallin & Mancini’s two edited volumes (2004, 2011) signified a shift from normative evaluations influenced by the Cold War (e.g. Siebert, Peterson, & Schramm, 1963)
to systematic inquiries for comparing media systems under a unifying conceptual framework. By conceptualizing the functions and structures of media systems, this approach has been used to compare and contrast the specific characteristics of each single system. The initial framework, designed mostly for Western democracies, had four dimensions: structure of media markets, political parallelism, professionalization of journalism and the role of the state concerning media systems. Such a comparative approach bridges nation-centred studies of media systems and globalization research, as exemplified by the convergence or homogenization thesis, mostly observed in Europe, where European countries might be pushed toward the North Atlantic or Liberal Model. While this body of work provides political analysis of the structural and functional differences of media systems across countries, it nonetheless assumes the national boundaries of media systems. While the nation-state unit of analysis helps structure the comparative approach in a systematic fashion, some scholars argue that such “methodological nationalism” (Wimmer & Schiller, 2002) is inadequate for understanding media systems that are no longer exclusively bounded to single political systems (Jakubowicz, 2010). Other researchers also question Hallin & Mancini’s (2004, 2011) case for the growing influence of the North Atlantic Liberal model throughout the world, citing cases such as the Chinese media system (Y. Zhao, 2011) and Pan-Arab media (Kraidy, 2011). Thus, although the theory of international comparative media systems concerns media systems per se – which differs from the aforementioned communication theories of nationalism – both theories suffer potential issues of methodological nationalism.

On media globalization, Sinclair, Jacka & Cunningham (1996) proposed the concept of “geolinguistic regions” to examine the marketing strategies and flow patterns of satellite televisions. Explicit in the term “geolinguistic regions” is the role of language and cultures. The linguistic choice made by distributors and viewers on TV programming influenced audience market segmentations,
resulting in geolinguistic or geocultural regions that may include diasporas. These regions include Greater China, Latin America, the Middle East, India and, in the English-speaking world, Canada and Australia. As opposed to Hallin & Mancini’s (2004, 2011) focus on Europe and North America, Sinclair, Jacka & Cunningham’s selection of these “peripheral” regions, along with the geolinguistic approach, challenges the "cultural imperialism" view (which focuses on the increasing dominance of certain cultures) of globalization that overlooks linguistic and cultural factors. Thus, as a particular form of media technologies that can transmit and distribute information over distance (potentially across national boundaries), global TV systems effectively group countries according to their linguistic, cultural and historical connections. The geolinguistic approach, as defined by this body of work on global TV, suggests emerging geolinguistic spheres with respective production centres, such as “Mexico and Brazil for Latin America, Hong Kong and Taiwan for the Chinese-speaking populations of Asia, Egypt for the Arab world, India for the Indian populations of Africa and Asia” (p.8).

The kind of regionalization inherent to the concepts of geolinguistic and geocultural regions makes the following assumptions and observations: (1) Content consumption is a dynamic process governed by the cultural identities of audiences and the sedimentation of social practices; (2) Content production depends on export viability and scalability, and the regionalization of cultural and media markets often depends on language (and thus geo-cultural) barriers as natural protective barriers.

Thus, the global flow of cultural products is no longer a simple picture of media imperialism with the West at the centre dominating the rest at the periphery, but rather a number of geolinguistic and geocultural regions having their internal dynamics and external contact points. Common cultural, linguistic and historical connections thus delineate the extent of geolinguistic or
geocultural regions that may transcend physical distances and include diaspora communities.

2.1.4 National web studies. Informetrics, the study of quantitative aspects of information, has witnessed significant growth in webometrics and visualization (Bar-Ilan, 2008), with some studies having attempted to analyse “national domains” or other national dimension of Web systems (Baeza-Yates, Castillo, Telefónica, & Efthimiadis, 2007; Graells & Baeza-Yates, 2008; Thelwall & Wilkinson, 2003; Tolosa, Bordignon, Baeza-Yates, & Castillo, 2007; Wilkinson & Thelwall, 2012). Noting the shift in the scholarly terms from “the Web” to “national webs”, digital method research scholar Richard Rogers (2013) called this emerging field of research “national web studies”. Similar to a Deutsch-type boundary, a boundary in the context of national web studies is drawn by the quantitative contrast of high versus low intensity of web links. Boundaries can also be demarcated by web domains, languages, institutions, website platforms, etc., on which a Luhmann-type boundary may be identified for cultural analysis. For example, in his study of the Iranian national Web, Rogers (2013) extended quantitative concerns to the cultural analysis of the information output of dominant devices, calling for methods that consider the particular device cultures that users belong to, especially the leading sites of a country and/or language. National device cultures are organized by the ways in which different websites are linked, valued and ranked. Studying device cultures involved the organization of interactions, which is related to the debate on the algorithmic structuring of online public opinion and whether it amounts to a public sphere with socially integrating effects (R. Stuart Geiger, 2009).

Complicating the issue even further, recent studies on the assumed time-compressed and distance-reduced connectivity effects of the Internet have produced mixed findings (Barnett, Chung, & Park, 2011; Leamer & Storper, 2001; Mok & Wellman, 2007; Mok, Wellman, & Carrasco, 2010; Oh, Curley, & Subramani, 2008; Takhteyev, Gruzd, & Wellman, 2012). Some researchers have
argued that, despite the technology of the Internet and low-cost telephony, face-to-face socially close interaction has hardly changed between the 1970s and the 2000s (Mok & Wellman, 2007; Mok et al., 2010). Some geographers have argued that the Internet will produce similar forces for deagglomeration within geographically limited ‘neighbourhoods’ (Leamer & Storper, 2001). One study showed that national borders and language differences, along with other geographic factors, predict social ties in the social media platform, Twitter (Takhteyev et al., 2012). Still other researchers have found a linking pattern among countries that is consistent with the world-systems theory of core and peripheral structure (Barnett et al., 2011). One way to explain all these diverse implications of the connectivity effects of the Internet is to consider the perceptions of distance influenced by computer-mediated communications (Oh et al., 2008). Thus, when examining the relationship between national boundaries and Internet connectivity effects, it is viable to study the information systems or their outcomes, thereby assessing whether national boundaries are overcome or reinforced.

Unlike the aforementioned research on national boundaries, national web studies (Baeza-Yates et al., 2007; Graells & Baeza-Yates, 2008; Thelwall & Wilkinson, 2003; Tolosa et al., 2007; Wilkinson & Thelwall, 2012) often requires quantitative analysis of communication and content data used in information or computer-mediated communication systems. In many ways, such a data-intensive approach may provide new opportunities to move beyond the conventional research pitfalls of “methodological nationalism” (Wimmer & Schiller, 2002) or “implicit state-centrism” (Derudder & Witlox, 2005). For instance, instead of assuming that national boundaries are engrained automatically in Twitter networks, researchers can examine whether and how the presence of national boundaries inhibit certain social ties (Takhteyev et al., 2012). Some research has demonstrated that nations can no longer be taken for granted as a unit of analysis, but rather should be considered as a research object to be examined.
Instead of assuming the existence of particular national boundaries, in web studies national expressions are expected to be captured by quantitative and qualitative analysis of data.

The above literature review has summarized some major claims regarding the connections between national boundaries and communicative spaces. National boundaries are not physical national borders, but rather the construction of communicative processes. The next section will provide a similar literature review, but with a focus on Chinese national boundaries.

2.2 Chinese national boundaries and media technologies

To build a modern nation-state for the world’s most populous country is no easy task. Modern Chinese history can be seen as a combination of efforts to build social and technological systems that can be called “Chinese”. The following review aims to assess the existing boundaries across Chinese-speaking regions while addressing the role of Chinese language in defining a civilization, developing nation-states and building information systems.

I will first contextualize selected research on Chinese Wikipedia within the cultural-political background where Chinese intellectuals have sought solutions for its political systems and information systems since the late 1980s, when the so-called “three theories” (information theory, cybernetics, and systems theory) were introduced. Then, based on the communicative theory of nationalism, I will review how Chinese writing systems underwent nationalization processes in the region and the implications for delineating modern Chinese and East Asian cultural spheres. The review will then discuss how global TV research, using concepts such as geolinguistic regions or geocultural regions, has produced important comparative findings for the boundary dynamics across Chinese-speaking regions since the 1980s, which sets the historical context for Internet diffusion in the region. The last section will then summarize the problems and challenges of current Chinese web studies as an instance of national web studies.
2.2.1 Systems, order and chaos. Although “boundary maintenance is system maintenance” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 17), one major cultural-political discussion in China has revolved around the maintenance of political systems.

Systems theory and cybernetics, along with the theory of communication – together called the “three theories” – were at the centre of intellectual debate in China in the 1980s (Keane, 2007), leading to the development of finding administrative and management solutions to social problems, a process that has been described as the “mandarinization of systems theory” (Woodside, 2006). The discussions and applications at the time were part of the efforts to go beyond orthodox Marxism. One notable application of systems theory and cybernetics to the understanding of Chinese societies is Jin Guantao’s controversial thesis on the ultra-stable system of Chinese feudalism (J. Wang, 1996). By “ultrastability”, he meant repeating cycles of disruption-restoration, or order-chaos (zhì-luàn 治-乱). His thesis had influences on the highly popular TV documentary series “River Elegy” (hé shāng 河殤), which sought a radical break from the Chinese cyclic past by criticizing the problems of Chinese civilization. The documentary was aired in June 1988 and inspired the 1989 pro-democracy movement (Yangwen Zheng, 2011). Also, in terms of political geography, it implicitly praised the rise of South China and the coastal cities under reform (Cartier, 2011).

The metaphors used in “River Elegy” call for a cultural-political change in China. In “River Elegy,” the symbol of Chinese civilization, the Yellow River, is sand-clogged with the backward, authoritarian features of earthbound civilization. China must resort to the open blue sea for new inspiration, which represents progress, democracy and internationalization. Seen from the perspective of Luhmann’s notion that boundary maintenance is system maintenance, the pro-reform message thus involves shifting the boundaries and styles of China’s cultural-political systems. According to the TV series, these boundaries should be more open, progressive and willing to embrace external
and new maritime culture, thereby breaking away from the stagnant historical cycles of order-chaos.

After China’s suppression of the 1989 pro-democracy movement (1989 民主运动), the dichotomy of order and chaos became part of the official and increasingly popular discourse to maintain the stability and order of China’s party-state political system. The democratization of Taiwan and South Korea has since been described as “chaotic copies of the West”, praising the order and discipline in Singapore (van Kemenade, 2010). The official discourse has developed the “harmonious society” rhetoric as a defense against chaos and the “stability maintenance” (维稳 wéiwěn) policies that mix “Confucian hierarchism, legalist authoritarianism, and Communist dictatorship” (J. T.-H. Lee, Nedilsky, & Cheung, 2012, p. 20). Meanwhile, in popular discourse, a notable illustration came from Hong Kong-born Hollywood star Jackie Chan, who publicly singled out Hong Kong and Taiwan as being too free and thus chaotic (Cole, 2009).

Therefore, while the cultural-political discussions of China’s political systems appear to have shifted towards a certain form of system maintenance, they also implicitly involve boundary maintenance by distancing China from other political systems in Hong Kong and Taiwan in relation to democracy and freedom.

It is in this cultural-political context that a body of work on information ordering process (信息有序化 xìnxī yǒuxùhuà) based on Wikipedia (Ma & Xia, 2009; Ma, 2008) and other Web 2.0 platforms (Ma, 2012) is reviewed here. Using the conceptual frameworks of self-organization (Prigogine & Stengers, 1984) and complex adaptive systems (Holland, 1995), Ma (2012) compared the user-contributing policies of Chinese Wikipedia, Baidu Baike and Tianya Forum (which can arguably be seen as complex adaptive systems). He found that, in contrast to Baidu Baike’s top-down, centralized policies, Chinese Wikipedia’s policies had evolved into a complex yet self-adaptive bottom-up, decentralized editorial environment. He thereby argued that the ordering and organization
patterns of Chinese Wikipedia are closer to what Austrian thinker Friedrich A. Hayek (1967, 1984) conceptualized as “spontaneous order”. Here, Ma explicitly pointed out Hayek’s emphasis on free competition in market economics theory. Ma’s ideas are in line with my previous work (Liao, 2009c), though I used Michael Polanyi’s polycentric conceptualization of “spontaneous order”. Differences in interpretation aside, the concept of spontaneous order, or the notion of order-out-of-chaos, breaks with the dichotomy between order versus chaos.

The above discussion provides the relevant cultural-political context for viewing the two information systems – Chinese Wikipedia and Beijing’s internet censorship/filtering regime – as important information ordering processes that involve different Chinese cultural-political systems. As briefly discussed in Chapter 1, the boundary dynamics across Chinese-speaking regions involve political struggles in relation to the experiences with and attitudes towards political systems across these regions. Beijing’s internet censorship/filtering regime therefore constitutes a major factor. Luo & Fu (2008) assessed the impact of the Great Firewall of China on Chinese Wikipedia’s information ordering process. Their research shows that it has negative impacts on its growth rates of new users, new edits and rankings among other language versions of Wikipedia. They argue that it will reinforce the cultural and communicative barriers among Chinese-language users and damage the content neutrality of Chinese Wikipedia, on the grounds that the absence of mainland Chinese participation entails the absence of mainland Chinese viewpoints. It is questionable, however, whether mainland Chinese users and their viewpoints are absent from Chinese Wikipedia. For instance, another study with more sophisticated data analysis (X. Zhang & Zhu, 2011) showed that blocking the mainland Chinese access to Chinese Wikipedia not only curbed participation among mainland Chinese users, but also triggered discouraging social effects for those who are not blocked (typically traditional Chinese users who reside outside mainland China): their contributions decreased by 42.8%. Nonetheless, both studies underline the role of
Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime in shaping the information order and boundaries.

The discussions reviewed above thus provide an antithesis to what Zhou (2005) criticized as the “monster complex”: Many observers of China tend to see the Internet as a benign monster that will break through China’s authoritarian political system. (Recall Jimmy Wales’ statement in the beginning of this thesis.) Contrary to the notion that a free information system will change the existing political system of China, different notions of order and chaos have been shaping the ways in which political systems and information systems are managed. It is no surprise then that China’s censorship/filtering regime has become an integral part of national efforts in maintaining stability (G. Yang, 2012).

2.2.2 Chinese writing systems, nationalism and civilization.

Communication theories of nationalism, as reviewed in section 2.1.2, suggest that media are boundary markers that cap a culture under a political roof, including the use of print languages and national education systems. This section focuses on the pre-modern and modern role of Chinese writing systems in East Asia.

Commenting on the nationalization of writing, linguist Coulmas (2000) argues that Chinese language provides the paradigm case for the nationalization of a script that was once universal for the pre-modern societies of East Asia. Coulmas identified five major writing systems that altogether cover the entire world: Roman, Cyrillic, Arabic, Chinese, and Brahmi-derived Indic. Chinese characters were instrumental for the states to recruit Mandarin scholar-bureaucrats through civil service examination systems. They also constituted a code for interregional communication among the elites of China and other East Asian countries. Coulmas (2000) argues that modern China, Japan, Korea and

---

2 Children’s history books, for example, often describe a division of the world into five cultural spheres: Western (Latin), East Asia (Chinese script), Islamic (Arab), India (South Asia) and Eastern Europe (Slavic), which correspond to the five major writing systems.
Taiwan have inherited the statist attitude on written languages, and each has developed increasingly particular vernacular literacies, strengthened by modern compulsory education. Coulmas (2000) rightly describes the shift from the universal (often classic) Chinese writing as the shared written medium of an area of civilization towards European linguistic nationalism that promotes authenticity of languages as cultural assets for modernization and national ethnicity. The historical shift was particularly marked by modern Japan’s colonization of Taiwan, Korea and Manchuria. Writing systems became the focus of political controversy as political symbols and identities in the region. North Korea abolished Chinese characters from its Korean. The Republic of China in Taiwan did not follow the People’s Republic of China’s reform to simplify Chinese characters, but Taiwan still achieved higher literacy rates faster. Divergent written forms of North and South Korean languages, as well as those of Beijing’s and Taiwan’s Chinese languages, became associated strongly with the identities of divided nations. An important element of national education programs and social communications, modern national languages have thus become a central boundary marker in East Asia, despite the fact that the classic Chinese writing system used to delineate borders of a civilization.

Contrary to Coulmas’s (2000) “nationalization of writing” thesis, Bosworth’s (2004) “globalization of writing” thesis posits that civilizations are longer-lived than the ephemeral nations they contain. Taking a long-term evolutionary perspective on civilizations (instead of the perspective which focuses on the construction of modern nation-states), Bosworth predicts that Chinese and Arabic writing systems will allow for emerging blocs that will challenge the existing world system, which is Western-oriented and based on Roman alphabets. Nonetheless, both scholars recognize the potential of new media and information technologies for these non-Western languages, and both acknowledge the importance of Chinese language for their theses. Therefore, more research is needed to see how the role of Chinese writing systems, in their
digitized forms, relates to the boundary dynamics among East Asian and Chinese-speaking regions. As discussed in section 1.3, with regard to the offline and online boundaries of Chinese-speaking regions, researchers need to show how the boundaries of cultural-political entries (e.g. sub-nation states, nation-states or civilizations) have been digitally constructed. While Bosworth (2004) claims that boundaries among Chinese-speaking regions would be overcome, Coulmas (2000) suggests that they will mostly be reinforced.

Goggin & McLelland (2009) recognize the digital difficulties that East Asian societies face during the internationalization of the Internet. More complex machines and systems are needed to support Japanese scripts and Chinese characters. Because of the orthographic difficulties, societies in the East Asian cultural sphere have encountered a slow start when it comes to office automation and computerization as compared to European languages that use alphabets. Nevertheless, Goggin & McLelland argue that character-based users are not always disadvantaged; the East Asian text might take longer to type, but they take less screen space than alphabets, which explains the more sophisticated mobile and short-messaging culture in East Asia. Empirical research has shown that, with the 140-character limit, East Asian languages such as Chinese and Japanese are more “expressive” (Dugan, 2011; Liao, 2013b; Neubig & Duh, 2013). Chinese characters become arguably more modern and sophisticated because the digital capacity has solved many processing issues that used to prevent them from being technologically ready, as in the cases of telegram and print technologies (Liao, 2009a). Digital support for the main East Asian languages (Chinese, Japanese and Korean) becomes an important milestone for the Internet’s internationalization. As put by a major East Asian Science Technology and Society (STS) scholar, Nakayama Shigeru (2001, p. 12):
East Asians are accustomed to dealing with a multibyte system, in contrast to Western monobyte reductionist culture. It may be that in the future our multibyte culture will prove advantageous for dealing with complex systems.

Thus, as digital capacity can turn orthographic difficulties into advantages in dealing with complex systems, more research is needed to examine whether digital Chinese writing systems provide a paradigm case for the nationalization or globalization of a script in both Chinese and East Asian contexts.

2.2.3 Chinese geolinguistic regions and Internet diffusion. This section now turns to the more narrowed time period of the 1980s, when transborder TV became the main media technology capable of overcoming the communicative boundaries among Chinese-speaking regions. The historical context is relevant for Internet diffusion since the late 1990s.

The regionalization of transborder TV markets in both Great China and East Asia has been consistently found in J. M. Chan’s earlier (1996) and later work (2009). These TV markets have been largely influenced by common cultural tastes. The popular cultures of Taiwan and Hong Kong in general were “very influential in China” (Chan, 2009, p. 33) during the historical spillover of foreign TV programs in the 1980s, especially in the Pearl River Delta, where Hong Kong was not yet returned to China. Indeed, the wider impact of “Kong-Tai” (Hong Kong-Taiwan) style or culture, including film and music, has been instrumental in mainland China’s development of its consumer society and commercialized mass culture (E. L. Davis, 2009). Kong-Tai culture is also part of the cultural-political debate on Chinese modernization during the so-called “culture fever” of the 1980s (J. Wang, 1996). Still, such regionalization is bound to encounter the political boundaries of nation-states. For instance, the aims of the governments of Beijing and Taipei are often to promote barriers imposed by nation-states. China has been “afraid of external ideological influence that may threaten the status quo, corrupt the public mind, and cause social instability” and
thus “still wary of alien forces coming from Hong Kong, Taiwan and the West” (Chan, 2009, p. 33). For example, acting on the principle of reciprocity, Taiwan attempted to prevent its domestic TV market from being penetrated by Chinese TV.

To discuss Chinese geolinguistic or geocultural regions is therefore anything but straightforward. Chan (1996) warned against the oversimplification of assuming a high level of cultural similarity among three constituent regions of Greater China, describing Hong Kong as a cosmopolitan city with a rich East-West interaction as a legacy of a British colonial city in Asia, Taiwan as a much less Westernized society with a continued emphasis on familial and traditional Confucian ethics, and mainland China as bearing the legacies of a socialist society that values “collectivism, patriotism and nationalism” (Chan, 1996, p. 150). Chan also pointed out language differences; Hong Kong residents speak Cantonese whereas mainland China and Taiwan residents speak Mandarin. Overall, Chan concluded that the three regions are distinct enough to have different TV products of their own, and yet similar enough without cultural barriers for TV import and export. Chan further argued that Greater China should be treated as a geocultural region rather than a single geolinguistic region. Jirik (2004) further argued that Chinese geocultural commonality and geolinguistic diversity underline the centripetal and centrifugal dynamics that may lead to different homogenization or heterogenization outcomes.

Indeed, the progression of Chan’s research in 1996 and 2009 suggests a historical shift that is relevant for the discussion of Chinese boundaries and the timeline of Chinese Internet diffusion. In 1996, Chan described Hong Kong as “a regional broadcasting centre” and “political periphery as cultural centre”, saying that Taiwan had “awakened to new opportunities” and China had a “cultural deficit”. In 2009, Chan began his chapter with a discussion on “the centrality of the China market” because of its market size and growing TV market potential in the large, mostly coastal, affluent cities. He then concluded that the West and
Hong Kong remain a common source of inspiration for China’s TV to create a hybrid culture that leads to some level of cultural convergence, though not to a total homogenization of Chinese TV culture. Thus, for the TV systems from 1996 to 2009 (also noting the fact that Hong Kong was returned to China politically in 1997), the growing markets and institutions of mainland China are expected to have substantial impacts on the boundaries, the centre of gravity, and the cultural-political norms for each region. It is also instructive to note that the Internet diffusion process among Chinese-language users also happened during the same period of time and followed a similar pattern of diffusion from Hong Kong, Taiwan and overseas Chinese cultures to mainland China (Qiu, 2005).

2.2.4 Chinese web studies. Little research directly addresses Chinese boundaries on the Web, but some research has addressed how and why Chinese websites are clustered, with findings that bear upon the boundary dynamics within the Chinese geocultural region.

Based on inter-links and content data among Chinese-language blog websites, Etling, Kelly & Faris (2009) visualized how these sites are interconnected, using network analysis and visualization methods similar to the ones they used to map Iranian and Arabic blogospheres. Parallel to their findings regarding Iran’s Persian blogosphere, Etling, Kelly & Faris (2009) found a wide range of opinions and diversity in the categories of Chinese blog sites (culture, Hong Kong/Taiwan, patriotism, business, etc.). With further qualitative content analysis, for these categories they found different overall preferences in their word choice and external out-links (e.g. linking to YouTube video versus Sina’s video, or linking to blocked websites), suggesting two sides of the “Great Firewall”. They conclude by identifying five “attentive spaces” roughly corresponding to five clusters/zones in the network map: on one side, two clusters of “Pro-state” and “Business” bloggers, and on the other, two clusters of “Overseas” bloggers (including Hong Kong and Taiwan) and “Culture”. Situated between the three clusters of “Pro-state”, “Overseas” and “Culture” (and thus at
the centre of the network map) is the remaining cluster, which they call the “critical discourse” cluster, which is at the intersection of the two sides (albeit more on the “blocked” side of the Great Firewall). Their choice of word for the centre cluster reflects their research motivation as searching for democratic potentials. Their study on the Chinese blogosphere thus shows the intricate role of Hong Kong, Taiwan and other overseas Chinese websites in interacting with the mainland Chinese Web on the other side of the Great Firewall.

Taneja & Wu (2013), based on a sample of the aggregated traffic data of the world’s top 1000 most visited websites, visualized the Chinese-language cluster of users in comparison with 17 other language-bound clusters. Unlike Etling, Kelly & Faris’ (2009) approach and findings, Taneja & Wu argue for a single “Chinese” cluster as an instance of a “culturally-defined market”; that is, as a whole, not isolated from the world because of bridging websites such as alibaba.com (a China-based B2B website), Chinese Wikipedia and several Hong Kong and Taiwanese websites. Taneja & Wu further argue that the Great Firewall does little to isolate mainland Chinese users from the world.

To reconcile the apparently contradictory findings between Etling, Kelly & Faris (2009) and Taneja & Wu (2013), Table 2-1 compares the identified Chinese clusters by putting them into three categories: Mainland, bridging, and other clusters. It becomes clear that Etling, Kelly & Faris focus on the dynamics within the Chinese blogosphere, while Taneja & Wu focus on the dynamics among different language clusters (e.g. English, Japanese, English, etc.). Thus, what bridges the different clusters varies: For Etling, Kelly & Faris, a critical discourse cluster mediates among pro-state and business bloggers on one side and, on the second and third sides, among cultures and overseas regions. For the other authors, Chinese Wikipedia, several Hong Kong/Taiwan websites and Alibaba.com bridge the mainland Chinese cluster to the world. Especially noteworthy is the role of Hong Kong and Taiwan in both typologies. They are considered by Etling, Kelly & Farisas to be part of the overseas category whose
connection to the mainland cluster requires a bridge in the middle. In Taneja & Wu’s work, however, they become one of the main bridges and connect the mainland to the world. Given the fact that Hong Kong and Taiwan are outside of Beijing’s Internet censorship and filtering regime, it is better to synthesize the two ideas: the regime does have an impact on the overall network typology, especially within the Chinese-language online space, but it does not isolate mainland China completely, since intermediary bridges do exist.

Table 2-1

**Chinese clusters: previous research**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Mainland Clusters</th>
<th>Bridging Clusters</th>
<th>Other Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EKF*</td>
<td>Pro-state bloggers</td>
<td>Critical discourse</td>
<td>Culture bloggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business bloggers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Overseas bloggers (including Hong Kong and Taiwan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW**</td>
<td>Mostly allowed (unblocked) websites</td>
<td>Chinese Wikipedia</td>
<td>Other language clusters as part of the global dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Several Hong Kong and Taiwan websites</td>
<td>Alibaba.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Etling, Kelly & Faris (2009)
**Taneja & Wu (2013)

Furthermore, if one disaggregates the findings by differentiating business data points from cultural-political ones, both findings can be consistently interpreted as the desired outcome of the filtering and censorship regime that targets cultural-political content. The regime filters cultural-political interactions while allowing business exchanges. Taneja & Wu’s (2013) findings should thus be interpreted as proof for selective isolation: There is no isolation for mainland China’s business connections to the world, with the major example of the mostly English-written B2B website Alibaba.com. However, there are apparent signs of isolation for mainland China’s cultural-political connections to the outside world,
as can be seen when we eliminate in Table 2-1 the Hong Kong and Taiwan data points along with Chinese Wikipedia. Thus, while both studies provide valuable insights on the clustering outcome of the Chinese Web, researchers should be cautious about finding patterns based on aggregated data and should seek a more nuanced understanding through data disaggregation.

Researchers also need to be critical with regard to the concepts and substance regarding Chinese geolinguistic regions, Chinese geocultural regions, or what Taneja & Wu (2013) describe as a “Chinese culturally-defined market”. The term “Chinese culturally-defined market” is as problematic as the term “Greater China” for research: here it is worthwhile to turn again to global TV scholar J. M. Chan’s (1996) advice to treat Greater China as a larger geocultural region, while considering Hong Kong and Taiwan as individual regions apart from mainland China. Further, the political and ideological barriers among these regions, which were central to Chan’s (1996, 2009) discussion, were largely missing in Taneja & Wu’s (2013). From this perspective, Taneja & Wu (2013) might have aggregated the Hong Kong and Taiwan data points into those of mainland China too hastily, thereby conflating the findings as evidence for a Chinese culturally-defined market that is unaffected by Beijing’s Internet filtering and censorship regime. In particular, it is undeniable, even for Taneja & Wu (2013), that the Great Firewall has kept Chinese Wikipedia from occupying the central network position that other language versions of Wikipedia have achieved in their respective language clusters.

A synthesis of these perspectives would be to see the filtering and censorship regime as a mechanism of boundary and system maintenance. The censorship/filtering regime can be seen as maintaining a Chinese national information system within the worldwide environment of the Web, thus producing a specific kind of cultural-political boundary. Thus we must ask, not so much whether the regime isolates mainland Chinese users completely from the world, but rather whether it creates or reinforces cultural-political
boundaries between mainland Chinese users and the rest of Chinese-speaking users in the world. It is likely that what keeps the mainland Chinese cluster culturally and politically connected to the world are the bridging websites of Chinese Wikipedia and several Hong Kong and Taiwanese websites that have been the targets of Beijing’s Internet filtering. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Wikipedia was expected by its founder to embody the “the possibility of spreading the idea of information freedom and democracy”, a possibility that is among the main targets of Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime. Researchers thus require a clearer framework for understanding the boundary dynamics on the Chinese Web, one that can account for both the censorship/filtering regime and geolinguistic differences.

2.3 Boundaries of media-language systems

As languages and media technologies emerge as significant factors in shaping national communicative spaces and boundaries, this chapter’s final section will review the recent development of information and language processing and discuss how they can be theorized as part of the historical process of mediatisation of human societies at a larger scale. In communication studies, medium theory, or the mediatisation approach, has its long-term perspective on the relationship between media evolution and cultural change (Hepp, 2013). The scalability of information and communicative spaces has been shown to depend on the advancement of writing systems for language processing. Encyclopaedias can be seen as an instance of media becoming more global with larger scales and writing systems, though they also face the realities of linguistic and national differences.

2.3.1 From manuscripts, print and telegrams to digital texts. The following sections summarize what medium theorists have posited with regard to text technologies, focusing on its scalability across geography in relation to languages.

Considering writing itself as a media technology, the intellectual tradition of medium theory has accumulated arguments about the alphabet effects (Innis,
argue about alphabet effects (also known as the alphabetic literacy theory) is that alphabetic scripts have contributed to human cognitive skills such as abstract science, codified law, deductive logic, and others (McLuhan, 1964; McLuhan & Logan, 1977; Logan, 2007). However, the alphabet effect theory is rightly criticized by Grosswiler (2004) for having an ethnocentric bias (i.e. that Western alphabets are superior to non-alphabetic writing systems). In particular, the theory’s understanding of Chinese writing systems, including the argument that Chinese characters are primitive or inferior to alphabets, has been challenged by various Chinese studies and media studies scholars (DeFrancis, 1989; Grosswiler, 2004; Liao, 2009a). Nevertheless, medium theory has its merits in showing the historical significance of writing systems for media and cultural change, which proves useful for this thesis’s focus on media-language evolution and cultural-political change.

Manuscripts, literally meaning “handwritten”, were the earliest forms of written communication. Major language scripts included Latin, Sanskrit, Arabic and Chinese scripts, with historical examples of Catholic Europe, the Muslim Middle East, and Confucian East Asia (Howland, 1996; Innis, 2007; McLuhan, 1964). Still, processing manuscripts (copying, transporting and organizing) was labour-intensive and limited in scale and scope when compared to modern text technologies. Thus, their use was confined to elites for various administrative, literary, scholarly or ritualistic functions. Sharing a language script often entailed a sense of belonging to the same civilization, religion or cultural sphere. For example, the very term “civilization” (wénmíng 文明) in both Chinese and Japanese starts with the Chinese character “written texts” (wén 文); hence the notion that sharing the same written forms of language (tóngwén 同文) has been associated with the notion of sharing the same civilization (Howland, 1996). Past East Asian scholars, mandarins and diplomats were able to participate in “brushtalks”, or voice-less “conversations” written in the literary Chinese
language for various purposes, including the exchange of poetry and civilized sociability. Thus, while geographical reach could be expansive for manuscript-based civilizations, social participation was historically confined to elite circles with clear social boundaries.

Modern print technologies overcame the barriers of production to make efficient and consistent copies using machines. As agents of change (Eisenstein, 1979), their development also coincided with the European Enlightenment (Darnton, 1979; Israel, 2001; Roche, 2006), print capitalism and nation-states (B. Anderson, 1983; Schlesinger, 2001). The cultural implications of sharing a language script were also shifted. First, during the early period of Enlightenment, new print languages such as French, German, Dutch and English began to challenge the monopoly of the Latin language, which had served as the basis for long-distance communication among the intellectual community often referred to as the “Republic of Letters” (Israel, 2001). Other European vernacular languages also benefited from the modular and malleable movable type technologies, repurposing Latin alphabet-based print technologies. Second, mass production encouraged consumption of print products, ranging from newspapers to encyclopaedias. Different “monoglot mass reading publics” for vernacular markets (B. Anderson, 1983, p. 45) thus fostered various standard languages for particular nation-states and provided the basis for mass literacy programs that have since expanded the scope and scale of participation in social and political communications (Deutsch, 1966b; Gellner, 1983; Schlesinger, 2001).

Later, telegraphy further overcame the problem of physically transmitting texts, using wired or wireless long-distance connections. To reduce cost, human-readable messages are often reduced and then encoded using codebooks. For example, a commercial code book named “Unicode: The Universal Telegraphic Phrase-book” (not to be confused with digital Unicode standard) used many Latin phrases as shorthand messages for communication across various languages ("Unicode", The Universal Telegraphic Phrase-Book. A code of cypher
words for commercial, domestic and familiar phrases in ordinary use in inland and foreign telegrams, 1886). Because of its speed and world coverage, the use of telegrams has been associated with contributing to Western colonization (Baark, 1997), fostering multinational corporations (Carey, 1988; Winseck, 2007), centralizing diplomatic efforts (Nickles, 2003), remediating domestic and international political communication (Lubrano, 1997; Zhou, 2005) and creating detached, removed, impersonal news narratives (Carey, 1988). Although telegraphy alone is too costly to maintain communal solidarity for a large number of people, it had been used to complement other media such as newspapers and news agencies (Blondheim, 1994; Carey, 1988).

Since the late twentieth century, computers and networks have increased both storage and transmission capacity. As will be further detailed later, the development and application of natural language processing (NLP), information systems (IS), and computer-mediated communication (CMC) have made information and communicative spaces more scalable and malleable. Providing an overview, print summarizes a comparison of these text technologies, ranging from (1) labour-intensive, transportation-limited and socially confined manuscripts, (2) mass-produced and consumed modern print, (3) fast but expensive telegrams and finally to (4) all-inclusive digital texts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Manuscript</th>
<th>Modern Print</th>
<th>Telegram</th>
<th>Digital Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technological innovation</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>Movable types</td>
<td>Code books</td>
<td>NLP, IS and CMC technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main writing systems</td>
<td>Latin, Arabic, and Chinese characters (Hanzi)</td>
<td>Alphabetic scripts</td>
<td>Commercial, diplomatic, military, etc. codes</td>
<td>All-inclusive Unicode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geolinguistic reach</td>
<td>Catholic Europe, Islamic Middle East, and Confucian East Asia</td>
<td>Nation-states and Republic of letters</td>
<td>Globalization, nation-states, and global corporations</td>
<td>State-less nations, nation-states, and global corporations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communal solidarity</td>
<td>Scholar-clergy or scholar-gentry class</td>
<td>Fellow readers or citizens</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Indefinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall target user size</td>
<td>Small (literati)</td>
<td>Mass audience</td>
<td>Often complementary to other media</td>
<td>Potentially everyone in the world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The review above indicates how the scope of information and communicative spaces may be bound or divided by language factors. Table 2-2 shows how the major languages or coding standards (the second row) correspond to different geolinguistic reach (the third row), communal solidarity (the fourth row) and overall target user size (the final row). The correspondence suggests that media technologies have conditioned the support of languages, groups of users and major institutions of the time. For instance, modern print empowered national vernaculars (mostly those written in alphabetic scripts), enabled readership of a certain size (mostly created by mass literacy programs) and fostered national consciousness. The next section will focus specifically on the features of digital writing systems. Table 2-2 shows that these systems have evolved to be more inclusive and universal by default, but their impact on communal solidarity remains indefinite.
2.3.2 The role of digital writing systems. After presenting a historical account of major media-language systems in human history based on previous work by medium theorists, this section will first survey relevant technical developments in language and locale support for digital networked environments, and then it will discuss the implications of digital text-processing powers for national boundary dynamics.

"Will the Internet always speak English?" This was the question asked by an American linguist in 2002, recognizing the fact that the "Internet was basically an American development" and thus spreading faster across the English-speaking worlds, generating nearly 80 percent of Internet traffic (Nunberg, 2002). Nunberg also documented the fear, voiced by the French President and one Russian CEO, that the Internet’s development would eventually lead to linguistic and cultural uniformity. Even the idea of an "open" Web was deemed to be "the ultimate act of intellectual colonialism" because, according to one author, it was not yet ready for Russian language and content (Specter, 1996). These responses reflected some of the early concerns surrounding the Internet as a conduit for only certain languages or cultures.

Since these early pronouncements, the linguistic infrastructure has advanced from monolingual to multilingual, as evidenced by the emergence and technologies of natural language processing, information systems and computer-mediated communication. In particular, the industry standard of Unicode is arguably the most evident indicator of such a multilingual shift. First, natural language processing, a subfield of artificial intelligence, computer science and linguistics that focuses on enabling computers to process human “natural” languages (as opposed to computer “programming” languages that instruct computing operations), have benefited from the standard of Unicode, including non-Western language scripts such as Chinese and Arabic (Habash, 2010; Wong, Li, & Xu, 2009). Second, in relation to library and information science, information systems (a subfield of management science that concerns building
systems for operations, management and decision-making) has been using Unicode standards to integrate and manage global and multilingual data for various information systems such as databases and browsers (Chebotarev & Ingersoll, 2004; Singh, Lehal, Sengupta, Sharma, & Goyal, 2011). Third, computer-mediated communication, a subfield of media studies that focuses on communication in digital networked environments, has shown the enabling role of Unicode for various non-Anglophone users and linguistic minorities such as Kurdish (Sheyholislami, 2011), Greek (Koutsogiannis & Mitsikopoulou, 2006), Hebrew (John, 2010), Chinese (Keniston, 2001; Liao, 2009b) and others.

The Unicode standard marked a milestone for multilingual support at the infrastructural level of digital texts, changing the once American English-only infrastructure. Recognizing the issue of multilingual support as early as the late 1990s, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the engineering community behind various Internet architecture and standards, declared that the "Internet is international" and thus it is "an absolute requirement to interchange data in a multiplicity of languages, which in turn utilize a bewildering number of characters" (Alvestrand, 1998). Coordinating the efforts among major computing and Internet companies, the Unicode Consortium has developed the Unicode Standard for the universal encoding of the world languages (Unicode Inc, 2011b, 2011c). Thanks to consortium and various experts around the globe, its wide adoption is evident in Google’s statistics: texts on the Web that have adopted Unicode had reached 50% of the total Web in 2010 and 60% in 2012 (M. Davis, 2010, 2012), as shown in Figure 2-1. A clear multilingual shift thus suggests that the Web can now support a variety of languages, a progress that exceeded the IETF’s original expectation of at least 50 years for widespread adoption.
Note: The decline in non-Unicode encoding standards does not reflect a decline in language usage.

Figure 2-1 Growth of Unicode on the Web (M. Davis, 2012)

In addition to language-script support, the Unicode Consortium also maintains a repository of "locales" which stores sets of parameters that define the region and language settings of users (Unicode Inc, 2011a). Locales thus represent different cultural preferences designed into digital systems. In terms of the institutions supporting foundation of language and locale, the software and Internet industry has contributed to internationalization (i18n) and Localization (L10n) of information systems (DePalma, 2002; Hussain & Mohan, 2008; Kim, 2005; Leong, Liu, & Wu, 1998; Sorasak & Kosona, 2010; Yunker, 2002). Within this framework, technologies can be tailored to provide adequate language support for users.

To identify or select a locale (and thus language content) preferences, the Internet Engineering Task Force’s (IETF) language tags are used (IANA, 2011; Phillips & Davis, 2009). A language tag, or language code, is composed of a main tag of a language identifier (e.g. "zh" for Chinese), with or without a subtag that further specifies preferred scripts and/or regions. Table 2-3 lists some Chinese language tags, which correspond to variants of Chinese languages using subtags such as "hans", "hant", "CN", "SG", "HK", "MO" and "TW".
Table 2-3

*Examples of the IETF language tags for Chinese*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Subtags</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zh</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh-hans</td>
<td>script</td>
<td>Chinese written in Simplified script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh-hant</td>
<td>script</td>
<td>Chinese written in Traditional script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh-CN</td>
<td>country code</td>
<td>Chinese used in the People’s Republic of China (PRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh-SG</td>
<td>country code</td>
<td>Chinese used in the Republic of Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh-HK</td>
<td>country code</td>
<td>Chinese used in Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh-TW</td>
<td>country code</td>
<td>Chinese used in Taiwan, or the Republic of China (ROC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Language tags indicate the digital existence of (a) different writing systems and (b) information processing outcomes. Because of this, languages remain potent boundary markers. The practice of localization, including information-processing mechanisms in identifying specific groups of users and content, thus contributes to the mechanisms of information gatekeeping on the side of information systems (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008). On the side of users, digital literacy skills with proper language support are one of the prerequisites for having a voice online (Liao, 2011). Table 2.4 lists the digitized status of major writing systems in the world based on the reviewed literature, showing a rough correspondence between civilization language-scripts and modern language tags.
Table 2-4

*Examples of major writing systems being digitized*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major writing systems</th>
<th>Geolinguistic regions</th>
<th>Non-Unicode Encoding*</th>
<th>Major IETF language tags</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roman</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>US-Only (ASCII)</td>
<td>en-US American English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latin World</td>
<td>Latin (1252...)</td>
<td>pt-BR Brazilian Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>es-MX Mexican Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrillic</td>
<td>Slavic World***</td>
<td>1251, etc.</td>
<td>ru-RU Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>Arab World</td>
<td></td>
<td>ar-EG Egyptian Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>•Greater China</td>
<td>Chinese (GB2312)</td>
<td>zh-CN Mainland Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>zh-HK Hong Kong Zhongwen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>zh-TW Taiwan Mandarin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese**</td>
<td>•East Asian cultural sphere</td>
<td>Japanese (SJIS ...)</td>
<td>ja-JP Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean**</td>
<td></td>
<td>Korean (EUC-KR...)</td>
<td>ko-KR Korean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brahmi-derived Indic</td>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
<td>hi-IN Hindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gu-IN Gujarati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Listed in the figure of a Google official blog post (Davis, 2012)

**Listed in Bosworth’s (2004) 26 world civilizations but not in Coulmas(2000)'s major five

***Not listed in Sinclair, Jacka, & Cunningham (1996), but added by the author of this thesis

Effectively, language tags on the Web provide finer specificity for the concept of geolinguistic regions as used in global TV research. For example, within the geolinguistic region of the Latin World, information systems can exploit more specific language tags that include country codes such as “pt-BR” or “es-MX”. Thus, a more precise sense of geolinguistic regions can be digitally specified. To account for such localization practice, I therefore argue that the concept of geolinguistic regions should incorporate at least two levels of meaning. The first level refers to the geolinguistic regions in global TV research that are similar among civilizations; the other refers to the particular differentiations specified by country codes in language tags. Thus, while Hong Kong and Taiwan can be discussed as part of the more general sense of one Chinese geolinguistic or geocultural region, both can also be examined as specific Chinese geolinguistic regions for their respective language tags of “zh-HK” and “zh-TW”.
To conclude, despite its promise to accommodate all languages (Alvestrand, 1998) and its potential for cultural convergence (Dwyer, 2009; Jenkins, 2006), the Internet may very well still be divided along language and country lines, as shown by the different writing systems, geolinguistic regions, language codes and character-encoding standards displayed in Table 2.4. For instance, as previous research on global TV programming has suggested, do Brazilian Portuguese and Mexican Spanish remain the regional centre of the Latin world on the Web? The same question can be asked for Egyptian Arabic’s role in the Arab world, for the Hong Kong-Taiwan style in the Chinese-speaking world, and so on. Whether and how such language-dependent digital-text processing may contribute to communal solidarity remains under-researched.

2.3.3 Encyclopaedias: knowledge, language and boundaries. The above discussion provides a historical context where encyclopaedias are viewed as an instance of media-language systems that may overcome existing human boundaries. Consider the following quotes:

...[O]nce the Imperial Institute of France and the Royal Society of London begin to work together on a new encyclopaedia, it will take less than a year to achieve a lasting peace between France and England.

*French philosopher Henri Saint-Simon (1810/1975, p. 105)*

A common ideology based on this Permanent World Encyclopaedia is a possible means, to some it seems the only means, of dissolving human conflict into unity.

*English science fiction writer H.G. Wells (1937)*

The vision statement of Wikipedia is very simple: a world in which every human being can freely share in the sum of all knowledge. My thesis for you is that by combining international, interagency, private-public, strategic communication, together, in this 21st century, we can create the sum of all security.

*NATO Supreme Allied Commander James Stavridis (2012)*
These quotes, made in 1810, 1937, and 2012 respectively, share a common theme: encyclopaedias may dissolve that which has divided humanity. French philosopher Henri Saint-Simon proposed that then warring France and England could achieve peace if they collaborate on a new encyclopaedia. After the First World War, writer H.G. Wells speculated that building a “World Encyclopaedia” could lead to the creation of a common ideology and thus a new world organization. What materialised since was Wikipedia, which in 2012 inspired the NATO Supreme Allied Commander to propose a thesis of “the sum of all security” based on Wikipedia’s vision statement on sharing “the sum of all knowledge” freely.

Will global encyclopaedia projects such as Wikipedia ever dissolve boundaries and resolve conflicts? One must consider the tensions between universal knowledge and national education on the one hand and the communication systems that deliver such knowledge on the other hand. Since the Enlightenment, tensions have existed between the ideal of the Republic of Letters and the idea of nation-states. Encyclopaedias of the Enlightenment were expected, along with similar genres such as dictionaries and lexicons, to make knowledge “known to his countrymen in their mother tongue” (Israel, 2001, p. 198). Similar to the internationalization/localization we see today in the digital environment, universal knowledge needed to be “localized” in print vernacular languages. Here, the ideal of universal knowledge for everyone began to face the realities and boundaries of media-language systems. In the European context, the solution largely involved national mass literacy and education projects, often using standardized national languages. Boundaries were thus made, mostly between nation-states. Encyclopaedias, along with other print products such as newspapers and novels, were thus not immune to the boundary dynamics built inside media-languages systems. Since most modern wars are fought between nation-states (and more recent within nation-states in the form of civil wars), the
ideal of universal knowledge to prevent human conflicts seems to be undercut by the national boundaries of education and communication systems that distribute human knowledge. Thus, while encyclopaedias may embody the enlightenment ideal of freedom, civility and empowerment of knowledge (Darnton, 1979), the boundary dynamics of media-language systems remains central.

Encyclopaedias can thus be studied as a boundary-sensitive case of media-language systems. In particular, online encyclopaedias can be examined for the scalability of digital texts.

**2.4 Summary and implications**

Each of the disciplinary approaches that has been reviewed has its merits when considering how information and communication systems shape national boundaries, the central concern of this thesis. From systems theory, the notion of system boundaries provides abstract but generic concepts to identify two types of boundaries: different intensities of internal versus external interactions (Deutsch-type) and distinct structures and styles of systems (Luhmann-type). From communications theories of nationalism, the concept of communicative space captures the modern historical construction of social communication systems that use media as boundary markers to cap a culture under a political roof. From comparative media systems research, media globalization and regionalization can be studied in terms of the dynamics among different media, market and political systems. From informetrics and digital methods research, national web studies have the quantitative potential to avoid the conventional research pitfalls of “methodological nationalism”. Altogether, this review suggests that because communicative spaces, as a modern social construction, have been shaping and shaped by salient historical, linguistic and geographic factors, researchers studying the relationship between communicative boundaries and national boundaries should focus on the formation and scalability of communicative spaces.
Understanding the influence of Chinese national boundaries thus requires examining the modern formation of Chinese communicative space in relation to its political and writing systems. Different notions of systems being orderly or chaotic have been put forward since the 1980s, reflecting varying opinions regarding Chinese political systems and information systems (Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime included). Different East Asian and Chinese writing systems indicate the historical complexity of a modern nationalism rooted in Chinese or Sinocentric civilization with Chinese characters as its medium. For the three main constituent regions of Greater China, both centripetal and centrifugal dynamics in media globalization and regionalization have been observed in transborder TV since the 1980s and on the Internet since the late 1990s. The concepts of Chinese geolinguistic or geocultural regions, while useful, should be more vigorously applied when interpreting the Chinese Web data. In particular, the factor of Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime must be considered along with the geolinguistic differences across Chinese-speaking regions. Chinese national boundary maintenance is thus maintenance of several Chinese political, information, communication and even writing systems.

To account for the latest development of information and language processing in the scalability of information and communicative spaces, the final part of this chapter historicized the boundary dynamics and the reach of several media-language systems. Encyclopaedias can then be viewed as a leading indicator of mediatisation and globalization and how these face the realities of linguistic and national differences. Hence, following how media-language systems such as online encyclopaedias process information, researchers can examine system boundaries as well as the limits of such scaling up effects. The next chapter will introduce a set of working concepts to analyse the boundary-marking dynamics of modern information and communication systems.
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This chapter proposes a theoretical framework and a set of methods to achieve the following aims: (1) they should substantiate the research findings about Internet connectivity and national boundaries; (2) they should address cultural-political questions in relation to online spaces; and (3) they should have analytical power to organize data and explain how information is processed on the Web.

Before going into details, I will first describe the three main concepts of the thesis by way of an overview. First, “web spheres” are the online spaces of a collection or selected parts of websites and their content and links, which should be empirically specified and analytically defined. Second, “processability” refers to how the Internet enables the sharing of cultural resources and communicative spaces, thereby creating boundaries of web spheres (that may also reintroduce existing offline boundaries), especially through geolinguistic factors. Third, I define “cultural thickening” as the intensified and/or routinized processes and patterns of communicative and symbolic ties. Together, I argue that these three main concepts—“web spheres”, “geolinguistic processability” and “cultural thickening”—are central to examining cultural-political interaction online. For the purpose of this thesis then, the cultural-political patterns that are produced by the two encyclopaedia websites can thus be analysed as prime examples of boundary-making dynamics across Chinese-speaking regions.

Two figures illustrate these the relationship between these concepts. Figure 3-1 shows the basic ideas behind web spheres: they filter information from the World Wide Web for their users, and processability shapes the way information is filtered and thus shapes user experiences and choices. These user

---

1 “Cultural thickening” denotes how cultural patterns overcome, reinforce or ignore the boundaries of mediatized processes. My definition draws on mediatisation theories (e.g. Couldry & Hepp, 2013; Löfgren, 1997, as discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3).
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activities can in turn also shape the web spheres, forming two-way interactions. Web spheres usually have at least three constituting factors—platform, language and geography—that shape its processability, resulting in varied configurations of web spheres such as the Twitter universe, the Arabic online world, and the like. For each major Chinese-speaking region, a geolinguistic web sphere exists, which can be identified by their respective geolinguistic codes: zh-CN for mainland China, zh-HK for Hong Kong and zh-TW for Taiwan. These web spheres are expected to be more or less congruent with their own media and state systems, as visualized in Figure 3-2. Both Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike are expected to provide “cultural thickening” patterns within and/or across these geolinguistic web spheres. These “cultural thickening” patterns may overcome existing boundaries (such as pattern B shown in Figure 3-2) or reinforce them (such as pattern A).

*Figure 3-1. Processability shapes web spheres*

*Figure 3-2. Cultural thickening patterns that overcome or reinforce boundaries*
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The graphs and paragraphs above provide an overview of the theoretical framework. This must be now elaborated in more detail.

3.1 **Three main concepts**

The three main concepts of web spheres, processability and cultural thickening come from different bodies of knowledge, some of which have already been briefly introduced in Chapter 2. First, “web spheres”, a term used by digital method researchers (e.g., Rogers, 2013), describes how information or cultural resources relate to online platforms. Second, I coin and use the term “(geolinguistic) processability” to describe how combinations of technologies - including natural language processing, information system localization and other computer mediated communication applications - process data. This explains how the factors of platform, language and geography are central to the construction of web spheres, potentially reintroducing national boundaries onto the Web. Third, as proposed by some comparative media researchers (e.g., Löfgren, 1997; Couldry & Hepp, 2013), and in order to avoid methodological nationalism (see Chapter 2), the notion of “cultural thickening” provides a way of understanding how content is patterned within and across boundaries. These concepts will be used to frame the findings gathered from Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia.

3.1.1 **Web spheres**. In relation to online information or communication spaces, a major debate exists about whether these live up to the ideal notion of “public sphere”. This debate continues among various schools of thought about web spaces (e.g., Dean, 2003; Benkler, 2006; Castells, 2008), while various new terms have also been used describe different “spheres” of the Web. For example, the “blogosphere” can describe the (potentially rational) arguments among blog writers or simply the mechanical aggregation of all blogs and the links among them. Seeing the Web as a new forum or ‘great conversation’, some researchers have tried to find, map and/or foster online conversations that are pluralistic and/or deliberatively democratic (Dahlberg, 2001; Papacharissi, 2002;
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Cammaerts & Van Audenhove, 2005; Benkler, 2006; Burgess, Foth, & Klaebe, 2006; Fossum & Schlesinger, 2007; Geiger, 2009; Bruns, Burgess, Highfield, Kirchhoff, & Nicolai, 2011). Some use normative concepts such as “networked public spheres” (Benkler, 2006; Bruns, 2008; Bruns et al., 2011; Etling, Kelly, Faris, & Palfrey, 2010) or “online public spheres” (Dahlberg, 2001; Dahlgren, 2005). Yet others, like Foot & Schneider (2002; 2004, 2005), have proposed using ‘Websphere’ analysis to examine a set of thematically related websites. Nevertheless, although some research has addressed how web spaces may be demarcated into different spheres, no consistent terminology has been arrived at to date.

Some use the terms “space” or “sphere” in a general sense to describe modern web spaces that serve information or communication purposes. For example, “Wikipedia space” may generally refer to the whole site (Biuk-Aghai, 2006) or more specifically only its user and discussion pages excluding the article pages (Derthick et al., 2011; Mac an Airchinnigh, 2012). Terms such as “twitter universe” or “Twitterverse” are used to refer to the community-at-large of a social media site (Fitton, 2012; Rubin, 2014; Thomases, 2009). Likewise, the term “Facebook nation” has been used (Dunay & Krueger, 2011; Lall, 2014; N. Lee, 2012).

Yet another view takes a comparative approach to web spaces, moving away from normative debates regarding public spheres to empirical analysis. Richard A. Rogers (2012, 2013), a researcher in digital methods, has noticed the emergence of sub-spaces of the Web. He analysed and compared different search results generated by search engines for the web sphere (for its general search function), the blogosphere (for its blog search), and the news sphere (for its news interface); thus the different cultural and political implications of search engines and how they placed website owners, bloggers, news and media organizations among their search engine results pages (SERPs). Rogers called this a “cross-spherical analysis” (2013, p. 206). Pushing the analytical use of the term “sphere”
in another dimension, Sanchez and Mesa (2011) compared regional variations of “Spanish-speaking spheres” and “French-speaking spheres”, using major Spanish-speaking and French-speaking countries as the basic unit of analysis. Thus, like Rogers’ cross-spherical analysis (2012, 2013), this research examines the variation in the shaping of web spaces and how it can be used for cultural-political analysis. A comparative approach therefore has several analytical benefits. First, it can bring down the unit of analysis from Google—the website as a whole—to its varied yet specific functions. Second, the comparative approach is useful for cultural-political analysis, as argued by Rogers: “[the] study of the politics of web space becomes cross-spherical” (R. Rogers, 2012, p. 15). Third, the approach demands a systematic analysis of “web spheres”, clarifying the unit of analysis, the scope of the research, and the like.

Therefore I define web spheres as online spaces consisting of a collection, or selected parts, of certain website(s) and their content (including hyperlinks). For this concept to be useful for research, social scientists must specify and justify the significance of communicative and/or information spaces as research objects. An example of this specification is shown in Table 3-1, where web spheres are specified according to three factors and combinations of factors: languages, regions and platforms.
Although this list is not exhaustive, Table 3-1 suggests that these specifications provide a useful aid to framing research questions. In addition, these perspectives highlight the fact that both researchers and designers can construct varied notions of web spheres as research objects (and, for designers, objects to be constructed). As indicated by the first and last two columns of Table 3-1, factors of language and region are central in the construction of web spheres because they often serve as the baselines for sorting users into identifiable groups.

The language perspective has been used to describe different language segments of the Web or the Internet, such as the “Chinese-language Internet” (e.g., Liao, 2011, 2013a; Maynard & Tian, 2004; Wu, 2007), the “Arabic online world” (Wahba, Taha, & England, 2013) or “Arabic-language Internet” (Lutz, 2009; Martin, & El-Toukhy, 2011; N.-C. Schneider & Gräf, 2011). Similarly, the region perspective has also been used to describe what are frequently country-specific segments, such as the “U.S. cyber domain” (R. Lai & Rahman, 2012), and “China’s cyberspace” (Xiao Qiang & Link, 2013). Nonetheless, languages and regions need to be specified in an analytical rather than a merely descriptive way.

### Table 3-1

**Different specifications of web spheres**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language only</th>
<th>Region only</th>
<th>Platform only</th>
<th>Language and platform</th>
<th>Region and platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Spanish-speaking web-sphere</td>
<td>• U.S. cyber domain</td>
<td>• Wikipedia</td>
<td>• Chinese Wikipedia</td>
<td>• Encyclopedia of Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chinese-language Internet</td>
<td>• China’s cyberspace</td>
<td>• Baidu Search</td>
<td>• Yandex</td>
<td>• Baidu Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Arabic online world</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Google Search</td>
<td>• Google News</td>
<td>• Yandex Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Google Books</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Google Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Google News China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Hong Kong Weibo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Craigslist Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Encyclopedia of Taiwan
- The Encyclopedia of Hong Kong Virtual Communities
- Baidu Japan
- Yandex Russia
- Google Hong Kong
- Google News China
- Chinese Weibo
- Arabic Twitter
- Craigslist
- Twitter universe
- Facebook nation
- Craigslist Hong Kong

According to the perspective of language, different language segments of the Web or the Internet are described, such as the “Chinese-language Internet” (Liao, 2011, 2013a; Maynard & Tian, 2004; Wu, 2007). Similarly, the region perspective has also been used to describe what are frequently country-specific segments, such as the “U.S. cyber domain” (R. Lai & Rahman, 2012), and “China’s cyberspace” (Xiao Qiang & Link, 2013). Regardless of the perspective, the construction of web spheres relies on the factors of language and region.
To illustrate how languages and regions may shape web spheres, consider the example of Belgium, a country with several language areas, as shown by the Dutch language area (north), the French language area (south), the bilingual Brussels-Capital Region (near the centre) and the German language area (along Belgium’s eastern border), illustrated in Figure 3-3. The German language area is part of Wallonia, one of the three political regions of Belgium.

For Belgium, major search engines offer different search interfaces (and thus different results), as listed in Table 3-2. As of May 2012, Google provided four language interfaces in its Belgian version (www.google.be): Dutch, French, German, and English. Table 3-2 also details the additional filtering options for each of the non-English interfaces: (1) user-specified language, (2) pages from Belgium and (3) translated foreign webpages. Similarly but with fewer options, the search engine Bing (be.bing.com) offers two language interfaces: Dutch and French. Two parameters, expressed in machine-readable geolinguistic identifiers, control such geolinguistic variations: The parameter $\chi$ in Table 3-2 shows that Google preselected four language versions (nl, de, fr and en) for users in Belgium (BE), while Bing preselected two (nl-BE and fr-BE). The parameter $\psi$ in Table 3-2 controls the further filtering options varied by languages and countries.
Table 3-2

*Search engine variants: Belgium*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
<th><strong>Google Belgium</strong> parameters</th>
<th>** Bing** parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dutch (nl)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>nl</td>
<td>View All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Internet)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Alles weergeven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages written in Dutch</td>
<td>nl lr=lang_nl</td>
<td>Only Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pagina’s geschreven in het Nederlands)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Alleen Nederlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages from Belgium</td>
<td>nl cr=countryBE</td>
<td>Only websites in Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pagina’s uit België)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Alleen websites in België)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translated foreign pages</td>
<td>nl tbs=clir:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vertaalde buitenlandse pagina’s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>French (fr)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Web</td>
<td>fr</td>
<td>View All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Le Web)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Tout afficher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages in French</td>
<td>fr lr=lang_fr</td>
<td>Only in French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pages en français)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Seulement en français)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country: Belgium</td>
<td>fr cr=countryBE</td>
<td>Belgium only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pays : Belgique)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Belgique seulement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign language pages translated</td>
<td>fr tbs=clir:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pages en langue étrangère traduites)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>German (de)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Web</td>
<td>de</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Das Web)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages in German</td>
<td>de lr=lang_f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Seiten auf Deutsch)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages from Belgium</td>
<td>de cr=count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Seiten aus Belgien)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translated pages</td>
<td>de tbs=clir:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Übersetzte Seiten)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English (en)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Web</td>
<td>en</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Das Web)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages from Belgium</td>
<td>en cr=count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Seiten auf Deutsch)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aURL: http://www.google.be/search?hl=[X]&[Y]*

*bURL: http://be.bing.com/search?setmkt=[X]&filt=[Y]
By offering various geolinguistic interfaces, search engines construct different web spheres. These varied arrangements, including variants created by search engine platforms (e.g., Google, Bing, etc.) and geolinguistic identifiers (e.g., nl-BE, fr-BE, etc.), can be used in systematic analysis. They are also critical in thinking about the effects of Internet connectivity. While it is true that users, regardless of their actual locations, can use these Belgian variants, it is also true that users face an information environment that is already organized by certain pre-selected combinations of geolinguistic factors. Effectively, information systems are “geolinguistically” configured. Recall how web spheres filter the Web and shape users’ experience in Figure 3-1; such configurations indicate how they are designed to sort both information and users.

In contrast to the national search engine interfaces (e.g., www.google.be and be.bing.com), there is no national Wikipedia version for Belgium. Wikipedia arranges its users and information mostly through language versions. Thus, Belgian users are expected to use any language version of Wikipedia. In contrast to search engines such as Google and Bing, Wikipedia organizes its users and information less along the lines of national differences and more along the lines of language differences. According to various traffic reports provided by the Wikimedia foundation, users from Belgium contribute to viewing and editing activities mostly in its Dutch, French and English versions. For Belgium, Google and Bing thus each offer a national space (further varied by geolinguistic options) while Wikipedia offers different language versions. Thus, researchers need specific research questions and theories in order to analyse the construction of web spheres as they vary by geolinguistic factors. In a stepwise fashion, researchers should first specify how geolinguistic factors shape and are shaped

---

by various platforms, as has been illustrated here for Belgium with Google, Bing and Wikipedia.

Concrete research questions can thus also be formulated in relation to web spheres: How do the web spheres of search engine variants reflect the national boundaries of Belgium? Are the Belgian versions of Dutch, French and German results (nl-BE, fr-BE and de-BE) similar to one another because of their commonality of sharing a nation-state? Or are they similar to the respective Dutch, French and German language versions just across the national boundaries of Belgium, such as Dutch in the Netherlands (nl-NL), German in Germany (de-DE), and French in France (fr-FR)? Specifically, for the two geolinguistically identified user groups of nl-BE and fr-BE, which correspond to the two major language areas (Dutch and French) in Belgium, do they have similar or different online activities? Do the two groups still share similar conversations online because of their bilingual capacity and practices, and/or because of the availability of bilingual content or machine-translation technologies? Do they share as much as they share with other French-speaking or Dutch-speaking people outside of Belgium? These questions can be asked by specifying the geolinguistic web spheres both within Belgium (nl-BE, fr-BE and de-BE) and outside Belgium (nl-NL, fr-FR and de-DE).

Further questions, including counterfactual ones, can be raised to examine the cultural-political constructedness of web spheres. For instance, what if search engine companies organized user interfaces first by languages and then by regions—and why don’t they? What would be the cultural-political implications if search engine companies clustered French in Belgium (fr-BE), French in France (fr-FR) and French in Canada (fr-CA) on the same web page, similar to the way the Wikimedia foundation organizes the various language versions of Wikipedia? Likewise, what if search engine companies put all Chinese or Arabic variants on the same web page? In this way, researchers can recognize the constructedness of web spheres, and also avoid methodological
nationalism (which will be further discussed in section 3.1.3 on cultural thickening).

After discussing how web spheres can be constructed, we can now turn to platforms as a further factor. As mentioned earlier, the platform perspective has been used to refer to different segments of the Web such as Wikipedia space, Twitterverse, Facebook nation, and the like. Websites (such as Google.com) and their platforms (e.g. books.google.com, news.google.com) are basic sites to observe how web spheres are constructed.

As discussed earlier, a major research effort has been made by Rogers (2012, 2013) and other researchers in digital methods to conduct “cross-spherical” research that basically compares and contrasts different outcomes and features across different information or communication platforms such as the “blogosphere”, the “newssphere”, the “tagosphere” (sphere of ‘tags’) and the like. It is not wrong to define web spheres according to the different functions of the websites, yet it will also be necessary to take other features of platforms into consideration, such as their user base and market share, and also languages and their users. Since major user-generated content websites such as Wikipedia may have different editorial communities for different language versions (Liao, 2009b), for example, it makes sense to consider differences and contrasts across these language-differentiated web spaces (e.g., Sanchez & Mesa, 2011) before making generalizations based on platforms alone. Indeed, previous research on other websites has suggested that the factor of language has had a major effect on the patterns of interaction on the platform (e.g., Hale, 2012; Hong et al., 2011). Thus, depending on the research question and the scope and unit of analysis, researchers may consider perspectives that incorporate both language and platform factors, such as “Arabic Twitter”, “Chinese Weibo”, “Arabic Wikipedia”, and the like.

Likewise, websites and platforms can be either explicitly or implicitly regional. As listed in Table 3-1, websites such as Encyclopaedia of Taiwan, the
Encyclopaedia of Virtual Communities in Hong Kong, and Craigslist Hong Kong are examples of user-generated content that are region-focused. Different search platforms such as Google Hong Kong, Baidu Japan, Yandex Russia, and Google News China are yet another set of region-focused examples.

Altogether, researchers can better define their research objects by clearly specifying the language, region, platform and other factors. However, it would be a mistake to assume that different websites or their varied service platforms automatically construct distinctly separate bounded subspaces or web spheres - without overlapping in content, hyperlinks, and users. For example, what a Wikipedia article recommends as a relevant web page for a particular topic can be the same search result item recommended by Google Search. Another example is how a user may visit different websites and/or platforms (e.g., switching from general search to news search). Thus, researchers must be careful when they use a perspective that distinguishes between platforms in relation to research on web spheres. While it is true that search engines like Google or social media like Twitter and Facebook may gather information together into one place, this is not the same as the idea that Google, Twitter or Facebook bring different users together.

I suggest that researchers need to pay attention to various demarcations of web spheres in cases where a website or platform handles more than one region and/or language: One type of website prioritizes regions over languages. For example, major search engine companies such as Google and Bing first get specific on the level of nation-states or regions that have their own top-level domain names, such as “BE” for Belgium. Then they provide different language interfaces on the second level of languages within the region: nl-BE, fr-BE, de-BE, and the like. In contrast, a second type of website demarcates web spheres first by language and then by region. For instance, Wikipedia projects are first divided into different language-based communities, and then each of these communities
sets and enforces their own region-neutral or region-specific policies (Liao, 2009b).

I argue that the first type of website reintroduces national boundaries more so than the second one. As indicated in the case of search engine options for Belgium, national boundaries are first prioritized by the demarcation of the (often nation-state) top-level domain (TLD) names, and then reinforced by the selection of supported (often national/official) languages of that country/region. Such an arrangement reflects the ways in which web spheres are constructed to correspond to nation-state markets. We can call these TLD-delineated web spheres. In contrast, the second type encourages (by its very design) interaction across and within nation-state boundaries for different languages. For instance, within Chinese Wikipedia, in order to promote cross-regional interactions, specific Chinese-speaking regions are recognized as providing appropriate language interface and support to handle variations in language script and terminology (Liao, 2009b). Also, different editorial communities maintain Chinese Wikipedia, Cantonese Wikipedia and Hakka Wikipedia, which are separate projects despite the fact that they are all ethnic Chinese languages. This type of arrangement serves language platforms first (often justified and identified by the language codes of ISO-639 used in Wikipedia) and then their respective regional variations. We can call these language- or language-code-delineated web spheres. Hence, the TLD-delineated web spheres are expected to reintroduce national boundaries, whereas the language–delineated web spheres are expected to construct geolinguistic regions (recall the discussion of regions in section 2.1). In terms of their interface and information designs, both types of web spheres produce different demarcations.

**Implications of and limitations for research.** The discussion of the construction of web spheres from various perspectives can now be summarized in terms of the research strategies it suggests: First, the proposed concept of web spheres brings together a number of factors involved in their construction.
Rather than rushing into the debate by using concepts such as “networked public spheres” or “online public spheres” that are based on normative values, the concept of “web spheres” focuses first on examining what is empirically the case. The discussion so far has concentrated on three factors (platforms, languages and regions) that generate different perspectives on how web spheres can be constructed and which will be useful in research. Second, the notion of web spheres can help researchers to identify and justify the scope of the research and/or the unit of analysis. For example, in order to pin down the research object of “Chinese social media”, researchers may want to first specify whether the research focus is on the Chinese-language space or China’s political space (and thus raise questions, for example, as to whether Hong Kong is included). Also, researchers may want to delineate and justify how such a space can be analytically observed on the basis of “a collection, or selected parts, of certain website(s) and their content (hyperlinks included)” (which is my definition of web spheres). Researchers should also make their selection rationale based on user bases and/or market shares: For instance, to construct a web sphere that represents Hong Kong as a region, the selection of websites and their localized parts designed for Hong Kong users must be justified based on researchers’ assessment of its user bases and market shares. Moreover, while this discussion of web spheres has been limited to factors of platforms, languages and regions, future researchers can also add other factors. Since web spheres can be constructed differently, comparative analysis can thus be carried out on different web spheres, as Rogers (2012, 2013) and other researchers on digital methods have done using the notion of “cross-spherical analysis”.

Third, the notion of web spheres highlights the constructedness of online spaces. For instance, the comparative nature of “cross-spherical analysis” can lead to questions such as how this type of construction of spaces can integrate or fragment information or users. In addition, it is possible to gain additional insights because researchers can construct somewhat different notions of web
spheres against the actual web spheres that are designed and implemented (recall ‘counterfactuals’). Take the major search engines as an example—although their interface design is often first demarcated by nation-states and then by various language options within each state (as shown in the above example of Belgium), researchers can think about alternative constructions which lead to ideas about how search results and their social effects are predominantly determined first by the factor of languages, and then by regions. Indeed, the next sections will build on this account by examining how “geolinguistic processability” can produce different “cultural thickening” patterns.

3.1.2 Processability. In order to characterize the common features of web spheres, this section will further discuss the concept of “processability” introduced in section 2.3. As part of the historical development of human information and communication, the increased level and sophistication of processability is at the heart of the mediating power of the Internet, and holds the key to understanding how national boundaries are introduced and reintroduced on the Web.

The development of natural language processing, information systems and computer-mediated communication have a number of implications for social scientists. I propose the term “processability” to conceptualize the enabling conditions, impacts and design of the media-language system (which include related writing, information and communication systems). The capacity to process information by both technical artefacts and their users is not just limited to the development of the Internet. This section will compare and contrast media-language systems to highlight particular aspects of processability.

Sorting information and users. To illustrate how processability is tied to human writing and media systems, we can observe how information and users are sorted and categorized using symbols. Consider the index for modern search engines and of printed books. The sorting and ordering functions of modern search engines can be seen as an improved version of the alphabetic collation
system used by back-of-the-book indices in the print era. Just as back-of-the-book indices guide readers to relevant pages for a certain key phrase, a search engine can be seen as a super index that dynamically presents users with web links pointing to relevant web pages for a specific search query. In fact, many search engines offer keyword suggestions (also known as “autocomplete”) to recommend further search keyword suggestions based on users’ initial input of linguistic symbols. What remains constant are the ways in which users and artefacts sort information using writing systems (e.g., finding information alphabetically), and what is new for modern search engines is that such efforts of indexing and searching information can be facilitated by computing devices, and these are potentially not just limited to mere alphabetic writing systems. This means that researchers must examine how different kinds of processability sort information and, arguably even more importantly, users, in different ways.

Consider the following example of Chinese-language search keyword suggestions recommended by Google. Two different orthographic forms of the Chinese term for “Communist Party” (i.e., simplified: 共产党; traditional: 共產黨) produce two sets of keyword suggestions, as shown in Table 3-3. The differences between the two lists are of cultural-political significance. Users of different orthographic preferences (which correspond to different Chinese-speaking regions) can be expected to see different suggestions. Those who use a simplified Chinese query are expected to find more negative suggestions (e.g., “History Revisionism”, “Mafia”, “Evil Cult”, “lost the hearts of people” and even the Chinese slang for “bastards”) than those who use traditional Chinese in this case (e.g., “Manifesto”, “Flag”, “History”, “Song”, “Chapters”, “Resistance to Japanese”, etc.). Implicitly, both types of information and users are categorized and sorted according to the ways in which both Google and its users process Chinese-language information. The nature of the modern Web recommender system is expected to suggest the dominant practices of users who have recently submitted the same or similar queries. Battelle (2005) conceptualizes modern search
engines as "databases of intentions" because they collect search queries that represent users' intentions. How search engines depend on human writing systems and practices further suggests that such databases are likely to be structured by these different writing systems as well as by users' practices in relation to other writing systems (for example, how they use book indexes, or library catalogues). Thus, we can see that the processability of different Chinese orthographic forms (for example) reveals how the processability of the Web sorts both Chinese-language information and users. Such processability and its sorting are more complex than back-of-the-book indices in the print era.

Table 3.3

**Different keyword suggestions for the Chinese query of “Communist Party”**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simplified Chinese Results</th>
<th>Traditional Chinese Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_篡改历史</td>
<td>89,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_黑社会</td>
<td>690,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>宣言</td>
<td>1,070,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_倒台</td>
<td>179,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_邪教</td>
<td>454,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>不得民心</td>
<td>123,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>腐败</td>
<td>1,220,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_国民党</td>
<td>2,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_王八蛋</td>
<td>56,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_评论</td>
<td>9,900,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Processability thus is at the heart of the mediating power of the Internet. Consider the following quotes:

*The Internet is international.*

*With the international Internet follows an absolute requirement to interchange data in a multiplicity of languages, which in turn utilize a bewildering number of characters.*

-Excerpts from “IETF Policy on Character Sets and Languages” (Alvestrand, 1998)

*Seen from a Google’s eye view, in fact, the Web is less like a piazza than a souk – a jumble of separate spaces, each with its own isolated chatter. The search engines cruise the alleyways to listen in on all of these conversations, locate the people who are talking about the subject we’re interested in, and tell us which of them has earned the most nods from the other confabulators in the room …*

-Quote from a linguist (Nunberg, 2003)

Search engines such as Google aggregate and process conversations on the Web. They must process information of a linguistic and social nature in order to bring the "isolated chatter" together. Before they can do that, human languages must be supported digitally for conversations to be processable. Search engines mediate the Internet by processing digital texts of various languages on the Web: basically matching strings of text symbols that represent digitally articulated voices across the world. Without this processability of the human articulation of messages, the organization of human affairs in relation to the Internet would be difficult.

People themselves also sort and order information, of course, which leads us to the importance of literacy (which, in turn, depends on writing systems). As reviewed in section 2.3, regardless of their technological forms, encyclopaedias, reference works, office filing systems, and modern computer collation systems
all rely on sorting rules that demand linguistic literacy from users as well as language support from technical systems. The alphabetic literacy theory would argue that the complex symbol system of Chinese languages constitutes a major challenge in the design of viable sorting and ordering devices for information processing. This might indeed be the case for print media. However, as more languages become processable in the digital networked environment, it is reasonable to assume that the function and capacity of sorting information and users will be agnostic to the choice of writing systems as long as it is technically supported by machines and fits with the practices of users of these machines. The processability in any information and communication system thus requires technical support on the machine side and literacy skills on the human side.

**Geolinguistic processability.** Just as various factors influence the construction of web spheres, so the notion of processability is also influenced by the main factors of language, region and platforms (most likely in that order). I use the term “geolinguistic processability” to refer to the geographic and linguistic conditions, impacts and design of the media-language system in question.

The existence of the geolinguistic processability of the Web is arguably most evident in the way language tags (or geolinguistic codes) are used on the Web. As discussed in Section 2.3, language tags are geolinguistic identifiers used to configure users’ devices so as to signal their geolinguistic preferences and/or default settings, and these signals form the bases for various kinds of information processes and services that are tailored for a “locale”. Geolinguistic processability has been instrumental in content and service delivery on the Web. For software to work for different geolinguistic groups of users, a certain level of geolinguistic processability must be achieved. Websites such as Google further allow users to switch from one geolinguistic code to another (Google Support, 2011), including among about 200 language interfaces and 200 countries (Google, 2011b). Sometimes users can take up the role of developers by building interfaces for
their own languages (Google, 2011a). With a do-it-yourself or serve-yourself approach towards localization, Wikipedia had 276 language versions as of 2011, while Facebook has just over 100 language interfaces (M. Anderson, 2011). These all exploit the geolinguistic codification of their interfaces, users and content. It is consequently likely that national boundaries will be reintroduced onto the Web through the ways in which geolinguistic processability operates.

For example, search engines provide different locale services for Belgium, as listed in Table 3-2, suggesting that geolinguistic identifiers play a dominant role in providing different search outcomes for different groups of users. In addition, Chinese geolinguistic identifiers of "zh-CN", "zh-SG", "zh-HK", and "zh-TW" signal variants of Chinese language to users in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, respectively. While we can draw some parallels between these Chinese-speaking geolinguistic regions and other English-speaking ones such as "en-US", "en-UK", and "en-IN" (English used in US, UK and India, respectively), the codification and categorization of the Chinese-speaking regions are also more controversial and problematic, as discussed in Chapter 1. Hence, researchers must examine how geolinguistic processability contributes to the division or integration of these regions. The other immediate question is, do linguistic factors matter more than geographic factors?

I argue that the demarcation of web spheres proceeds: writing systems, geography, and then platforms. This is because, first, it makes more historical sense, as reviewed in section 2.3, to see the role of writing systems as essential to expanding human communication on a larger scale for more extensive and complex social activities and organizations. Second, as a practical matter for users, it is easier to learn a new platform than to learn a new foreign writing system. In fact, the number of writing systems a user can learn in his or her lifetime can be expected to be much lower than the number of platforms he or she can master. Thus, writing systems should take priority: users are more likely to be confined by the writing systems they are able to master than by the
platforms they can choose. Third, the technical properties of digital writing systems, as also discussed in section 2.3, suggest that information-sorting practices are more limited in bridging the gaps between different writing systems - as compared to bridging the gaps among geography or platforms. In sum, the demarcation of first writing systems, then geographical regions, and finally platforms - makes analytical sense.

It is also important to discuss how geolinguistic processability works on the side of users. The ways in which users can process information depends on their proficiency level of literacy and knowledge skills, which are often limited in terms of languages and geography. For instance, the use of Chinese-language search engines requires the basic skills of typing in Chinese characters and a background knowledge of Chinese-language keywords. Corresponding software and information parameters are set according to different “locale” settings that identify and differentiate between various Chinese-speaking regions by their specific language tags, such as zh-CN, zh-TW, zh-HK and zh-SG. In addition to these processing skills, which are more technical, the education, media and knowledge backgrounds of users from these regions are expected to influence the ways in which these users process cultural-political knowledge in relation to China and Chineseness. Thus, the notion of user geolinguistic processability should include not only the ways these users can or may process information externally on the websites, but also the ways they internalize their Web experiences as part of the formation of their education, media and knowledge backgrounds. Put briefly, user geolinguistic processability skills include both technical and cultural-political literacy.

The concept of geolinguistic processability thus reveals some further important features for research into web spheres and online spaces. Consider the Chinese language, a major language that now enjoys considerable technical support and a strong user base. The notion of a Chinese-language web sphere is expected to highlight the wide variety of design and use practices online because
of the diverse writing systems and literacy education backgrounds of its users. The notion of a “Chinese cultural sphere”, as discussed by Yang (2003), thus demand that researchers notice fundamental differences in language support and literacy backgrounds across different Chinese-speaking regions. As the geolinguistic variation of Chinese-language information has been codified and built into digital networked environments, various Chinese geolinguistic web spheres are constructed accordingly. Thus, researchers can see, or even visualize with data, the “Chinese cultural sphere” as the aggregation of several Chinese geolinguistic web spheres. By tracing how geolinguistic processability is designed into platforms and relates to the practices of users, researchers can examine how national boundaries may be reintroduced or overcome on the Web.

**National boundaries versus general geolinguistic regions.** As geolinguistic processability plays an important role in the reintroduction of national boundaries onto the Web, it is necessary to discuss its boundary-making effects in greater empirical and analytical detail. National boundaries can be reintroduced onto a website or platform in at least two ways, in addition to the usual considerations regarding the jurisdiction of the websites and/or website owners: One approach exploits country codes, language identifiers, and other information system measures to construct a nationally bounded web sphere. Another approach counts on managing the potential and incoming visitors or users in a way that is limited to a certain (national) group of users with similar (national) literacy backgrounds. These two approaches converge with the use of language tags to sort information and users, as previously discussed. The construction of web spheres therefore occurs through the arrangement of geolinguistic processability, as exemplified by the Google Search keyword suggestions shown in Table 3-3. Hence, it is very likely that the processability on the side of websites and that on the side of users are mutually influencing or mutually reinforcing. A geolinguistic design begets a geolinguistic profile of users.
Such mutually influencing dynamics of geolinguistic processability between websites and users have several implications for understanding national boundaries as cultural-political practices. This point can be elicited by way of a brief discussion on writing systems in relation to print and digital media. As summarized in section 2.3, writing (and thus reading) technologies have multiple social, cultural and political implications. For understand national boundaries, one needs to examine the "processability" of writing systems more generally: If the printing press and print capitalism foster some kind of national consciousness based on the routine sense of "fellow-readers" (B. Anderson, 1983), one can also speculate on the possibility of "fellow-users" as constructed and shaped by websites and their routines. Put into such a longer-term historical perspective, processability as a concept is not limited to the digital networked environment. Just as manuscripts and print products engendered a certain sense of "fellow-readers" - be they literati, members of the "Republic of letters", or a mass readership that can be demarcated by language-differentiated print markets – so too users of digital texts can read, write, search, filter, organize and even execute computer programs in a collaborative or collective fashion. Readers now become users. Researchers must therefore examine how increased processability reshapes human media-language systems in such a way that daily routines of national boundaries are reintroduced onto or they are transformed by the Web. Since new features of digital texts, notably hyperlinks and hashtags, have shaped the concepts of sociability and social affordance online (Wellman et al., 2003), it is important to examine how the processability of digital texts shapes social interactions: For instance, how is the sense of "fellow-users" made possible through sharing the same platform, geolinguistic identifier or writing system?

There are obvious tensions in shaping the sense of fellow users for certain languages such as Chinese and Arabic because these languages have regional variations (which can be identified by geolinguistic codes) despite the fact that these regions share a writing language. Consider the following quotes:
Social media is all about connections. ... There’s no stronger connection than literally speaking the same language.

*Quote from a digital marketing specialist (M. Anderson, 2011)*

While the ISO 3166 directory of names of countries and territories has the TW code as Taiwan, Province of China, most major commercial Web sites such as Amazon.com, Nytimes.com, and Barnesandnoble.com took the time to remove the "Province of China" reference in their country and territory address forms, rather than to blindly use the ISO 3166 standard.

*Quote from a readers' letter to Taipei Times (Chang, 2005)*

The first quote made by a digital marketing specialist reminds us of the primary role of language, whereas the second quote alerts us to the fact that some country and/or region may have certain cultural and political urges to assert its identity by making sure the country code is implemented properly. In relation to the concept of “geolinguistic regions” from global TV researchers (e.g. Sinclair et al., 1996), there is a tension between a generalized and a more specific sense of “geolinguistic regions”: the more general sense of this refers to a shared spoken and/or speaking language such as the Chinese geolinguistic region, the Arabic geolinguistic region, and the like. In contrast, the more specific sense refers to those regions that can be identified and coded with added country codes, such as the Chinese geolinguistic regions of Hong Kong (zh-HK), Singapore (zh-SG), Taiwan (zh-TW), Macau (zh-MO), and mainland China (zh-CN). The former relies more on the strength of connection made possible by sharing a language, and the latter depends on the differentiation engendered by geolinguistic codes and practices. Both relate to the question of how geolinguistic processability reintroduces national boundaries. Researchers need to recognize the existence of such tensions and evaluate which sense is more important.
Before answering these research challenges, it will be helpful to characterize how information and communication spaces (or simply web spheres) are constructed differently from other kinds of media - such as print and TV. Like the printing press, web spheres can be bounded within different written language systems, and thus cross-lingual translation is still needed—although on the Web, machine and user-generated translation may have reduced barriers. Like TV, web spheres can be bounded within pockets of geographic regions. However, while TV is geographically bounded (often by national regulators) and major global TV networks rely on satellite to import and export programmes, web spheres and their traffic are not as geographically bounded or regulated. In sum, I argue that web spheres are bounded mostly by geolinguistic processability, but at the same time, they are also generally more porous than TV and print simply because of the nature of the Web. The Web has been theorized in terms of “network gatekeeping” (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008) or “relevance filtration and accreditation” (Benkler, 2006, p. 169). Thus, web spheres may be bounded by what they have processed, but they are potentially more porous because of normally unbounded visits and hyperlinking practices.

The next and final section, on the concept of “cultural thickening”, will add to and tie together the concepts of processability and web spheres.

### 3.1.3 Cultural thickening

Borrowed from mediatization and medium theories (Hepp, 2013; Hepp, Hjarvard, & Lundby, 2010), the concept of “cultural thickening” is useful for researchers in tackling the porous yet bounded nature of the Web. When integrated with the concepts of web spheres and processability, the concept can be applied to the comparative study of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia.

**Identifying cultural patterns while avoiding methodological nationalism.** The main benefit of using the concept of “cultural thickening” is that it provides a unique perspective in identifying cultural patterns in a way that avoids methodological nationalism. Responding to the call to “internationalize” media
studies (Thussu, 2009), some researchers have proposed a transcultural approach (Couldry, 2012; Hepp, 2009; Hepp & Couldry, 2009) that builds upon the concept of “cultural thickening” (Löfgren, 2001). Consciously against a reductive national framework for research, they try to ground the research, for national or transnational media research alike, on a “translocal” understanding of media cultures. Thus, national and transnational activities are both observed as translocal ones. Instead of seeing media culture practices as always and immediately territorial, they see media cultures as a “thickening of translocal processes of meaning articulation that themselves are more (or less) locally specific” (Couldry & Hepp, 2013, p. 254). The translocal approach can be more helpful than the conventional “territorial” view if media cultures are seen as “the ‘sum’ of the classificatory systems and discursive formations on which the production of meaning in everyday practices draws” (Couldry & Hepp, 2013, p. 256). Thus, the actual thickening of culture may or may not correspond directly with territorial borders. Indeed, this approach features a clear shift of research focus from territorial borders to “translocal” cultural patterns that can later be shown to be national, transnational or neither.

Although the concept of cultural thickening remains untested, at least to the author’s knowledge, for any research objects on the Web, it is helpful for researchers in analysing cultural patterns on the Web for several reasons. The following paragraphs will show its usefulness by applying it step-wise, along with my previous discussion on the concepts of web spheres and geolinguistic processability, to the comparative study of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia.

The first step is to delineate and then analyse “cultural patterns”, which according to Couldry & Hepp (2013) include “patterns of thinking,” “patterns of discourse,” and “patterns of practice” or “doing” in the tradition of social constructivism. For the Web, plenty of activities on the level of practice or doing can be observed, including copying, deleting, linking and filtering information. The goal in this first step is to identify, in specific cultural contexts, typical
"ways" of action, discourse or thought. For the current research question about the cultural-political boundaries across Chinese-speaking regions, researchers need to identify specific forms of cultural patterns that are articulated through reading, writing, or interacting with user-generated encyclopaedias and their users.

The second step is to compare the patterns that are found beyond mere national or transnational comparisons, and geolinguistic factors, example, can be examined in such a comparative way (as previously discussed in the case of Belgium; see the previous section on Web spheres.). To avoid “understanding each cultural pattern as an exclusive expression of a national media culture” (Couldry & Hepp, 2013, p. 257), researchers should avoid confining or aggregating data nationally from the start of the research process. Instead, they should first organise data in terms of socio-cultural entities, then categorize different cultural patterns, and finally organize the findings comparatively and accordingly. Such a comparative approach is useful because it allows researchers to compare and analyse cultural patterns beyond the conventional and already reductive national frame (e.g., Belgium’s or China’s national Internet). Researchers can instead identify relevant socio-cultural entities on the Web (e.g., geolinguistic identifiers such as nl-BE, fr-BE, zh-CN, zh-HK, zh-TW, etc.) and then observe whether and how their findings can be justifiably reduced by national or transnational frames - and why. For example, do cultural patterns amount to nationally bounded thickening? If so, how they are bounded and why?

The third and final step is to make sure that researchers take a critical approach to the construction of the research object and the construction of the research itself. Researchers must expose various “centring” aspects of cultural thickening and the related underlying questions of power (Couldry & Hepp, 2013, p. 258) by taking a “de-essentialized” approach. By not interpreting findings as being essentially national or transnational, researchers need to conduct a cultural-political analysis of the cultural thickening patterns that are found so as
to see how these patterns make certain ideas, information sources, and patterns more prominent and more central. For the purposes of this thesis, the notion of “centring” has an additional potential for the analysis of Chinese cultural politics: the term “China” in the Chinese language literally means “the centre state” (or conventionally “the middle kingdom”). The notion of “centre” thus has an additional ideological bearing in modern China as both political parties—the Chinese Nationalist Party and the Chinese Communist Party—have popularized a Chinese-language term for the “centre” (zhōngyāng 中央) to describe the political centre of the party (dǎng zhōngyāng 党中央) or the state (zhōngyāng zhèngfǔ 中央政府). Thus, the notion of centring highlights the construction of cultural-political centrality through cultural thickening.

Building specific cultural patterns by constructing web spheres. In sum, “cultural thickening” can be defined, for the purposes of this research, as the intensified and/or routinized processes and patterns of communicative and symbolic ties. The following paragraphs will now explain how this concept is useful for analysing web spheres. First, as already illustrated (at the bottom of Figure 3-2), each geolinguistic web sphere corresponds to respective geolinguistic regions. Ideally, each geolinguistic sphere should represent the aggregated outcome of the online activities for users and information originating from each region. Each of the web spheres is thus formally specified by the combination of its linguistic features (assumed to be Chinese language: zh) and its regional features (signified by each of their respective country codes: CN, HK, TW, etc.). These geolinguistic web spheres are expected to be more or less congruent with their own media systems as discussed in Chapter 1, including varied features of their writing and political systems. Such congruence is shown by the bottom two rows of Figure 3-2. In other words, Chinese-speaking regions should be seen as reintroducing existing boundaries onto the Web.

Second, both Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike, as major platforms of Chinese-language user-generated encyclopaedias, have platform-specific web
spheres. These may potentially engage users and information from all Chinese geolinguistic web spheres and beyond. Both encyclopaedia platforms are bounded in the sense that both filter information that merits the status of being part of the sum of human knowledge as documented in the form of encyclopaedia articles. However, both are also porous in the sense that they are open to new users and new input of information that is deemed admissible by each of their editorial communities. Because both sites exhibit the main features of web spheres in being bounded and porous at the same time, the web spheres constructed by each of the encyclopaedia websites should have certain cultural thickening effects that bring certain information and users together in such a way that reflects on their respective tendency of “centring”. For instance, Figure 3-2 shows an imaginary scenario that clearly indicates that the pattern of “cultural thickening A” focuses and centres on the geolinguistic web sphere of zh-TW (and thus its respective media and political system), while “cultural thickening B” seems to not only overcome existing boundaries that are reintroduced onto the Web but also to position its thickening patterns most thickly over the geolinguistic web sphere of zh-HK. Hence, by analysing the intensified and/or routinized cultural thickening patterns exhibited by the two websites comparatively, researchers can assess whether and how the existing boundaries between the geolinguistic regions are overcome, reinforced or ignored by the two cultural thickening patterns produced by the two encyclopaedia websites.

The thesis thus conceptualizes the two websites as different web spheres constructed for the domain of written knowledge in Chinese. By aggregating and analysing the empirical data to avoid methodological nationalism, the thesis will assess the cultural thickening patterns they exhibit, as well as the underlying power relationships that are expected to reflect on the cultural politics of what Yang (2003) discussed as the “Chinese cultural sphere” on the Internet (Yang sees this as a transnational Chinese cultural sphere, though this is not always socially
organized into collective action). The proposed framework embodies Yang’s concept in a more concrete fashion, and the Chinese language here serves as the most basic and fundamental cultural repertoire.

The three main concepts proposed here complement Yang’s (2003) notion of a Chinese cultural sphere in several ways. First, while Yang used a cultural approach to examine the rise of a transnational Chinese cultural sphere enabled by the Internet, the idea of cultural thickening proposed here does not assume the rise of a certain type of cultural sphere, be it national or transnational. Second, while Yang’s ethnographic approach captured the activities of using and visiting the same websites as sharing a common cultural and emotional repertoire, it may have overlooked the geolinguistic processability that may facilitate or hinder such sharing patterns, especially across different Chinese-speaking regions. The proposed concept of processability takes into consideration both the human and machine sides of this processability of such a Chinese cultural repertoire. Third, for Yang, the Chinese cultural sphere, while falling short of clear organization or collective action, “goes some way toward exploring the meaning of being Chinese in the global context” (2003, p. 486). The proposed framework goes one-step further by analysing cultural patterns and exploring how they provide distinct answers about the meaning of being Chinese. Fourth, Yang seemed to believe that the Internet, despite being the very product of the modern nation-state and capitalism, has also encroached upon the power of state and market institutions by “loosening territorial and human barriers” (2003, p. 485). However, rather than expect that barriers would be loosened, the proposed framework is agnostic on this point, because the way certain patterns of thickening can occur depends on how existing boundaries are reintroduced or overcome.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed concepts for understanding the shifting cultural-political boundaries within the Chinese-Internet, I now reformulate the research question of this thesis as follows:
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How do major cultural thickening patterns, produced by the web spheres of major websites (e.g., user-generated encyclopaedias), overcome, reinforce or ignore the existing cultural-political boundaries that are reinstated by the geolinguistic processability (such as geolinguistic codes zh-HK, zh-TW and zh-CN)?

3.2 Mixed methods: geolinguistic analysis of cultural patterns

To analyse cultural patterns, an overall mixed-methods research design is proposed to integrate both quantitative and qualitative data. Three aspects of user-written encyclopaedias will be studied in each of the following chapters. The selection of methods are informed by Web social science (Ackland, 2013), digital methods (R. Rogers, 2013), and digital social research (Marres, 2012), resulting in a multi-method comparative case study of structured, focused comparison (George & Bennett, 2004; Drozdova & Gaubatz, 2009). The following section summarizes how each aspect fits in the overall research design.

3.2.1 Editorial processes and conditions: policing, participating and prioritizing. Chapter 4 will seek to answer how Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia develop rules and practices for editorial development. The chapter begins with an editorial analysis of the two encyclopaedias, comparing how they process user inputs differently. Because their content depends largely on user contributions, the chapter then contextualizes the historical development of the two encyclopaedias within the larger story of the filtering and diffusion dynamics of information in the Chinese-language internet and its users.

It is important to note that, in view of the concept of geolinguistic processability, Hong Kong, Taiwan and mainland China are treated as separate geolinguistic units: Each has its own geolinguistic web sphere signified by its geolinguistic identifier of language code online; at the same time, each refers to its own specific media and political system that have historical and ongoing tensions with those of the others. Thus for the purpose of this thesis, these units are not units with essentialized ideological, cultural or political differences but
dynamic units that are open to change while also having specific historical paths of development in their respective media cultures. If essentializing units is to be avoided and “cultural thickening” to be identified, we must treat these geolinguistic units as the outcomes of historical construction, specifically in relation to the two encyclopaedias, the information they provide (and its reliability) and users.

As both websites are user-generated, the web spheres constructed by them can be expected to be porous: originally not internal to the websites, certain pieces of information and knowledge are accepted and made part of the websites. In addition, certain users (contributors and readers alike) contribute their judgement to the editorial processes. Thus, for the purpose of this research, both the internal and external data of the two encyclopaedias should be collected in considering their internal editorial processes and external conditions. To observe how they cope with boundaries and differences across different geolinguistic regions, it will be important to analyse how units are socially constructed in the overall editorial process. Alternatively, in terms of the three major concepts proposed, how do these two websites construct their own web spheres by arranging their geolinguistic processability such that it results in cultural thickening patterns? Also, inasmuch as the web spheres of encyclopaedias are “bounded” in the sense that only certain types of information are admissible and permitted to stay, and that only certain type of users have the literacy skills and knowledge backgrounds to contribute, theories of “relevance filtration and accreditation” (Benkler, 2006, p. 169) and “network gatekeeping” (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008) will be used to identify cultural thickening patterns.

**Data collection.** To do this, first, I collected primary and secondary data on the editorial policies of both websites to examine how they filter information. The data sets include:

- online documents—editorial policies, discussion pages, self-reported data by the “power users” (users who are granted extra privileges);
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- media reports—mainly newspaper articles and some television reports;
- descriptive statistics on power users and all encyclopaedia entries—
  including the number of external links and the length of articles, based on
  the snapshot data set collected in June 2010 (the same set that is also
  analysed in the Chapter 5 (on webometric and content outcome).

Second, I collected contextual data that concerns the flowing and blocking
dynamics across Chinese-speaking regions:
- Internet diffusion rates—time series data (1990-2011) for Chinese
  provinces and East Asian countries;
- media reports and user commentaries—mainly those concerning the two
  encyclopaedias and related online censorship and blocking incidents;
- second-hand research— concerning the behaviours and activities of
  Internet users

Because user-generated encyclopaedias are often seen as “emerging” and
“self-organized”, the data collected must address the dimension of time to
capture the origin and changing evolution of the websites, especially in relation
to their contributors and hosts. Thus, this portion of the research considers the
time dimension from two perspectives: First, for the editorial policies and
practices, the research will consider the historical context where Baidu Baike
emerged as an alternative to Chinese Wikipedia. It will also examine which self-
appointed contributors are given extra privileges. It will also study how
geolinguistic processability (or geolinguistic factors) is integrated into the
platforms and editorial development. Second, because Wikipedia was blocked in
mainland China most of the time from 2005 to 2008, which coincided with Baidu
Baike’s launch in 2006, it is important to consider how the competition between
Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike can be understood in the context of the
growth patterns of Chinese-speaking Internet users.
Methods used. Most of the data, particularly the textual data, can be analysed using textual analysis, i.e., providing the most likely interpretation based on the author’s own personal experience as a user of Chinese user-generated encyclopaedias and as an observer of media systems across Chinese-speaking regions. The comparative aim is to identify the underlying power relationships governing cultural thickening activities on the two websites so as to see them as the outcome of the media systems of certain Chinese-speaking region(s). I will provide a number of perspectives on these interpretations to avoid biased interpretations. In addition, relevant statistical and survey data is provided as a supplement to the interpretations of the textual data. Altogether, this mix of methods will show how the two encyclopaedias filter information differently, and how such different filtration and accreditation processes are contextualized when Chinese Wikipedia was blocked in mainland China from 2005 to 2008. This will yield findings about how the existing boundaries among Chinese-speaking regions are reinforced, ignored or overcome by the cultural thickening activities within the two encyclopaedia websites and in relation to their users, processed information and website hosts.

The cultural-political dynamics within and between the editor/contributors are expected to reflect the dynamics of Chinese-speaking Internet users, and cultural thickening patterns are thus the direct result of editorial norms and practices of such “relevance filtration and accreditation” or “network gatekeeping” processes made by self-appointed users. The overall editorial patterns will be considered - not just limiting them to some extreme cases – in order to detect the differences between the two encyclopaedias. A comprehensive comparison of the outcome of the editorial processes will be presented. Although such an effort is the main focus of chapter 5, which uses mainly quantitative data to identify patterns of cultural thickening, some of the findings of the mainly qualitative analysis of Chapter 4 on editorial processes are also relevant to these patterns. This demonstrates the value of the mixed-method
approach and of integrating qualitative textual analysis with quantitative webometric and content analysis.

Cultural thickening can avoid methodological nationalism, but the broad topics of Chinese national culture, media cultures, and media and educational institutions, previous research can also provide background knowledge on the cultural-political differences between the various Chinese-speaking regions, and in particular between Hong Kong, Taiwan and mainland China because of the notions of the “Chinese nation”, “Greater China” and “Cultural China”. It is important not to essentialize these notions but rather incorporate them as possible types of cultural-political construction of the two encyclopaedias. Thus, the methods must be inherently comparative in several dimensions: They must be comparative for both encyclopaedia sites as web spheres, for the different construction outcomes of “Chineseness”, and for the underlying cultural-political power dynamic of the Chinese-language Internet.

**Expected outcomes.** Based on both internal and external data for the two encyclopaedias, I examine their different editorial practices, from policing “unwelcome” user contributions and encouraging user participation to prioritizing editorial goals. Different user-generated encyclopaedias can be seen as different web spheres that process all incoming edits and information. Their processability is configured differently in view of different user interfaces, editorial policies, participating members, and historical paths of development. By contextualizing these differences in the complications of the wider Chinese Internet development, we can gain insights on the boundary questions for these Chinese-speaking regions from the two contrasting “cultural thickening” patterns. These in turn are possibly indicative of larger cultural-political dynamics of the Chinese-language Internet.

The findings, when taking into account the historical development of Chinese Wikipedia in mainland China, should also provide important insights into the effects of Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime. However, the
comparative perspective adopted here will also go beyond the traditional research concerns over the effects of the filtering and censorship regime on mainland Chinese users, and examine its effects on restructuring Chinese web spheres on different geolinguistic and cultural-politically significant paths. By examining how the two encyclopaedias mediate between their hosting organizations and users, different cultural thickening patterns can be identified.

3.2.2 Webometric and content outcome: covering the world and defining Chineseness. The quantitative analysis of the content of the two encyclopaedias will be complemented with an in-depth qualitative textual analysis. In the first half of chapter 5, the geographic coverage and linguistic preference of all entries will be analysed, treating all their online citations (external web links) as the proxy for content sources and the filtered outcome of line sources, thereby comparing their preferences in substantiating knowledge claims. In the second half of chapter 5, three entry articles that are central to any notion of Chineseness are compared: “Han Chinese characters” (hànzi 漢字 hereafter “Hanzi”), “Han Chinese Ethnicity” (hànzú 汉族 hereafter “Hanzu”), and “All under heaven” (tiānxià 天下 hereafter “Tianxia”), with the aim of providing textual evidence for the perspectives evident in the articles.

Data collection. Various webometric and visualization will be used and tailored for geographic and linguistic analysis. I adopt an integrated webometric, bibliometric and textual approach towards the produced outcome, combined with an additional geolinguistic perspective, in order to examine the geolinguistic preferences evident in the two encyclopaedias. I have collected for further analysis a comprehensive data set of all entries from the two encyclopaedias in June 2010, which include millions of articles, the web links they contain, and external web pages they link to.

Methods used. Chapter 5 conducts a comprehensive webometric comparison using various webometric and visualization techniques. These techniques, some of which are generalizable for other geographic and linguistic
contexts and some custom-made for Chinese-language internet, will help to extract the relevant information. To identify the overall geographic and linguistic preferences, all clickable external sources of the content (i.e. web links linking to external sources) are analysed, thereby comparing where and how two encyclopaedias cite their sources of knowledge claims. Second, for the qualitative textual comparison, the elements of sources, messages and narratives will be identified for an in-depth comparison of the ways in which different cultural patterns are articulated in various discourses, which are in turn examined in the light of the cultural-political dynamics of being Chinese in national, regional and global contexts.

*Expected outcomes.* Based on both quantitative and qualitative data, I can thus answer the question of how the entry articles of the two differ. The findings, based on a comprehensive quantitative analysis of all entry articles and an in-depth qualitative analysis of three articles central to any notion of Chineseness, will indicate how the two encyclopaedias incorporate certain perspectives from the Chinese-speaking worlds while marginalizing or even excluding others. If online encyclopaedias provide a convenient lens through which their users “know” the world, then the research should also indicate how the two respective worldviews of the two encyclopaedias converge or diverge.

In terms of cultural thickening patterns unique to encyclopaedia projects, both are examined as projects of engaging with knowledge- or information-sources that connect knowledge sources within and beyond the Chinese-language Internet. They bring certain webpages and their content into the focus of attention on their encyclopaedia platforms, thereby producing certain cultural thickening effects in relation to some frequently cited sources. By examining the top-linked websites in each region, the findings should also indicate whether and how they provide adequate cultural thickening patterns within and across each Chinese-speaking geolinguistic regions. It can be expected that while Baidu Baike is less diverse than Chinese Wikipedia in terms of its geolinguistic outlook, and
that Chinese Wikipedia provides substantial cultural thickening across various Chinese-speaking regions, whereas Baidu Baike exhibit cultural thickening patterns only within mainland China. Thus despite some criticisms that Chinese Wikipedia is “foreign”, the findings should provide better quantitative and qualitative indications about the level, extent, and content of “Chineseness” substantiated by the linking patterns to online sources.

3.2.3 User reception: encountering and using online encyclopaedias. To compare how Chinese-language Internet users from different regions encounter and use the two online encyclopaedias in chapter 6, two sets of data have been collected and analysed: search engine result pages (SERPs) and the social media of Twitter and Sina Weibo. From the first dataset, the measurement of visibility scores indicates the likelihood for users to encounter the two websites when they use search engines to find topics of cultural-political significance. In addition, with further network data analysis and clustering techniques, it is also feasible to detect the system boundaries among major Chinese-speaking regions based on the varied visibility patterns given to websites by search engines, thereby showing not only the central role of search engine geolinguistic choice in presenting the two encyclopaedias, but also the central role of major user-generated encyclopaedias as the most visible websites across a diverse set of search keywords. From the second dataset of social media texts mentioning the two encyclopaedias, various text analysis techniques are conducted with the aim to analyse users’ experience and perception on the two “brands” of Chinese-language user-generated encyclopaedias.

Data collection. To compare how likely it is that users use the two encyclopaedias, I take a user reception and mixed method approach that borrows ideas from television/media audience reception theories and Internet marketing industry practices that focus on search engine result pages (SERPs) and social media texts. First, I have collected SERPs, first in 2011 and then in 2012, each of which contains about 20,000 web links. The two snapshots of the same SERP
dataset should indicate what remains unchanged over time to make sure that the findings are not just ephemeral phenomena. Second, using the WeiboScope and DiscoverText tools, I have collected the social media texts from Twitter and Sina Weibo around 2011 and 2012 that contain specific keywords of “Baidu Baike”, “Chinese Wikipedia” and “Wiki” in both simplified and traditional Chinese characters, with the aim of providing a textual analysis of users’ experience of the two user-generated encyclopaedias.

In addition to the above data, I have collected some user log and user interview data during my field trip in various Chinese cities and towns in 2010, which will be incorporated as supplemental data for the mainly webometric and textual analysis of SERPs and social media content.

**Methods used.** Since previous research has indicated that search engines play a central role in directing traffic to user-generated encyclopaedias such as Wikipedia, it is essential to see how encyclopaedias are visible for Chinese-language Internet users who are already segmented into different search engine markets. By drawing on making connections between how search engine industry targets users and how the television industry targets audiences, I develop a user-reception method to examine SERPs as proxy for user traffic, similar to the practices of online marketing analysis for search engines. Based on industry practices, I employ webometric measurement and visibility scores, with the aim of comparing how websites ranked in different search engines across major Chinese-speaking regions over a select sample of about 3000 search keywords. The visibility scores enable both network visualization and analysis to show the effects of the geolinguistic choices of search engines (which can be called search engine variants) based on the selection of the most visible websites included among the top 10 search results. Note that these methods of extracting and analysing webometric data may likewise be generalizable for other geographic and linguistic contexts.
Second, for the dataset of social media texts mentioning the two encyclopaedias, I use basic spreadsheet and database software to code the message texts for users’ perceptions of using Chinese-language encyclopaedias. I also conduct textual analysis to identify the recurring narratives about the user-generated encyclopaedias in general and the two “brands” in particular. Whenever possible, geographic and linguistic information is extracted to examine whether users’ perceptions vary because of geolinguistic differences, thereby making inferences about the boundary effects of user-generated encyclopaedias.

Expected outcomes. Based on these data, I answer the question of how Chinese-language Internet users encounter and use the two encyclopaedias. For experiences and perceptions that are shared and agreed upon by the majority of users across different geolinguistic regions, it can be said that the observations converge. For experiences and perceptions that diverge across certain different geolinguistic regions, it can be said that the boundaries are reinforced. Further, because social media Twitter has been blocked in mainland China for a long time, it can be expected that users from mainland China may have limited access and thus limited presence. Thus, the difference between Sina Weibo and Twitter needs to be taken into account when making inferences about the boundary effects of user-generated encyclopaedias among different geolinguistic groups of users.

These findings should provide additional layer of analysis about major Chinese web spheres such as search engines and microblogs. Although the data is limited and focused on how these web spheres of search engines and microblogs make which online user-generated encyclopaedias more visible and more widely disseminated, this diverse set of website platforms should also provide an indication about how online Chinese-language web spheres are geolinguistically configured. By examining how these platforms mediate between their respective users and which user-generated encyclopaedias, further cultural thickening patterns can be identified.
3.3 Overall expected outcomes

As two instances of web spheres, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia may process information differently, thereby contributing to distinct cultural thickening patterns. Indeed, by examining how both connect Chinese-language users and information sources, researchers can conduct cultural-political analysis of the two websites. The findings can show which trans-local exchanges are encouraged (or discouraged) and which articulations of meanings are prioritized (or marginalized). Specifically, the patterns of “cultural thickening” across regions, identified by geolinguistic codes such as zh_TW (Taiwan), zh_HK (Hong Kong) and zh_CN (mainland China), will not only fill the current knowledge gap about the dynamics of “transnational Chinese cultural sphere” (G. Yang, 2003), but also contribute to a more general understanding of “Internet connectivity effects” (Haythornthwaite, 2005).

Table 3-4 summarizes possible patterns of cultural thickening for three selected regions, assuming a thickening pattern spans over at least one region. The thickening of pattern 1 covers all three, suggesting that all boundaries are overcome. The patterns 2 to 4 cover two of the three, suggesting different specific boundaries are overcome. The patterns 5 to 7 cover only one, suggesting boundaries are reinforced around respective regions. The patterns that will be found about the two encyclopaedias may match any one of these patterns.
Table 3.4

Possible cultural thickening patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>CN (Mainland China)</th>
<th>HK (Hong Kong)</th>
<th>TW (Taiwan)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pattern 1</td>
<td>thickening a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>thickening a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>thickening a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern 4</td>
<td>thickening a</td>
<td></td>
<td>thickening a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern 5</td>
<td>thickening a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>thickening a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thickening a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5 summarizes plausible factors that influence cultural-political boundaries. The first row shows that each region has its own language tags when using respective country codes, suggesting a reintroduction of boundaries among them. The next two rows point to the political and geographic facts that mainland China and Hong Kong belong to the same Republic and share a border. (The Hong Kong-Shenzhen Corridor is one of the busiest channels of goods, capital and people in East Asia, with Shenzhen being a new mega-city of mainland China hosting many factories). If these factors matter, Hong Kong should converge with mainland China. The last two rows highlight the factors of Chinese characters and the Internet filtering regime imposed by Beijing; if they matter most, it can be expected that mainland China will be increasingly separated from Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Table 3-5

Factors influencing cultural-political boundaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CN (Mainland China)</th>
<th>HK (Hong Kong)</th>
<th>TW (Taiwan)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language tags</td>
<td>zh_CN</td>
<td>zh_HK</td>
<td>zh_TW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>ROC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic bordering</td>
<td>Yes (Hong Kong-Shenzhen corridor)</td>
<td>Yes (Hong Kong-Shenzhen corridor)</td>
<td>No (separated by Taiwan Strait)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese characters</td>
<td>Simplified Chinese (zh_simp)</td>
<td>Traditional Chinese (zh_trad)</td>
<td>Traditional Chinese (zh_trad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Language tags)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet filtered by</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed theoretical framework can thus be applied to two Chinese-language encyclopaedia websites, identifying the boundaries of thickening patterns within and around web spheres that are geo-linguistically coded. After all, human- and machine-processable digital texts must work to aggregate, filter, and prioritize information that can be expected to overcome, reinforce, ignore, or create boundaries across different groups of users that are identified by their geolinguistic profiles. Geolinguistic processability, arguably the most salient aspect of processability for many major services on the Web, including search engines and user-generated encyclopaedias, enables cultural-political connectivity that may or may not overcome existing boundaries. While language boundaries constitute major barriers for online interaction (and thus boundaries around language web spheres), it remains an open question whether region markers (e.g. country codes) indicate another kind of barrier (thereby creating geographic boundaries within language web spheres). Thus, the theoretical framework allows researchers to conduct geolinguistic and cultural-political analysis of Chinese-language Internet and beyond.

A major feature of this research, and potentially a limitation, is the focus on the geolinguistic aspect of processability. Although the importance of
geolinguistic processability is evident in the industry practices and technical standards of localization, it may be that other important aspects of processability are overlooked. These should also be studied elsewhere in due course. For the purpose of the thesis, the geolinguistic lens should adequately capture substantial and significant evidence of the dynamics of Chinese cultural thickening contributed by the two encyclopaedia websites, which could be national, regional or transnational. The proposed framework and methods in this chapter thus provide a much-needed integrated perspective that enhances our understanding of a language web sphere whose users amount to a substantial portion of the world’s population and beyond.
Chapter 4 Editorial processes, Internet control, and Internet diffusion

The prospect of harnessing the potential of online users to work collaboratively on a project like Wikipedia has attracted much research attention, with concepts such as “peer production” (Benkler, 2006), “wikinomics” (Tapscott & Williams, 2008), “cognitive surplus” (Shirky, 2010) and the “democratization of innovation” (von Hippel, 2005). Users must be recruited and editorial practices must meet certain quality standards. How does Baidu Baike differ from Chinese Wikipedia as regards editorial practices? Moreover, how has the filtering and censorship regime imposed by the People’s Republic of China (hereafter Beijing) influenced the take-off of the two websites, a question that will be relevant to how many people engage with this collaborative project?

Focusing on the websites’ internal editorial practices and the historical development of users and potential users (especially those in mainland China), this chapter applies the concept of gatekeeping to describe two specific phenomena. The first kind of gatekeeping refers to the editorial policies and decisions internal to the two encyclopaedias. The second kind of gatekeeping refers to the Internet filtering by Beijing that prevent users in mainland China from accessing websites outside mainland China, including Chinese Wikipedia. For user-generated websites, the first type of gatekeeping (gatekeeping of information) often occurs before the second type (gatekeeping of user-contributors).

I use the same concept to describe two seemingly different phenomena mainly because I want to highlight the link between information and user-contributors: The two encyclopaedias must be developed in ways that will engage the production of information content as well as engaging user-contributors. The editorial policies for keeping or removing edits can be analysed as rules for information engagement. The blocking and unblocking of mainland Chinese users can also be examined as cultural-political policies influencing user engagement with the two websites in mainland China. Consistent with the
By examining the editorial processes and policies, first for user contributions and then for potential users, this chapter will compare how, starting from a pool of Chinese-language users and content online, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia began to develop differently in regards to their respective mutually-reinforcing cycles of growing participation, content, and readership. Specific questions include the following: How do their editorial policies and technical practices reflect different gatekeeping mechanisms? How does Beijing’s filtering of Chinese Wikipedia constitute a gatekeeping factor in preventing users in mainland China from editing it? Finally, how do the two encyclopaedias contribute to different “cultural thickening” patterns?

Before answering these questions, I have summarized some basic information about Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia in Table 4-1. First, Baidu Baike is hosted by a for-profit company in Beijing, Baidu.com, whereas Chinese Wikipedia is hosted by a non-profit charitable organization in San Francisco. The geographic and organizational aspects of their respective hosting organizations may influence the websites’ editorial processes because of differing laws and regulations. Second, although Chinese Wikipedia started as the first and only Chinese-language user-generated encyclopaedia, Baidu Baike nevertheless has a much larger number of entry articles than does Chinese Wikipedia (about ten times more in September 2012). Baidu Baike surpassed Chinese Wikipedia in the number of articles on roughly the third day after its initial launch on April 20, 2006. Third, Baidu Baike supports web pages encoded in the standard of gb-2312, a Chinese national standard that permits only simplified Chinese. In contrast,
like all other language versions of Wikipedia, Chinese Wikipedia uses Unicode, an international standard that supports all the languages in the world.

Table 4-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Baidu.com, Inc. (a NASDAQ-listed web services company known for its search)</td>
<td>Wikimedia Foundation Inc. (a nonprofit charitable organization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical location</td>
<td>Beijing, China</td>
<td>San Francisco, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of entries (Sept. 2012)</td>
<td>over 5.3 million</td>
<td>around 527,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of 1st article</td>
<td>20 April 2006</td>
<td>17 November 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of 100,000th article</td>
<td>23 April 2006*</td>
<td>12 November 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of 1,000,000th article</td>
<td>16 January 2008</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language policy</td>
<td>Simplified Chinese Only (gb2312)</td>
<td>Both simplified and traditional Chinese (Unicode)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Based on self- and mutual-description of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia as entry articles in both encyclopedias.

*Interpolated value based on Baidu Baike’s articles’ sequential serial identification numbers

This chapter will first analyse the editorial policies and practices of the two encyclopaedias. Then it will explore the impact of Beijing’s Internet filtering regime on gatekeeping as it affects the growing number of mainland Chinese Internet users. The following abbreviations and conventions will be used when referring to pages and users of the two encyclopaedias: BB (Baidu Baike), zhWP (Chinese Wikipedia), enWP (English Wikipedia), and User:userID (referring to a user who registers herself/himself with a userID).
4.1 Editorial policies and processes: filtering user contribution

Any submission by the users of Baidu Baike must go through an internal review process conducted by Baidu employees, before it can take effect on the content outcome (NetEase, 2012).

There is not really any editorial team inside [Chinese] Wikipedia. The knowledge level of its editors (not teams) is not much better than that of Baidu Baike’s. The main reason why the quality of articles appear to be higher in Wikipedia is that the low-quality edits are filtered at the first moment (Z. Chen, 2012).

Rejecting bad edits while keeping good ones, as explained in the quotes above, is the primary task for the two major online Chinese-language encyclopaedias (Liao, 2009c). As quoted above, Baidu Baike uses “an internal review process conducted by Baidu employees” and “low-quality edits are filtered” by Chinese Wikipedia’s editors. Such observations seem to confirm what has been reported about Wikipedia projects: for wikis to be run as successful collaborative platforms, certain policies, norms and a technological architecture are required (Forte & Bruckman, 2008; Konieczny, 2009). In clear contrast, Baidu’s salaried employees review new edits to Baidu Baike, whereas user-contributors remove "low-quality" edits among themselves on Chinese Wikipedia.

While both encyclopaedia websites claim that “any one can edit”, further analysis is required on the actual network boundaries of “any one”. Some descriptive comparison of their editorial practices exists (Liao, 2008; Suo, 2007), but detailed in-depth analysis is lacking. The first half of the chapter will provide a systematic comparison to fill this gap. Direct evidence is first drawn from both explicit and implicit rules, which provide editorial and stylistic guidance that serves to structure the content and collaboration of user-generated encyclopaedias (Butler, Joyce, & Pike, 2008). To avoid arbitrary interpretation of rules, additional data from user testimonies, media commentaries and outcome
are included whenever necessary. The findings can be categorized under three themes: editorial priorities, power users and geolinguistic arrangements.

4.1.1 What do they delete/revert differently? The two encyclopaedias process new edits differently through addition, deletion and selection.

First, salaried Baidu employees do the bulk of the Baike internal review work, whereas the same work for Chinese Wikipedia is done by volunteer user-contributors, a process in which Wikimedia employees rarely intervene. According to the earliest and subsequent versions of “Baike’s Basic Rules,” users must “subordinate completely to the unified management of Baidu Baike” to avoid deletion of their edits and commentaries (BB, 2006, 2012a). Thus by default and in practice, new edits must go through Baidu’s internal review, a process that is not transparent to other user-editors. In direct contrast, for Chinese Wikipedia any new edit will, by default, take effect transparently and go through the open editorial process where decisions of reversion (undoing new edits) or deletion are made. Thus, although both websites support basic functions such as editing, commenting and edit-history tracking, the actual editorial practices differ in processing new user contributions: Baidu Baike adopts a model of largely internal review (by Baidu employees), and Chinese Wikipedia uses an open review (by users) model.

The two models also process copyright-dubious materials and politically sensitive materials differently.

**Copyright-dubious materials.** Based on evidence from various sources, Baidu Baike’s internal review system is rather lax in screening copyright-dubious materials, whereas Chinese Wikipedia’s open review is much stricter. Indeed, since its launch in 2006, Baidu Baike has been reported to be the “worst copyright violator” of Wikipedia’s copyright (Nystedt, 2007). This scale of violation is also corroborated by evidence from Chinese Wikipedia users, including obvious searchable digital traces of English and Chinese signature phrases, such as finding “From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia” and “citation
needed” in the content of Baidu Baike, and a sample letter of copyright complaint has been prepared for sending complaints to Baidu (zhWP, 2012c). Based on copying content from Chinese Wikipedia, Baidu Baike quickly (within three days) overtook Chinese Wikipedia in terms of the number of entries, raising the issue of unfair competition (User:430072, 2006).

That Baidu Baike copies Chinese Wikipedia also highlights Wikipedia’s copyleft norm for Wikipedia in content sharing. The copyleft licenses demand that any derived works must be released under compatible copyleft licenses to ensure further sharing. Since I was myself one of the copyleft advocates in Taiwan and the person who came up with a Chinese translation of the term “copyleft,” I agree with the legal opinions given by some Chinese Wikipedians that Baidu Baike has violated the copyright of Wikipedia by refusing to remove the copyright symbol (e.g., "©2012 Baidu") found at the bottom of each article page (zhWP, 2012c). Baidu Baike can legally copy any content, in full or selectively, from Wikipedia, but when doing so it must both give attribution to Wikipedia and release the final content of Baidu Baike with a copyleft license, instead of claiming ownership of the content as if it is the property of Baidu. This violation prompted some Chinese Wikipedia contributors to declare, as a gesture of protest, that “any use of this image by Baidu Baike is not permitted” on their contributed images (User:ljq513, 2012).

Still, it should be noted that “copy and paste” activities are more common among users around the globe than a basic knowledge about copyleft practices. As reported by user-contributors, at least 10% of newly added entries to Chinese Wikipedia also include copyright-dubious materials, mostly contributed by new users. A taskforce has duly been organized to prevent such copyright violations (zhWP, 2012e). In addition, copyright violation constitutes one possible basis for article deletion (in open review by user-contributors), along with promotional content and advertisements (zhWP, 2012b). In contrast, for Baidu Baike to review copyright violation complaints, copyright owners must send the
complaint via snail mail to Baidu’s address in Beijing for internal review (BB, 2012a). It has been reported by contributors of Chinese Wikipedia that Baidu produces no substantial reply to the copyright-infringement complaints that Chinese Wikipedia has filed against Baidu (zhWP, 2012c).

**Politically sensitive materials and comments.** This lax/strict contrast is reversed when the two encyclopaedias deal with politically sensitive materials and comments. Baidu Baike has a record of censoring content whereas Chinese Wikipedia has an explicitly stated policy that “Wikipedia is not censored” (zhWP, 2012f).

In terms of politically sensitive materials and comments, Baidu Baike rejects any content that may offend the Chinese authorities in Beijing, whereas, again, Wikipedia’s policy is not to censor anything. Baidu the company has defined seven categories for deletion from Baidu Baike (BB, 2012a). Among them, the third category refers to “reactionary content” (fǎndòng nèiróng 反动内容), an ideologically and politically loaded term in the context of mainland China, which means any content that “maliciously criticizes the current system of the state”, “disrupts social and public order”, “provokes disputes over nationalities, ethnicities, religions and regions”, “maliciously attacks state agencies and officials”, “promotes superstition and cults”, or “provides any hyperlinks to the aforementioned content”, all of which are in line with Beijing’s priorities in policing and censoring online content. (Though not specifically explained in the website’s rules, the “state” refers to Beijing.) In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia has no such policies. Instead, it maintains that it is a “Chinese-language” encyclopaedia that serves users around the world beyond just mainland China and Taiwan, and user-contributors must be vigilant against China-centric or Han-Chinese-centric viewpoints when paraphrasing sources (User:Lorenzarius & other contributors, 2010).

Furthermore, many politically sensitive comments exist on Chinese Wikipedia, mainly because contributors do not need to go through the internal
review process required by Baidu Baike when editing articles. Based on my own observations of the discussion pages on both encyclopaedias, politically sensitive comments are fairly common in Chinese Wikipedia but not in Baidu Baike. Some users openly declare their political leanings and attitudes in user pages, ranging from pro-Communists to pro-Falun Gong, and from Han-Supremacist to East-Turkestan independence supporters. I have yet to find another Chinese-language website that hosts users as politically diverse as those of Chinese Wikipedia.

Although researchers cannot directly examine Baidu’s non-transparent internal review processes, several leaked internal documents provide convincing details of the day-to-day “internal monitoring and censorship” operations. For example, there are documents that are claimed to be leaked from Baidu the company by Chinese overseas political activists (Xiao, 2009) which include employee logs, performance evaluations, and the directives issued by the authorities. These documents reveal the constant censorship efforts of many of Baidu’s services, including Baidu Baike and its discussion forums. This evidence is consistent with other reports of Chinese censorship of user-contributed content (R. MacKinnon, 2008; Woo, 2007).

In contrast, while Chinese Wikipedia’s open review model does not guarantee that all political views will be included, the politically sensitive edits and discussions are recorded by default for public review. Formal policies on “edit wars” are established to guide normal users and administrators (zhWP, 2012d, 2012g). In fact, a non-factual satirical article called “The Political Edit War in Chinese Wikipedia” describes the history of Chinese Wikipedia as a war between supporters of the People’s Republic of China and supporters of the Republic of China (Taiwan), using the “weapons of vandalism” to impose what they perceive to be a “neutral point of view” (zhWP, 2012h). The fact that such a wide array of politically sensitive articles exist on Chinese Wikipedia allowed an independent researcher (Chu, 2013) to conduct a study testing China’s Internet
filtering regime by accessing all of its entry articles, thereby differentiating between blocked and unblocked articles and reverse-engineering the filtering mechanisms.

In 2005 and 2007, there were proposals discussed on Chinese Wikipedia to practice self-censorship, which generated lengthy and heated debates (Chu, 2013). These proposals were rejected by the community, but they sought to ensure that a self-censored “apolitical” encyclopaedia would make Chinese Wikipedia accessible again for users in mainland China. A group of editors who supported these self-censorship proposals reportedly migrated to Baidu Baike after the proposals were rejected. Chu has praised the public nature of discussion on Wikipedia as an “extremely valuable resource to study the cultural phenomenon of self censorship in China” (Chu, 2013). Thus, the explicit “no censorship” policy has faced some challenges from the self-censorship culture brought by users who are sympathetic to the Chinese authorities, but their actions on Wikipedia were publicly recorded and scrutinized by users who hold different opinions about editorial policies. The transparency of edits and editorial discussion which explain content-deletions could be construed as documenting ‘censorship’; but otherwise, edits can be reverted to restore the deleted content on the grounds that “Wikipedia is not censored” policy (zhWP, 2012f).

Hence, the different ways in which the two encyclopaedias handle politically sensitive materials and comments present a clear contrast, suggesting two distinct approaches in processing user contributions: Baidu Baike employees purge politically sensitive content based on Beijing’s directive, whereas Chinese Wikipedia contributors engage one another openly, sometimes sparking heated edits and discussions among themselves.

Indeed, the contrast between the two websites in their attitudes towards copyright and politics was also observed by a user-contributor of Chinese Wikipedia, around the time when Baidu Baike was launched (User:430072, 2006):
I took a walk there when Baidu Baike was first launched ... Today [May 5, 2006, shortly after Baidu Baike’s launch in April 20] I checked again. It has now more than 82,000 articles. The growth speed is astonishing. Some contributors there have no sense of copyright, pushing copy/paste to an extreme, without citing where the content comes from. Since [that time] much content has been moved to Baidu Baike from other websites, Wikipedia included. ... In particular, many high-quality non-political articles and images of Chinese Wikipedia became part of Baidu Baike without attribution. (Content written in traditional Chinese was converted to simplified characters). ... If Baidu continues to let this happen, Baidu will declare itself the biggest Chinese-language encyclopaedia in the world.

This quote not only encapsulates what has been discussed on different attitudes in processing copyright-dubious and politically sensitive materials, but also points out the conversion of traditional Chinese character content to simplified Chinese, a point to which the thesis will return when considering the geolinguistic factors.

**Quantity and quality considerations.** The quote above also confirms the contrast between quantity-minded Baidu Baike and quality-minded Chinese Wikipedia, as reported by user testimony (Z. Chen, 2012), Chinese online media (NetEase, 2012) and users of Chinese Wikipedia (User:430072, 2006). Even users of Baidu Baike agree: “Baidu Baike has a large amount of low-quality articles,” one of its senior contributors commented in an informal online survey of more than 100 contributors, as part of a long essay summarizing his five-year experience with Baidu Baike since its launch (User:gaoyunhuimin, 2011, 2012). These reports also mentioned the fact that various performance metrics are imposed and implemented by Baidu, as if users were playing role-playing games online: users need to earn points to climb up the ladder of contribution. Such a point-based system has been reported as being abused by technical inflation.

The quality-versus-quantity contrast is independently confirmed by the webometric findings based on the 2010 dataset of all articles and their external
links, the details of which will be further explained and analysed in Chapter 5. Using the webometric measurement of word counts and the number of external links, Figure 4-1 shows the distribution of all articles. First, assuming that quality articles must be of a certain length, Chinese Wikipedia does indeed have better quality control measures in place to filter very short articles. The two graphs about the distribution of word counts in Figure 4-1 show that Baidu Baike does not filter short articles, whereas in Chinese Wikipedia those articles with a length shorter than one hundred words \((10^2)\) will be removed. This distinction can be explained by Chinese Wikipedia’s policy on "stub" articles, by which short articles are flagged for the attention of users so that they should expand the content or delete the entry, a common policy also in other versions of Wikipedia.

**Figure 4-1. Number of entries and external links, and their normalized frequency**

\(^5\) The word counts were calculated by removing HTML markup tags and common punctuation symbols of the body texts using programming scripts written in Python. The external links were collected and filtered to exclude the links to their respective sister websites. Please refer to section 5.1.2 for details.
Second, although not always reliable measure of quality due to potential spams, the number of external links can nevertheless provide a rough indicator of the richness of content sources. Chinese Wikipedia has slightly more external links per entry and is thus perhaps better sourced than Baidu Baike is. As shown by the two graphs on the right in Figure 4-1, Chinese Wikipedia has 1.99 external web links per article, which is significantly larger than Baidu Baike’s 0.60. The fact that Baidu Baike has proportionally more article entries (over 60% of total external links) that that contain no external links at all indicates that contributors fail to support these articles with proper online sources. Note also that although Baidu Baike has six times the number of articles as Chinese Wikipedia, it has less than twice the number of external links. Chinese Wikipedia is thus on average relatively better sourced than Baidu Baike.

In conclusion, Baidu Baike is more restrictive of new user contributions on the basis of political content whereas Chinese Wikipedia is more restrictive on the grounds of copyright and quality. The following subsections will continue to analyse their internal hierarchies, and their relation to their respective external environments.

4.1.2 Who has extra privileges? As for the question of who constitutes the gatekeepers and “who to trust” among users, who themselves facilitate “relevance filtration and accreditation” (Benkler, 2006, p. 465), the following paragraphs detail the contrasting features of those users with extra privileges, also called “power users”.

**Power users: between employees and normal users.** Pivotal to the internal hierarchies of the two sites are the “power users”: “Baike Kedou” (bǎikē kēdōu 百科蝌蚪) for Baidu Baike and “administrators” for Chinese Wikipedia. Here I use the generic term “power users” loosely to describe a group of users who are given extra powers and privileges beyond what “normal users” have. They are the most privileged group of users. Note that I do not intend to argue that Baidu Kedou
and Chinese Wikipedia administrators play similar or equivalent roles (in fact they do not). I merely aim to contrast how these “privileged” users operate in the power hierarchy of their respective editorial settings.

The power to change rules and select power users is limited to Baidu employees who exercise several managerial powers. Baidu employees select around 100 users, based on their performance and application, to become members of the “Baike Kedou Group” (bāikè kēdōu tuán 百科蝌蚪团). Although any Baidu Baike user can apply, the selection and review processes are not open. The Kedou-specific rules outline the extra rights and obligations for these power users (see Figure 4-2): they enjoy an exclusive group platform, a status icon in front of their user ID, individual editing platforms, and other undisclosed powers and benefits (BB, 2009, 2012b), including the privilege of “green channels” and receiving monthly and seasonal gifts (BB, 2012b; BB contributors, 2012; NetEase, 2012). Thus, the power of the Kedou group of users is still subordinate to the Baidu employees. While Kedou members’ new edits can normally go through the “green channels” without being first reviewed by Baidu employees, the rules clearly indicate the hierarchical power relationship. Figure 4-2 details the Kedou Group Rules (kēdōu tuán zhāngchéng 蝌蚪团章程) by which the Kedou members are evaluated by Baidu employees, who manage the “eligibility management” (zī gé guǎn 资格管理), “appraisal system” (kǎohé zhìdù 考核制度), “leave system” (qǐngjià zhìdù 请假制度), and “reward and penalty system” (jiǎngchéng zhìdù 奖惩制度) - as if Kedou members were workers managed by Baidu in a working environment.
In contrast, normal Chinese Wikipedia users can, among themselves, change rules and select power users in a transparent fashion. These power users, or “administrators” for Chinese Wikipedia, once nominated and elected by users themselves via open discussions, have extra powers, including the powers to temporarily ban other users from contributing (Butler et al., 2008; zhWP, 2012a). Unlike the pivotal role played by Baidu employees in Baidu Baike, the employees of Wikimedia Foundation rarely intervene in the day-to-day editorial processes and have no say in electing administrators for Chinese Wikipedia. Hence, acting between the employees of the hosting organization and fellow users, the power users of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia differ in the extent, level of transparency, and internal relationship of their given extra powers.

To conclude, the source of managerial authority as gatekeepers is arranged differently: for Baidu Baike the source of authority is kept mostly inside Baidu the company and only a few users are selected as Kedou members; for Chinese Wikipedia the authority is kept among the users of Chinese
Wikipedia, rather than with the Wikimedia employees in San Francisco. The next subsection will further examine the role of the hosting organizations (Baidu and Wikimedia) and their geo-political context.

**Beijing and San Francisco: the geo-political context.** The following paragraphs will contextualize how the hosting organizations fit into the wider geo-political context.

On the level of hosting organizations, Baidu Baike is hosted by a for-profit company, Baidu.com, in Beijing, China whereas Chinese Wikipedia is hosted by a non-profit charitable organization, the Wikimedia Foundation, in San Francisco, USA (see Table 4-1). Baidu Baike is one of many services found on the web domain name Baidu.com, whereas Chinese Wikipedia is one of many different language versions of Wikipedia.org. Since Baidu Baike is a service hosted by a search engine company and Chinese Wikipedia is a service hosted by a global encyclopaedia project, they differ in many respects. Financially, whether Baidu Baike by itself (as a unit which is managed inside the larger company Baidu, but whose finance cannot be assessed separately) is financially sustainable remains a mystery; Wikipedia is funded by annual fund-raising efforts run by the Wikimedia Foundation. Encyclopaedia pages in Baidu Baike do have ads promoting products and services provided by other companies, whereas Chinese Wikipedia has no ads. Politically, as mentioned earlier, Baidu the company has editorial policies and practices of purging content that is deemed politically sensitive by Beijing. In contrast, although users of Chinese Wikipedia must comply with the “Terms of use” drafted by the Wikimedia Foundation (2012a) for all language versions of Wikipedia, the foundation does not engage in similar practices of purging politically sensitive content. Also, the footprint of the hosting organizations on editorial politics differs. In an opaque fashion, Baidu the company unilaterally sets the policies, which expanded from seven subsections on a single page in 2006 to seventeen subsections in 2008, not to mention its internal editorial review model by its salaried staff. In Chinese
Wikipedia, it is the user-contributors themselves who set and enforce editorial policies. Even the copyright violating materials are purged by user-contributors. Hence, Baidu Baike operates in a corporate setting with political oversight by Beijing, whereas Chinese Wikipedia governs itself among its user-contributors.

On the level of the wider geo-political context, a contrast exists as to whether and how political authorities influence or are involved in the operations of the hosting organizations. As mentioned earlier, the political influence by Beijing on Baidu Baike is evident from multiple sources as regards the “internal monitoring and censorship” routines (User:430072, 2006; Woo, 2007; Xiao, 2009). In contrast, there is little to no evidence that the US authorities have exercised their influence over the Wikimedia Foundation so as to shape the content on Chinese Wikipedia. On the contrary, there are a few cases where certain US agencies, politicians and corporations are exposed (and thus embarrassed) for contributing edits as normal editors (Fildes, 2007; Hafner, 2007). Some leaked documents regarding Baidu’s daily internal monitoring and censorship indicate the editorial influence on Baidu’s content (including Baidu Baike) by the government authorities in Beijing (Xiao, 2009), while there is less of a likelihood that government officials in Washington DC have sought to shape the development of Chinese Wikipedia through the operations by the Wikimedia foundation. In fact, some Western observers have suspected that certain articles in Chinese Wikipedia are undermined by self-censorship, thereby presenting viewpoints sympathetic with Beijing (French, 2006), suggesting that the editorial processes in Chinese Wikipedia may be more easily influenced by Beijing than by Washington or San Francisco. There are also unverified reports that some Chinese Wikipedia articles are edited by paid online commentators, often known as the “50 Cent Party,” in order to defame pro-democracy opinion leaders (Lam, 2012).

To sum up, the above assessment of the wider geo-political contexts of the hosting organizations and their editorial processes presents many contrasts.
Baidu the company has a much larger footprint on Baidu Baike than the Wikimedia Foundation has on Chinese Wikipedia. Also, several sources of evidence indicate the direct influence of the authorities in Beijing on Baidu Baike’s editorial processes, whereas this link of influence is missing between the authorities in Washington and the Wikimedia Foundation in San Francisco, and their influence on and intervention in Chinese Wikipedia is found to be limited and inconsequential. In addition, some sources suspect that Beijing’s interference in Chinese Wikipedia is conducted via paid online commentators. In sum, the wider geo-political contexts, largely set by Beijing and Washington, have quite different impacts: Baidu Baike is influenced by and embedded in the national legal, regulatory and cultural framework of the People’s Republic of China, whereas Chinese Wikipedia is more self-governed and transnationally-structured. Hence we can now also examine how these geo-political contexts are reflected in the geographic distribution of power users.

**Power users from Hong Kong and Taiwan: the major difference.** To further compare the geographical locations of power users, I collected and coded self-disclosed data for the years of 2009 and 2012. The disclosure rate for Chinese Wikipedia is a bit higher (over 90%) than Baidu Baike (over 79%), suggesting that the majority of power users do disclose their place of residence. The findings in Table 4-2 show how power users are distributed across various regions, including mainland Chinese regions (zh-cn), regions with ethnic majority Chinese populations (zh), and the rest of the world. The absence (versus the presence) of power users from Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, and Singapore distinguishes Baidu Baike from Chinese Wikipedia.
Table 4-2

*Geographic distribution of the power users*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th></th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>97</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclosure ratio</strong></td>
<td>79.38%</td>
<td>70.71%</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
<td>97.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mainland China (Zh-cn)</strong></td>
<td>77</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangdong</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other provinces</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zh Regions (Zh)</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macao</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asia Pacific</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Americas</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missing or undisclosed</strong></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a proxy for active contributors, the regional distribution of the eighty-eight Chinese Wikipedia administrators in 2012 also reflects a similar diversity: 27 (31%) are from mainland China, 20 (23%) from Hong Kong/Macau, 2 (2%) from Singapore, and 18 (20%) from Taiwan. In contrast, all disclosed power users of Baidu Baike come from mainland China. Figure 4-3 shows the world map for the year of 2012, first for Baidu Baike and then for Chinese Wikipedia. It clearly shows Baidu Baike’s focus on mainland China and Chinese Wikipedia’s spread across the world, including North America, Western Europe and Asia Pacific.
Figure 4-3. Distribution of power users of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia in 2012

Figure 4-4 further shows greater detail across the Chinese and East Asian regions. Chinese Wikipedia clearly has significant numbers of power users not only in the major cities of mainland China, such as Beijing, Guangdong and Shanghai, but also Hong Kong and Taiwan (and two in Singapore). In contrast, Baidu Baike’s power users are bounded within mainland Chinese regions. The reason why Hong Kong and Taiwan constitute the major difference between the two encyclopaedias may be closely linked to the organization of local chapters. Both Wikimedia Taiwan and Wikimedia Hong Kong were founded and then recognized by the Wikimedia foundation around 2007 and 2008. Both have been active and organized enough in 2007 and 2013 to host Wikimania, an international event held annually since 2005 with all Wikipedians in the world.
This is in direct contrast to Wikimedia’s efforts in mainland China. The founder of Wikimedia, Jimmy Wales, visited with China’s censors in Beijing in 2008 and in 2009 with Hudong’s CEO to discuss issues of censorship and Chinese trademark of Wikipedia, showing the tricky and adverse environment Chinese Wikipedia faces in order to grow in mainland China (Farrar, 2009).

![Figure 4.4. Distribution of power users of Baidu Baike (BB) and Chinese Wikipedia (CW) in 2012: East and South-East Asia](image)

While some may interpret this distinction as a part of, or simply a reflection of, the geopolitical struggle between Beijing and Washington, I argue instead that it is the direct result of the way their distinct editorial processes attract different users when these are put into the larger geo-political contexts of Beijing, San Francisco, Hong Kong and Taiwan. In the next sub-section, I will present findings to show how the configuration of geolinguistic factors also contributes to the editorial processes.

4.1.3 How and why do the geolinguistic factors matter? Localization (L10n), the process of adapting computer software or information systems for a
group of users usually defined by national boundaries or geolinguistic profiles
(Liao, 2011; McKenna & Naftulin, 2000), can also be discussed under the rubric of
contributing to the “internationalization mechanisms” of gatekeeping (Barzilai-
Nahon, 2008). Since what constitutes as legitimate “localization” in a Chinese-
language context is highly contested for media scholars (Huang, 2002), I have
chosen the term “geolinguistic” factors and their configuration as a relatively
more neutral term for this part of the geolinguistic analysis of media and
Internet research (Liao & Petzold, 2010; Sinclair, 1996). The findings below
provide plausible answers as to why the major differences in the geolinguistic
profile of power users lies in the presence versus the absence of Hong Kong and
Taiwan: this difference is mainly caused by practical editorial arrangements
which involve a more complex Chinese history than the struggle between Beijing
and Washington.

Language encoding: Baidu Baike excludes traditional Chinese users. By
using simplified Chinese only with the encoding standard GB-2312, Baidu Baike
effectively excludes users of traditional Chinese characters from contributing,
whereas Chinese Wikipedia and other websites (including Baidu Japan) use the
Unicode encoding standard, which can accommodate all the languages in the
world.

The choice of language encoding is significant for both the wider context
of Chinese-language Internet and the specific context of these two competing
online encyclopaedias. As previously discussed in Chapter 3, the development of
language encoding standards and the later widespread adoption of the Unicode
encoding standard have been essential elements for digital networking
technologies to be diffused in East Asian regions, including Japan and China.
Indeed, before the all-inclusive Unicode was developed fully enough for wide
adoption, traditional Chinese content was often encoded in Big5, a standard set
by the computing industry in Taiwan and Hong Kong, and simplified Chinese
content as encoded in GB-2312, a national standard set by authorities in Beijing.
These two standards are not compatible, and thus for both traditional and simplified Chinese content to coexist, the global Unicode standard or compatible Chinese national standard of GB18030 must be used. In other words, the wider context of Chinese-language Internet has experienced a history of competing incompatible language standards before Unicode and Unicode-compatible standards were widely adopted. Thus, the decision to use a certain language-encoding standard has important geolinguistic significance and thus cultural and political significance for Chinese language users.

For the specific context of the two competing online encyclopaedias, a brief historical review shows that Chinese Wikipedia was among the early adopters of Unicode, while Baidu Baike adopted the simplified-Chinese-only standard of GB-2312 even though Baidu the company has both capacity for and experience with using Unicode.

The early attempt and decision by Chinese Wikipedia to implement Unicode support can be traced back to the year 2002. In contrast, at the time of this writing in 2013, Baidu Baike uses only GB-2312 for all of its encyclopaedia article pages. For Chinese Wikipedia, the first documented user from mainland China, user:Mountain, used Unicode standard in 2002 to solve the issue of processing Chinese characters for the then-one-year-old global Wikipedia project, thereby creating the first Chinese-language article. It took around ten months for user:Mountain and other users to localize and translate the English-based software and documents, thereby providing fundamental components for Chinese Wikipedia at the domain name of zh.wikipedia.org. It was a significant cutting-edge move by the volunteers to globalize Wikipedia: this becomes clear when we consider that at the same time, in 2002, even popular commercial software such as Microsoft Outlook 2002 was struggling to provide Unicode support for multilingual solutions. Judging from my own computer science training based in Taiwan, Chinese Wikipedia has been a leading website in Unicode support in the Chinese-language digital world, where most of the other
websites use either Big5 or GB2312 (Liao, 2009b; Yunker, 2002). As a result, as early as 2002, Chinese Wikipedia had the capacity to process both types of Chinese writing scripts on the same page.

In contrast, when Baidu launched Baidu Baike in 2006, its choice of the GB-2312 encoding standard effectively precluded traditional Chinese users (mainly from Hong Kong and Taiwan) from participating. Since Baidu provides search services that include traditional Chinese content on the Web, it is unlikely that Baidu lacks the technical capacity to accommodate traditional Chinese characters in its encyclopaedia. In fact, it remains a telling decision that Baidu supports Unicode for its search engine and input method services for Japanese users (MasPoster, 2009), but not for Baidu Baike.

In addition to the choice of encoding standard, Chinese Wikipedia has established a conversion mechanism and editorial rules to ensure it does not preclude certain groups of Chinese-language users as Baidu Baike does, as will be detailed in the following paragraphs.

**Language platform: Chinese Wikipedia develops a multiple script-writing system.** Collaborative editing implies the integration of different writing systems used by contributors. Although the Wikipedia platform is able to support all the languages in the world when using Unicode standard, there are multiple separate language versions of Wikipedia, which are run by different communities. Thus, an issue arises for the Chinese-language content contributors: should there be a single version or multiple separate versions of Chinese Wikipedia? For the modern Chinese language, the gradual decision to merge the two originally separate versions (one traditional, the other simplified) into a single version was reached around 2003 or 2004 (enWP, 2013; zhWP, 2008a, 2009, 2012k). Users of different Chinese language-scripts now collaborate on the same version of articles.

After the decision to merge, a language platform emerged to accommodate simplified Chinese users and traditional Chinese users on an equal
footing. It mixed different contributed texts on the back stage but presented the overall content in several options on the front stage. This process began as a working automatic Chinese-Chinese conversion system in late 2004, which converted the content between the two language scripts: traditional Chinese and simplified Chinese. It subsequently evolved into a system that formally recognized four Chinese geolinguistic regions: Mainland-simplified, Hong Kong-Macau-traditional, Taiwan-orthodox, and Singapore-Malaysia-simplified. Basically, the platform’s front end provided user-readers with several geolinguistic options, so as to present the content consistently in a fashion that matched readers’ geolinguistic settings or choices. At its back end, since contributed texts came from individual editors’ preferred language scripts, the diversity of scripts was preserved. Thus, it was common for an article to contain mixed Chinese-script content. Contributing and reading content were thus two different experiences: the front end minimized the chances of annoying user-readers with unfamiliar characters or terms; the back end showed basic respect for original user-contributors’ choices. This way, the platform bridged the gap among Chinese language variants. It can be seen that the processability of language is intimately bound up with the editorial platform: editing is not just about content, but also about how the content in each script is expressed and represented. This is why the discussion of geolinguistic processability is crucial in the context of editorial processes.

Figure 4-5 shows a typical Chinese Wikipedia page where readers can choose among seven available options (from the fifth tab onwards): Non-conversion, Simplified (i.e., geolinguistic code of zh-hans), Traditional (zh-hant), Mainland-Simplified (zh-cn), Hong Kong-Macau-Traditional (zh-hk and zh-mo), Singapore/Malaysia-Simplified (zh-sg and zh-my), and Taiwan-Orthodox (zh-tw). Note that the actual entry title stored in the Wikipedia database is the term “出租车” (zh-cn). Nevertheless, the content will be presented differently according to the preference or choice of the user-readers: chūzūchē 出租车 (mainland
The experience of dealing with multiple scripts in the same language version of Wikipedia has been shared and discussed globally since the Wikimania conference in 2005 in Frankfurt, the global annual event for Wiki-projects including Wikipedia, where it has been reported that Arabic, Malaysian and Indonesian language users have also expressed interest in this issue (zhWP, 2008b). These Chinese-language users who helped to develop the solution, mostly from mainland China, have contributed their computer codes back to the free software project on which Wikipedia has been based. At the time of this writing, there are several ongoing implementations and discussions on adopting this platform for other language projects, for languages such as Serbian, Kazakh, Kurdish, Tajik, Uzbek, Gan Chinese, Kyrgyz, Uyghur, Chechen, etc., which use more than one writing script or system (Wikimedia Foundation, 2012b). This successful story mirrors that of Unicode, whereby the global development of
processing Chinese characters leads the way to processing other languages (Burgmer, 2009; Wong et al., 2009). In sum, the language platform developed by users of Chinese Wikipedia, which supports multiple writing scripts with inter-script conversion capacity, has become a model of emulation and adoption for other language versions of Wikipedia.

As we have previously seen, Chinese characters are bound up with questions about Chinese modernity, the Cold War and ongoing geolinguistic differences across Chinese-speaking regions. Such tensions are alleviated by the multi-script platform of Chinese Wikipedia. No Chinese characters are “better” or “more correct” than the others are. I have reported elsewhere that it is arguably one of the most advanced platforms among Chinese-language websites in tackling the inter-script conversion thanks to the fact that conversion mapping tables are constantly updated by the user-contributors of Chinese Wikipedia (Liao, 2009b). While other types of conversion software, such as the one provided with the Chinese version of Microsoft Office, are limited to the pre-determined orthographic and lexical conversion tables, the conversion tables maintained in Chinese Wikipedia evolve through ongoing user contributions. The language platform is more than just the usual simplified-complex conversion; it feeds on the collective intelligence from user-contributors everywhere, making it possible for them to work together on the same article. No specific script is treated as superior to any other.

To sum up, the two encyclopaedias deal with geolinguistic variants of Chinese differently: the language encoding and platform of Baidu Baike implicitly accepts only the simplified Chinese characters, whereas those of Chinese Wikipedia explicitly accommodate various Chinese variants on equal footings.

**Regional considerations: editorial policies.** To further maintain a balance so as not to favour one writing system over the other, several editorial policies and norms have been adjusted to take regional differences into account. Among
these, the “Avoid-Region-Centrism Policy” (bǐmiǎn diìyù zhōngxīn 避免地域中心) is arguably the most significant (User:Lorenzarius & other contributors, 2010). It essentially mandates that China-centric, Han-centric and Chinese-centric statements should be avoided by emphasizing that Chinese Wikipedia is a project written in the Chinese language, and not just a project of, by and for Chinese people. Other polices, such as “Wikipedia: Vandalism”, also take regional variants into account because naming, translation, transliteration and writing conventions may differ from region to region (zhWP, 2012i, 2012j). For instance, if a user-contributor changes others’ contributions from one language script to another, it is counted as an act of vandalism. Inclusiveness is thus ensured.

In contrast, the absence of such geolinguistic considerations in Baidu Baike is expected to discourage participation by user-contributors from Hong Kong and Taiwan. This helps to explain the aforementioned differences in the geolinguistic distribution of power users of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia. Though actual data on the geolinguistic profiles of all user-contributors of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia remains a research challenge, the data on the top 100 user-contributors (BB, 2012c; User:Emijrp, 2012) shows consistently that non-Mainland user-contributors are rare in Baidu Baike and user-contributors in Chinese Wikipedia are mixed. Thus, the links are clear between the geolinguistic outcome and the ways in which Chinese characters are configured with encoding standards by Web platforms: Baidu Baike’s simplified-Chinese-only configuration precludes participation by traditional Chinese users, which happen to be the majority of users in Taiwan and Hong Kong, while Chinese Wikipedia’s multi-script support allows contribution from different regions.

The contrast between the two encyclopaedias can thus be better understood from the varied perspectives ranging from Mainland-centric to transnational Chineseness, instead of the perspective of the geo-political struggle between Beijing and Washington. As an ongoing discussion in Chinese Studies, the transnational aspects of Chinese people, media and political institutions
often surrounding the term “Greater China” after the Cold War are essential to understand the modern dynamics of Chinese nationalism, regionalism and transnationalism (Callahan, 2005; Chan, 2009; Guo & Guo, 2010; Hughes, 2004; C. C. Lee, 2001; Rex Li, 1997; Mengin, 2004; Sum, 2004; K. C. C. Yang, 2007). Instead of accepting the notion that Baidu Baike is Chinese and Chinese Wikipedia is American or Western, the evidence presented above suggests two notions of Chineseness: Baidu Baike embodies the Beijing or mainland-centric point of view, whereas Chinese Wikipedia reflects an instance of multi-centric integration of Chinese transnationalism.

Since it has been reported that Chinese authorities in Beijing have rejected the adoption of the term “Great China” on the grounds that it will put Hong Kong and Taiwan on equal footings with mainland China (H. Y. He, 2001), it can be speculated that the way Chinese Wikipedia recognizes four separate but equal geolinguistic regions will not be well-liked by Chinese authorities. Here, the ambiguity of what counts as transnational and what counts as national is evident. Chinese authorities continue to claim that Hong Kong and Taiwan are “part of China” and thus belong to the Chinese nation, whereas Hong Kong and Taiwan seem to have gained and maintained some equal status with mainland China in cultural-political aspects. For example, their preferred language script (orthodox or traditional Chinese) is on par with Beijing’s simplified Chinese. The distinction of their political and media systems from mainland China’s is not highlighted (even if it is not overlooked). Thus, the contrast in the two websites’ respective support for users from Hong Kong and Taiwan can be interpreted as follows: While self-governed Chinese Wikipedia users have reached a working consensus to put these four major geolinguistic regions (including the fourth, Singapore/Malaysia) on equal footings, Baidu Baike’s hosting organization has decided not to do so, even though it offers Unicode support for Japanese-language search engine users in Japan. Here, online writing systems, or the way in which language materials can be solicited and processed by digital network
technologies, are shown to be shaping and reshaping national and transnational dynamics online, an area of research which both Chinese studies and Internet studies need to systematically explore. Geolinguistic arrangements matter, as they constitute the basis for system and content localization.

4.1.4 Discussion: different editorial gatekeeping processes. With different editorial priorities, hierarchies and geo-linguistic arrangements, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia filter and solicit users’ contribution differently, thereby showing different features of editorial gatekeeping. Though both claim to provide open and free (as in freedom) Chinese-language content serving all users, the content and context are different regarding what types of “openness” and “freedom” are provided for which group of “Chinese-language” Internet users.

First, two gatekeeping patterns differ in keeping and removing new edits: Chinese Wikipedia is much stricter than Baidu Baike in preventing explicit marketing, self-promotion and copyright infringement activities. Baidu Baike is much stricter and less transparent than Chinese Wikipedia is in processing content that are culturally- and/or politically-sensitive to Beijing. Second, Baidu Baike disregards edits from non-mainland Chinese characters by design, whereas Chinese Wikipedia integrates them on par with mainland simplified Chinese. Third, during its launch, Baidu Baike copied and pasted content en masse from Chinese Wikipedia selectively, avoiding political content, and converted Chinese characters while ignoring copyright/copyleft issues.

All these differences indicate two distinct approaches: One defines the centrality or the centre of gravity with a political core –mainland China, and another integrates the diversity of contribution. Ironically for Beijing which seeks political integration of Hong Kong and Taiwan, by alienating if not outright excluding user participation outside the core, the first approach reinforced the boundary between the core and non-core (outside mainland China). By avoiding region-centric bias, the second approach seems to have relatively more integrative effects, particularly for users from Hong Kong,
Taiwan and mainland China. Altogether, the differences in the aggregation, filtration and accreditation of user contribution constitute two gatekeeping processes that handle user contribution differently.

The media environments and user experiences influences how user contribution is processed online. Online communicative spaces, no matter how new or universal, are shaped by its participants’ prior and local experiences. Baidu Baike’s internal communicative space, despite its claim in open participation, excludes specific geo-linguistic variants of Chinese language and certain aspects of editorial freedom. This is in direct contrast to Chinese Wikipedia, where users are given significantly more autonomy to communicate and collaborate in a more open and inclusive fashion. Thus, Baidu Baike’s communicative space seems to fall in line with Beijing’s actions and attitudes towards Internet users within mainland China, whereas that of Chinese Wikipedia reflects both the initial consensus and ongoing challenges in integrating participants’ experiences and attitudes towards diverse modern Chinese media environments.

While the core idea of “collaborative filtering and accreditation” in deciding “whom to trust and whose words to question” remains useful (Benkler, 2006, p. 465), the authoritarian state-led or –sanctioned measures may shape or even alter such collaborative filtration, thereby producing different gatekeeping processes that define information orders and communicative spaces. Collaborative filtering and accreditation thus do not necessarily reproduce liberal democratic norms, and it can be used to re-establish other social orders (a set of social structures and practices that reinforce or change social norms). For example, Baidu Baike’s communicative space share the same extent and compatible order with mainland China, the main jurisdiction of the People’s Republic of China. Chinese Wikipedia managed to integrate varied practices and expectations of users across regions, with a set of general norms of no censorship.
and respects for copyright. The overall editorial gatekeeping outcome thus depends on the host, design, participants of user-generated encyclopaedias.

This chapter, then, must address the question how the authoritarian constraints, imposed on the Internet segment inside mainland China, may produce different gatekeeping effects. After analysing the geopolitical and geolinguistic factors internal to the two website, the next half of the chapter will continue to examine the 2005-2008 filtering of Chinese Wikipedia in mainland China as arguably the most important constraint imposed by Beijing.

4.2 Gatekeeping mainland Chinese users from 2005–2008

At this point, we can examine one period of the blocking of Chinese Wikipedia, from 2005 to 2008, which, as we shall see, was a crucial period for the take-off of the two encyclopaedias. User-contributed encyclopaedias need users, and Beijing’s Internet filtering of Chinese Wikipedia is expected to inhibit its editorial development in mainland China. To assess the impact of filtering (or lack thereof), this section will examine the historical context of Internet diffusion in relation to the development of Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime, so as to contextualize the development of these two encyclopaedia websites within the context of Internet diffusions and filtering.

4.2.1 Background: internet filtering and online competition. On October 19, 2005, Wikipedia began to suffer its third period of being blocked in mainland China: the Chinese government, using various Internet filtering technologies, prevented users in mainland China from visiting the servers of Wikipedia (X. Zhang & Zhu, 2011). Table 4-3 lists all main periods during which Wikipedia was blocked in mainland China. Unlike the two previous periods, which were brief, the third one began a series of blocked periods of longer durations with brief unblocked periods in between. In other words, being blocked became “normal” for Wikipedia in mainland China after 2005.
Table 4-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periods</th>
<th>Begin dates</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Speculated causes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period1</td>
<td>03 June 2004</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15th anniversary of Tiananmen Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period3</td>
<td>19 October 2005</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>Publication of the white paper &quot;Building of Political Democracy in China&quot; by China’s State Council Information Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period4</td>
<td>17 November 2006</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>Upgrade of the Great Firewall (GFW) of China, or China’s Internet filtering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period5</td>
<td>25 July 2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Unknown (a short period inbetween two main periods)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period6</td>
<td>02 August 2007</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>Unblocked just before the eve of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period7*</td>
<td>31 July 2008</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Partial filtering: certain entry articles remained blocked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *Some articles remained blocked after the eve of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games

The timing of the launch of Baidu Baike. The timeline in Figure 4-6 further shows the significance of the third block in context. It marks a breaking point between two periods: mostly unblocked before October 2005 and mostly blocked thereafter till the eve of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. It is worth noting that two milestones for Chinese Wikipedia occur before 2005: the
decision to merge the simplified and traditional Chinese versions, and the implementation of its language platform of automatic conversion. For Baidu Baike, the major milestone is its launch in April 2006, about six months after the third block of Chinese Wikipedia. After 2005, mainland Chinese users encountered difficulties in using Wikipedia until the eve of the Beijing Olympic Games in 2008.

*Note. * Some articles remained blocked during the Period7

*Figure 4-6. Timeline of major events for Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia*

The fact that these events coincide has made many observers and users of Chinese Wikipedia speculate that there may have been coordinated efforts by the Chinese government and Baidu to transfer users to Baidu Baike, be it for political or economic motivations (Long, 2006; Old Geng, 2010; M.-J. Yang, 2006a, 2006b). The Baidu founder and CEO Robin Li stated that he was unaware of the block while acknowledging that Baidu Baike was based on the approach pioneered by Chinese Wikipedia (Dickie, 2006). Indeed, as a Chinese-language user-generated encyclopaedia, Chinese Wikipedia was the first mover. Thus, coincidental or not, it is necessary to assess the impact of such Internet filtering on the historical development of the two sites.
Competition between Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike (in mainland China). In their competition for users, Chinese Wikipedia faced consistent blocks from 2005 to 2008. Some of those who support or sympathize with Baidu Baike argue that the impact of these blocks has been overstated and that Baidu Baike was able to gain many more users from mainland China based on its own merits. They believe that Baidu Baike suits (mainland) China better due to its “Chinese characteristics” or Chinese culture-friendly practices (Huỳnh, 2006; Suo, 2007; X.-Y. Lee & Luo, 2009). The supporters and sympathizers of Chinese Wikipedia tend to believe otherwise, that were it not for the filtering of Wikipedia in mainland China, Chinese Wikipedia’s popularity in mainland China would be much higher (Lih, 2006; M.-J. Yang, 2006b). As mentioned earlier, a group of Chinese Wikipedia editors who supported the self-censorship proposals reportedly migrated to Baidu Baike (Chu, 2013). A more nuanced explanation is thus needed to consider how the two websites have recruited their contributors across Chinese-speaking regions while facing Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime.

Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime constitutes an example of authoritarian gatekeeping mechanisms to “restrict or channel access” to the networks (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008, p. 1499). If one shifts one’s focus from information to users, then effectively the regime also constitutes a gate for websites to access mainland Chinese users. How has the regime’s gatekeeping of mainland Chinese users figured in the competition between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia? This question leads to the more general question of the regime’s impact on mainland Chinese users’ behaviour.

Internet “access blockage” and user behaviour. Based on the clustering analysis of aggregated traffic data of the top 1000 most visited websites in 2012, Taneja & Wu (2013) argued provocatively that the decade-long “access blockage” had insignificant impact on users’ browsing behaviour. By “access blockage”, Taneja & Wu (2013) seemed to mean the censorship/filtering regime implemented by certain states to block access to certain websites, with the Great
Firewall of China as the main example. Hereafter I only use the term “access blockage” when presenting their arguments.

As shown in Figure 4-7, they argue that the unfulfilled access in 2012 is insignificantly small, and most enacted user preferences were satisfied by the subset of allowed websites. They speculate that around 2001, when the imposition of access blockage began, the unfulfilled access was already relatively small. This speculation was based on a version of the geocultural thesis that Chinese-language content, or “culturally proximate content”, is largely allowed, and thus many of the blocked websites would not be preferred by mainland Chinese users anyway due to their foreign language content or, even if the sites are in Chinese, unpleasant “ideological overtones” (p. 23). The historical difference, Taneja & Wu argue, lies in the expansion of culturally proximate websites hosted in mainland China. Were the access blockage gone now, they contend, the once-unfulfilled user preferences would account for little change to the overall enacted user preferences to the allowed websites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Users’ access/preferences to Websites</th>
<th>Websites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mainland Chinese users (in 2012)</td>
<td>Unfulfilled access (insignificant)</td>
<td>Blocked websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enacted access (mostly)</td>
<td>Allowed websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainland Chinese users (around 2001)</td>
<td>Unfulfilled access (relatively small)</td>
<td>Blocked websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enacted access (substantially)</td>
<td>Allowed websites</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4-7. Taneja & Wu’s “Internet Access Blockage and User Behavior”*
This argument by Taneja & Wu would obviously have major implication for the arguments in this thesis. However, while their approach has merit in correcting against what are sometimes seen as exaggerated impacts of Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime on use patterns, they run the risk of underestimating these impacts by conflating data about Chinese-language users within a single Chinese-language cluster. What Taneja & Wu found from the traffic data of the top 1000 most visited websites is essentially the aggregated pattern of anonymous traffic from all over the world. On this basis, it can be expected, given the thesis of a single geocultural cluster of Chinese-language users, that several frequently visited Chinese culturally proximate websites would be widely shared. However, Taneja & Wu failed to disaggregate the data according to different Chinese-speaking regions, or at least to differentiate between those inside mainland China (impacted by the Internet filtering) and those outside (not impacted by the Internet filtering) to determine if the access blockage has an impact within the Chinese-language cluster. To be precise, what Taneja & Wu found is that the language factor is more potent than the “access blockage” in clustering Chinese-language users’ traffic, but their findings say nothing about whether and how subclusters within the larger Chinese-language cluster have been impacted by the censorship/filtering regime. In other words, they concluded too quickly that Beijing’s Internet censorship/filtering did not or had not isolated such clusters of Chinese culturally defined markets from the world. As I have pointed out earlier, the bridging websites they found that connect mainland China to the world are the B2B (business-to-business), mostly the English-language website Alibaba.com, some websites in Hong Kong and Taiwan, and Chinese Wikipedia. Thus, it is very likely that when the data contributed by business transactions and Hong Kong/Taiwan users are removed, the remaining data points of mainland Chinese use patterns are indeed isolated by the censorship/filtering regime of China.
What is particularly telling is their interpretation of Chinese Wikipedia. On one hand, they believe that the “access blockage” has little impact on users’ behaviour, but on the other, they suggest that if the “access blockage” were gone completely “[a]nother change we would likely see is that the Chinese Wikipedia, currently at the periphery due to blockage, would move to the centre of the cluster similar to the positions occupied by other language Wikipedias within their respective CDMs [culturally-defined markets]” (Taneja & Wu, 2013, p. 23). Such speculation goes directly against their main hypothesis because it implies a substantial impact of the “access blockage” on users’ choice between Baidu Baike (allowed websites) and Chinese Wikipedia (blocked websites). More research is therefore needed to assess the contrasting impact of the filtering/censorship regime on users inside mainland China versus users outside.

To do so, I propose an explanatory framework combining elements of a number of diffusion theories that draw together previous findings on the Internet development in China and East Asia. By analysing longitudinal data that includes mainland Chinese, Chinese-speaking and East Asian regions, the analysis should provide more substantial and detailed findings regarding the impact of the Internet censorship/filtering than the work of Taneja & Wu.

4.2.2 An explanatory framework. To assess the impact, an explanatory framework is proposed to understand the socio-temporal and socio-spatial dynamics of the diffusion of Internet-based innovations such as user-generated encyclopaedias. Since using the Internet is an essential prerequisite for using user-generated encyclopaedias, the diffusion of the latter depends on the diffusion of the former. This framework allows researchers to use publicly available Internet diffusion rates (also known as the Internet penetration rates) to explain how such diffusion patterns may promote or hinder Internet-based innovations.

A selective review. Previous attempts at understanding Internet diffusion in mainland China have used the diffusion of innovations theory to highlight the
uneven geographic and social patterns of Internet diffusion (Foster & Goodman, 2000; Qiu, 2005; J. J. H. Zhu & Wang, 2005). However, there has been no major follow-up research since 2005 and thus we lack a timely update on the historical development over the last several years. In 2006, the Internet diffusion rate for mainland China was still low (about 10%) though its total national Internet population was already the second largest in the world (Tai, 2006). The gap after 2005 needs an update, which is also essential for the current research since Chinese Wikipedia has been mainly blocked since 2005.

Indeed, within a specific population, the percentages of Internet users are important indicators for the development of user-generated encyclopaedias. Using the Internet and using Wikipedia were new activities for the majority of Chinese people around 2005. For the purpose of this research, I categorized diffusion research from various disciplines into two rough categories: socio-temporal diffusion and socio-spatial diffusion. The socio-spatial perspective comes mostly from anthropology and human and political geography, with major concepts such as “cultural diffusion”, “spatial diffusion”, etc., that deal with topics ranging from the spread of civilization to intercultural diffusion (Blaikie, 1978; Cliff, Pred, & Hagerstrand, 1992; Fløysand & Jakobsen, 2011; Webber, Lutz, & Brown, 2006). The socio-temporal perspective comes largely from management studies (Easingwood, Mahajan, & Muller, 1983; Kalish & Lilien, 1986; Mahajan, Muller, & Bass, 1990; McGrath & Zell, 2001; Midgley & Dowling, 1978), sociology and communications studies (Bruce & Yearley, 2006; E. M. Rogers, 2003; Tarde, 1962, 2010). This perspective addresses relatively more modern concerns such as diffusion of innovations, strategic media and marketing campaigns. Despite these different academic backgrounds, innovation diffusion research seems to converge on the topic of Internet adoption and/or use as social, geographical, and strategic diffusion processes (Beilock & Dimitrova, 2003; Dutta, Dutton, & Law, 2011; Dutton & Eynon, 2009; Kiiski & Pohjola, 2002; Loch, Straub, & Kamel, 2003; Morris & Ogan, 2002; Prescott, 1997; Press et al., 1998; Press, Foster, Wolcott, &
McHenry, 2003; Wolcott, Press, Mchenry, Goodman, & Foster, 2001). To understand the Internet diffusion history in mainland China in relation to other major Chinese-speaking regions, I use both perspectives as follows.

**Spatial and temporal diffusion.** Spatial and temporal diffusion is concerned with intercultural diffusion, the origin and spread of civilization and similar topics where spatial factors dominate (Strang & Tuma, 1993). Often researchers need to define or identify some single elements of practice in a culture - beliefs, institutions, language and technology - in order to study how they spread from one origin (also known as the “cultural hearth”) to another region. These concepts from spatial and temporal diffusion will be useful in framing some of the major geo-political dynamics of Internet development in China and East Asia.

**Diffusion of the cultural traits of the Internet: two conventional views.** In applying diffusion theory to the Chinese and East Asian regions, there are two polarized views – which must be overcome - that see the development of the Internet as part of an ongoing geo-political struggle between China and the US. These two views focus on different directions and content: One view sees the Internet as a strategic instrument to spread American values for the “peaceful evolution” (hépíng yǎnbiàn 和平演變) of China and that measures must therefore be taken to save China from this Western plot in installing a new regime that is susceptible to “foreign influences” (Barmé, 2010; Chase, 2011; Zuo, 2006). On this view, any foreign-originated Internet developments should be viewed suspiciously, thereby blocking the unwanted diffusion of values, practices and ideas into China. On the other end of ideological spectrum, the other view, common among pro-Internet freedom observers, holds that the imposed monitoring and censorship regimes not only suppress dissidents, but also cuts China off from the world, thereby creating a “Chinese local-area network” that is docile to the Chinese authorities (China Digital Times, 2011; Human Rights Watch, 2006). This conventional geo-political opposition, whose
rhetorical origin can be traced back to Mao Zedong’s response to John Foster Dulles’s Peaceful Evolution strategy (R. Ong, 2007; Zhai, 2009), sees the Internet development in China and East Asia as one of the remaining battlefields of ideology and geopolitics.

This discussion puts spatial-temporal diffusion into a geopolitical context, emphasizing the key importance of the origins and directions of diffusion. Seen from the spatial-temporal diffusion perspective, both views can be interpreted as the spread of different values from different “cultural hearths”. One sees the US and American or Western values as the foundation of Internet culture, and thus the diffusion of the Internet into East Asia and China suggests the spread of American or Western values into the region. Another sees mainland China as the centre for spreading Chinese values and powers in East Asia, including its Internet practices. Either way, the development of the Internet in the region becomes part of the grand Beijing-Washington chess game, spreading the cultural traits of American freedom versus those of Chinese “weiwen” (維穩, literally meaning stability maintenance) between two states, two major geopolitical powers, or even two civilizations.

**Diffusion of the cultural traits of the Chinese Internet: an alternative view.** Here I propose an alternative, more updated and nuanced view, which reframes the same Internet development within a slightly different spatial-temporal perspective. Informed by a previous historical analysis of the modern Chinese press (S. R. MacKinnon, 1997), I argue that the Internet is one of the major technological forms of media and communication for the Chinese-speaking population of the world, and that different types of spatial-temporal diffusion of media technologies and practices, no matter whether they are owned or operated by domestic or foreign entities, constitute communicative spaces that may promote the exchanges of information, opinions and ideas across boundaries. Thus, this alternative view recognizes the role of several regional centres in processing Chinese-language content, notably the coastal Chinese regions and
regions such as Hong Kong and Taiwan. This view is supported by previous research about Internet diffusion in mainland China which shows that, directly or indirectly, the uneven geographic diffusion within mainland China is linked to the historically significant roles of Hong Kong and Taiwan (Foster & Goodman, 2000; Qiu, 2005; F. B. Tan, Corbett, & Wong, 1999; J. J. H. Zhu & Wang, 2005).

The fact that mainland Chinese Internet users have been blocked from using certain websites hosted outside mainland China, including Chinese Wikipedia, suggests a cultural-political phenomena in opposition to the diffusion (or cultural thickening) from regions of Hong Kong and Taiwan as the cultural hearth of “the outside”, rather than the US. Here, the concept of diffusion contributes to our understanding of cultural thickening patterns: First, researchers can better observe the direction of diffusion as part of the cultural thickening patterns. Second, researchers can better analyse the temporal patterns with time series of diffusion rate data. Third, diffusion theory provides a conceptual dichotomy to the Internet filtering, a feature that is useful for researchers in assessing the impact of the Internet censorship/filtering regime. Thus, contrasting the Internet diffusion rates inside and outside mainland China can indicate the discriminatory impact of the Internet filtering on Internet diffusion patterns (and thus on cultural thickening patterns). In this vein, the next section will introduce another perspective on diffusion research, socio-temporal diffusion.

**Socio-temporal diffusion.** There are a number of additional useful concepts that taken from the social theory of innovation diffusion (Bruce & Yearley, 2006; E. M. Rogers, 2003; Tarde, 1962, 2010): the S-curve model, its application in business strategy, and the cosmopolitan-local spectrum. This body of work provides the basics for interpreting the data of Internet diffusion rates.

**S-shaped curve.** To illustrate the social dynamics of diffusion, members of a society (or a market) are divided into five categories, based on the length of time required for an individual member to adopt innovations (E. M. Rogers,
2003). Figure 4-8 shows a typical model of innovation diffusion curves, where members are categorized into groups of innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards, depending on the time required for adoption on the horizontal axis. Based on various empirical findings, the diffusion curve is found to be close to a normal distribution (the bell-shape curve), so that threshold values can be approximated based on descriptive statistic values of mean and standard deviations. Further, the cumulative diffusion curve is an italicized ‘S-shape’ curve, as shown by the second dashed curve in Figure 4-8. The S-shape curve indicates an overall slow-fast-slow growth temporal pattern. The varying diffusion speeds are indicated by the S-shaped curve at different points in time: the adoption of new ideas and practices is slow in the beginning, then rapid if adopted by the majority groups, and then slow again with the laggards.

Figure 4-8. The bell-shape curve and the S-shape curve of innovation diffusions

Strategic use. The slow-fast-slow pattern of diffusion implies that the
critical moment occurs when the process begins to expand from the early adopters to the early majority. Before the majority adopts a piece of innovation, the early adopters must persuade the early majority to do so. The critical threshold constitutes the first major test or “chasm” for wider adoption, a major idea in the strategic business use of diffusion theory, especially in marketing technology products to mainstream markets (Moore, 1999). This strategic use is common in high-tech industry and in MBA programs (Iskold, 2007). The theory shapes and reinforces the perceived wisdom that start-up companies, as the “innovators”, need venture capitalists’ marketing to reach and secure the majority. This is central to success if the early adopters are to succeed in playing the role of opinion leaders in persuading the early majority. The vision of “early adopters” as innovators must be put to pragmatic use by the early majority. Whether the majority, and especially the early majority users, can be persuaded becomes the key for wider adoption in the social system.

Cosmopolitan-local spectrum. Various factors influence the rates and paths of diffusion processes (E. M. Rogers, 2003), and among them is the willingness to adopt new products and ideas which is expected to correlate with the cosmopolitan-local spectrum: innovators and early adopters are usually more cosmopolitan whereas other groups tend to be locales with different tendencies to accept (or reject) new ideas.

The S-curve model was applied to forecast the Chinese-language television (J. H. Zhu, 1997). Also, the previous findings on the diffusion of television and telephony in China suggest the difference across the country is only a function of time, with main cities a few years ahead than other regions (J. J. H. Zhu & Zhou, 2002). Thus, in the wider Chinese context, the cosmopolitan-local spectrum of innovation diffusion has both social and spatial dimensions. The coastal urban areas of China tend to be more cosmopolitan, and thus more likely to adopt new (and sometimes foreign) ideas and products. Thus, it is expected that people in the Chinese coastal regions started using the Internet and
user-generated encyclopaedias sooner. Regions such as Hong Kong and Taiwan can also be considered cosmopolitan because their popular cultures were “very influential in China” (Chan, 2009, p. 33).

**Empirical questions.** Hence, it can be asked: Does the growth of the number of Internet users in mainland China match the slow-fast-slow S-curve? When did regions in China first begin to see a fast-growing number of Internet users? What does the outcome of this diffusion mean for the two user-generated encyclopaedias? Moreover, how does Internet filtering shift the dynamics of user-contributed encyclopaedias, which require Internet users for their success? Counterfactually, what if Chinese Wikipedia were not blocked, or had been blocked at different historical moments (say, after Baidu Baike’s launch or later)?

**4.2.3 Data selection, a natural experiment and comparative methods.** To answer these questions, I compiled a longitudinal dataset of Internet diffusion rates for both 17 different East Asian regions and 31 disaggregated Chinese regions at the first administrative level, as shown in Figure 4-9. The dataset included publicly available data from 1990 to 2011, provided by both Chinese and international authorities. Altogether, Figure 4-9 shows 48 curves (each representing a region). Many of these curves fit the S-shaped cumulative curve as shown in Figure 4-8, confirming that Internet diffusion largely followed the predicted slow-fast-slow growth pattern. This selection allowed a more updated, detailed and comprehensive picture of Internet diffusion in the region.
The decision to disaggregate Chinese data has the following benefits: First, it highlights the cosmopolitan-local spectrum within mainland China, differentiating between more and less Internet-developed regions. Second, it overcomes the pitfalls of “methodological nationalism” (Wimmer & Schiller, 2002) by putting the statistical units of mainland Chinese cities (e.g., Shanghai) and provinces (e.g., Guangdong) on par with those of Hong Kong and Taiwan, as well as with other East Asian cities (e.g., Singapore) and countries (e.g., South
Korea). Researchers can thus better assess the impact of the Internet filtering imposed by Beijing on Internet diffusion. This approach is effectively a natural experiment, whereby the East Asian units outside mainland China serve as the control group whereas the mainland Chinese units serve as the treatment group, receiving the treatment of the Beijing-imposed filtering and censorship regime.

I further categorized 48 units, based on 2010 data, into different groups of “region” adopters of the Internet according to their different levels of Internet development as shown in Table 4-4. Several threshold values were derived based on the assumption that the saturated diffusion rate is 80%, which matches the level of developed regions in East Asia in 2011 (79.53% for Japan and 83.80% for South Korea). Thus, other threshold values could be derived by multiplying the saturated diffusion by the accumulated percentages listed in Figure 4-8, resulting in 12.8%, 40%, and 67.2%, respectively. Category I contains “Internet-developed” regions with Internet diffusion rates larger than 67.2%; these are effectively the innovator region units. Category II contains “slow-growing” regions with Internet diffusion rates falling between 40% and 67.2%; these are effectively the early-adopter region units. Category III contains “fast-growing” regions where the rate falls between 12.8% and 40%; these are effectively the late-adopter region units. Categories IV and V contain what are in effect the laggard region units.
Table 4-4

*Categorization of different levels of diffusion based on the 2010 data*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>East Asian units</th>
<th>Mainland Chinese regions</th>
<th>Penetration (% population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>x&gt;67.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Brunei, Macao, Malaysia</td>
<td>Fujian, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Liaoning, Shanghai, Tianjin, Zhejiang</td>
<td>40.0%&lt;x&lt;67.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Mongolia, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam</td>
<td>Anhui, Chongqing, Gansu, Guangxi, Guizhou, Hainan, Hebei, Heilongjiang, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Inner Mongolia, Jiangxi, Jilin, Ningxia, Qinghai, Shaanxi, Shandong, Shanxi, Sichuan, Tibet, Xinjiang, Yunnan</td>
<td>12.8%&lt;x&lt;40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Indonesia, Laos</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0%&lt;x&lt;12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Cambodia, Myanmar, North Korea</td>
<td></td>
<td>x&lt;2.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4 Results. Since the analytical goal is to compare the data in the treatment group (mainland China regions) and the control group (East Asian regions), the following sections will first compare the statistical units category by category based on the categorization scheme above.

*Category by category comparison*. Two series of figures can be used to compare the differences between the mainland Chinese treatment group and the East Asian control group: Category by category, the average values of the two groups are compared in the first series of three figures (from Figure 4-10 to Figure 4-12), each of which has a histogram showing the difference each year.
Figure 4-10. Chinese regions and East Asian regions: Category I average

Figure 4-11. Chinese regions and East Asian regions: Category II average
What can be observed from the histograms is that the difference in values peaked in 2006. Before 2006, Chinese regions had relatively slower growth rates; after 2006 they caught up or even surpassed other East Asian regions. The year 2006 marks a turning point, which coincides with the year that Baidu Baike was launched.

The second series of figures compares two important selected regions (Beijing and Shanghai) from the treatment group against a similar region selected from the control group. Figure 4-13 shows the contrast between Beijing and Taiwan. Taiwan’s curve roughly matches the S-shape model: its growth rate is relatively slower at the early (from 0% to 12.8%) and late (from 67.2% to 80%) stages. In contrast, Beijing departed from the S-shape curve around 2002, signalling its relative slowdown in growth. It reversed this trend in 2006 and finally caught up around 2008. A similar contrast can also be identified in Figure 4-14 between Shanghai and Malaysia in 2006 and 2008.
Note. CN.BJ refers to Beijing (北京) and TW refers to Taiwan (台湾).

Figure 4-13. Comparison of Chinese regions with East Asian regions: Category I

Note. CN.SH refers to Shanghai (上海) and MY, Malaysia (马来西亚).

Figure 4-14. Comparison of Chinese regions with East Asian regions: Category II
These findings indicate that, contrary to the expectations of innovation diffusion theory, mainland China indeed underwent a discernible anomaly from 2002 to 2008, with a turning point at 2006. Chinese regions first departed from the ideal S-shape curve of their East Asian counterparts around 2002 with relatively slower growth rates, and then began to catch up again in 2006 with comparatively faster growth rates. The growth after 2006 was rapid enough for these mainland Chinese regions to catch up or even surpass the contrasting East Asian regions around 2008–2009. This contrast strongly suggests that Beijing’s censorship and filtering regime has had a discernible impact on Internet diffusion rates, especially from 2002 to 2006, but further analysis is required to explain why from 2006 to 2008 these mainland Chinese regions enjoyed such fast growth and recovery - along with all that this implies for the competition between Chinese Wikipedia versus Baidu Baike.

**Socio-temporal and spatial-temporal dynamics.** In view of the findings above (especially in Figure 4-10 to Figure 4-12), we can turn to the impacts of the Internet censorship/filtering regime on the two encyclopaedias. First, when Chinese Wikipedia was blocked in 2005, the Internet had not yet reached the following groups of potential Internet users:

- in Beijing: the early majority (most), late majority and laggards.
- in other regions: the early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards.

When Chinese Wikipedia was largely unblocked in 2008, only the following groups remained unreached:

- in Beijing: the late majority (some) and laggards.
- in seven Chinese coastal regions: the late majority and laggards.
- in other regions: the early majority (some), late majority and laggards.

Therefore, because of the Internet censorship/filtering regime, Chinese Wikipedia not only missed the fastest growth of mainland Internet users from 2006 to 2008, but it was also kept from reaching the critical groups of the early
Internet adopters in all Chinese regions except for Beijing. Launched in the year 2006, Baidu Baike not only rode historically the fastest wave of Internet user growth, but also secured the critical group of early majority users in Beijing and seven other coastal regions.

What does this mean for the historical development of two user-generated encyclopaedias and their cultural thickening potentials? The following paragraphs will first examine the socio-temporal dynamics involved to see how Internet filtering may redirect diffusion, and then it will discuss the related spatial-temporal dynamics to explore the implications of the blocks and diffusion in shifting the boundaries among the Chinese-speaking regions.

A plausible hypothesis: blocks and diffusion. The above findings clearly indicate a phenomenon of suppressing the growth of the mainland Chinese Internet from 2002 onwards, followed by a turning point in 2006 that reversed the once-suppressed growth. The different treatment received by the group of mainland Chinese statistical units as compared to the rest of the groups is likely due to the filtering and censorship regime imposed by Beijing, although other factors cannot be ruled out - for example, the possibility that the data from mainland China is statistically treated differently from the rest of the data. Nonetheless, the mainland Chinese data appears, especially during the critical period where the anomaly is found, to receive consistent treatment according to the CNNIC reports. Thus, while future research may attempt to exhaust all other plausible factors to account for this observed anomaly, this research suggests that the specific historical development of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia can be accounted for by the establishment of the Chinese Internet filtering and censorship regime.

A plausible hypothesis that I would therefore like to put forward can be called a blocked-then-diffused hypothesis that describes the user-gatekeeping effects of Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime. The 2002–2006 suppression of Internet diffusion rates indicates the workings of the regime, i.e., the Internet
filtering regime of largely non-mainland Chinese websites such as Chinese Wikipedia. The subsequent fast growth in 2006–2008 represents the rise of domestic offerings that are censored but not blocked, thus effectively promoting the diffusion of innovation bounded within mainland China, e.g. the launch of Baidu Baike in 2006. One can argue that by the year 2006, the filtering and censorship regime had matured enough to redirect effectively the mainland Chinese domestic demand from foreign to domestic websites. This hypothesis provides a plausible and consistent explanation for other findings presented so far. Moreover, while this hypothesis cannot be fully proven in this thesis, it does provide a plausible explanation that can account for both Internet censorship/filtering regime and Internet diffusion: The regime redirected the course and content of innovation diffusion, but at the expense of the early phase of Internet population growth. The redirection of potential users from Chinese Wikipedia to Baidu Baike then is the likely reason behind the timing of the Internet filtering of Chinese Wikipedia from 2005–2008 and the launch of Baidu Baike in 2006.

Central to the details of this hypothesis is the timing of the Internet filtering and diffusion, which are derived from the results that have been presented. Baidu Baike’s timely launch in 2006 enjoys an unprecedented windfall from the rapid growth of Internet users in mainland China with its “early majority” as a potential pool of readers and editors. Note that the windfall during these years is large enough for Chinese regions to catch up or even overtake other equivalent East Asian regions. The windfall of Internet user growth explains why Baidu Baike has picked up many more users in mainland China since its release in 2006 than has Chinese Wikipedia, which was once the leader in Chinese-language user-generated encyclopaedias. Because of the blocks, Chinese Wikipedia missed the window of opportunity of the biggest wave of new Internet users from mainland China, which was exploited by Baidu Baike instead.
This blocked-then-diffused hypothesis is in some ways similar to protectionism in the form of import controls, which many countries have used in the past to protect young domestic industries from foreign competitions (e.g. Lundvall & Borrás, 2005; Steinmueller, 2010).

**4.2.5 Discussion: boundaries, blocks and diffusion.** Contrary to previous research which argues that Wikipedia and similar wiki sites have failed to gain expected popularity in China because of cultural or national differences (Luo Z.-C. & Fu, 2008; Suo, 2007), the findings presented here suggest - based on the timings of major time periods when Chinese Wikipedia was blocked in mainland China and the windfall of user growth rates - that the impact of Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime has been more consequential. The critical moment in competing for potential users out of the pool of the mainland’s “early majority” Internet users is confined to the narrow window of 2006–2008, an opportunity that Baidu Baike was able to exploit exclusively while Chinese Wikipedia was blocked.

The plausible hypothesis that has been proposed, a block-then-diffusion hypothesis, gains additional support from the experience of Baidu’s founder, Robin Li. It should be noted that Robin Li was involved in the Browser War when he was working in Silicon Valley (on the side of the Netscape browser) and that he devoted a chapter to this topic in his book “Silicon Valley Business War” (guīgǔ shāngzhàn 硅谷商战) (Li, 1999). Since the book was published before he founded Baidu, it can be surmised that he was aware of the strategic importance of timing and distribution channels in competing for new Internet users when Baidu was founded. Here it is relevant to bring to bear the theory of the “second mover advantage”: arguably the most discussed case of “second mover advantage” is the browser war between Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer in the late 1990s. This case has been used to answer how and why a second mover (e.g., Microsoft’s Internet Explorer) could replace the existing market leader who had made the first move (e.g., Netscape’s...
Navigator). Despite the early advantage of technological leadership and a large user base, Netscape’s Navigator lost to Microsoft Internet Explorer because, according to a number of management and marketing researchers (Bresnahan & Yin, 2006a, 2006b; Windrum, 2004; Yin, 2006), a second mover can still win the overall competition by winning the newer and larger user base before it is too late. For a second mover to prevail, it must exploit its market position in distribution channels (e.g., a near-monopoly of the operating system market by Microsoft) before new users decide which browser to use. In other words, at that time, the main channel of diffusion of Internet browser users was still dominated by the Microsoft operating system, and Microsoft was able to exploit this channel before it was too late to capture new users—in other words, “before the Netscape browser diffused throughout the entire population of potential adopters” (Bresnahan & Yin, 2006b, p. 40). Second movers need to gain the majority of users preferably before their rivals do so, again, usually by using the advantage of having stronger distribution channels.

Baidu Baike can thus be regarded as the timely second mover winner against Chinese Wikipedia in mainland Chinese regions for the following reasons. First, Baidu Baike’s launch in 2006 was timely, since most Chinese regions had not yet crossed the threshold between the early adopters and the early majority, with the exception of Beijing. No matter how popular Chinese Wikipedia had been among the innovators and early adopters before 2005, its early advantage was insufficient to guarantee wider adoption in mainland Chinese regions. Second, Baidu Baike exploited the windfall between 2006 and 2008 that its rival Chinese Wikipedia missed because of the Internet censorship/filtering regime, thereby critically establishing the early majority group in mainland China—the essential group for wide adoption. Third, Baidu Baike thus enjoyed at least two advantages in distribution channels: it had Baidu Search, the most popular search engine service in China, and second, it could take advantage of Beijing’s filtering regime blocking its major competitor,
Chinese Wikipedia. Baidu’s timely launch and advantages in distribution channels thus contributed to Baidu Baike’s rapid growth. Thus, while I cannot prove or disprove whether the outcome was the result of conscious strategic decisions made by the Chinese government or whether Baidu was involved, the findings presented are unlikely to be merely coincidental, because Baidu’s founder must have been familiar with the concept of second mover advantage as previously and successfully practised by Microsoft against Netscape.

It is worth repeating the key point of the innovation diffusion theory: for any innovation to be diffused among the wider membership of a society or a market, the main challenge to overcome is the gap between the “early adopters” and the “early majority”, which is estimated at 12.8% in this research. The findings clearly show that in 2005 no Chinese regions had crossed this gap except for Beijing. Nevertheless, within just three years, all but four regions had passed the 12.8% threshold. This historical anomaly, in retrospect, is critical for new Internet innovations to gain and maintain a solid user base in mainland Chinese regions. For Chinese-language online encyclopaedias, Baidu Baike enjoyed this very windfall in mainland China that Chinese Wikipedia had missed. Even if my proposed hypothesis that the windfall was created largely by the Chinese Internet censorship regime is falsified in the future, the historical existence of the windfall and its impact on the two encyclopaedias are nevertheless an established fact.

These findings, including the trend lines in Figure 4-9 and the 2010 snapshot categorization in Table 4-4, are consistent with the larger spatial diffusion flows of Internet development and other regional developments. Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore are major and early nodes of networks of global submarine cables (which carry the bulk of the global Internet traffic), popular media content circulation (which constitute the bulk of the East Asian cultural market), and financial capital flows. Equally, the mainland Chinese regions exhibit similar related spatial-temporal dynamics: Internet use diffuses
spatially from Beijing and other coastal regions towards other regions inland. The data also shows that these more advanced Chinese coastal regions caught up with nearby regions from 2006 onwards, which is not surprising given the Internet’s geographic topology in this region: Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou host the three major domestic Internet exchanges and the major global Internet connections to other more advanced regions in East Asia. Thus, the Internet regime of China, which is responsible for the Internet filtering of Chinese Wikipedia in mainland China, serves as a major valve in the region for the spatial-temporal dynamics of Internet diffusion. It effectively acts as a gatekeeping method against users from mainland China.

The analysis of the timing of major editorial developments of the two encyclopaedia websites in the context of the growing number of new Internet users provides important insights regarding boundaries, Internet filtering and diffusion. First, the “access blockage”, as meant by Taneja & Wu (2013), were part of a larger adaptation of Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime that matured within a decade. Second, the diffusion of the Internet and other Internet-related innovations was negatively influenced by the Internet censorship/filtering regime in the early half of the decade among mainland Chinese regions. The websites permitted in mainland China were not ready at that time to serve the early adopters there. Thus, the blocked-then-diffused hypothesis suggests a time-sensitive process in which Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime exercised its gatekeeping power to channel the then-future and now majority of Internet users in mainland China to the allowed websites like Baidu Baike. In this sense, the regime has contributed to the formation of a national market in mainland China and prevented a Chinese-language market across regions. Although the findings presented here cannot prove any possible coordinated efforts between the government and Baidu in channelling new Internet users, they nonetheless document a historical shift around 2006, a key period for understanding the competition between Baidu Baike and Chinese
Wikipedia and other websites. The proposed blocked-then-diffused hypothesis is thus consistent with the authoritarian effects of channelling access (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008). New Internet users in mainland China from 2006 to 2008 can thus been seen as being channelled from the first mover Chinese Wikipedia to the second mover Baidu Baike.

Additional spatial-temporal insights, gained by disaggregating Internet diffusion data, suggest the significant roles played by the coastal regions in mainland China in relation to the more advanced East Asian regions, including Japan, Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan. In fact, these mainland Chinese coastal regions are relatively more urban and connected with these East Asian regions via the East Asian popular culture market, industry production chains and physical Internet connections. Thus, the spatial and temporal diffusion of the Internet in the East Asian and Chinese regions suggests the likely direction of diffusion of new ideas, practices and technologies. They move first from the more advanced East Asian regions, including Hong Kong and Taiwan, to the more advanced cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangzhou in the Chinese coastal regions, and then to the rest of the Chinese regions. Thus, Beijing’s Internet regime has likely redefined a boundary among the Chinese and East Asian regions, thereby shielding most of the Chinese regions from the influence that originated from and passed through regions such as Hong Kong and Taiwan, including Chinese Wikipedia.

Adding these perspectives of diffusions to our understanding of the Chinese-language Internet also refutes some of Taneja & Wu’s (2013) arguments on the formation of a Chinese culturally-defined market. First, their argument that the censorship/filtering regime has contributed to the formation of this market is thus at best confusing and at worst misleading. Based on the findings here, a more precise description of the Chinese culturally-defined market would be Beijing’s “culturally-and-politically sanitized domestic market” or “censorship/filtering-delineated market” for mainland Chinese users, which is
distinct from the Chinese-language culturally-defined market. Second, based on the overall traffic-based analysis in 2012, their findings are limited to the snapshot situation that year. The proposed alternative blocked-then-diffused hypothesis here highlights the plausible effects of the censorship/filtering regime on users that should not be overlooked. What Taneja & Wu (2013) have described in Figure 4-7 as “Users” in 2001 (“imposition of blockage”) and “Users” in 2012 (“after years of persistent blockage”) are not exactly the same users. For example, the Internet diffusion rate in Shanghai was below 30% from 2001 to 2006 but reached over 70% by 2012.

What Taneja & Wu (2013) overlooked about the “users” then is the dynamic of the growing Internet population before and after Beijing’s implementation of its Internet censorship/filtering regime. The findings here suggest that regime have had negative or suppressive effects on the Internet diffusion rates among mainland Chinese regions. They even acknowledged that Chinese Wikipedia has been marginalized by it: “currently at the periphery due to blockage” (Taneja & Wu, 2013, p. 23). Thus, Chinese Wikipedia serves as a major piece of evidence for its impact on the Internet diffusion process that reshaped the thickening patterns on the Web. While Taneja & Wu made an exception for Chinese Wikipedia by speculating that the lifting of the blockage would have made Chinese Wikipedia the centre of the Chinese cluster, it is likely that other blocked websites would have gained central positions, thereby undermining Taneja & Wu’s argument that the impact of Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime on Chinese-language connections was limited or even negligible.

In conclusion, what Chinese Wikipedia missed and Taneja & Wu failed to consider is the 2006–2008 windfall of Internet population growth that defines the majority group of mainland users. Effectively, Beijing’s censorship and filtering regime channelled potential users from the pool of new Internet users away
from Chinese Wikipedia and to Baidu Baike, thereby producing cultural patterns that are distinct from the ones already produced by Chinese Wikipedia.

4.3 Chapter conclusions

Over the past decade, Chinese-language users have rapidly adopted Internet technologies. How and where these users can became part of the ongoing mutually reinforcing cycle of increased participation, content, and readership are important questions for many websites, especially for Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia. This chapter has addressed the participation component of the cycle, and indeed both encyclopaedias could be seen as different collaborative ecosystems (Okoli et al., 2012) that have grown with the general growth of Chinese-language Internet users.

Table 4-5 summarizes the results of comparing their editorial development and patterns, with the differences clearly indicating a specific context of the growth and control of the Internet users in mainland China. Despite the fact that Chinese Wikipedia was the first mover, its being blocked by Beijing consistently from mid-2005 to mid-2008 gave the second mover Baidu Baike an advantage. The 2006–2008 windfall of the new Internet users in mainland China likely benefited Baidu Baike’s launch in 2006. In addition, the editorial policies of the two websites differ greatly in whether they censor politically sensitive content as seen by Beijing, a contrast that is typical between websites hosted inside versus outside mainland China. Despite being rejected by the community, the proposals for Chinese Wikipedia to practice self-censorship in 2005 and 2007, imply a link between censorship and blocking. There are also similarities here to the policy signal sent by Beijing to corporations such as Google, Yahoo! and other Internet companies: self-censor yourself or face blocking. Another difference in information gatekeeping is that Chinese Wikipedia filters marketing, self-promotion and copyright infringement edits - whereas Baidu Baike does not. Geolinguistically, Baidu Baike implicitly allows only mainland Chinese edits, whereas Chinese Wikipedia has made efforts to
accommodate mixed Chinese-language-script contributions by users from different regions and established the "avoid-region-centrism" policy. The policy demands mutual respect for different scripts and terminologies preferred by fellow editors, resulting in geolinguistic profiles of power editors and active contributors that are more diverse. (Chapter 5 will confirm this based on another sets of findings.) I further argue that the patterns of discourse and practice also differ: Baidu Baike has an overall tendency towards the discourse of being an indigenous encyclopaedia (i.e. mainland China's encyclopaedia website) that focuses on growth, whereas Chinese Wikipedia's explicit editorial policies establish the discourse of building a “Chinese-language” encyclopaedia that control content quality and respect differences among users and regions.

Table 4-5

Comparing editorial development and patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... of growth</td>
<td>Second-mover advantage</td>
<td>First-mover advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of being blocked by Beijing</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Consistently from mid-2005 to mid-2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of reach to mainland Chinese users (esp. the 2006-2008 windfall of the new Internet users)</td>
<td>More likely through Baidu because of the windfall</td>
<td>Less likely because of the blocks by Beijing, missing the windfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of gatekeeping</td>
<td>Filtering/censoring politically incorrect content</td>
<td>Filtering self-promotion, marketing, and copyright infringement edits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of geolinguistic arrangement</td>
<td>Mainland simplified Chinese only</td>
<td>Mixed and the &quot;Avoid-region-centrism&quot; policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of geolinguistic profile of contributors</td>
<td>Mostly mainland Chinese</td>
<td>Distributed across various (Chinese-speaking) regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of discourse</td>
<td>Indigenous, not &quot;foreign&quot; (Webster, 2008)</td>
<td>Chinese-language version, avoiding nationalistic biases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of practice</td>
<td>Growing content and users</td>
<td>Controlling content quality and respecting differences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These two paths in editorial development lead to different kinds of cultural thickening among Chinese-language users. Managed by the oversight of Baidu employees which report to Beijing, Baidu Baike contributes mainly to the “cultural thickening” within mainland China. In contrast, self-governed by active editors and administrators (elected mutually among the editors themselves), Chinese Wikipedia contributes to the “cultural thickening” across major Chinese-speaking regions and cultural-political divisions. Despite the dominant discourse on the China–US opposition, the main tension seems to be between certain Chinese-speaking regions, and especially between the differences in their cultural-political environments ranging from language scripts to freedom of speech. Baidu Baike’s editorial system mirrors the cultural-political environments of mainland China; Chinese Wikipedia features a system that integrates diverse cultural-political experiences from major Chinese-speaking regions. Thus, diverse media practices and environments, which include Hong Kong and Taiwan, are also likely to have resulted in the editors from these regions shaping the differences between Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike. Different cultural thickening patterns indicate different impacts on boundaries: Baidu Baike excludes traditional Chinese, thereby effectively discouraging contributors from Hong Kong and Taiwan from participating. Using geolinguistic identifiers to acknowledge and process Chinese script and phrase variations, Chinese Wikipedia has integrated these users. Thus, Baidu Baike reinforces the boundary between mainland China on one side and the rest of the Chinese-language regions on the other, whereas Chinese Wikipedia has overcome, at least nominally and technologically, the boundaries among the four recognized geolinguistic regions as of early 2013. It is Chinese Wikipedia’s approach that overcomes these boundaries since it recognizes the differences across these geolinguistic regions.
The different extent and centres of the two cultural thickening patterns further show the cultural-political tensions across the regions. Arguably, Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime has successfully avoided outside influence from Hong Kong and Taiwan at the expense of potential substantial cultural thickening between the regions inside and outside mainland China. Were it not for Beijing’s intervention and gatekeeping of mainland Chinese users, the centre of gravity would likely be spatially located among Hong Kong, Taiwan and other coastal urban areas in mainland China, as shown by the geographic distribution of power users in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4. The Internet filtering of Chinese Wikipedia and the launch of Baidu Baike suggest a refashioning of Internet diffusion: Beijing’s filtering regime channelled the majority group of users to its preferred allowed websites, thereby shaping the diffusion of new innovative websites. An alternative cultural thickening pattern thus guided the majority of new Internet users from mainland China away from the pre-existing patterns that went across major Chinese-speaking regions. Baidu Baike’s dominance in mainland China but limited outreach to traditional Chinese users indicates the re-centring efforts that have aimed to make Beijing the cultural-political centre. These cultural-political struggles are inherently Chinese rather than a struggle of Beijing versus Washington or Beijing versus San Francisco. The main struggles are about whether Beijing should be the sole centre and source of cultural thickening processes of the Chinese-language Internet and whether Hong Kong and Taiwan could be the other main sources or even alternative centres.

It is plausible, however, that motivations for China Internet policies might well be driven mainly by industrial policies, such as creating domestic businesses and commerce, rather than cultural policy. Regardless of the motivations behind Internet policies, their impact on cultural patterns as observed here is significant.

The findings further suggest that different cultural patterns can be produced or guided by “codifying” users with geolinguistic codes and then
structuring their contributions and activities accordingly, as part of the effort to shape “geolinguistic processability”, a concept that has been discussed in Chapter 3. Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime thus reinforces a cultural thickening pattern within the geolinguistic identifier of “zh-cn”. By blocking Chinese Wikipedia from mainland Chinese users, Beijing channelled some of the early and crucial popularity away from Chinese Wikipedia to Baidu Baike, thereby fortifying its cultural-political power in ways that are possible with Baidu Baike but much less so with Chinese Wikipedia. Such practices lead to the cultural thickening patterns desired by Beijing. Indeed, it has been reported that Chinese authorities in Beijing have “guided” public opinion by encouraging some voices while discouraging others on various media platforms (Brady, 2009; Muncaster, 2012; G. Yang, 2011). What we can see here is the importance of user autonomy which cannot be overstated; hence it is necessary to examine the ways in which user contributions are encouraged or discouraged through website designs and policies.

Regarding Chinese Wikipedia’s integration across regions and Baidu Baike’s sole focus on mainland China, the findings indicate two general cultural thickening patterns. These patterns result from the diffusion and filtering of Chinese-language websites. Neither the perceived notion of China’s “indigenous” rise nor the opposite notion of US-originated “global” Internet values can adequately describe dynamics. The findings tell neither a story of mere US-centric Americanization nor the story of a mere “Chinese local-area network”. It is rather a story of two different cultural thickening developments mainly across and within Chinese-speaking regions. Ultimately, it is a struggle to “centre” the Chinese-language web sphere by promoting certain directions, intensities and normative values via cultural thickening processes among users and such user-generated websites.

To sum up, the contrast in the editorial development of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, including the historical growth of mainland Internet users
contributing to this development, demonstrates two distinct cultural thickening patterns, as evidenced by their different geolinguistic preferences and cultural-political centring. The two encyclopaedia websites have engaged Chinese regions differently, producing different cultural thickening patterns. I argue that such distinction is the direct outcome of Beijing’s intervention in the exchange dynamics of different media and information environments across Chinese-speaking regions. The authoritarian constraints imposed by Beijing on Chinese Wikipedia could thus be interpreted as a particular form of cultural-political policy that aims to promote Beijing-centric cultural thickening with normative values different from Chinese Wikipedia’s. Baidu Baike’s Beijing centric practices are in direct contrast to the region-neutral, multi-script, open-ended practices of Chinese Wikipedia that put the various Chinese-speaking regions on an equal footing.
Chapter 5 Citation and content analysis

The previous chapter has compared the editorial processes of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, and this chapter will continue by examining the outcomes of these processes in filtering and curating the world’s information. In this chapter, the aim is to reveal the two encyclopaedias’ preferences for information sources and will present findings based on a systematic analysis of the two million external web links from all article entries of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia (collected in June 2010) and also analyse specific articles that typically define the notion of Chineseness.

The goal of this comparative analysis is to show how the citations and content reflect the scope, focus, and nature of information gathered on the two websites. I contend that the information outcomes exemplify certain forms of online civic engagement – or the accumulated results of open collaboration where anyone can read and edit. Although both platforms promise more open and equitable knowledge production, the outcome is bound to be shaped by contributors and the ways in which they use knowledge and information sources. In this sense, the two major online Chinese encyclopaedias, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, provide important opportunities for researchers to assess online civic engagement in the domain of Chinese-language knowledge and information. Effectively, these contributors/editors of the two encyclopaedias build “civic learning repertoires” for “information engagement” (Bennett & Wells, 2009), including the citations they use (as well as those they remove).

On the topic of civic engagement on the Chinese Internet, there has been some previous research on Chinese language societies (D.-Y. Chen & Lee, 2008; Jiang, 2007; Leibold, 2011; Leung, 2009; Tai, 2006; G. Yang, 2003; Yongnian Zheng, 2007), but none has systematically examined how geographic and linguistic factors shape online engagement. For example, Leung (2009) has explored the link between civic engagement and content generation based on a sample of Hong Kong users. Most research, however, has focused on civic engagement in
mainland China (e.g. Jiang, 2007; Leibold, 2011; Shao, Lu, & Wu, 2012; Tai, 2006; J.-C. Zhang & Qin, 2012; Zheng, 2007; Chen and Lee (2008) focused on Taiwan). Yang Guobin (2003) has argued that the Internet contributed to a transnational Chinese cultural sphere that fulfilled political functions within and beyond mainland China, though without focusing on geographic and linguistic factors. Yet geographic and linguistic differences are important, as we have seen, for the discussion of Chinese media and globalization (Chan, 2009; Guo & Guo, 2010), including practical implications for interface design for websites (Chung et al., 2004; Liao, 2009b). Thus, further research is needed to examine how geographic and linguistic factors influence civic engagement across Chinese societies.

As analysed in the previous chapter, the editorial processes of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia are influenced by contributors’ experiences offline. Civic engagement in terms of citations and content is likely to be similarly influenced by various political and media experiences across Chinese-language societies. Again, we shall see that the ideal notion of universal knowledge confronts local conditions. Two opposite impulses exist between knowing the world and serving a group of users: one is exemplified by Baidu Baike’s the slogan of “Let Humanity Know the World Equally” (ràng rénlèi píngděng de rènshí shìjiè 让人类平等的认识世界), expressing the ideal notion of encyclopaedias to document universal knowledge about the world. Another is to provide authoritative or trustworthy information, concentrated in certain sources as agreed upon by the user-contributors involved: this comes closer to Chinese Wikipedia’s ideal. On this view, the citation and content produced should reflect the overall editorial judgement regarding which knowledge and information sources are deemed reliable. These kinds of “information engagement” are bound to involve exchanging experiences and expectations about knowledge and its sources across Chinese-speaking regions. Chinese Wikipedia, as I have discussed elsewhere, has the potentials of “unbounded citizenship” or “reconfiguring citizenship” mainly because of its efforts in
conjoining and integrating content across four main Chinese-speaking regions (Liao, 2009a). While this chapter will not go so far as to speculate on the possibilities of an unbounded or reconfigured Chinese citizenship, here the focus is on information engagement that may overcome or reinforce existing boundaries which points to the cultural-political tensions in negotiating civic cultures.

Through research concerning online information engagement and offline civic cultures (as represented by geolinguistic differences), this chapter aims to answer a more general question: How do Internet connectivity effects (Haythornthwaite, 2005) realize the potential for enhancing civic engagement and civic culture (Benkler, 2006; Rheingold, 2008; Scammell, 2000; Shirky, 2010), as Wikipedia has been cited as one of the major examples (Leung, 2009; Lih, 2009; Reagle, 2008; Sherrod, Torney-Purta, & Flanagan, 2010)? Indeed, as the largest user-generated encyclopaedia platform that potentially serves users from around the world, Wikipedia may encourage civic discussions related to a more open and equitable production of knowledge for all. From one historical perspective, Wikipedia shares the roots of the 18th-century European Enlightenment, including “the rational impetus to understand and document all areas of the world” (Ayers, Matthews, & Yates, 2008, p. 35), an ideal which applies to encyclopaedias as they go online and constitute new kind of civic engagement or civic cultural practice. The intensity of - and type of content resulting from - civic engagement in both Chinese-language encyclopaedias remains to be researched.

Hence, this chapter will assess the information outcome of online civic engagement within the two encyclopaedias, with the aim of answering the boundary question for Chinese-speaking regions. To do so, several types of data are collected about the citations and content of the two encyclopaedia websites to examine how they cover the world and define Chineseness, which will be an important indicator of the quality and patterns of civic engagement for users across Chinese-speaking regions. The first section will address this question by
means of a geolinguistic analysis (which also corresponds to the geolinguistic processability discussed in Chapter 3) of all external web links of the two encyclopaedias. The second section will advance this analysis by zeroing in on the differentiating regions for comparison. The third section will focus on a few selected key articles that define “Chineseness” for more detailed comparison. Altogether, the citation and content data should answer the question regarding the outcome of civic engagement as a case of gatekeeping and reliable knowledge sources. The chapter conclusion will discuss how the findings relate to the theoretical questions of the thesis about cultural thickening and boundary dynamics.

5.1 Geolinguistic patterns and preferences

The ideal of using human knowledge to engage citizens has often been subject to parochial and national concerns despite the universal ideal of enlightenment encyclopaedias. During the European enlightenment, geographic and linguistic barriers were among the major challenges for knowledge collection and diffusion (Delanty, 2009; Israel, 2001; Roche, 2006). Facing similar challenges, the Wikimedia Foundation, the hosting organization for all Wikipedia projects, has targeted the “Global South” regions of Brazil, India, and the Arabic language countries for engagement (Wikimedia Meta, 2012). Nonetheless, some research has suggested that cultural and linguistic factors have prevented wider acceptance of Wikipedia, especially the Chinese and Korean versions (Shim & Yang, 2009; Suo, 2007). Such questions about Wikipedia projects constitute part of larger and on-going discussions about the Internet and cosmopolitanism (e.g. Ess, 1998, 2002; Jeffres, Atkin, Bracken, & Neuendorf, 2004; Zuckerman, 2013). Geographic and linguistic factors remain crucial.

Analysing and comparing the geographic or linguistic features of online data, including user-generated content such as Wikipedia, has been a useful approach in identifying the boundaries or gaps in knowledge production (e.g. Thelwall & Smith, 2002; Liao, 2008; Hecht & Gergle, 2009, 2010; Graham, Hale,
& Stephens, 2011; Liao & Petzold, 2010; Lowe, 2011; Paolo Massa, 2011; Bao et al., 2012; P. Massa & Scrinzi, 2012; Petzold, Liao, Hartley, & Potts, 2012; Warncke-Wang, Uduwage, Dong, & Riedl, 2012). For instance, in user-generated encyclopaedia research, Liao (2008) has been among the first to compare the geographic and linguistic features of one language version of Wikipedia with another non-Wikipedia project. Hecht and Gergle (2009) have similarly compared the geographic focus of several major language versions of Wikipedia. Coming from various discipline backgrounds with different tool sets, these researchers effectively provide a toolbox for advancing understanding of geographic and linguistic dynamics online. Hereafter, I refer to such research loosely as geolinguistic research that focuses on the systematic analysis of geographic and linguistic information online. Although most of this research does not directly contribute to the question of civic engagement, this collection of research has the potential to provide crucial evidence about where and who is actually engaged and with what content.

To fill the gap in the geolinguistic analysis of civic engagement, especially concerning the Chinese-language world, this section presents a comparative geolinguistic analysis of two million web links collected in June 2010 from all articles of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, the two major user-generated encyclopaedias for Chinese-language Internet users. By framing Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia as examples of “network gatekeeping” (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008) or “collaborative filtering” (Benkler, 2006), this research examines whether and how they actualize the ideal notion of encyclopaedias in producing universal knowledge about the world by filtering online sources. In short, the overall geographic and linguistic features of these external links should reflect the outcome of such network gatekeeping or collaborative filtering processes, thereby providing important evidence about the influence of geographic and linguistic factors on Chinese civic engagement online.
External web links embody network gatekeeping effects by providing two major functions for online user-generated encyclopaedias: first, they support knowledge claims with online references. Indeed, Wikipedia’s editorial policies of “Verifiability” and “No Original Research” demand verifiable sources, suggesting the important relationship between citation sources and statements (Ayers et al., 2008; Myers, 2010). Second, they provide clickable links that lead readers directly to materials hosted on other websites, thereby serving as gateways to information hosted elsewhere. In addition, these clickable links can be used by computer software programs including search engines, and thus contribute to the overall hyperlinked pattern of the World Wide Web. The online citations and clickable web links in user-generated encyclopaedias should therefore reflect preferred information sources or authoritative knowledge.

How online sources are determined to be reliable by contributors can be a challenge for Chinese-language users from different, largely Chinese societies to agree on, especially as regards cultural-political issues. Mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan have political and institutional differences: Mainland China is “neither fully free nor democratic”; Hong Kong is “very free” and “little more democratic than it was under the British”; Singapore is “democratic … but … not free”; and Taiwan has been “both free and democratic” since the 1990s (Mitter, 2008, p. 132). During the Cold War, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan were not ruled by the People’s Republic of China (Hong Kong and Macau were returned to China in 1997 and 1999 respectively). These regions, particularly Hong Kong and Taiwan, have played instrumental roles during China’s economic reform since 1978 in various domains, including financial investment, Internet development (Damm, 2007; P. Lee & Rice, 1998; Qiu, 2005; G. Yang, 2003), and popular culture (Gold, 1993). Nonetheless, the issue of political integration remains contentious.

A geolinguistic analysis of all external links in the two user-generated encyclopaedias can show the diversity and/or concentration of information
sources of the two across different regions and languages, thereby providing insights about online civic engagement within and across Chinese societies.

5.1.1 Method: geolinguistic analysis of web links in the Chinese context

Extending the fields of webometrics (Almind & Ingwersen, 1997; Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2004; Park & Thelwall, 2003; Thelwall, 2009; Thelwall, 2008; Thelwall & Vaughan, 2004) and citation analysis (Borgman, 2007; Garfield, 1979), this research proposes a systematic approach to analyse both the geographic and linguistic information of web links. Although some previous webometric research on web links has exploited some geographic information (e.g. Ortega et al., 2009; Thelwall et al., 2002) and language information (e.g. Hale, 2012; Hong et al., 2011; Petzold, Liao, Hartley, & Potts, 2012), this research advances an integrated approach that considers both as independent variables. In short, for geographic information, it uses both the country code top-level domain name (ccTLD, not to be confused with generic top-level domain names, gTLDs) and the geographical location of an IP address (geo-IP lookup). For linguistic features, it uses the language encoding standards, complemented with tools tailored to measure the variation between simplified and traditional Chinese.

Similar to the way webometrics and/or citation analysis research attempts to study the underlying structure of human interaction from the Web and/or the citation networks (Hong et al., 2011; Hale, 2012; Ortega & Aguillo, 2009; Thelwall & Smith, 2002), the study of external links of online encyclopaedia should reveal the latent structure of information citation as reflected on the overall geographic and linguistic preferences for reliable information sources.

Generic geographic and linguistic features. For a given web link, certain generic geographic and linguistic features can be extracted or detected.

For geographic categorization, this study uses two separate schemes, ccTLD and geo-IP. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses. Based on country code top-level domain names (ccTLD), such as “uk” (representing the UK), “cn” (China), and “tw” (Taiwan), the ccTLD categorization can capture the nominal
expression at the country level. Based on IP addresses, the geo-IP categorization can detect the geographic location of a computer server, since almost all working web links require a computer server hosted somewhere to deliver content.

Some important caveats need to be addressed here: for the ccTLD scheme, given the historical legacy of domain names, three generic top-level domain names (gTLDs), namely “.edu”, “.gov”, and “.mil”, are categorized as being in the U.S. because these domain names are owned and/or administered exclusively by U.S. educational, governmental, and military institutions. For another, domain names, unlike most phone numbers and mailing addresses, do not have to correspond to the actual geographic location where the web page is hosted. Also, there are some ccTLDs that are repurposed for different uses (e.g. “.tv” as an abbreviation for television and “.fm” referring to FM radio). Given these caveats, this research follows the following guidelines: Acknowledging the fact that ccTLD cannot categorize certain websites (including those with popular gTLDs such as “.com” and “.org” and those with only IP addresses), the geo-IP (to be discussed in the next paragraph) scheme must be used to complement the ccTLD findings. Second, the ccTLD outcome should be interpreted as the “expressed” geographic target instead of the actual physical location of a given web link. Third, those links with three gTLDs (“.edu”, “.gov”, and “.mil”) should be categorized as the U.S. By addressing and acknowledging these caveats, the proposed ccTLD and geo-IP categorization schemes provide two best-effort and complementary views on the geographic distribution of web links.

The second generic geographic categorization scheme, called “the geographic location–Internet Protocol address lookup” (geo-IP lookup), has been widely used for commercial and research purposes in detecting the geographic location of an IP address (the standard numerical address underlying all web applications). The geo-IP lookup process requires two procedures: First, the IP address needs to be looked up from the Web address using Domain Name System (DNS) services. This research uses the Public DNS service provided by
Google. Second, based on the produced IP address, the associated geographic information (e.g. countries, regions, or even cities) can be further looked up in some geo-IP databases such as GeoLite Country (MaxMind, 2012) used in this research. Though these two are not the only sources available, they have been utilised by many users and organizations. The Google Public DNS resolution service promises “absolutely no redirection”, meaning that it will never falsely give the alternative IP addresses, also known as DNS hijacking (Google, 2012b). MaxMind promises 99.5% accuracy for looking up geographic locations based on its free GeoLite Country database (MaxMind, 2012).

For linguistic categorization, a basic generic categorization method is used to produce language-script-level categorization (e.g. Latin, Arabic, Cyrillic) by detecting the “character encoding” standards, as shown in Table 5-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages/Scripts</th>
<th>Character Sets</th>
<th>Aliases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>ascii</td>
<td>646, us-ascii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Chinese</td>
<td>big5</td>
<td>big5-tw, csbig5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Chinese</td>
<td>big5hkscs</td>
<td>big5-hkscs, hkscs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified Chinese</td>
<td>gb2312</td>
<td>chinese, csiso58gb2312-80, euc-cn, eucnn, eucgb2312-cn, gb2312-1980, gb2312-80, iso-ir-58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified Chinese</td>
<td>gb18030</td>
<td>gb18030-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western European</td>
<td>latin_1</td>
<td>iso-8859-1, iso8859-1, 8859, cp819, latin,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern European</td>
<td>iso8859_2</td>
<td>iso-8859-2, latin2, L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>iso8859_6</td>
<td>iso-8859-6, arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>iso8859_7</td>
<td>iso-8859-7, greek, greek8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>iso8859_8</td>
<td>iso-8859-8, hebrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>iso8859_9</td>
<td>iso-8859-9, latin5, L5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all languages</td>
<td>utf_32</td>
<td>U32, utf32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While linguistic categorization has been performed by language detection algorithms to produce language-level categorization (Hale, 2012; Hong et al.,
2011), this is not suitable for the research here: for the purpose of this research, it is not necessary to distinguish German versus Spanish among Roman scripts or Egyptian Arabic versus Iraqi Arabic among Arabic ones. The language-script-level categorization in Table 5-1 provides a sufficient indication of language scripts based simply on the character encoding systems used. The only unresolved exception is the all-inclusive Unicode, where all scripts are possible. Additional mechanisms of categorization, especially designed for the Chinese context, are thus needed.

**Geographic and linguistic differences in the Chinese context.** For political and cultural reasons, specific geographic and linguistic differences are crucial in the Chinese context. The following paragraphs describe how the proposed methods of geolinguistic analysis are applied in the Chinese context.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the regions with a majority population of Chinese-speaking users have the following country codes: “cn” (mainland China), “hk” (Hong Kong), “mo” (Macau), “sg” (Singapore), and “tw” (Taiwan). The existence of such a variety of ccTLDs reflects technological and political developments of the past. As for the geo-IP results, those hosted inside mainland China are expected to be subject to Beijing’s censorship regime.

For some major mainland China-based websites, one caveat requires special treatment. Because of the use of “content delivery networks” (CDN) services (Totok, 2009) such as China Cache or Akamai Technologies, their geo-IP results would be the locations of CDN servers rather than the original websites. For the purpose of this research, and based on publicly available information, I have adjusted these geo-IP results to revert to their main servers in China in order to compare the geographic locations of the “ultimate” sources.

The difference between traditional and simplified Chinese character scripts is not only visible but also related to how Chinese modernity and the history of the Chinese Civil War and the Cold War are conceived (P. Chen, 1993; Ji, 2004; L. Z. Lee, 2005; Liao, 2009a; Sui, 2011; Shouhui Zhao & Baldauf, 2007b).
The two major corresponding character encoding standards, gb2312 for simplified Chinese and big5 for traditional Chinese, testify to the history of the separate development of standards between mainland China on one side and Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan on the other side. Thus, the generic character encoding-based linguistic categorization scheme works for distinguishing the simplified Chinese gb2312 from the traditional Chinese big5. However, for texts encoded in Unicode, both Chinese scripts can be accommodated. A method is needed to decide whether a given Unicode-encoded text is written mostly in traditional Chinese or in simplified Chinese. To do so, the following formula is proposed:

\[
\text{Deviance from Simplified Chinese} = \frac{\text{diff}(\text{orig_text}, \text{simp_text})}{\text{diff}(\text{trad_text}, \text{simp_text})}
\]

What the proposed formula does is to decide how far a Chinese-written text deviates from a simplified Chinese text, thereby providing a reliable categorization method to differentiate simplified Chinese texts from traditional Chinese ones.

To illustrate how the above formula works, in Table 5-2 the first row contains a text with the content of 12 characters, which consists of three non-Chinese characters, four shared Chinese characters (characters that are used in both character scripts), four simplified ones, and one traditional Chinese character. Using conversion algorithms, the original text (orig_text) is converted to traditional (trad_text, the second row) and simplified (simp_text, the third row) texts respectively. The difference between orig_text and simp_text, or \( \text{diff}(\text{orig_text}, \text{simp_text}) \), thus equals one. The difference between trad_text and simp_text, or \( \text{diff}(\text{trad_text}, \text{simp_text}) \), equals five, thereby making the value of deviance from Simplified Chinese 20%. This means that the text has 20% of the convertible Chinese characters written in traditional Chinese. The measurement
thus quantifies how far a given text deviates from an all-simplified Chinese text, or equivalently, how close it is to a traditional Chinese text.

Table 5-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Content in Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Text orig_text</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>1）人人对社会负有义务 ·</td>
<td># # C C S C T S C S S #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converted to Traditional trad_text</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>1）人人对社会负有义务 ·</td>
<td># # C C S C S S C S S #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converted to Simplified simp_text</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>1）人人对社会负有义务 ·</td>
<td># # C C T C T T C T T #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Symbol ‘#’ represents a non-Chinese symbol. Symbol ‘C’ represents a Chinese character that is used in both. Symbol ‘T’ represents a traditional Chinese character. Symbol ‘S’ represents a simplified Chinese character.

5.1.2 Data selection and description

The data set, collected in June 2010, included all external links in the article pages of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia.6

---

6 First, the web page collection software was implemented in Python by using PycURL, which used a file transfer library called libcurl. Because each article page in Baidu Baike had a sequential number in its URL (e.g. http://baike.baidu.com/view/48682.htm for the article “Chinese language”) and each article page in Chinese Wikipedia had a unique page ID, a set of URLs were constructed accordingly to cover all available article pages that were not (or not yet) deleted at the time of data collection. Second, for each article page, the external links were extracted and filtered using further Python-implemented software codes to generate a list of distinct external web links. Third, using similar data collection methods used in the first step, each web object, represented by each of the external links, was collected along with the HTTP response messages for further analysis. I did contribute to Chinese Wikipedia from June 2005 to June 2010, but these edits had negligible impact on the dataset. (For example, the number of my own edits to Chinese Wikipedia article pages during the time period was less than 400 and the majority of edits involve no added citations or links.)
What follows is a brief description of the dataset. Special attention has been paid to the skewed distribution of the data points across geographic and linguistic categories.

All distinct external web links extracted from the article pages constitute the main component of the dataset. The following links were systematically excluded: the internal links, navigation links, links to other Baidu websites (for Baidu Baike) and links to Wikipedia’s other sister projects (for Chinese Wikipedia). All other external links were included, including those in the main text and all other sections such as footnotes, references, external websites, etc.

Both the ccTLD and geo-IP categorization methods were then applied to all external links, with tabulated results showing Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia’s geographic distribution. The distribution of both categorization results was found to be skewed: A few regions at the top of the distribution had an enormous number of links (hereafter called “link-have-more” regions), whereas massive regions received few links (hereafter called “link-have-less” regions). Both the generic and Chinese-specific linguistic detection methods were also used to categorize each external link into different writing systems and Chinese variants, with missing data rates just above 10%.

**Data set.** The data set includes three components: (1) the encyclopaedia article pages, (2) the distinct external web links extracted from the article pages, and (3) the externally linked web pages. By the year 2010, the then four-year-old Baidu Baike had more encyclopaedia articles and more external links than the then eight-year-old Chinese Wikipedia, as shown in Table 5-3. Baidu had about six times the number of articles and about twice the number of external links. Thus, Chinese Wikipedia has on average more links per article. Note that not every external web link is well-formed (i.e., following Web standards) and not every well-formed link leads to an external web page that could be accessed for data collection. Still, slightly over 90% of the external links produced web pages that can be analysed.
External links. Certain external links are systematically excluded from the dataset because they are not considered valid indicators of online citation sources. First, the navigation links, usually outside the main text of the article pages, are justifiably excluded because the research concerns citation and content, not the navigation structure of the website. Second, also excluded are those links that lead to other sister websites hosted by Baidu or the Wikimedia foundation. Thus, as shown in Table 5-4, any web links for Baidu Baike that lead to other Baidu websites are excluded. Similarly for Chinese Wikipedia, any links to other language versions and other sister projects hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation are excluded.

Table 5-4 Exclusion criteria for the external web links

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*.baidu.com</td>
<td>*.wikipedia.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*.wikisource.org</td>
<td>*.wikimedia.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*.wikinews.org</td>
<td>*.wikiquote.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*.wiktionary.org</td>
<td>*.wikibooks.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*.wikimedia.de</td>
<td>*.mediawiki.org</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Link-have-more versus link-have-less regions. With the complete external links that fit the research purpose, both the ccTLD and geo-IP categorization methods were conducted to determine the geographic categories for each link. Table 5-5 shows the top 5, top 21 to 25, and top 51 to 55 regions for the geo-IP results. The distribution of the results, for Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia...
alike, is skewed. A few “link-have-more” regions at the top have an enormous number of links, whereas massive “link-have-less” regions receive quite few links. Note that proportion-wise, the top five regions already have 93% of Baidu Baike’s total links; for Chinese Wikipedia, the number is 74%. The skewed distribution poses a challenge for analysis. Although on the surface Baidu Baike is dominated by links from China and Chinese Wikipedia is dominated by links from the United States, further unpacking of the data is required to factor out the size and factor in the role of Hong Kong and Taiwan, both of which ranked 3rd or 4th.

Table 5-5

Skewed geographic distribution of links

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Macao</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Asia/Pacific Region</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.3 Results. Both geographic distribution and linguistic diversities are compared as follows.
Comparing geographic distribution. Showing the contrast in geographic distribution, Table 5-6 lists areas where Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia differ. Each row shows the geo-IP and ccTLD results respectively. Each of the three main columns shows the contrasting categorization of regions, from those where Baidu Baike has more links to the opposite. Since Baidu Baike (BB) has about 1.8 times the number of total external links that Chinese Wikipedia (CW) does, the middle column contains regions where Baidu Baike has more links than Chinese Wikipedia but not proportionally more (i.e. the ratio value \( r = \frac{BB}{CW} \) is smaller than 1.8 but larger than 1).

Table 5-6

Comparing the geographic distribution of links

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baidu Baike has more</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia has more</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>geo-IP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN*, BS†,</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>TH, CU</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY, BZ, NE,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ccTLD</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>cc, nu,</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cn*, la, me, vc, sh,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm, gd, io, ly, ne,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dj</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DE*, FR†, CA†, IT†, CH†,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AU†, SE†, IE†, RU†, MO†,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NZ†, MY†, ES†, NO†, BE†,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DK†, FI†, SG†, and 158 other countries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All countries are ordered from largest to smallest in terms of the difference. Countries are represented by the ISO country codes (upper/lower case for geo-IP/ccTLD results), except for countries such as the U.K., which has the country code (GB) different from ccTLD (uk).

ISO country codes: AU(Australia), BE(Belgium), BS(Bahamas), BZ(Belize), CA(Cocos Islands), CC(Cocos (Keeling) Islands), CH(Switzerland), CM(Cameroon), CN(China), DE(Germany), DK(Denmark), ES(Spain), FI(Micronesia), FR(France), GD(Grenada), GG(Guernsey), HK(Hong Kong), IE(Ireland), IO(British Indian Ocean Territory), IT(Italy), JP(Japan), KR(South Korea), KY(Cayman Islands), LA(Laos), LY(Libya), ME(Montenegro), MO(Macau), MY(Malaysia), NL(Netherlands), NO(Norway), NI(Niue), NZ(New Zealand), RU(Russia), SD(Sudan), SE(Sweden), SG(Singapore), SH(Saint Helena), TW(Taiwan)

*a* Both absolutely and proportionally more (i.e. ratio \( r = BB/CW > 1.82 \))

*b* Absolutely more but not proportionally more (i.e. \( 1 < r < 1.82 \))

*Countries where the difference is over 10,000 links*  
†Countries where the difference is over 1,000 links
Both the number of countries (N) and selected countries are shown for each categorization in Table 5-6. Chinese Wikipedia has more links than Baidu Baike for most regions (over 180 for geo-IP and over 210 for ccTLD).

The asterisk symbol in Table 5-6 signifies the countries where the difference is the widest. In the first column, China marks the extreme advantage of Baidu Baike over Chinese Wikipedia. In the third column, it is the U.S., Taiwan, Hong Kong, the U.K., Japan, France, and many other countries where Chinese Wikipedia has a clear lead. Since Taiwan and Hong Kong are areas where traditional Chinese language scripts are used, it is to be expected that the linguistic analysis of the web links will also reflect these geographic differences.

**Comparing linguistic diversities.** Two pie charts Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 are presented to compare the linguistic diversities of the external link data set.

![Figure 5-1](image)

**Legend**
- Simplified Chinese
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- Non-text media file
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*Note.* Only those larger than 2.5% are labelled with percentage numbers.

*a* Includes Western, Central and South European languages

*b* Includes Baltic, Cyrillic, Greek, Turkish, Hebrew and Arabic scripts

*Figure 5-1.* Language scripts detected: all language scripts
The pie charts in Figure 5-1 show that more than half of Baidu Baike’s external links point to simplified-Chinese-only content, whereas fewer than 2% of the links point to traditional-Chinese-only content. In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia’s links are more diverse and balanced, with 12.2% simplified-Chinese-only and 8.7% traditional-Chinese-only content. Around 10% of the links appear to be dead or broken, which is a common phenomenon and does not alter the overall comparative findings. Using the aforementioned deviance from Simplified Chinese measurement, the Unicode portion can be further unpacked.

Showing only the online sources in the category of East Asian languages, Figure 5-2 confirms the expectation that Baidu Baike prefers simplified Chinese (up to 96.6% = 68.0% + 28.6%), whereas Chinese Wikipedia is more balanced. Traditional Chinese and Japanese take up sizable portions of the external links of Chinese Wikipedia, but much less so for Baidu Baike’s.

**Figure 5-2. Language scripts detected: unpacking the Unicode-encoded results**
So far, both the overall geographic and linguistic analysis has been helpful in illustrating one consistent observation: Chinese Wikipedia has more linguistically and geographically diverse online sources than Baidu Baike does. The overall results show how differently the two encyclopaedias link to the world’s knowledge sources. The differences indicate the overall editorial preferences of the two user-generated encyclopaedias, suggesting how differently the two websites engage online sources.

5.1.4 Discussion. This chapter has so far sought to explore the influence of geographic and linguistic factors on online civic engagement dynamics across Chinese societies, and presented the findings of the two million web links collected in June 2010 from all articles in Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia. The geolinguistic analysis shows strong and different Chinese localization effects in filtering the world’s information. The findings reveal that the difference between the two is less about the “level” of Chineseness (Chinese versus non-Chinese) and more about the geographic and linguistic “extent” of Chineseness (mainland China versus the Chinese-speaking world combined). These two million external links embody the collective editorial judgement on reliable sources for encyclopaedias contributed by online volunteer editors (thus “network gatekeeping”, see Chapter 4), thereby showing the reach of civic engagement online.

Thus, the geolinguistic analysis demonstrates how large datasets can be processed to analyse cultural-political patterns wherever geographic and/or linguistic factors are relevant. Although the analysis represents only a partial picture of how user-generated content websites have filtered the world’s information, geolinguistic analysis can provide important insights: Baidu Baike’s external links are concentrated on simplified Chinese content, mostly hosted in mainland China, whereas Chinese Wikipedia’s are more dispersed and diverse, including much more traditional Chinese content and content hosted in regions such as the U.S., Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, etc.
5.2 Size and institutional considerations

Additional insights can be gained by further considering the size and institutional factors.

One way to deal with the skewed distribution is to factor out the size. Indeed, the geographic mapping in the previous section, while useful in many ways, has two major drawbacks: Some regions are simply too small to be shown on the global map despite their potential analytical significance. Thus, a degree of normalization is required to achieve some “per-size” comparison that is similar to the “per-capita” comparison commonly used in the social sciences. For the purpose of this thesis, three general and independent size indicators can be used to derive several “per-size” comparison outcomes. Thus, each of the regions can be better compared with one another (e.g. Macau versus Taiwan or mainland China versus the U.S.) and at least three kinds of “size” can be considered to check the results in order to avoid arbitrary comparisons.

Another way to analyse the findings further is to compare the top-linked websites because they indicate preferred choices for online sources. The top 15 websites will thus be analysed for each region that could make a difference in distinguishing Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia. Then, using publicly available information and my own experience as a heavy user of online and offline Chinese-language content, I code the websites into categories of commercial, educational, governmental, or non-profit websites. This way, I can assess the nature and quality of online sources linked to by both encyclopaedias. Special attention will be paid to the fact that many institutions in China, although not belonging directly to Chinese government authorities, are affiliated with them. Since it is not feasible to compare all websites, comparing the top-linked sites should provide adequate results.

It should be noted that websites do not always correspond to the institutions of information sources, and that linking to a website is not always equivalent to citing a source. Linking is citing for certain websites, such as the
official media websites of the *New York Times* or *People’s Daily*. Yet linking is not exactly citing for information platforms such as archives, databases, or platform websites, including Google Books and YouTube. Researchers must distinguish linking from citing when interpreting webometric findings, as the difference is likely to be significant to both the subject matter and institutional nature of the website. For example, Google Books is a commercial website (institutional trait) that provides information on books (subject or topical trait), and *People’s Daily* is mainly an official medium of the Chinese Communist party (institutional trait) that provides news and official statements (subject or topical trait).

5.2.1 Geographic normalization. Geographic normalization can now be used for cross-country comparisons. Geographic normalization, or simply data normalization, allows data to be compared using a meaningful common denominator, thereby producing measurements of intensity or density, such as population density (American Planning Association, 2006; Cote, n.d.). Such normalization is particularly useful in “factoring out the size” in order to facilitate comparisons across unequal areas or populations (Cote, n.d.). Since the findings aggregated at the country level are likely to be biased toward large-sized countries, some size measurements may be selected as meaningful common denominators against which data normalization can be performed.

For geographic normalization, I use three general size measurements (GDP, population, and Internet population) because a country can be expected to receive more external links if it is larger in size. I use the 2008 data provided by the International Monetary Fund and the International Telecommunication Union, including the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) numbers derived from purchasing power parity (PPP) as the indicator of economic size. These size measurements can then serve as common denominators that can be used to compare per-size intensity, resulting in measurements per GDP, per Internet user, and per capita for cross-region comparison.
Since to compare all the regions of the world would take efforts that are likely unnecessary for the study, only mainland China and twenty other regions have been selected for comparison. Covering a diverse set of regions, the selection includes the following: regions with sizable Chinese-speaking populations such as Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Singapore, and Malaysia; major Pacific countries such as the U.S., Japan, South Korea and Australia; large developing countries such as Brazil, Russia, and India; one small developed country, the Netherlands; ex-Communist countries such as Vietnam, Czech Republic, and Poland; Middle East countries such as Iran, Israel, and the United Arab Emirates; and one African country, South Africa.

Table 5-7 shows the results across the 21 selected regions in four major sections, from top to bottom: pre-normalized outcomes, per GDP outcomes, per Internet user outcomes, and per capita outcomes. To compare the geographic distribution across countries, the values of each cell are normalized against the maximum number within that row. Within each section, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia’s respective ccTLD and geo-IP results are compared. The first section (pre-normalized outcomes N) shows that Baidu Baike is concentrated heavily in mainland China, and that the most-salient differences between the two encyclopaedias include regions such as the U.S., Taiwan, Japan, and Hong Kong, all of which receive a significant number of links from Chinese Wikipedia but not from Baidu Baike.
### Table 5-7

**Comparing distribution of links across selected regions**

| Pre-normalized and normalized comparisons of Baidu Baike (BB) and Chinese Wikipedia (CW) | United States | China | Hong Kong | Macao | Taiwan | Japan | South Korea | Singapore | Malaysia | Vietnam | Australia | India | Brazil | Russia | Netherlands | Czech Republic | Poland | Iran | United Arab Emirates | South Africa |
| Pre-normalized (N) | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| BB | cc TLD | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | geo-IP | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| CW | cc TLD | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | geo-IP | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Normalized by GDP (N/GDP) | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| BB | cc TLD | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | geo-IP | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| CW | cc TLD | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | geo-IP | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Normalized by Internet population (N/pop_internet) | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| BB | cc TLD | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | geo-IP | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| CW | cc TLD | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | geo-IP | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| Normalized by population (N/pop) | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| BB | cc TLD | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | geo-IP | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| CW | cc TLD | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | geo-IP | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

**Note.** For the purpose of comparison by highlighting the relative differences within each row, the values of each cell are normalized first against the maximum value in each row.
The normalized per-size results, shown in the last three sections of Table 5-7 provide new insights. For the two encyclopaedias, the U.S. ceases to be the differentiating region, whereas regions such as Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan stand out. The clear contrast strongly indicates what differentiates the two encyclopaedias: China, on one hand, and Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan on the other. This observation confirms the previous overall geographic analysis and is consistent in complementing the aforementioned linguistic analysis of the contrasting factor of simplified versus traditional Chinese scripts. The per-size findings reject the notion that the difference between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia is along the lines between China and the U.S. and indicates that the difference is along the line between mainland China on one side and the rest of the major Chinese-speaking regions on the other (echoing findings in Chapter 4).

The comprehensive geographic and linguistic findings show that the difference between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia is less about the “level” of Chineseness and more about the geographic and linguistic “extent” of Chineseness. Indeed, Baidu Baike focuses more on simplified Chinese content and content hosted in mainland China. However, it is not inclusive enough to include Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan, the main Chinese-speaking regions that Beijing is keen to influence and integrate politically. In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia is culturally and linguistically Chinese with substantial links to traditional-Chinese content plus websites hosted in Hong Kong, Macau (officially part of China), and Taiwan (claimed to be “Chinese” by Beijing). The findings thus clearly identify the gaps in Baidu Baike’s engagement with Chinese-written information outside mainland China. Chinese Wikipedia is shown to be an example of what Yang Guobin (2003) described as the rise of a “transnational Chinese cultural sphere” as it relates to the Internet. Further research efforts are still required to better quantify and qualify “Chineseness” online in relation to online civic engagement. Still, the methods and findings here fill an important gap in the existing efforts to understand Chinese civic
engagement online, which are often limited by national frameworks. As indications of cultural-thickening patterns, the Web linkage of the two websites clearly indicates two distinct Chinese cultural spheres or web spheres.

5.2.2 The top 15 websites for mainland China and the U.S. To provide a further check on the findings presented so far, it will be useful to examine the five regions that are critical for determining whether the main difference is China versus non-Chinese or mainland China versus the Chinese-speaking world. Since the top-linked websites should indicate preferred choices for sources for each region, they should tell us how the two encyclopaedias filter information from these critical regions. To enable a straightforward comparison, the respective numbers of links for the two encyclopaedias are listed side by side as N, N(CW) and N(BB) for each website listed.

**China-hosted websites.** Table 5-8 lists the top-15 most linked websites hosted in mainland China.

Table 5-8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>China (CN)</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N(CW)</th>
<th>China (CN)</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N(BB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>tushucheng.com</td>
<td>43210</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>bioinfo.cn</td>
<td>26008</td>
<td>427</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sina.com.cn</td>
<td>33842</td>
<td>6884</td>
<td>xinhuanet.com</td>
<td>8780</td>
<td>12830</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>yoostrip.com</td>
<td>26878</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>sina.com.cn</td>
<td>6884</td>
<td>33842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ilucking.com</td>
<td>23011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>people.com.cn</td>
<td>2811</td>
<td>6155</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>tushulian.com</td>
<td>22707</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>163.com</td>
<td>1761</td>
<td>8372</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>51966.com</td>
<td>20558</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>qq.com</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>8044</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>xinhuanet.com</td>
<td>12830</td>
<td>8780</td>
<td>cntv.cn</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>4730</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>xzqh.org</td>
<td>12234</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>beijing2008.cn</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>867</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>agri.com.cn</td>
<td>11662</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>chinanews.com.cn</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>worldpersondictionary.com</td>
<td>10955</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>dfo.cn</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>gsdkj.net</td>
<td>10953</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>delta-intkey.com</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>elong.com</td>
<td>9981</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>china.com.cn</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>1787</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>beijingtushucheng.com</td>
<td>9467</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>tom.com</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>2221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>163.com</td>
<td>8372</td>
<td>1761</td>
<td>sohu.com</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>4342</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>qq.com</td>
<td>8044</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gov.cn">www.gov.cn</a></td>
<td>495</td>
<td>3724</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Baidu Baike.** E-commerce websites dominate Baidu Baike’s links: four for books: {1}tushucheng.com, {4}ilucking.com, {5}tushulian.com, and
beijingtushucheng.com; three for travel/hotel-booking: {3}yoostrip.com, {6}51966.com, and {12}elong.com; one on agriculture: {9}agri.com.cn (hereafter, the numerical values in the braces indicate the ranking in the table). These eight websites alone contribute to 17% of the total links. Among the remaining top 15 websites, four are major portal websites: {2}sina.com.cn, {7}xinhuanet.com, {14}163.com, and {15}qq.com, and one, xinhuanet.com, is owned directly by the Chinese government. The others are topic-specific websites: {8}xzqh.org (administrative regions), {10}worldpersondictionary.com (a dictionary of famous people), and {11}gsdkj.net (mining related). Comparing the numbers of N and N(CW) clearly indicates that Chinese Wikipedia seems to filter out the e-commerce websites that Baidu Baike has.

Chinese Wikipedia. No e-commerce website dominates Chinese Wikipedia’s links. Among those listed are nine major portal websites and news websites: {2}xinhuanet.com, {3}sina.com.cn, {4}people.com.cn, {5}163.com, {6}qq.com, {7}cntv.cn, {9}chinanews.com.cn, {12}china.com.cn, and {14}sohu.com. It should be noted that five of these are news portals run by party and state media in China ({2}, {4}, {7}, {9}, {12}), outnumbering those run by private owners. The remainder includes three mostly sports-related websites: {8}beijing2008.cn (Beijing Olympics), {10}dfo.cn (German soccer), and {13}tom.com (NBA basketball); two academic databases, {1}bioinfo.cn and {11}delta-intkey.com; and one official government website, {15}www.gov.cn. As the findings indicate, what distinguishes Chinese Wikipedia from Baidu Baike is not about China but rather about the issue of whether e-commerce websites are appropriate sources for user-generated encyclopaedias.

Discussion. The findings above thus challenge the perceived notion that Chinese Wikipedia is less Chinese than Baidu Baike is. Baidu Baike’s content is flooded with “infomercial content” contributed by e-commerce websites, an observation that is supported by my further examination (below) of Baidu Baike’s articles that contain those links. This concentration among the top links
is also supported by the existence of tips on using Baidu Baike for Web promotion (Língcái Web Promotion, 2010). “Infomercial” links even outrank major portal websites among Baidu Baike’s external links. In contrast, nine out of Chinese Wikipedia’s top 15 websites are major Chinese portal websites, with one-third run by party and state officials in China, thereby rejecting the notion that Chinese Wikipedia is not Chinese enough or shies away from citing official Chinese sources. The difference between the two encyclopaedias is less about their Chineseness or about the official-ness of sources and more about their failure or success in excluding or including infomercial links (and the content associated with them).

**U.S.-hosted websites.** Since many major global and Chinese-language websites are hosted in the U.S., a comparison on the most-linked U.S.-hosted websites is needed. Table 5-9 shows the rather diverging outcomes.

Table 5-9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top-linked U.S.-hosted websites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ranking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Baidu Baike.** For the U.S., Baidu Baike’s top-linked website is Wikipedia, and a further breakdown of the data shows that most of the links are pointing to Chinese, English, and Japanese versions (61.60%, 26.05%, and 9.72%, respectively).
The fact that Baidu Baike links to various versions of Wikipedia provides additional evidence that Baidu Baike has copied content from Wikipedia projects, thereby confirming the findings in Chapter 4.

The remaining websites can be categorized roughly as follows. First, for websites that are linked by Baidu Baike and also heavily linked by Chinese Wikipedia, I found a major sport website, {4}nba.com, and a major movie website, {10}imdb.com. Second, for websites that are rarely linked by Chinese Wikipedia (less than 20), I found ten websites, most of which are primarily Chinese-language websites on different topics: {2}souezu.cn (general search), {3}5d6d.com (free online forums), {5}hao565.cn (youth portal), {6}chinaexpertsweb.net (human resources), {7}asian-chinese-african.org (crafts e-commerce), {8}qdgqtv.cn (online video), {11}ey800.cn (pharma-medical), {12}world-culture-research.org (crafts e-commerce), and {14}doudouditu.cn (maps). Again, Baidu Baike included spam links of infomercial content. Third, for websites that receive some links from both encyclopaedias, I found three: {9}xikao.com (on traditional Chinese opera), {13}eb.com (Encyclopædia Britannica Online), and {15}google.cn (Google China). Hence, Baidu Baike is found to have a substantial number of links to U.S.-based websites, including Wikipedia projects; global sports, movies, and encyclopaedia websites; and, again, other Chinese-language infomercial websites.

*Chinese Wikipedia.* In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia’s top 15 exclude e-commerce websites and include major information and educational websites across knowledge domains. (Note that other Wikimedia projects are precluded by research design). The top 9, as expected, are for encyclopaedic references: {1}nih.gov (a U.S. government-funded health research agency), {2}doi.org (a non-profit organization in charge of the Digital Object Identifier system), {3}sil.org (a non-profit for authoritative linguistic information called SIL International), {4}google.com (a major Internet company that provides search services for books and scholarly works), {5}imdb.com (a major information website on movie
databases), {6}youtube.com (a major global website for online videos),
{7}nasa.gov (a U.S. agency on space projects), and {8}harvard.edu and
{9}caltech.edu (two major U.S. universities). Further unpacking shows that these
websites contain digital archives or catalogues for extensive linking. For example,
the top-linked NIH services website is the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), with 75% of the total number of links to
{1}nih.gov; the top-linked Google service is Google books, which garners 34% of
the total number of links to {4}google.com; the second top-linked NASA service
is the National Space Science Data Center, which gets 11% of the total number of
links to {7}nasa.gov. For others, the top-linked harvard.edu service is NASA
Astrophysics Data System (adsabs.harvard.edu), with 74% of the total number of
harvard.edu links; the top-linked caltech.edu service is NASA/IPAC
Extragalactic Database (ned.ipac.caltech.edu), with 92% of the total number of
caltech.edu links. Chinese Wikipedia’s interest in linking to space-related
materials hosted in the U.S. is further confirmed by {10}seds.org, an international
student organization focused on space exploration.

The remaining websites include {12}wikia.com (a major wiki-hosting
website), {14}blogspot.com (a major blog-hosting website), {13}nytimes.com (a
major news portal), {11}uefa.com and {15}skysports.com (two major sports
portals). Thus, the findings suggest the concentration of authoritative (e.g. space
and astrophysics databases) or comprehensive sources (e.g. movies, videos, and
books) on these U.S.-hosted websites. Further examination of Chinese
Wikipedia’s Google Books and IMDb links shows a substantial amount of
Chinese-language content due to the nature of encyclopaedic content. One would
expect that Baidu Baike would have a substantial number of links to these
websites as well, but comparing the numbers of N and N(BB), in fact, except for
{5}imdb.com, Baidu Baike has few or no links to them. Because Baidu Baike has
a large number of links to Chinese and English Wikipedia, and it has more links
to NBA.com than Chinese Wikipedia, it would be difficult to claim that Baidu
Baike is less “American” than Chinese Wikipedia. The findings also demonstrate the dominant position of certain U.S. websites for encyclopaedia references because they provide the world’s most-comprehensive or authoritative information in certain knowledge domains.

5.2.3 The top 15 websites for Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau. Since the per-size comparison has shown that Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia diverge on the distribution of external links to Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau, the following sub-sections examines how they differ.

Hong Kong-hosted websites. Table 5-10 shows that Baidu Baike has a much lower number of links for Hong Kong-hosted websites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Baidu Baike (BB)</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia (CW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(CW)</td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1553</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>tvb.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>wretch.cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>info.gov.hk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>rthk.org.hk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>atnext.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>hkfa.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>mtr.com.hk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>8433</td>
<td>hkes.com.hk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>sina.com.hk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>681busterminal.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>on.cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>nextmedia.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>5626</td>
<td>legco.gov.hk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>lcsd.gov.hk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baidu Baike. Again, e-commerce and infomercial websites dominate Baidu Baike’s links: four of them are for travel/hotel-booking: {1}ysbooking.com, {3}zzfanwen.cn, {4}zhuhere.com, and {7}kuli.com. The rest are for different topics: {2}meiweizhongguo.com (food), {5}gglsw.cn (law), {6}hxcxgl.com (business consulting), {8}axdfz.gov.cn (tea), {10}fushantang.com (Kungfu and
fashion), {12}442.cn (football statistics), {12}52pk.com (games),
{13}fjqhdmw.com (now an adult dating site), and {15}whyypd.com (travel
information). Their impact on Baidu Baike’s content appears to be questionable;
for example, many of the corresponding hotel-booking encyclopaedia articles
contain only basic introductions to a single hotel. Again, comparing the numbers
of N and N(CW), Chinese Wikipedia succeeds in filtering out these e-commerce
or infomercial websites. Only two websites appear to be more-legitimate, Hong
Kong-based media websites: {9}yahoo.com (online media) and {14}tvb.com
(commercial TV media), each of which also has a substantial link presence in
Chinese Wikipedia (over 5,500 links).

Chinese Wikipedia. Major Hong Kong-hosted websites are included in
Chinese Wikipedia. Among those listed are not only the aforementioned popular
Hong Kong-based media websites, {1}yahoo.com and {2}tvb.com, but also other
media websites including {5}rthk.org.hk (the public broadcasting media Radio
Television Hong Kong, or xiānggāng diàntái 香港電台); {6}atnext.com
(commercial media Next Media Limited, or yī chuánméi 壹傳媒), {12}on.cc
(commercial print media Oriental Press Group, or dōngfāng báo yè jítuán 東方報
業集團), and {13}nextmedia.com (commercial media Next Media Limited); and
{3}wretch.cc (a community web site or wúmíng xiǎozhàn 無名小站) and
{10}sina.com.hk (online media Sina Hong Kong or xiānggāng xīnláng 香港新浪).
In addition, three governmental websites are listed: {4}info.gov.hk,
{14}legco.gov.hk, and {15}lcsd.gov.hk. The remaining information websites are
{7}hkfa.com (the non-profit Hong Kong Football Association), {9}hkex.com.hk
(Hong Kong Exchanges), {8}mtr.com.hk, and {11}681busterminal.com (public
transportation). Comparing the numbers of N and N(BB), each listed website has
a significant number of links, suggesting that Chinese Wikipedia is more
“encyclopaedic” for Hong Kong with a mixture of sources. The findings here not
only reinforce the contrast of keeping versus excluding e-commerce websites, but
also support the Mainland China versus outside (as opposed to China versus the
world) hypothesis because Hong Kong was returned to China in 1997.

**Taiwan-hosted websites.** Table 5-11 also shows that Baidu Baike has a much lower number of links to Taiwan-hosted websites.

### Table 5-11

**Top-linked Taiwan-hosted websites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank- ing</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>N(BB)</th>
<th>N(CW)</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>N(CW)</th>
<th>N(BB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>sinica.edu.tw</td>
<td>1493</td>
<td>&lt;4460</td>
<td>sinica.edu.tw</td>
<td>4460</td>
<td>&gt;1493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>npm.gov.tw</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>&gt;71</td>
<td>libertytimes.com.tw</td>
<td>2983</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>cnave.com.tw</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>udn.com</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>&lt;1849</td>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td>&gt;241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>wordpedia.com</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td>chinatimes.com</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>&gt;12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>pili.com.tw</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>&gt;87</td>
<td>yam.com</td>
<td>1686</td>
<td>&gt;54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>tc.edu.tw</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>&lt;754</td>
<td>tse.com.tw</td>
<td>1474</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>pixnet.net</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>&lt;676</td>
<td>tp.edu.tw</td>
<td>1142</td>
<td>&gt;32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>kingnet.com.tw</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>&gt;59</td>
<td>tku.edu.tw</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>&gt;16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>joypark.com.tw</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>nownews.com</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>&gt;16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ttv.com.tw</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>&lt;499</td>
<td>ntu.edu.tw</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>&gt;42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>digitalarchives.tw</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>&gt;45</td>
<td>tc.edu.tw</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>colorbird.com</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
<td>pixnet.net</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>&gt;93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>yam.com</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>&lt;1686</td>
<td>ly.gov.tw</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>&gt;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>woo.com.tw</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>&lt;202</td>
<td>nccu.edu.tw</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>&gt;16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Baidu Baike.** Similar to or even worse than the Hong Kong-hosted findings, only the top 3 Taiwan-based websites have more than 250 links, while almost all the top 15 Hong Kong-based ones have over 250 links for Baidu Baike. Given the low numbers for Baidu Baike, only the top five are discussed here. The top two are {1}sinica.edu.tw (Academia Sinica) and {2}npm.gov.tw (the National Palace Museum, guólì gùgōng bówùyuàn, 國立故宮博物院), both of which host major digital archives and databases of an academic and knowledge-based nature. The remaining top five include {3}cnave.com.tw (an e-commerce website for Chinese music); {4}yahoo.com (a major portal website); and {5}wordpedia.com (an encyclopaedia website that provides paid online access to Encyclopaedia Britannica, “China Encyclopaedia”, and “Taiwan Encyclopaedia”). Baidu Baike does not include a substantial number of Taiwan-based websites as its sources.
Chinese Wikipedia. In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia includes many Taiwan-based sources, such as the aforementioned {1}sinica.edu.tw and {3}yahoo.com. Included also are several major Taiwan-based newspaper websites: {2}libertytimes.com.tw (the Liberty Times, or ziyóu shìbào 自由時報), {4}udn.com (the United Daily News or liánhé bào 聯合報) and {5}chinatimes.com (the China Times or zhōngguó shìbào 中國時報). Also listed are one television website, {15}tvbs.com.tw, and three online media websites, {6}yam.com, {10}nownews.com, and {12}pixnet.net. Similar to the findings for Hong Kong, Chinese Wikipedia’s top websites also include the official website on stocks, {7}tse.com.tw (the Taiwan Stock Exchange). Listed educational websites include three university websites, {9}tku.edu.tw, {11}ntu.edu.tw, and {14}nccu.edu.tw, and a set of national school websites in Taipei, {8}tp.edu.tw. The only government website in the top 15 is the Legislative Yuan of Taiwan, {13}ly.gov.tw. Again, comparing the numbers of N and N(BB), Chinese Wikipedia covers more diverse sources from Taiwan, including major news, educational, and governmental websites that have little presence on Baidu Baike.

Macau-hosted websites. Table 5-12 shows the findings for Macau.

Table 5-12
Top-linked Macau-hosted websites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baidu Baike (BB)</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia(CW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>macaudata.com</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>icm.gov.mo</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>cityguide.gov.mo</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>iacm.gov.mo</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>umac.mo</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>macau99.org.mo</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>io.gov.mo</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gov.mo">www.gov.mo</a></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>dsec.gov.mo</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>namkwong.com.mo</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>smg.gov.mo</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>al.gov.mo</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>macaodaily.com</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>macauheritage.net</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>safp.gov.mo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Baidu Baike. Similar to the findings for Hong Kong and Taiwan, Baidu Baike has far fewer links than Chinese Wikipedia. Some of the patterns found in Hong Kong and Taiwan also apply here. First, Baidu Baike has a much smaller number of links: for almost any of Baidu Baike’s top 15 Macau-based websites, Chinese Wikipedia has more links, except for one corporation website, namkwong.com.mo, providing additional evidence that Baidu Baike fails to filter out promotional content.

Chinese Wikipedia. In terms of both quantity and diversity, Chinese Wikipedia links Macau better. Comparing the numbers of N and N(BB) in the right half of Table 5-12, Baidu Baike fails to give expected links to Macau’s major newspaper, TV, and online media, including Macaudaily.com (Macau Daily), tdm.com.mo (Macau Broadcasting TV), and ctm.net (Macau’s major online portal website). In addition to these media websites, Chinese Wikipedia’s top 15 for Macau include other government information websites, ranging from gcs.gov.mo (news) and smg.gov.mo (weather) to dsat.gov.mo (transportation), all of which receive few or no links from Baidu Baike.

5.2.4 Discussion. The results above have accounted for the factors of size and the institutions of external links, thereby providing greater detail that marks the differences between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia. Both geographic and linguistic findings have independently indicated that the most salient difference is not between China and the U.S., but rather between mainland China and the other three Chinese-speaking regions of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau. Moreover, the U.S. findings challenge the binary notion of “Chinese” Baidu Baike versus “American” Chinese Wikipedia and support the observation of Chinese Wikipedia as more “encyclopaedic” and “international”. The comparison of the top 15 most-linked websites suggests a strong contrast in relation to the institutions linked. Baidu Baike’s external links are prone to e-commerce and infomercial links across regions, whereas Chinese Wikipedia’s
cover the major news, governmental, and informational websites of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau that Baidu Baike overlooks.

Thus, it can be concluded that Baidu Baike is subject to both the commercial interests and the geographic boundary of mainland China, whereas Chinese Wikipedia covers the major websites more substantially for four specific Chinese-speaking regions: mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau. Note, as shown in Table 5-7, that the per-size normalized results indicate that Chinese Wikipedia cites the regions of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau even more than the information-rich U.S., providing yet another indication that Chinese Wikipedia is “Chinese” in the sense that it engages knowledge sources from these Chinese-speaking regions. Thus, conceptualized in terms of “civic learning repertoires” for “information engagement” (Bennett & Wells, 2009) built by user-contributors to filter and make use of information and content that is deemed reliable, these external links reflect the location and content preferences of the “civic learning” involved.

The role of the U.S. is also addressed here: for both encyclopaedias, the U.S.-hosted websites reflect the dominant role of the U.S. as the world’s information hub instead of its American values. The fact that Baidu Baike has many links to Chinese-language websites in the U.S. (including its competitor, Chinese Wikipedia, as the top-linked website) suggests that the notion that U.S.-hosted websites may somehow decrease the level of Chineseness is problematic.

From these findings, different cultural-thickening patterns can be derived: in terms of regions, both encyclopaedias converge roughly on the online sources in mainland China but diverge on those in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macau, and the U.S. For institutions, both converge on almost all major online sources in mainland China and some in the U.S., but they diverge on major news, government, and information websites in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau. Hence Baidu Baike’s cultural-thickening patterns, as shown by its external links, can be described as “commercially dominant” and “Mainland-centric”, whereas
Chinese Wikipedia’s can be described as more “encyclopaedic” and closer to a “transnational Chinese cultural sphere” (G. Yang, 2003). Regions of Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan and their traditional Chinese language scripts are shown to matter the most (and more so than the U.S. when the findings are normalized per size), suggesting that the difference between the two is mainland China versus the Chinese-speaking world combined, which confirms the findings comparing the geographic locations of the power users in Chapter 4. It is difficult to discern whether the omission of various sources here is the direct outcome of editorial decisions made by user-contributors, the indirect outcome of Mainland Chinese contributors who have little access to sources outside mainland China, or the outcome resulting from Baidu’s employee censorship. Nevertheless, it is clear that Baidu Baike provides a cultural-thickening pattern that is limited to mainland China and is more open to spam information.

It should be noted that both seem to fail to engage information from Singapore and Malaysia, despite the fact that Chinese Wikipedia nominally recognizes Singapore and Malaysia as separate geolinguistic regions on par with the others. Thus, the “trans-regional” Chineseness of Chinese Wikipedia is limited. While further research needs to be conducted on this topic, for the purpose of the thesis, it suffices to point out that Chinese Wikipedia does have more links than Baidu Baike to websites in Singapore and Malaysia. Since Malaysia and Singapore also use simplified Chinese, as does mainland China, what contributes to the divergence between the two encyclopaedias is not simply Baidu Baike’s exclusion of traditional Chinese content but mainly its undue concentration of online sources inside mainland China. In conclusion, Chinese Wikipedia is not only “Chinese” enough, in the sense that it includes major websites in mainland China, but more “Chinese” than Baidu Baike by having better “information engagement” (Bennett & Wells, 2009) with online sources in Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan.
The unit of analysis of the findings so far has proceeded from the level of encyclopaedia platforms to the level of regions. Thus, the analysis of cultural-thickening patterns may not apply to the level of individual entry articles. For instance, it would be more convincing if the cultural-thickening phenomenon were contrasted at the level of articles by examining whether different external links and/or sources are integrated. While the findings so far have the merit of being comprehensive, further citation and content analysis of specific articles will provide an additional check on the findings, which leads to the next subsection.

5.3 Defining and negotiating Chineseness

Though both are “Chinese” enough, Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike each have a different focus and meaning, and thus the way they define and present Chineseness may be different. Thus content analysis of articles that are essential in defining Chineseness can be conducted to complement the findings so far. Indeed, this content analysis constitutes a test of editorial objectivity for any general-purpose encyclopaedia insofar as it defines the language, ethnicity, and worldview of its major target audience. For example, it may be more difficult for Encyclopædia Britannica (Latin for "British Encyclopaedia") to maintain absolutely objective and neutral when defining the English language, the British people, and the idea of Commonwealth than to describe, for example, the German language, the German people, and “Weltanschauung” (German for worldview or philosophy of life). To compare how Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia define “Chineseness” differently, an analysis of the articles on Chinese languages, people, and worldview will be useful. To do this, I have chosen to study three entry articles, the Han Chinese characters ( hànzì 汉字 hereafter “Hanzi”), the Han Chinese ethnic group ( hànzú 汉族 hereafter “Hanzu”), and the Han Chinese worldview ( tiānxìà 天下 hereafter “Tianxia”) because of their central roles in defining and presenting Chineseness. Although
by no means comprehensive, the selection contains several essential articles for anyone who is interested in examining how Chineseness is presented.

It might also be possible to compare entry articles that are even more culturally and politically controversial, such as “Mao Zedong” and “cultural revolution”, and my decision not to do so is based on the fact that these articles are often not stable or protected enough from editing for long periods of time, thereby making them poor choices for reliable analysis. I have collected the versions on August 20, 2011 and on the same date in 2010. Since these article pages in 2011 are found to be relatively stable (no major substantial changes for a year), the following paragraphs will detail the comparisons for the 2011 version. Although I have myself edited several Chinese Wikipedia articles, my edits were done at a time and on articles that do not affect the findings on the three selected articles.

Still, my experiences in editing the more controversial article of “Zhonghuaminzhu” (Chinese nation) in Chinese Wikipedia can further illustrate the dynamics of keeping and removing content. All of this additional analysis will complement the citation and content findings in the first part of this chapter by testing the editorial judgement of concerned user-contributors.

5.3.1 Methods. I began the content analysis by examining the sources that are listed and cited as providing support for the content. After all, encyclopaedias are tertiary sources that depend mostly on secondary sources. I coded each of the sources using three different categorization schemes. First, based on how these sources are used in the articles, I coded them as three “types”: “footnotes with citations”, “references”, and “external links”. Second, I coded them based on their geolinguistic features. Third, I coded them based on whether a hyperlink is provided or not. The categorization outcomes have been visualized as treemaps for source comparison.

Further content comparison was conducted assisted by using difference-finding software tools (often called “diff” tools). Note that since copy-and-paste
activities are common on the Web, if two encyclopaedias share the same content, a further analysis of version history can provide some indication about which might be a copy of the other.

5.3.2 Findings: Citation and content analysis. Figure 5-3 shows the overall outcome of the three selected articles as a treemap. It shows the number of sources in proportion to the area size, and the treemap clearly indicates that Chinese Wikipedia has more than five times the sources that Baidu Baike has.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>geo-linguistic regions</strong></td>
<td><strong>types</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN (China)</td>
<td>TW (Taiwan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN (classic</td>
<td>TW (pre1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref</td>
<td>ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wo</td>
<td>ext</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Country codes: CN (China), TW (Taiwan), HK (Hong Kong), JP (Japan), US (United States), KR (Korea), and NZ (New Zealand); also Chinese historical: classic (classic Chinese), and pre1949 (modern Chinese content published before 1949)

* Types: fn (footnotes with citations), ref (references), and ext (external links).

* Hyperlinks: w (with), and wo (without).

**Figure 5-3.** A treemap comparison of citations and external sources for “Hanzi”, “Hanzu” and “Tianxia”

Each row of Figure 5-3 shows the comparison based on different categorization schemes. First, in terms of geolinguistic regions, Chinese Wikipedia contains substantial sources from diverse regions and some classic Chinese sources. In contrast, Baidu Baike uses only one classic Chinese source and one pre-1949 Chinese source in addition to the majority of Mainland Chinese sources. This does not mean that Chinese Wikipedia is less Mainland Chinese
because, in absolute numbers, it has more mainland China sources than Baidu Baike has (see the area size of "CN"). Second, regarding the types of sources, Chinese Wikipedia has well-formatted footnotes and citations, whereas Baidu Baike lacks any footnotes. Third, in terms of the provision of hyperlinks, the two have a similar percentage of hyperlinked sources.

The findings above confirm what has been consistently established thus far: The content of Chinese Wikipedia is better supported with sources that are more diverse. A further breakdown for each of the three selected articles are provided as follows.

**Tianxia.** The historical editing evidence shows that Baidu Baike copied Chinese Wikipedia for the article on “Tianxia”. Based on the 2500-character-long Chinese Wikipedia version, Baidu Baike’s version removes approximately 750 characters and adds about 150 characters, keeping the 1600-character-long text exactly the same (about 60%). In terms of listed sources, Chinese Wikipedia’s eight references (all in Japanese) and six explanatory footnotes (without citations) are excluded from Baidu Baike’s version. Because the content is mostly the same, the differences in the listed sources are peculiar. This may be because the Japanese-language literature is not acceptable in Baidu Baike’s national framework or simply that copying citations takes extra effort in formatting. Regardless, knowing that the Chinese-language academic publication on “Tianxia” is enough for citations, I find it strange that this topic contains no citations in either Baidu Baike or Chinese Wikipedia. After examining the corresponding article’s edit history in the Japanese Wikipedia, I found that the Japanese version was created and expanded before the Chinese version by about two weeks, suggesting that the content is mostly translated originally from the Japanese Wikipedia for this topic. Chinese Wikipedia’s demand for high-quality, reliable sources to guarantee high-quality content is further exemplified by the discussion page on the article “Tianxia”. The article was designated as a “Good
Article” and passed by Chinese Wikipedians in 2006, but later, in 2012, the status of “Good Article” was revoked because of the lack of footnotes and references.

What Baidu Baike deletes and adds further shows a particular cultural-political stance in promoting an idealized historically consistent and unified China. For example, Baidu Baike’s version removes the historical detail that the Shang Dynasty did not have a concept of “Tianxia”, and adds a paragraph describing how “Tianxia” was unified under the Sui Dynasty. Probably in order to avoid phrases that sound too hegemonic or feudal, the internal links to other entry articles such as “China-centrism”, “Chinese emperor” and “Tian” (Heaven) were removed. In addition, the non-Han-Chinese “Tianxia” views, practiced by the Manchurian ruler of the Qing Dynasty, or by the ancient Korean ruler of Goguryeo, are all missing from Baidu Baike’s version. Chinese Wikipedia’s version, in contrast, retains the Japanese interpretation that the Manchurian rule of China transforms the once-Chinese “Tianxia” under barbarian rule, whereas Baidu Baike’s version presents the opposite: Chinese “Tianxia” persists despite the foreign rule by Manchus. This presents a case where Baidu Baike modifies the content that it copies from Chinese Wikipedia to fit the national framework of mainland China. What we can see here is the effect of knowledge-sourcing dynamics concerning the Han worldview (a contentious topic) across three encyclopaedia websites: Japanese Wikipedia, Chinese Wikipedia, and Baidu Baike.

_Hanzi_. Figure 5-4 shows the differences in the article on “Hanzi”. Again, Chinese Wikipedia contains more sources, and these sources are more diverse. Chinese Wikipedia’s article has 29 sources, whereas Baidu Baike has only six. With sources ranging from China to Taiwan to Korea, Chinese Wikipedia’s version draws upon wider sources, including six well-formatted footnotes with citations, ten references that include published academic sources, and thirteen external web links for “further readings”. In contrast, Baidu Baike’s article has only six items for “further readings”, all web pages hosted in mainland China.
Chapter 5 Citation and content analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext</td>
<td>ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext</td>
<td>fn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>TW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>KR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Country codes: CN (China), TW (Taiwan), US (United States), HK (Hong Kong), JP (Japan), and KR (Korea)

* Types: ext (external links), ref (references), and fn (footnotes with citations).

Figure 5-4. A treemap comparison: “Hanzi”

Clearly, as regards Chinese characters, Baidu Baike reinforces a particular Mainland Chinese perspective whereas Chinese Wikipedia includes diverse perspectives. Further, the concept of the “Hanzi cultural sphere” (hànzì wénhuà quān 汉字文化圈) is not formally introduced in Baidu Baike’s version but receives a subsection of content (about a half-page long) in Chinese Wikipedia’s version, describing how Chinese characters have been historically used and appropriated by countries such as Japan, Korea, and Vietnam. Another feature is that the computing dimension of Chinese characters is addressed by a full section in Chinese Wikipedia, while it is briefly discussed in a subsection on the limitations of Chinese characters in Baidu Baike. Arguably, the most salient difference is the way the two versions address the differences between traditional Chinese and simplified Chinese characters. Baidu Baike never fully mentions the term “orthodox Chinese characters” (zhèngtǐ 正体) as proposed by Taiwan and cites only Mainland Chinese sources when describing the simplified versus traditional Chinese controversies. Chinese Wikipedia’s version, in contrast, presents more diverse (and thus arguably more balanced) views based on sources that are also more diverse. This cultural-political contrast is expected
because, by design, Baidu Baike as a linguistic platform already excludes contributions made in traditional Chinese characters (see Chapter 4).

**Hanzu.** Figure 5-5 shows the source differences of the article on “Hanzu”. Again, Chinese Wikipedia contains more sources in numbers and kinds: Chinese Wikipedia has 33 sources and Baidu Baike has only 7. Drawing on sources from China, Taiwan, classic Chinese texts, Japan, the U.S., and New Zealand, Chinese Wikipedia’s version addresses the subject matter of ethnic Han-Chinese with wider sourcing than Baidu Baike, whose seven listed sources include no specific footnotes but only seven references. Among the seven references, one provides a dead link to a page hosted by the Chinese Communist Party’s Youth Group’s old website; one provides a citation to a major book of history published in China before 1949; one provides another citation to an ancient history book written in classic Chinese; and one provides a citation to China’s 2005 population sample survey. The remaining three references are all China’s general history books published in mainland China by publishers closely affiliated with party and state organizations. In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia’s version lists 1 reference and 32 footnotes with citations, with materials ranging from Taiwan’s annual official survey of the overseas Chinese population worldwide - to an academic article that deconstructs the modern republican attempts to use the Yellow Emperor as the common ancestor of all Han-Chinese people. The sources in Chinese Wikipedia’s version are thus more diverse and balanced. Note that although having more diverse sources beyond just mainland Chinese ones, Chinese Wikipedia’s version also has more sources from mainland China than Baidu Baike’s version has.
Chinese Wikipedia types

Country codes: CN (China), TW (Taiwan), US (United States), NZ (New Zealand), and JP (Japan); Chinese historical: classic (classic Chinese), pre1949 (modern Chinese content published before 1949)

Figure 5-5. A treemap comparison: “Hanzu”

The overall content difference shows (as with the other two articles) that, on the topic of Han Chinese people, Baidu Baike reinforces a particular perspective, whereas Chinese Wikipedia includes various perspectives. For example, when addressing the topic of linguistic diversity among the Han people, Baidu Baike’s version argues that, “the high level of unification in Chinese characters has strong cohesion effects within Han Chinese. Without any exaggeration we can say: without Hanzi, there are no Han Chinese people”. This statement is, at best, unencyclopaedic in tone and, at worst, misleading, since historically, Chinese characters are also used by literati-scholars in Korea, Japan, and Vietnam (Woodside, 2006), and they could function, “like medieval European Latin, as a common means between intellectuals of the region . . . well into the twentieth century” (Delanty, 2006, p. 33). In contrast, the political dimension of Han Chinese people is addressed in Chinese Wikipedia’s version; not only is the concept of the “Hanzi cultural sphere” addressed on various occasions but also the cultural-political tensions between “Hua” (Han Chinese culture or people) and “Yi” (non-Han Chinese culture or people) are discussed. As another example, on the issue regarding how the historical concept of Han Chinese people shifts to the modern concept of the Chinese nation, or
“Zhonghua minzu” (zhōnghuá mínzú 中华民族), Baidu Baike’s version presents a viewpoint that “Zhonghua minzu” will continue unification and merging with other ethnic groups as a continuity with what the Han Chinese people have historically achieved. In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia’s version provides a brief description on how and when “Zhonghua minzu” differs from “Hanzu”.

Altogether, the content and citation comparison of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia on three, key Chineseness-defining articles presents a clear contrast. The findings show that Baidu Baike avoids such tensions by removing or excluding them to fit a national framework of mainland China; sources and content that describe or explain such tensions, particularly published or sourced in Hong Kong or Taiwan, are excluded. In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia presents such tensions with more, and more-diverse, well-formatted sources and citations. As source citations indicate editorial judgement of knowledge authority, the contrast that has been found can thus be understood in terms of different cultural-political expressions of online collaborative projects. The two encyclopaedias, at least for the three Chineseness-defining articles, exercise different editorial judgements regarding what kind of knowledge sources can be considered as reliable and relevant. While the three concepts chosen are not representative, they relate to the contentious issue of how Chineseness and Chinese worldviews are related to Chinese languages, an obvious topic of concern in terms of the geo-linguistic approach used in this thesis.

Another example that demonstrates the contentious editorial dynamics related to Chineseness is my own editing experience after mid-2012 on the article about “Zhonghua minzu” in Chinese Wikipedia and some interesting outcomes in Baidu Baike, to which we can now turn.

*Modern Chineseness: Zhonghua minzu.* Because modern China was born out of a Chinese empire (Qing dynasty) ruled by a non-Han Chinese ethnic group of Manchus, modern Chinese national identity surrounding the term “Zhonghua
minzu” (中华民族 Chinese nation or Chinese race) has been a controversial topic (Fitzgerald, 1995; Gries, 2004; Unger & Barme, 1996; G. Wang, 1996a; Suisheng Zhao, 2004). In the early republican era, the republican view of the Chinese nation shifted from a Han-Chinese nation to a multi-ethnic nation that comprises five main ethnic groups (with Han-Chinese as the majority group). The term “Zhonghua minzu”, once a term proposed by constitutionalists in the late Qing period to resolve the cultural-political tensions between Manchus and Han Chinese, has gained wider acceptance and political legitimacy since then. Under the Communist state, the number of recognized ethnic groups was later increased from five to 56.

To test whether Chinese Wikipedia is indeed more inclusive, I undertook a kind of action research by editing the article on “Zhonghua minzu” myself. First, I identified several major scholars who have made authoritative and definitive contributions to the subject matter of “Zhonghua minzu”, including Xiaotong Fei from mainland China and Cho-yun Hsu from Taiwan (Fei, 1991; Xu, 2009). My plan was to see what could be kept and what might be deleted in two encyclopaedias by making several new edits based on these sources. I began the majority of my edits starting in mid-2012 and encountered several edits reverting my edits by various Chinese Wikipedians, including one who declared himself a Han-Chinese supremacist on his user page. By providing sources and explaining why my edits were necessary to improve the article, all recorded and documented in the edit history and talk page (zhWP, 2013a), most of my edits were slowly accepted and came through from October 26 to November 23, 2012 (zhWP, 2013b). At that time, I decided to wait a few weeks in order to make sure that my version was stable enough for other Chinese Wikipedia contributors before I took the next step, which was to contribute the new edits to Baidu Baike to see what would happen.

The situation changed rapidly when User:Shizhao, arguably the most famous Chinese Wikipedia contributor and administrator, decided to revert my
and others’ edits on February 11, 2013, all the way back to an older version dated December 13, 2010, effectively removing 285 edits made by 74 different users (User:Shizhao, 2013). Based in Beijing, User:Shizhao has been known for his long-time maintenance service to Chinese Wikipedia, his escape from a series of recall elections against his administrative power, and as an administrator who upsets some users, especially those from Hong Kong, concerning specific articles (Mingpao, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c). Despite my efforts to explain the new edits, he seemed unconvinced, reverting to the old 2010 version with no further explanation except for a short statement that he thinks the old version is better (zhWP, 2013b). After a few back-and-forth edits, mostly between the two of us, another administrator (from mainland China) intervened to “protect” the older version. In Wikipedia projects, when an article is protected, no new edits are possible without administrative power. Though the “protect” mechanism aims to cool down editing controversies by stopping further editing activities and thus does not endorse the “protected” version, there is evidence that some Wikipedia editors exploit the mechanism to protect their preferred versions, so that other editors can make no further modifications.

With all the new edits after December 2010 that were effectively removed by Chinese Wikipedia, I decided to proceed to make similar contributions to Baidu Baike instead. To my surprise, without my action, Baidu Baike’s article had already included some of my edits from the Chinese Wikipedia version (User:Wǒnlèiyǔnhè(我乃野云鹤), 2012) dated November 13, 2012. In the introduction section, one sentence (but not the references) describing the conceptual contribution by academics such as Xiaotong Fei and Cho-yun Hsu had been copied character by character from my edits in Chinese Wikipedia and had survived the editing of at least 11 contributors for four months (“Zhonghua minzu (zhōnghuá mínzú 中华民族),” 2013). Of course, as we have already seen, a lot of the content of Baidu Baike is simply copied from Chinese Wikipedia.
My editing experiences with “Zhonghua minzu” seemingly contradict the rest of the findings in this chapter. Removed from Chinese Wikipedia, my edits mysteriously appeared in Baidu Baike. The contradiction mainly indicates the dynamics of constant user contributions. In relation to a particularly controversial article, local dynamics may develop in a way that goes against the general editorial patterns. Researchers must recognize that a small number of user-contributors can potentially shift the dynamics of a certain encyclopaedia article, and thus they should avoid the over-generalization of findings based on a single article. Researchers may need to consider Yang’s (2003) guerrilla ethnography approach and embed themselves more into the dynamics across more online spaces. Alternatively, researchers can apply webometrics analysis that offers a more comprehensive picture that complements findings based on a single or a few articles.

Nevertheless, my editing experiences with the “Zhonghua minzu” article provided some important observations that are consistent with the findings thus far. First, Baidu Baike does copy from Chinese Wikipedia. Second, during the copying process, footnotes and citations appear to be dropped, probably because more efforts are required to keep them. Third, through removing and adding content copied from Chinese Wikipedia, Baidu Baike can better fit the new edits under the national framework of China. Fourth, cultural-political tensions are not automatically resolved in Chinese Wikipedia simply because it is more integrative than Baidu Baike is. For example, my editing experience shows that the editorial opinion of one Mainland Chinese administrator may prevail for a period without substantial challenges. Thus, the apparent contradiction does not challenge the findings so far but rather highlights the changing dynamics within and between the two major Chinese-language user-encyclopaedias.

5.4 Chapter conclusions
Citing and linking information sources requires active engagement with information sources on the part of user-contributors. As tertiary sources,
encyclopaedias must rely on secondary sources for reliable information. Thus, citing and linking patterns manifest themselves as sharing activities that gather sources from different regions. Boundaries are reintroduced when cross-regional linking and citing is missing or even discouraged. By not linking or citing enough sources from Macau, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, Baidu Baike effectively reinforces the boundary between mainland China and the other Chinese-speaking regions. In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia includes more geolinguistically diverse sources, resulting in a cross-regional repertoire for Chinese-speaking users. Because of Baidu Baike’s failure to include important sources from these regions, the difference between the two, i.e. Mainland China versus the Chinese-speaking world combined, further confirms the similar observations of Chapter 4 that Baidu Baike has failed to overcome existing boundaries while Chinese Wikipedia has done so.

To conclude, we can first explicate these findings using the notion of cultural thickening. Two distinct cultural-thickening patterns show how the two websites engage the world’s knowledge sources differently. As summarized in Table 5-13, the cultural patterns indicated by linking and citing sources suggest that Baidu Baike mostly thickens information sources within mainland China, whereas Chinese Wikipedia integrates sources across diverse regions. In addition, using the notion of “civic learning repertoires” for “information engagement” (Bennett & Wells, 2009), encyclopaedia content-sourcing can be seen as (1) building shared knowledge resources and (2) negotiating judgements about information sources. As a result, different cultural-thickening processes correspond to different engagement patterns. Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that Baidu Baike exemplified a limited version of civic engagement among Mainland Chinese users, whereas Chinese Wikipedia embodied civic learning repertoires and information engagement among users across Chinese-speaking regions. Furthermore, in dealing with spam and geolinguistic factors, the comparative analysis of content and citations in this chapter also confirm the
findings in Chapter 4. Altogether, the patterns of practice and discourse show two general patterns: One puts (mainland) China at the information centre of the world, whereas the other draws upon additional other Chinese information outside mainland China. One allows spam links while the other filters spam links.

Table 5-13

Comparing distribution of citing and content patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... of linking</td>
<td>Mostly sources from mainland Chinese in simplified Chinese</td>
<td>Diverse sources from around the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of citing</td>
<td>Mostly sources from mainland Chinese in simplified Chinese</td>
<td>Diverse sources from across Chinese-speaking regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of geo-linguistic features</td>
<td>Overwhelmingly mainland and simplified Chinese</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of civic engagement</td>
<td>Very likely limited to mainland Chinese users</td>
<td>Very likely across Chinese-speaking regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of discourse</td>
<td>(Mainland) China as the centre of the world</td>
<td>(Mainland) China as part of the (Chinese-speaking) world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of practice</td>
<td>Free to spam</td>
<td>Free from spam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-existing cultural-political boundaries have been reintroduced or overcome accordingly: Chinese Wikipedia’s geolinguistic extent of information engagement (mostly the Chinese-speaking world combined) is thus shown to be more extensive than that of Baidu Baike (relatively “selective” for Mainland China). Baidu Baike has failed to bring together content and sources from regions outside mainland China, including regions claimed by Beijing as inseparable parts of China. According to Table 5-7, in fact, Chinese Wikipedia still provides due and adequate citations to Mainland Chinese sources, despite having been blocked by Beijing for a long period of time (see also Chapter 4), reflecting the fact that it has a sizable proportion of contributors from mainland
China. The quantitative findings thus offer insights on the intensity level of cross-regional interactions and boundary dynamics. The lack (disconnections) or small amount of information engagement (relatively insignificant connections) signals information barriers or voids, suggesting the existence of boundaries being reinforced.

The geolinguistic analysis, both generally and specifically related to Chineseness, shows that the citations and thus the content in traditional Chinese from Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan distinguish Chinese Wikipedia from Baidu Baike. The difference provides important insights into the civic engagement with the two encyclopaedias. The geolinguistic analysis has proved useful in showing the reach or focus of civic engagement online.

The issues of geolinguistic affinity and barriers are often overlooked in the literature about civic engagement, leaving questions about Internet users of different world languages. How, for example, do geographic and linguistic factors shape the Arabic-language Internet? What is the role of the U.S. in hosting Arabic-written sources? Are there major emerging hosting websites outside the U.S. such as Yandex and Baidu? Special attention is needed to explore these linguistic and geographic aspects of online practices, especially with non-Latin writing systems such as Cyrillic, Arabic, and Chinese that are major world languages (Petzold et al., 2012). Thus, the study presented here can be considered as a case that has wider import for Internet that is increasingly more multilingual, rather than just pertaining to the special “Chinese case”. The reach or focus of civic engagement online can be better understood with more research using geographic and linguistic information online, loosely called “geolinguistic research” here.

It should be noted, however, that this study is just one example of research that examines the geographic and/or linguistic features and boundaries or gaps in public knowledge production (as discussed in Chapter 2; e.g. Thelwall & Smith, 2002; Liao, 2008; Hecht & Gergle, 2009, 2010; Graham et al., 2011; Liao
& Petzold, 2010; Lowe, 2011; Paolo Massa, 2011; Bao et al., 2012; P. Massa & Scrinzi, 2012; Petzold et al., 2012; Warncke-Wang et al., 2012). Particularly for research on online civic engagement, different geographic and linguistic factors are often historically and politically linked to certain specific cultural-political situations, as showcased in this chapter. Thus, a geolinguistic research agenda is useful in bridging at least two research communities that consider geographic and linguistic factors: On one hand, the area studies community has a deep interdisciplinary understanding of the factors of languages and geographical regions. On the other, the Internet research community has begun to develop a number of ways of processing and theorizing geographic and/or linguistic factors online. This chapter has merely presented one example (but arguably among the first for Chinese civic engagement online). It can be expected that useful research will be produced if the geolinguistic approach attracts more effort from both communities.

In the Chinese context, the reach and focus of civic engagement has important qualitative dimensions because of the different political and media regulation systems across Chinese-speaking regions. Online civic engagement, therefore, entails the negotiation of civic cultures by users with diverse civic experiences. I contend that the difference between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia reflects a more general condition of the Chinese-language Internet in the cultural patterns of citing, linking, filtering, and thinking about information sources. In this sense that this chapter has advanced upon Yang’s (2003) notion of Chinese cultural sphere by highlighting the cultural-political tensions of online civic engagement that may be expressed in geolinguistic differences. Baidu Baike’s reach and focus on mainland China has a qualitative dimension in avoiding engagement or contacts with civic cultures outside mainland China. Chinese Wikipedia’s integrative ideal, in contrast, has to confront the cultural-political tensions that are bound to occur when civic cultures from different Chinese-speaking regions meet.
Some obvious limitations exist for research about understanding Chinese civic engagement online. While this chapter has provided one approach, the geolinguistic findings in this chapter alone cannot explain why such different outcomes are produced, which is better explained by the findings in Chapter 4. Furthermore, direct evidence about the geographic and linguistic profiles of contributors could help to confirm or reject the findings presented here (but there are obvious constraints to obtaining this information reliably and comprehensively). Despite these limitations, it is important that researchers should take geographic and linguistic factors into account when considering civic engagement and civic learning practices. For Chinese civic engagement online, the limitations of the study indicate a need to examine how different Chinese “civics” can be identified or even predicted by considering geographic and linguistic factors and how users from different Chinese-speaking regions may engage one another differently because of such differences. Beyond the Chinese context, a systematic review of geolinguistic methods and approaches would be useful in the future.

Analysis of geographic and linguistic information expands not only our view of what online engagement looks like, but also of who engages with what. The study of two major Chinese-language websites points to the relevance of analysing online civic engagement beyond the usual universal or national frameworks that are often uncritically assumed. Geographic and linguistic information can help researchers to be specific about the actual dynamics inside the so-called Twitter universe, Arabic online world, or Chinese cyberspace, opening up spaces for richer contextualization and interpretations. As more tools and datasets become available, research can examine various cosmopolitan, national, and local developments based on the systematic collection and analysis of geographic and linguistic information. Although this study presented only one specific geolinguistic approach for two websites, the findings nonetheless demonstrate how this can be done to enrich our understanding of Chinese civic
engagement online. Research such as this can be expected to have implications for the larger and on-going discussions about the Internet and cosmopolitanism (e.g. Ess, 1998, 2002; Jeffres et al., 2004; Zuckerman, 2013). Because geographic and linguistic factors remain too crucial to be overlooked, more systematic geolinguistic methods and research are needed.

The findings extend theories about the relationship between Internet connectivity and geolinguistic features by showing where and why Internet connectivity may result in different kinds of cultural thickening of online content and practices. This also includes using webometric data to identify “cultural thickening”, as described in the previous two chapters. Effectively, the patterns of connections and disconnections help to show the changing boundaries between “them” and “us” or of “technological communities” (Meyrowitz, 1997). The findings in this chapter show the connections (or lack thereof) of two online encyclopaedias to the world and Chinese-speaking regions. In relation to Chapter 4, the findings add empirical evidence based on content and citation to indicate different patterns of cultural thickening (connections) or lack thereof (disconnections). Such distinct patterns of cultural thickening can be expected to influence the way users may use (or not) and perceive the two encyclopaedias, a question that remains to be explored in the next chapter. So far, the evidence about a bounded sense of “them” versus “us” does not show two well-defined and clearly bounded communities. The citation and content findings do, however, show that the Chinese-speaking regions of Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau are excluded from the constituents of “us” in Baidu Baike, whereas these regions are included in Chinese Wikipedia. Differential citing, linking, and copying content lead to distinct patterns of reshaping boundaries. The next chapter will explore whether similar patterns can be identified from other major Web platforms such as search engines and social media.

It is worth repeating that both encyclopaedias, as part of an emerging phenomenon of online collaborative projects in the first decade of the 21st
century for Chinese-speaking Internet users, are major testing grounds for analysing change in overcoming or reinforcing existing communicative boundaries. Thus, the collection of external links not only represent the outcome of collective editorial exercises by Chinese-language user-contributors of the two encyclopaedias, but also position the two encyclopaedias differently in the overall structure of the Chinese-language Internet. These web links are at the intersection of content, users, and interactions between them, which could further engender the links and commentaries that occur elsewhere. In the next chapter, I will further compare how the two encyclopaedias are used, mentioned and perceived in other web platforms such as search engines and social media.
Chapter 6 Reception and use

This chapter is about the reception and use of the two encyclopaedias. Before going into the analysis, a brief personal anecdote can help to underscore how looking for encyclopaedic knowledge has changed dramatically. This is not intended to be taken as a representative case of users of Chinese-language encyclopaedias, but my own experience nevertheless exemplifies the contrast of encyclopaedia use before and after the widespread adoption of the Internet. During the early years of my elementary school, I was one of the participants in an encyclopaedia-looking-up competition where selected students of my age were given the same encyclopaedia to answer as many questions as possible. My winning strategy was to familiarize myself with the index system of that encyclopaedia in a public library. To do so, I needed to minimize the time spent in the following activities: decomposing Chinese characters (first by radicals and then by the number of strokes), locating the right knowledge topic in the index, and flipping pages to the entry article. Things have changed three decades later when search engines and online encyclopaedias have become popular; the literacy skills to find information has changed dramatically towards digital means. One only needs to type in the relevant terms to find the right web page that contains the information one is looking for. Since most of the weight-lifting tasks such as index-browsing and page-flipping are now handled by websites such as search engines, it is then important to examine how these machines may lead users to which websites.

In imagining how users across different Chinese-speaking regions use online encyclopaedias, we face a major research challenge, as described by Richard Rogers (2013): to conduct cultural analysis about the dominant websites which a group of users mainly use, especially the leading websites in a particular country and/or language. While users do have alternative choices on the Web, their use and reception of the Web is likely to be shaped by certain leading websites that dominate the local market, which is often delineated by certain language preference(s). Indeed, the standard by which I input Chinese characters is different.
from most of the simplified Chinese users, and this may in turn result in different information outputs generated by various websites. Users across different regions may rely on different search engine systems that sort articles and topics. Thus, as the use of encyclopaedias shifts from offline to online, the information-seeking activities by users across regions are mediated by their respective (likely local versions of) websites, or by the locally dominant websites. Hence, it is necessary to step outside both encyclopaedia websites and evaluate how they are received and used, especially through the mediation of what are likely to be different major websites across regions. This chapter will examine two such types of websites to observe the reception and use of the two user-generated encyclopaedias: search engines and microblogs. The findings should add to what we have seen so far regarding content and information engagement.

To answer the questions of reception on other sites, I made several field trips in mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, asking questions about peoples’ opinions about and experiences with online encyclopaedias. From these informal interviews, I noticed that few users in Hong Kong and Taiwan use Baidu Baike, mostly because the choice of language script and their choice of search engines. The experience of mainland Chinese users on the other hand is quite different. Some outright reject Baidu and Baidu Baike as a close alternative to Google and Wikipedia, while others believe that for issues internal to China, one should consult Baidu and Baidu Baike, but for issues external to China, Google and Wikipedia. This anecdotal evidence is consistent with some website query and traffic reports. For instance, in timelines comparing the popularity of different search terms (i.e. number of search queries), Google Trend shows that in Hong

7 For mainland China, I visited Xiamen, Quanzhou, Fuzhou, Changting, Nanchang from 19 to 30 August 2009. I visited Wuhan in August 2014. For Taiwan, I visited the Academia Sinica as a doctoral fellow from August 2009 to June 2010. For Hong Kong, I visited the City University of Hong Kong as a visiting doctoral student around the early half of the year 2013.
Kong and Taiwan, far more queries are submitted for finding Wikipedia than Baidu Baike. In mainland China, the search requests submitted to Google for the two were at the same level from 2009 to 2013, with Wikipedia having a slight overall advantage. Baidu Index (similar to Google Trend) also has the term Chinese Wikipedia on top from 2011 to 2014. According to the 1:1000 sampled traffic report provided by the Wikimedia Foundation, for Chinese Wikipedia, around one-third of the visitors come from Taiwan and mainland China, around 15% from Hong Kong, and the rest mainly come from North America, Malaysia, and other regions where there are Chinese-speaking users. However, Baidu has not released any similar traffic reports about its Baike subdomain (i.e. baike.baidu.com), and thus it remains a research challenge to compare the two encyclopaedias on an equivalent basis.

Again, cross-boundary collaborative and networking possibilities seem to be bounded by various geographic, linguistic and cultural-political factors, suggesting a re-introduction of existing boundaries back onto the Web. Because the use and reception of an encyclopaedia appears to be linked to that of search engines, search engines are bound to shape which encyclopaedia is likely to be shown in the search results and hence visited. Thus, the first part of this chapter will discuss and

---

8 More search queries for Wikipedia than for Baidu Baike in Taiwan and Hong Kong. See Google Trend results in Taiwan: http://www.google.com/trends/explore?q=%E7%B6%AD%E5%9F%BA%E7%99%BE%E7%A7%91%2C%20%E7%99%BE%E5%BA%A6%E7%99%BE%E7%A7%91&geo=TW and in Hong Kong: http://www.google.com/trends/explore?q=%E7%B6%AD%E5%9F%BA%E7%99%BE%E7%A7%91%2C%20%E7%99%BE%E5%BA%A6%E7%99%BE%E7%A7%91&geo=HK

9 Search queries for Wikipedia is on par with those for Baidu Baike for Google China. See Google Trend results in mainland China for the search term Wikipedia and Baidu Baike: http://www.google.com/trends/explore?q=%E7%BB%B4%E5%9F%BA%E7%99%BE%E7%A7%91%2C%20%E7%99%BE%E5%BA%A6%E7%99%BE%E7%A7%91&geo=CN

10 Search queries for Wikipedia are more than those for Baidu Baike for Baidu Search. See Baidu Index results: http://index.baidu.com/?tpl=trend&word=%CE%AC%BB%F9%Bo%D9%BF%C6%2C+%B0%D9%B6%C8%Bo%D9%BF%C6
analyse a systematic method to “read” the search engine result pages (hereafter SERP) to see which encyclopaedia is visible or not, using an industry model of click-through-rates as the approximation of likely traffic directed by different search engines. The second part of the chapter will then focus on the opinions and experiences shared on the Sina Weibo and Twitter platforms. By covering several major online platforms that have garnered substantial visits by users across Chinese-speaking regions, this Chapter will show how the use and reception of the two encyclopaedias differs.

6.1 Search engine result pages (SERPs)

Using search engines is among the most popular online activity for users in the US (Fallows, 2008) and mainland China (CIC, 2009; CNNIC, 2009), and has been among the driving forces of fast-growing online advertising platforms (Varian, 2007; SEMPO, 2011; IDATE, 2011; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2011). It has been reported that (and there is speculation why) the global search engine leader Google has consistently favoured the global leader of user-generated encyclopaedias Wikipedia by showing the relevant pages frequently and prominently in the SERP (Charlton, 2012; Čuhalev, 2006; Gray, 2007; Jones, 2007; Silverwood-Cope, 2012). Independent market research by Nielsen Online and Hitwise Intelligence has demonstrated that Wikipedia not only dominates online visits for encyclopaedia content, but also does so mainly because of the traffic directed by major Web search engines (Hopkins, 2009; Nielsen Online, 2008). Even the Wikimedia Foundation has acknowledged this (Google drives traffic to Wikipedia), but nonetheless argued that half of its readers want to look for Wikipedia content (Khanna, 2011). Thus, as major websites that dominate traffic and user attention, Google and Wikipedia seem to be central in guiding users where to look.

However, most research about search engines is limited to or predominantly focused on the English-language context (Battelle, 2005; Bermejo, 2009; Couvering, 2004, 2008; Dahlberg, 2005; Hargittai, 2007; Segev, 2008). Little effort has been made to understand whether phenomena that are specific to Google/Wikipedia
can be found for other major search engines and user-generated encyclopaedias. One study has been conducted analysing SERPs inside mainland China, with 316 Chinese-language search queries of politically controversial internet incidents in mainland China, indicating that indeed Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia are ranked high among the SERPs (Jiang & Akhtar, 2011). However, and the findings are limited to simplified Chinese users in mainland China and a selected sample of search queries.

For the larger scope of Chinese-language internet, there are many localized versions provided by several major search engines, including examples such as Yahoo China, Google Hong Kong, Google Taiwan, etc. I call them local search engine variants (hereafter SEv). Do different SEvs guide users from various Chinese-speaking regions to see the same websites regardless of which search engine they chose? Do the SERP diverge? Comparing Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia across various popular Chinese-language search engines will fill the gap of considering both non-Google search engines and non-English versions of user-generated encyclopaedias. This part of thesis puts forward a method to quantify the SERP rankings and presents the most comprehensive findings on the Chinese-language SERP about online encyclopaedias to date. The findings should answer whether and how Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia are visible across different local SEv and for what types of search queries. The results are based on 3,000 mainly-Chinese-language search queries across four Chinese-speaking regions (mainland China, Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan) can demonstrate that major user-generated encyclopaedias are indeed among the most visible and that localization factors matter. Thus, encyclopaedia websites such as Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia provide leading indicators about how the Chinese-language search environment is structured.

For SERP, there is still a question about information control and linguistic boundaries, with national “borders” having been reintroduced in many technological and legal arrangements (Goldsmith & Wu, 2008). In particular,
Google’s first collaboration with (or accommodation of) the needs of the Chinese government and its later exit from mainland China have demonstrated the intricate political and cultural dimensions of “localization” of search engine services (Vaughan & Zhang, 2007; Einhorn, 2010). Thus, there is a research gap on the effects of localization on SERPs and non-English Wikipedia, including prominent cases of Chinese-language and Arabic-language internet users whose recent rise in the new internet world has attracted much attention (Dutta et al., 2011). In particular, to answer how search engines and/or user-generated encyclopaedias reintroduce or shape national or social boundaries, more work on localization effects is needed. Localization is also discussed as a contributing factor to “internationalization mechanisms” of online gatekeeping (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008), holding the key to understanding the nationalization or internationalization dynamics of the Web.

The high likelihood for users to visit encyclopaedia websites via search engines indicates that their respective web spheres are indeed porous to one another. Nonetheless, questions remain as to which encyclopaedia websites are more porous to which SEVs in the Chinese-language Internet. Thus, cross-regional SERP research will provide answers about how cultural thickening patterns are produced that may overcome, reinforce or ignore existing cultural and political boundaries.

6.1.1 Methods. Using SERP data as evidence of search engines’ recommendations for users and thus as a window onto different groups of users, the research method includes a generic straightforward visibility test. The test produces different scores that represent the level of visibility given by different search engines to different websites based on their positions in the SERPs. When applied to various choices that are most popular across different Chinese-language search engine markets, the data collected can thus be clustered to identify the underlying structure of the relationship between SEVs and websites. The patterns identified can then be interpreted as different patterns of cultural thickening. I will
also explain the data collection strategy and how the search terms were chosen for the SERP of 3000 search queries.

**A straightforward visibility test.** Since people often browse the SERPs from the top to the bottom, various marketing studies (Enquiro, 2007) as well as social science research (Bar-Ilan, 2006; Dunleavy, Margetts, Bastow, Pearce, & Tinkler, 2007; Margetts & Escher, 2006; Vaughan & Theelwall, 2004) and industry practices (Slingshot SEO, 2011) have measured the level of online visibility based on webometric data such as the positions in SERPs. Generally, a website is more visible if it is presented nearer the top of the SERPs, as shown in measurements constructed for keyword search advertising (Brettel & Spilker-Attig, 2010; J. Chen, 2008; B. J. Jansen, Brown, & Resnick, 2007; B. J. Jansen & Mullen, 2008; J. Jansen, 2011; Jung, 2008; Malaga, 2008; Spindler, 2010). The goal of advertising is to boost the ranking of a website for a target set of search terms (or search keywords). The higher the ranking, the higher amount of traffic.

At least five industry sources have released different click-through rates (hereafter CTR) for the SERPs based on traffic data (Hearne, 2006; Jones, 2007; Young, 2011). Such data helps analysts to convert the ranking number into measurements of traffic. For example, analysts can capture and compare the difference between the 1st and 2nd and that between the 9th and 10th based on traffic data, instead of assuming their difference to be the same (i.e. 10-9=2-1). In what follows, I provide a means of assessing which items of the SERP are clicked through the most. Based on the average value of the five industry sources, I derive a mathematical function that translates ranking position into different scores that I call “visibility scores”. Figure 6-1 shows that the function of \( y = 0.2889x - 1.078 \) (see the  

---

11 They are Chiticka, Slingshot, Optify, Enquiro, and AOL.

12 Used in online advertising beyond search engines, the CTR measures the number of clicks on a web link divided by the number of times it is shown to the users (i.e. clicks/impressions).

13 See footnote 11.
trend line in the figure) fits the average industry data points (see data marked “x” in the figure) well (see the high $R^2$ value of 0.9934). With this function, a SERP ranking $x$ can be translated into corresponding visibility score $y$. Effectively, visibility scores provide a weighting mechanism. Figure 6-1 contrasts the weighted values (see data marked “x” in the figure) and the unweighted ones (see data marked “∙” in the figure) that divide the visibility scores equally\textsuperscript{14}. The contrast clearly shows the importance of the top three positions of the SERP which produce higher than average results. Hence, this method allows researchers to quantify the difference made by the SERP ranking.

\[ y = 0.2889x^{-1.078} \]
\[ R^2 = 0.9934 \]

![Figure 6-1](image-url)

\textit{Figure 6-1.} Higher SERP rankings $x$ produce higher click-through rates and thus higher visibility scores

The visibility scores are by no means universal for all search engines or for any groups of users. Nevertheless, they serve as a useful instrument to analyse the SERP data in a way that is closer to known traffic trends as determined by the ranking position. Translating ranking positions into visibility scores, a visibility test

\textsuperscript{14} Since the first SERP usually contains the top-10 results, the proposed curve-fitting function suggests that about 79\% of visibility scores are already assigned to them, thereby putting the unweighted value at 7.9\% assuming the visibility scores of the first SERP are distributed equally among the top-10.
can aggregate results based on a selection of search queries submitted to different search engines. (One cannot add ranking numbers for comparison, but one can add visibility scores.) Thus, researchers can choose a relevant set of search queries and/or SEvs that cover the scope and focus of the research. The resulting SERPs dataset then represents the aggregated outcome, effectively, for different visibility scores contributed by different SEvs to different listed websites over certain keywords. Visibility scores allow for aggregation, comparison and further analysis once researchers have justified their selection of SEvs and keywords.

_Chinese-language search engine markets_. To select relevant the SEvs for this research, I first review the market shares across Chinese-speaking regions as follows.

I selected nine SEvs that cover over 97% of each regional market as of 2012. Table 6-1 lists the top-5 search engines for respective Chinese-speaking regions, based on StatCounter’s data for March 2012. Google and Yahoo were among the top two for almost all regions except for mainland China where Baidu was dominant. The selection of Baidu, Google and Yahoo thus already covers over 97% of the respective market shares.

Table 6-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank- ing</th>
<th>China (CN)</th>
<th>Singapore (SG)</th>
<th>Hong Kong (HK)</th>
<th>Taiwan (TW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baidu 57.98%</td>
<td>Google 90.32%</td>
<td>Google 67.10%</td>
<td>Google 58.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Google 36.93%</td>
<td>Yahoo! 7.63%</td>
<td>Yahoo! 32.37%</td>
<td>Yahoo! 40.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yahoo! 2.28%</td>
<td>Bing 1.78%</td>
<td>Baidu 0.29%</td>
<td>Bing 0.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bing 2.16%</td>
<td>Ask Jeeves 0.11%</td>
<td>Bing 0.13%</td>
<td>Baidu 0.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yandex Ru 0.17%</td>
<td>Baidu 0.10%</td>
<td>Ask Jeeves 0.06%</td>
<td>Ask Jeeves 0.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the market share data differs and varies according to time, researchers may need to consider time variations. For this research, Figure 6-2
shows the trend lines for each market of major Chinese-speaking regions, all of which indicate that the proposed selection of nine search engines remain valid from around 2009 to 2012. It can be noted that, after Google moved its mainland operations to Hong Kong (BBC, 2011), Baidu continued to enjoy its lead in mainland China with Google in second place. In Hong Kong and Taiwan around 2010 to 2011, Google has overtaken Yahoo’s leading position while maintaining its top position in Singapore (StatCounter, 2011).

Figure 6-2. Search engine market shares: from 2009 to 2014

Nine SEVs can accordingly be selected for this research, which are hereafter abbreviated as Baidu_CN, Google_CN, Yahoo_CN, Google_SG, Yahoo_SG, Google_HK, Yahoo_HK, Google_TW, and Yahoo_TW. The basis for the selection of the three major search engine providers across four regions (mainland China,
Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taiwan) is also consistent with various other survey, market and traffic reports from both inside and outside mainland China (CIC, 2009; CNNIC, 2006, 2007; Nguyen, 2011; Russell, 2011).

For each variant, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, along with other websites, can be expected to show up in the respective SERPs and receive different visibility scores. Based on the data, analysts can then not only answer questions about which SEv ranks which encyclopaedia higher, but also observe patterns of relationships between variants and websites (not just encyclopaedia websites). In other words, by observing specific variants, the research design allows researchers to examine rather than assume which SEvs display which websites. No prior assumptions are made about how factors of platform, geography or language will matter more. This also allow analysts to identify the structure underlying such relationships if certain data clustering is conducted.

**Data clustering strategy.** To identify the structure underlying the “which SEVs display/cite which websites” relationship, I use blockmodelling analysis (Doreian, Batagelj, & Ferligoj, 2004) of two-mode networks. Indeed, the relationship observed directly from the SERPs provided by different SEVs constitutes a one-way directional two-mode network where a SEV on one side effectively “cites” a websites on the other. The visibility network is one-way directional because its only relationship involves citing or showing, which is one path from SEVs to websites. The network is two-mode because it has only two separate sets of nodes: SEVs and websites.

Figure 6-3 presents a hypothetical example of how blockmodelling can be used to reveal the underlying structure of a network relationship. The same two-mode networks is presented in the form of a matrix (left) and a graph (right) respectively, showing how the nine nodes of the alphabet ( [~, ~, ~, etc.) link to another set of nine nodes of numbers ( ~, ~, ~, etc.). A black-coloured cell in the matrix and a directed arc in the graph represent the existence of a relationship. For
This research, the nine nodes of the alphabet can represent different SEVs and the numbers can represent a selection of visible websites.

Before clustering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From:</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Ł</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After clustering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To(a)</th>
<th>From(X)</th>
<th>From(Y)</th>
<th>From(Z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ł</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To(b)</th>
<th>From(X)</th>
<th>From(Y)</th>
<th>To(a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ł</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To(c)</th>
<th>From(X)</th>
<th>To(a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ł</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

two-mode network matrices
two-mode network graphs

Figure 6-3. A 2-mode network before and after blockmodelling

The top and bottom half of Figure 6-3 shows the contrast before and after blockmodelling. Before blockmodelling, it is difficult to identify, based on the relationship shown, how the nine alphabet nodes can be clustered among themselves, and how the nine number nodes can be clustered among themselves. After blockmodelling, note how the three alphabet nodes of Ł, P, and S are found to be clustered, showing their common features in having no relationship to
number nodes of ②, ④, and ⑦, and having almost complete relationship to the remaining number nodes. The main benefit of doing blockmodelling is to identify the underlying structure of relationships through clustering. The contrast of the two matrix in Figure 6-3 shows how the 9x9 cells of relationships are clustered into 3x3 blocks, effectively categorizing each of the nine nodes into three categories. One includes From(x), From(y), and From(z), another, To(a), To(b), and To(c). The outcome of such clustering and categorization can be further shown by the network graph at the bottom right of Figure 6-3. It clearly shows that any node in From(x), i.e. ⓫, ⓬, or ⓭, has no link to any of the nodes in To(a). In contrast, any node in From(y), i.e. ⓳, ⓴, or ⓵ has links to every node in To(b). After clustering through blockmodelling, the network graph is effectively simplified to six categories of nodes: From(x), From(y), From(z), To(a), To(b), and To(c). Thus, by contrasting the relationship (and lack thereof) among categories of nodes, Figure 6-3 demonstrates the difference made by blockmodelling in identifying the underlying structure.

In addition, blockmodelling errors indicate which data points do not fit into the block model, which are illustrated by the label “e1” and “e2” shown in top of Figure 6-4. Label “e1” indicates two data points (⓭-⑥ and ⓳-①) where the block model expects them to be null (i.e. lack a relationship) but actual relationships do exist (thus non-Null). For example, the relationship ⓭-⑥ is the unfit exception compared to eight other data points in the block of From(y)-To(b). Similarly but indicating the opposite error, label “e2” shows two data points (⓬-③ and ⓫-⑧) where the block model expects the existence of relationship but in fact no relationship exists. The bottom of Figure 6-4 shows the ideal block model that the actual network tries to fit. Thus, by summing all the data points that do not fit, the fitting error can be said to be four. Computer algorithms can be implemented to find mathematical solutions that minimize the number of fitting errors, and thus researchers can make sure that the clustering outcome is the optimal outcome (or one such outcome if multiple solutions exist). Thus, running a blockmodelling
analysis should not only minimize (and indicate) the number of unfit data points, but also show the underlying structure of the network, showing the blocks of “complete” (i.e. all relationships present) and “null” (i.e. all relationships absent).

**Fitting-errors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From(x)</th>
<th>From(y)</th>
<th>From(z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T0(a)</th>
<th>T0(b)</th>
<th>T0(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>②</td>
<td>③</td>
<td>④</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>④</td>
<td>⑥</td>
<td>⑤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⑦</td>
<td>⑨</td>
<td>①</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⑧</td>
<td>①</td>
<td>②</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ②       | ③       | ④       |
| ⑤       | ⑥       | ⑦       |
| ⑧       | ⑨       | ①       |

"Complete" and "null" blocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From(x)</th>
<th>From(y)</th>
<th>From(z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T0(a)</th>
<th>T0(b)</th>
<th>T0(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>②</td>
<td>③</td>
<td>④</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>④</td>
<td>⑥</td>
<td>⑤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⑦</td>
<td>⑨</td>
<td>①</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⑧</td>
<td>①</td>
<td>②</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ②       | ③       | ④       |
| ⑤       | ⑥       | ⑦       |
| ⑧       | ⑨       | ①       |

**two-mode network matrixes**

**two-mode network graphs**

**Figure 6-4.** A blockmodelling example showing unfit data points

Blockmodelling analysis is thus expected to be useful in showing how “birds of a feather flock together” based on the relationships found in a network. For this research, conducting a blockmodelling analysis will help to cluster the overall visibility networks between SEVs and websites into a manageable number of blocks,
thereby grouping SEvs and websites. It can provide answers to the question regarding “which group of SEvs cite/display which group of websites”.

*Data collection strategy.* The dataset was collected based on the top-10 results of the first SERP of 3000 search queries that encompass a diverse range of topics, as explained below.

For search queries, I selected approximately 3000 keywords that are relevant to Chinese cultural and/or political topics. Table 6-2 shows that the selection includes all 990 entries in "The Cambridge Encyclopedia of China" (Hook & Twitchett, 1991), the top 10 search terms provided by Baidu and Google (including mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan versions) of various categories, major popular cultural references, the names of notable people and some other culturally and politically "sensitive" keywords.

| Table 6-2 |
| Sources and numbers of search queries |
| **Categories** | **Numbers** |
| The Cambridge Encyclopedia of China | 990 |
| Top 10 Search Terms (Google and Baidu) | 387 |
| Best Film/Popular Music (China, Hong Kong, Taiwan) | 364 |
| Modern Concepts (shared with modern Japanese) | 171 |
| Notable People | 476 |
| – Nobel Prize Winners of Chinese origin | 11 |
| – Major Chinese Politicians | 187 |
| – Rich People (China, Hong Kong, Taiwan) | 82 |
| – 100 Contemporary Intellectuals (China) | 100 |
| – Major Fugitives From Taiwan | 17 |
| – Victims of White Terror in Taiwan | 79 |
| Potentially Sensitive Terms | 112 |
| – Japanese AV porn stars | 48 |
| – Prosecuted and Sentenced Corrupted Chinese Officials | 14 |
| – Documented Filtered Words by Great Firewall | 50 |
| Fortune500 | 500 |
| **Total** | **3000** |
Although other selections or combinations are possible, this selection provides a broad range for this research in relation to what is likely to be prominent in user-generated encyclopaedias across Chinese-speaking regions.

Next, search queries were constructed by transliterating the 3000 keywords according to the respective Chinese orthographic preferences (simplified Chinese for mainland China and Singapore; traditional Chinese for Hong Kong and Taiwan). Using these search queries, corresponding SERPs were collected, parsed and processed by the visibility test described above whereby higher visibility scores are assigned to higher-ranking websites.

As a result, around 270,000 web links were extracted from the SERPs based on the outcome of 3000 search queries submitted across nine search engine variations in 2012. Those links that correspond to the same website were aggregated (e.g., the website of sohu.com aggregates money.sohu.com and women.sohu.com). All education and government websites were further aggregated into respective top-level domain names, such as edu.tw, edu.cn, gov.cn and gov.hk.

6.1.2 Results. To show whether and how the SERP reflect the preferences of hypothetical users across SEvs, the results were tabulated, blockmodelled, visualized, unpacked and analysed as follows, showing significant geolinguistic differences where Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia are the most visible websites and thus leading examples of a range of Chinese-language phenomena.

Tabulating visibility scores. As expected, the visibility scores concentrated on a few highly visible websites, and user-generated encyclopaedias are among the most visible from the dataset, on which the following paragraphs will discuss.

The visibility scores are concentrated, as evidenced by Figure 6-6 which shows that the top-100 websites have over 70% of the visibility scores. On average, the top-10 websites already have over half of the total scores; also, the degree of concentration differs from category to category, ranging from the most
concentrated Nobel Prize winners to the least concentrated Fortune 500 companies. In other words, the Nobel Prize winners are most highly concentrated in the top search results, while the Fortune 500 companies are least so.

![Concentrated visibility scores](image)

**Figure 6-5.** Concentrated visibility scores

Table 6-3 lists the scores of the top five websites within the collected dataset and their respective top five domains, indicating concentration of the visibility scores over three encyclopaedia websites. The last column of percentage numbers shows that Chinese Wikipedia (zh.wikipedia.org), Baidu Baike (baike.baidu.org) and Hudong Baike are the most visible sub-domains. Other sub-domains include various versions of Wikipedia (zh-yue: Cantonese, en: English, zh-classical: classical Chinese, ja: Japanese), other Baidu’s services (zhidao: question answering, tieba: online forums, wenku: document sharing, and image: image sharing). The fourth most visible website Yahoo is due mostly to, also user-generated, question answering websites for Hong Kong and Taiwan users (tw.knowledge and hk.knowledge) and a blog hosting platform (tw.myblog). Similarly, the visibility of the fifth website, a major Chinese-language portal site Sina.com, is mostly contributed by its blog service (blog), entertainment portal (ent), news, finance portal (finance) and entertainment database (data.ent). Since the subdomain
Chinese Wikipedia on average makes up 95% of Wikipedia and Baidu Baike makes up 87% of Baidu.com, it is reasonable to use website statistics as the approximation of the subdomain encyclopaedia websites for the purpose of this research.

Table 6-3

*Visibility scores: the top five websites and their top five domains*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Websites and their subdomains</th>
<th>Visibility scores</th>
<th>% of the scores (grand total)</th>
<th>% of the scores (website)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wikipedia.org</td>
<td>4383.52</td>
<td>20.57%</td>
<td>95.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh.wikipedia.org</td>
<td>4171.61</td>
<td>19.58%</td>
<td>87.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh-yue.wikipedia.org</td>
<td>93.14</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
<td>2.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en.wikipedia.org</td>
<td>50.40</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>1.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zh-classical.wikipedia.org</td>
<td>37.07</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>0.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja.wikipedia.org</td>
<td>31.30</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baidu.com</td>
<td>3513.87</td>
<td>16.49%</td>
<td>87.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baike.baidu.com</td>
<td>3066.32</td>
<td>14.39%</td>
<td>87.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zhidao.baidu.com</td>
<td>165.84</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
<td>4.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tieba.baidu.com</td>
<td>137.56</td>
<td>0.65%</td>
<td>3.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wenku.baidu.com</td>
<td>74.19</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>2.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image.baidu.com</td>
<td>69.95</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>1.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hudong.com</td>
<td>707.40</td>
<td>3.32%</td>
<td>98.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.hudong.com">www.hudong.com</a></td>
<td>693.38</td>
<td>3.25%</td>
<td>98.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tupian.hudong.com</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>1.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>so.hudong.com</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fenlei.hudong.com</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w.hudong.com</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>398.94</td>
<td>1.87%</td>
<td>41.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tw.knowledge.yahoo.com</td>
<td>167.03</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
<td>30.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tw.myblog.yahoo.com</td>
<td>121.82</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
<td>16.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hk.knowledge.yahoo.com</td>
<td>67.43</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
<td>5.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tw.movie.yahoo.com</td>
<td>22.59</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>5.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tw.news.yahoo.com</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>5.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sina.com.cn</td>
<td>350.17</td>
<td>1.64%</td>
<td>44.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blog.sina.com.cn</td>
<td>154.93</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
<td>19.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ent.sina.com.cn</td>
<td>69.87</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>15.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>news.sina.com.cn</td>
<td>52.60</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>11.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finance.sina.com.cn</td>
<td>41.76</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>8.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data.ent.sina.com.cn</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
<td>8.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-5 total</td>
<td>8954.96</td>
<td>43.90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand total</td>
<td>21306.70</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that the aggregated visibility scores cannot be converted back to ranking numbers because websites may appear more than once in a single SERP. Still, if we assume that, for most of the time, a website shows up only once in a SERP, then the visibility scores of Chinese Wikipedia (4383.52) and Baidu Baike (3153.87) are equivalent to the visibility scores of 16.24% and 13.01% respectively (by dividing the scores over 3000 search queries and nine SEvs). These scores indicate that both have the average ranking roughly between the first and second in a SERP. The proportion of visibility scores gives a rough indication of the likelihood that a website will be clicked on in the SERPs. The share of visibility scores can be used to compare approximately the level of visibility or the proportion of potential visits directed by search engines. Thus, if the visibility scores correctly reflect the distribution of likely clicks, then the top-5 websites together are expected to get 43.90% (see the last row in Table 6-3) of the traffic. In addition, the average level of visibility is about the same for Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike.

To examine how visible major user-generated encyclopaedia websites are compared to other websites, I calculated the visibility scores of the top-10 websites, and then visualized how much each encyclopaedia got among the top-10. Table 6-4 shows the outcomes for each SEv and for each category of queries. The first stacked bar shows the outcomes based on the 990 search terms of the Cambridge Encyclopedia. For Baidu China, around 80% goes to Baidu Baike; about 7% and 2% for Wikipedia and Hudong Baike respectively. Across different SEv and query categories, the four encyclopaedia websites together account for at least 65% of the visibility scores. Thus, as a genre, encyclopaedia websites are among the most visible. Using the aggregated sum of the visibility scores of the top 10, the ranking of each top-10 website can also be derived for each SEv and each query category, as shown in Table 6-5. Clearly, Baidu Baike (baidu.com), Chinese Wikipedia (wikipedia.org), Hudong Baike (hudong.com) and a business-domain-specific user-generated encyclopaedia called MBAlib (mbalib.com) are among the most visible.
Table 6-4

Percentage of visibility scores: encyclopedia sites among the top-10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Baidu CN</th>
<th>Yahoo CN</th>
<th>Google CN</th>
<th>Google SG</th>
<th>Yahoo SG</th>
<th>Google HK</th>
<th>Yahoo HK</th>
<th>Yahoo TW</th>
<th>Wikipedia.org</th>
<th>Hudong.com</th>
<th>Mbalib.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Cambridge Encyclopedia of China</td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 10 Search Terms (Google and Baidu)</td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Film/Popular Music (China, Hong Kong, Taiwan)</td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Concepts (shared with modern Japanese)</td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notable People</td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentially sensitive terms</td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortune500</td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
<td><img src="chart.png" alt="chart" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6-5

*Ranking of visibility scores: encyclopedia sites among the top-10*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Baidu CN</th>
<th>Yahoo CN</th>
<th>Google CN</th>
<th>Google SG</th>
<th>Yahoo SG</th>
<th>Google HK</th>
<th>Google TW</th>
<th>Yahoo HK</th>
<th>Yahoo TW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Cambridge Encyclopedia of China</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 10 Search Terms (Google and Baidu)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Film/Popular Music (China, Hong Kong, Taiwan)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Concepts (shared with modern Japanese)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notable People</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentially sensitive terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortune500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among the most visible websites, Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike are often the top-two, as shown in Table 6-5. In particular, for the query category of Cambridge Encyclopedia (the first row), Chinese Wikipedia is consistently the first or second most visible website, and Baidu is the other second or first most visible website except for Yahoo’s Hong Kong and Taiwan SEv. It is also clear that, Hudong.com (the green dots and lines), despite having the self-proclaimed largest number of entry articles, is much less visible than the other two. As expected, the business-domain-specific MBAlib dominates the query category for the Fortune 500 query terms.

These results suggest a link between the choice of SEv and visible encyclopaedia websites. For example, for Baidu_CN (the first column), Baidu Baike has been the most visible, suggesting some level of “self-favouritism” in favouring its own website. Baidu Baike becomes much less visible for SEvs for Hong Kong and Taiwan, where Chinese Wikipedia is more visible. In addition, contrasting Hudong Baike’s visibility scores for Baidu_CN, Google-CN and Google_HK, the fact that Hudong Baike is much less visible in Baidu’s SEv seems to confirm the unfair competition accusation made by Hudong’s CEO against Baidu (Y. Yang, 2011). Depending on the types of search queries, Google_HK and Google_CN rank it from third to ninth position. In contrast, for Baidu_CN, Hudong is not even among the top 20 for many categories of the sampled queries. Indeed, if Google’s SERP can serve as an independent third party in the competition between Baidu Baike and Hudong Baike, Google does not render Hudong almost as invisible as Baidu does, although Google does not favour Hudong over Wikipedia.

Such a pattern cannot be readily observed from the pre-blockmodelling tables shown earlier in Table 6-4 and Table 6-5. It can be argued the patterns indicate also how user preferences can influence search engine results, and how each results page is tailored to the pages preferred by respective geolinguistic groups of users. Thus, the various SEvs construct different web spheres that shape user experiences and choices; and in turn, user activities can shape the web spheres.
(Recall the two-way interactions between user experiences and web spheres as demonstrated in Figure 3-1.)

Note that the SEvs in Table 6-4 and Table 6-5, from left to right, are ordered mainly by geolinguistic regions CN, SG, HK and TW. The last four however, are ordered first by platforms (Google first then Yahoo), and then ordered by geolinguistic regions (HK first then TW). This order is not accidental. The mathematical foundation behind this ordering is based on the blockmodelling analysis described above. The order of SEvs provided by the blockmodelling analysis allows us to see the contrasting pattern of visibility between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, where Baidu Baike dominates much more from the left SEvs to the right where Chinese Wikipedia dominates. The next section will proceed to explain how the underlying structure of the relationship between SEv and websites can be revealed.

**Identifying the underlying structure of citing/displaying.** As explained earlier, the mention of a website by a SEv in the SERPs can be considered as a citing/displaying relationship. A blockmodelling analysis of such relationship can thus reveal the underlying structure of citing/displaying made by different SEvs to different search websites. Thus, researchers can transform the visibility scores into the strength of relationships between SEv-website pairs by differentiating between strong versus weak relationships (often using a threshold value).

After several iterations of blockmodelling of the top-100 websites (done with a social network analysis tool called Pajek), the resulting three-by-three blockmodel, as shown in Table 6-6, not only identifies the underlying structure but also clusters SEvs and websites into three groups. For each cell, the colour represents strong (dark) or weak (white) ties. The blockmodelling results have 80 data points (or cells in the Table) that do not fit the model, which amount to 9.67% of the data considered, suggesting that the produced blockmodel can explain over 90% of the data as to their underlying relationship structure. The structure is represented by the three-by-three blocks of cells, as partitioned by the red lines in
Table 6-6. The top-left and bottom-right blocks contain the cells with null relationships, which means SEvs there hardly display the corresponding websites. The remaining seven blocks contain the complete relationship, which means (almost) all SEvs there display the corresponding websites.

Table 6-6
Clusters identified by blockmodeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Websites (Aggregated)</th>
<th>Baidu CN</th>
<th>Yahoo CN</th>
<th>Google CN</th>
<th>Google SG</th>
<th>Yahoo HK</th>
<th>Google HK</th>
<th>Yahoo TW</th>
<th>Baidu TW</th>
<th>Yahoo TW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wikipedia.org</td>
<td>67.76</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>318.95</td>
<td>344.78</td>
<td>325.16</td>
<td>702.52</td>
<td>678.75</td>
<td>1005.58</td>
<td>958.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>35.76</td>
<td>25.88</td>
<td>33.98</td>
<td>185.31</td>
<td>216.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youtube.com</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>14.82</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>82.43</td>
<td>85.12</td>
<td>62.39</td>
<td>13.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edu.tw</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>16.24</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>66.77</td>
<td>33.78</td>
<td>82.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facebook.com</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>29.03</td>
<td>94.65</td>
<td>39.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epochtimes.com</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>25.42</td>
<td>31.23</td>
<td>38.28</td>
<td>29.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gov.tw</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>35.11</td>
<td>11.19</td>
<td>35.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... and other 28 websites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mbalib.com</td>
<td>15.64</td>
<td>21.98</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>54.57</td>
<td>39.31</td>
<td>72.43</td>
<td>72.19</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>64.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>people.com.cn</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>37.05</td>
<td>26.66</td>
<td>27.35</td>
<td>12.42</td>
<td>23.15</td>
<td>27.82</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>21.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ifeng.com</td>
<td>23.62</td>
<td>31.41</td>
<td>36.02</td>
<td>36.94</td>
<td>15.38</td>
<td>21.93</td>
<td>23.36</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>5.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... and other 13 websites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baidu.com</td>
<td>1156.63</td>
<td>552.07</td>
<td>528.29</td>
<td>540.60</td>
<td>658.81</td>
<td>170.50</td>
<td>124.03</td>
<td>48.38</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hudong.com</td>
<td>14.15</td>
<td>95.90</td>
<td>102.50</td>
<td>107.28</td>
<td>252.70</td>
<td>68.80</td>
<td>62.70</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sina.com.cn</td>
<td>49.75</td>
<td>79.62</td>
<td>91.45</td>
<td>91.90</td>
<td>76.43</td>
<td>48.82</td>
<td>44.25</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qq.com</td>
<td>46.50</td>
<td>86.54</td>
<td>46.66</td>
<td>45.84</td>
<td>24.62</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>12.33</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youku.com</td>
<td>44.15</td>
<td>75.23</td>
<td>23.77</td>
<td>16.23</td>
<td>25.17</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soso.com</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>23.85</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>123.12</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xinhuanet.com</td>
<td>16.97</td>
<td>23.18</td>
<td>28.01</td>
<td>27.63</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>37.14</td>
<td>38.80</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sohu.com</td>
<td>21.02</td>
<td>40.94</td>
<td>34.44</td>
<td>30.22</td>
<td>21.92</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.com</td>
<td>19.65</td>
<td>38.44</td>
<td>37.56</td>
<td>35.58</td>
<td>14.74</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>douban.com</td>
<td>19.22</td>
<td>24.33</td>
<td>21.81</td>
<td>21.29</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... and other 39 websites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The underlying structure has effectively clustered the nine SEVs into 3 groups (from left to right, 2, 5, and 2 SEVs for each group) and the 100 most visible...
websites into three sets (from top to bottom, 35, 16, and 49 each). The blocks are also visualized by extending the partitioning red lines into the row and column headings, a pattern of relationship structure that is revealed through blockmodelling.

The nine blocks of the data points in Table 6-6 can thus be simplified into Table 6-7, with two blocks of complete null and another seven blocks of complete relationships. According to the Pajek results, the block model in Table 6-7 can explain more than 90% of the relationship of a relatively complex network consisting of nine SEvs and 100 top visible websites in Table 6-6.

Table 6-7

Blockmodeling result matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEv(x)</th>
<th></th>
<th>SEv(y)</th>
<th></th>
<th>SEv(z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baidu</td>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Yahoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites(a)</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>HK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>…</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>null</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites(b)</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites(c)</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>null</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

two-mode network matrixes

The top-left null block means that the SEv group SEv(x), i.e. Baidu_CN and Yahoo_CN, have little to no display of 35 websites in the set of Sites(a) in their SERPs. The bottom-right null block suggests a similar null relationship between 2 variants in SEv(z) and 49 websites in Sites(c). Both null blocks entail a “missing” display relationship. Table 6-7 thus shows the underlying structure of the complex
network of the top 100 sites and nine SEVs based on missing relationships. Except for the five SEVs in SEv(y) and the 16 sites in Sites(b) which have complete relationships with the rest, the other two groups of variants and two sets of websites are defined by missing relationships (the null blocks).

Figure 6-6 shows the same results in network graph form. Note how the findings indicate the unfilled display patterns. Baidu China and Yahoo China missed Sites(a) and Yahoo Hong Kong and Yahoo Taiwan missed Sites(c).

The blockmodelling results suggest some distancing pattern among SEVs and websites. In the middle, SEv(y) largely consists of Google’s variants across regions. The remaining two groups differ the most from one another: SEv(z) has two non-
mainland Chinese variants provided by Yahoo; SEv(x) has two mainland Chinese variants. Based on the blockmodelling results, the distancing order between SEvs can be found: first SEv(x) that contains Baidu China and Yahoo China, and then SEv(y) that includes all Google variants and Yahoo Singapore in the middle, and finally SEv(z) that consists of Yahoo Hong Kong and Yahoo Taiwan.

Hence, the blockmodelling outcome (as shown in Table 6-6 and Figure 6-7) explains the underlying relationship structure in terms of missing relationships. What Baidu China and Yahoo China miss are sites such as Chinese Wikipedia, Youtube, Facebook, Taiwanese governmental and educational websites, Falun Gong’s newspaper Epoch Times, and the like - most of them hosted outside mainland China. What Yahoo Hong Kong and Yahoo Taiwan miss are largely websites hosted in mainland China, including encyclopaedia websites such as Baidu Baike and Hudong Baike. The missing relationship means that certain websites will not be as visible for certain local SEvs, indicating unrealized or underdeveloped connections. Full connections across all local SEvs are achieved only thinly on the 16 websites in Sites(b), which can be said to provide cultural thickening across all SEvs.

**Visualizing the contrast in context.** To contrast Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia in the context of different visibility patterns, a network visualization graph is provided in Figure 6-8. The most distancing groups of SEvs are placed at the top left and bottom right respectively, with the top-20 most visible websites represented as disks of different sizes in the middle. The size of the nodes is proportional to the total visibility scores, and the width of the arrow is proportional to the respective visibility score contributed by a SEv to a website. The most visible website Chinese Wikipedia, i.e. node(1) is shown to be grouped with other five top-20 websites, which are among the sites that are largely missed by SEvs Baidu_CN and Yahoo_CN. The second most visible website Baidu Baike, i.e. node(2) is shown to be grouped with other 10 websites, which are among the sites that are largely missed by variants Yahoo_TW and Yahoo_HK. In the middle,
only the nodes (6), (10) and (12) belong to the middle set of websites Sites(b). The bottom two subgraphs (b) and (c) in Figure 6-8 highlight their visibility networks in contrast. Chinese Wikipedia is rendered almost invisible by Baidu_CN and Yahoo_CN, whereas Baidu Baike has low visibility scores for the Hong Kong and Taiwan variants.

![Network of visibility scores of the top-20 websites](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>wikipedia.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>baidu.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hudong.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>sina.com.cn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mbalib.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>qq.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>youtube.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>edu.tw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>people.com.cn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>youku.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ifeng.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>facebook.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>soso.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>xinhuanet.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>sohu.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>163.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>epochtimes.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>douban.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>fortunechina.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Baidu Baike’s visibility network](image)

![Chinese Wikipedia’s visibility network](image)

**Figure 6-7.** Contrasting Baidu Baike’s and Chinese Wikipedia’s visibility

**Contrasting geolinguistic features.** The distancing effect can be confirmed by another type of analysis of the same dataset of all the SERPs. Geo-linguistic analysis of the web links, as similarly conducted in Chapter 4, can indicate the
geolinguistic profile of the websites recommended in the SERPs. Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 show a geographic contrast between mainland China and Singapore (left) and Hong Kong and Taiwan (right), suggesting a localization effect of the SERPs. Baidu China and Yahoo China give more recommendations to websites with the domain name “cn” (see Figure 6-9) and/or hosted in China (see CN in Figure 6-10). They barely recommend any websites with the domain name “tw” (see Figure 6-9) and/or hosted in Taiwan (see CN in Figure 6-10). In contrast, Google Hong Kong and Google Taiwan provides more than 30% of recommended websites hosted in China (see CN in Figure 6-10).

Figure 6-8. Contrast of top-level domain names (TLD)

Figure 6-9. Contrast of geoIP locations

Figure 6-11 shows a linguistic contrast between simplified Chinese (left) and traditional Chinese (right), suggesting a similar localization effect. Baidu China and Yahoo China rarely recommends websites written in traditional Chinese, whereas
Google Hong Kong and Google Taiwan provides around 40% of the recommended websites written in simplified Chinese.

Despite the above geolinguistic differences, further examination of the datasets shows almost all (97.5%) of the cited/linked websites are written in Chinese. It confirms the expectation that Chinese search queries, when submitted to Chinese-language search engine interfaces, will produce largely Chinese-language results. Sharing a language writing system matters as the foundation for information mediation and exchange on the Web.

6.1.3 Discussion. The above analysis confirms that user-generated encyclopaedia websites are also among the most visible websites for Chinese SERPs, and demonstrates a clear geolinguistic difference within the Chinese-language Internet. The dataset is based on 3000 keywords that cover not only encyclopedic topics for China, but also modern popular, cultural, or political terms, which constitute by far the most comprehensive attempt to data for Chinese-Internet research. Thus, although the findings may differ for other knowledge subjects or domains, the collected dataset and the analysis provide important insights to both the underlying structure and geolinguistic makeup of the Chinese-language Internet. Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia are shown to be the most visible websites and thus leading examples of variegated Chinese-language
phenomena. Since at least one of the encyclopaedias is visible to a specific SEv, any casual users of Chinese-language search engines must have seen and likely clicked through to an encyclopaedia page provided by Baidu Baike or Chinese Wikipedia. I argue that, in view of the fact that search engines are among the major Internet applications for Chinese-language users, the choice of SEvs is likely to lead users to different choices of user-generated encyclopaedias.

With the help of blockmodelling analysis, co-visible search engine results are identified. Chinese-language users across different regions are more likely to visit the same website if they use Google, and for them Chinese Wikipedia will be more visible. Those from mainland China are more likely to be kept away from certain websites including Chinese Wikipedia if they use Baidu or Yahoo China.

The findings here, supported by blockmodelling analysis, have the following implications: Baidu Baike is shown to be visible across seven SEvs (except for Yahoo_TW and Yahoo_HK), and Chinese Wikipedia a somewhat different set of seven variants (except for Baidu_CN and Yahoo_CN). Thus, it is likely that users who use Baidu search (which happens to be the majority of mainland users) or Yahoo China will likely miss Chinese Wikipedia and other websites that belong to the same category in the blockmodelling results, including Epoch Times, YouTube, Facebook, etc. that have been reported as being blocked by mainland China. They also include the websites of government and education institutions in Taiwan and Hong Kong. Arguably, compounded by the fact that Baidu Baike does not include as much and as diverse information sources as Chinese Wikipedia does (see Chapter 4), the use of Baidu Search reinforces the information boundary between inside and outside mainland China.

In contrast, since the majority of users from Taiwan and Hong Kong use Google, the information results provided by both Google and Wikipedia will expose them to mainland Chinese information sources. The use of Google and Wikipedia by Taiwan and Hong Kong users partly overcome the information boundary because mainland Chinese sources, including Baidu Baike are visible.
SERPs effectively recommend websites to users, and different sets of recommendations suggest different sets of websites. Google and Chinese Wikipedia are shown to have more boundary-overcoming cultural thickening for their mixing of Chinese-language content. This contrasts with Baidu and Yahoo, both of which provide more locally confined content.

Thus, different website recommendation patterns vary by the choice of platforms, and geolinguistic regions reflect the cultural political complications of the Chinese-language Internet. In particular, while the offline boundary between Hong Kong and Taiwan seems to be overcome (also mostly by Google and Wikipedia), that between mainland China and Hong Kong seems to be reinforced. If not using Google China, mainland Chinese users are likely to experience a specific kind of “nationalization” (i.e. limited to the mainland segment of China’s Internet). In contrast, Hong Kong and Taiwan users are likely encounter a greater “trans-nationalization” phenomenon, especially when they use Google and/or Chinese Wikipedia. It is particularly intriguing that all the Hong Kong variants share more similar results with the Taiwanese variants and much less so with mainland Chinese variants, while Hong Kong is much closer to mainland China geographically, politically and administratively.

There are of course obvious limitations for the findings presented here. First, the selection of search query, while significant larger than previous social scientific research on Chinese-language search engines (Jiang & Akhtar, 2011), is still a limited sample. Second, due to limitations of space, this chapter has not been able to detail the different findings for different categories of search queries. Third, only standard Mandarin Chinese terms were used for this research, overlooking other possibilities of written Cantonese queries that are likely to be used by Hong Kong users (Chau, Fang, & Yang, 2007). Fourth but not last, only the default setting for each localized search engine was analysed.

While the findings may be limited in scope, I have demonstrated the usefulness of using visibility tests for a wide-ranging analysis. For instance, this
type of analysis can help online linguistics research by analysing different SERP outcomes for regions that use a shared writing system but with regional variants, such as the difference between Egyptian Arabic and Maghrebi Arabic. Both the data collection and analysis strategies can be systematically extended for other contexts. Various SEvs can be chosen for research for almost all the other languages in the world, including languages that are transnational such as Arabic, Hindu, Tamil, English, Spanish, Portuguese, etc. Researchers can thus further interpret the merging and diverging SERP outcomes for research questions that are relevant for global, transnational or inter-cultural communications on the one hand, and another set of questions for human-computer interaction and information systems on the other. Also, the focus on examining geo-linguistic factors as important variables for understanding search engines can contribute to the development of geo-linguistic analysis of the Web (Liao & Petzold, 2010; Petzold & Liao, 2011). This type of analysis can also be adopted for market and industry applications when geo-linguistic identifiers are central (DePalma, 2002; Dunne, 2006).

I will now use a different method to examine the visibility of the two encyclopaedias that complements and extends these findings from search engine visibility; namely, how the content of the two encyclopaedias travels through microblogs.

### 6.2 Microblog posts

The microblogging services Sina Weibo\(^{15}\) and Tencent Weibo\(^{16}\) were launched in 2009 and 2010 respectively and have contributed to the rapid growth of
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\(^{15}\) Sina Weibo (Weibo), similar to Twitter, is one of the most popular microblogging social networking sites in the Chinese-speaking communities globally.
online advertising markets in China (CNNIC, 2013; iResearch, 2013). The term “Weibo” (wēi bó 微博) is the transliteration of the term “microblog” in Mandarin Chinese. Weibo allows users to publish short messages like tweets with a 140-character limit per post. Like other major companies in China and elsewhere whose business is user-generated content (hereafter UGC), the amount of content and traffic a platform can garner is crucial for its survival.

Microblogs can be seen as part of the historical development of the rise of user-generated content since 2005 (Liao, 2014). A recent survey has shown that user-generated content is more popular in Asia than in the West (Bolsover et al., 2013). By the first half year of 2010, the content produced by amateur Chinese Internet users surpassed that produced by professional websites (Xiaoji Qiang, 2010).

According to a survey report based on 2012 data, around 66.1% of mainland Chinese Internet users used a blog/personal space, 54.7% used microblogs, and 48.8% used social networking websites (CNNIC, 2013). One US market report found that 47% of Chinese broadband users had contributed to UGC in China, including online review sites, forums, blogs, etc., and that this UGC content had influenced 58% of purchase decisions in China. Both numbers are much higher than the corresponding statistics in the US (Netpop Research, 2007).

The growth of UGC in mainland China may have contributed to the creation of a so-called “public opinion monitoring sector” (yúqíng jiāncè fúwù shichǎng 舆情监测服务市场), where managers (mostly from the public sector) buy up-to-date information about the latest online public opinion in mainland China. The online public opinion data relies heavily on processing and mining UGC, especially from microblogs. One of the most successful example is the Online Public Opinion Monitoring and Measuring Unit of the People's Net (rénmín wǎng yúqíng jiāncè shì 人民网舆情监测室), which alone has an annual revenue of close
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10 Tencent Weibo is a major competitor for Sina Weibo. Tencent Weibo has a user base from its instant messaging service QQ.
to 200 million RMB (T. Luo & Li, 2010; Y. F. Tan, 2012), or about £20 million. It is noted that the Chinese government and corporations have been developing and using “Internet public opinion monitoring systems,” which involve intensive collection and analysis of web data (T. Luo & Li, 2010; Y. F. Tan, 2012). As of 2014, there is little Internet research in English about this development of public opinion monitoring, except for a panel discussion that took place during the 2013 Chinese Internet Research Conference (which I helped organize and took part in). Further work will be needed to compare the political and commercial uses of microblog data in China and elsewhere.

As expected, microblog platforms that are hosted in mainland China are subject to Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime. Several recent research papers have reverse-engineered the censorship mechanism, mostly based on the selection of keywords to understand how censorship works on the Weibo platforms. Analysing sensitive terms on Sina Weibo and Twitter, researchers found initial evidence that content is filtered or censored on Sina Weibo (Bamman, O’Connor, & Smith, 2012). Researchers at Hong Kong University who systematically collect Weibo data on a website called Weiboscope have also conducted censorship research (Fu, Chan, & Chau, 2013; Fu & Chau, 2013). Another group of researchers found that individual criticisms of the government are permitted but that collective expression (which might generate protest against the government) is censored (King, Pan, & Roberts, 2012). Yet another study tracked and quantified sensitive topics on Weibo and found that the posts were often short-lived and confined to a small core of users who posted sensitive content, suggesting that multiple layers of filtering produced effective censorship to contain the spread of such messages (T. Zhu, Phipps, Pridgen, Crandall, & Wallach, 2012).

According to an industry report, in 2012, about 88% of Internet users in mainland China are Sina Weibo users (DCCI, 2012). Weibo platforms are thus important sites of observation to see how user-generated encyclopaedias like Chinese Wikipedia, Baidu Baike and Hudong Baike (Liao, 2014) are mentioned and
used. (Baike means “encyclopedia” in Chinese. Baidu is the name of China’s major search engine company. Hudong means “interactive” or “interaction” in Chinese.) First, the microblog posts are likely to contain the views and experiences of Chinese Internet users with the encyclopaedias. Second, since microblog platforms are also user-generated content platforms, it is possible that the users of microblogs are more likely to use user-generated encyclopaedias. Third, researchers can observe how Beijing’s censorship influences the use or perception of user-generated encyclopaedias. Especially in the case of Sina Weibo, which reaches a large enough number of mainland Chinese users, the posts can provide important indications about how mainland Chinese users are receptive to the two online encyclopaedias. Fourth, users are likely to use microblogs (both reading and writing), which can be regarded as one amongst several online information engagement practices (Bennett & Wells, 2009) in conjunction with search engines and user-generated encyclopaedias. Researchers can thus observe how users use different platforms in combination.

The concept of “information engagement” is used in two disciplines with different audience and research concerns. In the context of civic engagement including youth engagement, the focus is to engage citizens for more and better political participation, as proposed by W. Lance Bennett and Chris Wells to build “civic learning repertoires” for “information engagement” (Bennett & Wells, 2009). In the context of warfare, including information warfare, the practical concern is to provide actionable guidelines to inform foreign and domestic audiences (US Army, 2009), which has been discussed as part of the redefinition of information warfare (Porche, Paul, York, Serena, & Sollinger, 2013). In the Chinese context, the Internet is central for civic engagement (Damm, 2008; Yongnian Zheng, 2007) and the state’s cyberwarfare doctrine (Hagestad II, 2012), and the study of the use and reception of user-generated encyclopaedias expressed on microblogs can be conducted as a case study of information engagement in both senses.
This research aims to explore what Chinese-language microblog users do with major user-generated encyclopedias such as Baidu Baike (Baidu’s encyclopedia website) and Chinese Wikipedia (Liao, 2014) by analysing the content of their posts. As user-generated encyclopaedias are expected to solve information problems for users, microblog content about users’ experiences and perceptions should indicate the status (and thus also the gaps) of information engagement experiences with the two major online Chinese encyclopaedias as expressed in a major type of platform that constitute a major part of Chinese public opinion.

6.2.1 Methods. Computer-assisted quantitative methods (including several Chinese natural language processing and text-mining techniques) were first used to identify patterns and posts relevant to the research question, and then qualitative methods were used to interpret the findings. The approach effectively analysed the public discussions that mentioned each of the two encyclopaedias in microblog posts.

Similar to the ways in which Zhu, Phipps, Pridgen, Crandall, & Wallach (2012) tracked and quantified censorship by selecting certain topics for research, I developed a means of filtering relevant posts that mention Baidu Baike or Chinese Wikipedia, which produced a dataset that combines data from Sina Weibo and Twitter.

This exploratory method mimics the processes that are probably employed for public opinion monitoring. Relevant posts are first screened from designated online spaces using keywords based on the analyst’s judgement. Although there are no guidelines for how many and which terms yield sufficiently comprehensive results, it can be expected a few iterations will yield certain heuristics for gauging the selected posts. Using computer-assisted quantitative methods, analysts then categorize or code the posts in such a way to find relevant patterns for further content and contextual analysis. The combination of qualitative and quantitative methods is bound to be further refined in the future as the analysis of microblogs
advances. I now examine how the Chinese term ‘wiki’ (in a number of variants) is mentioned in microblog posts.

**Data selection and data sets.** For data collection, the Chinese term (both simplified and traditional characters) “wiki” was used instead of the more specific term “Wikipedia”, in addition to specific Chinese terms such as “Baidu Baike” and “Chinese Wikipedia” (see Table 6-8 for specific Chinese characters). Two unrelated entities were expected to yield false positives since they contain exactly the same characters of popular Chinese term of “wiki”: One is “WikiLeaks” with its variant Chinese terms and another is a Hong Kong businessperson Ricky Wong, whose first name happens to share the exact same Chinese characters as “wiki” (see the bottom row in Table 6-8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wikipedia-related and Wiki-similar Chinese terms</th>
<th>Simplified Chinese</th>
<th>Traditional Chinese</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baidu Baike</td>
<td>百度百科</td>
<td>百度百科</td>
<td>unambiguous term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Wikipedia</td>
<td>维基百科</td>
<td>维基百科</td>
<td>unambiguous term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudong Baike</td>
<td>互动百科</td>
<td>互動百科</td>
<td>unambiguous term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wiki</td>
<td>维基</td>
<td>維基</td>
<td>ambiguous term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikileaks</td>
<td>维基解密</td>
<td>維基解密</td>
<td>alternative name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikileaks</td>
<td>维基揭密</td>
<td>維基揭密</td>
<td>alternative name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Wong Wiki&quot;</td>
<td>王维基</td>
<td>王維基</td>
<td>Ricky Wong, unrelated to Wiki</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two unrelated entities were expected to yield false positives since they contain exactly the same characters of popular Chinese term of “wiki”: One is “WikiLeaks” with its variant Chinese terms and another is a Hong Kong businessperson Ricky Wong, whose first name happens to share the exact same Chinese characters as “wiki” (see the bottom row in Table 6-8). I am aware that
there are other Chinese translations of the term “wiki”, especially during the time when the term was introduced in the Chinese-language context. Nonetheless, by the time of data collection around 2011, the translation used here had become the dominant one.17

The keyword filter used here can introduce other false positive outcomes since the Chinese term “wiki” can also refer to general wiki technologies and practices, yet in this case, the resulting dataset can be used to see how dominant Wikipedia or wiki-implemented encyclopaedias are on the subject of wiki.

Based on the keyword list, two datasets were retrieved from two data intermediaries. The WeiboScope dataset, provided by Dr. Fu at the Hong Kong University, randomly sampled results from Sina Weibo between January 2011 and April 2012 (see Table 6-9 for details). Second, the DiscoverText dataset contains publicly available microblog posts from Sina Weibo and Twitter for a time period of 23 days in 2012. Table 6-9 summarizes the number (N) and proportion (percentage) of posts from the two platforms and the two intermediary sources, showing a disproportionally large dataset from Weibo (81%).

17 In fact, according to the comparison of search queries from Google Trend, the translation “维基/维基” has outnumbered alternative translation such as “维客/维客” or “围记/围纪” as early as 2005: See urls: (1) http://www.google.com/trends/explore?q=%E7%BB%B4%E5%9F%BA%2C%20%E7%B6%AD%E5%9F%BA%2C%20E7%B6%AD%E5%9F%BA%2C%20E7%BB%B4%E5%AE%A2%2C%20E7%B6%AD%E5%AE%A2%2C%20E7%BB%B4%E5%9B%B4%E8%AE%B0&cmpt=q or (2) http://www.google.com/trends/explore?q=%E7%BB%B4%E5%AE%A2%2C%20E7%9B%B4%E8%AE%B0%2C%20E7%9C%8D%E7%B4%80%2C%20E5%85%B1%E7%AC%94&cmpt=q
The first step then was to remove the false positive data (unrelated to the research topic) included in Table 6-9, and then also to remove another set of “jamming” posts targeted at Wen Yunchao, resulting in a reduced dataset as summarized in Table 6-10. Wen Yunchao is a mainland Chinese activist who launched a series of online campaigns against Internet censorship in China, through writing messages on blogs and other social media platforms.

### Table 6-9

*Posts collected: including the expected false positives*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microblog platform</th>
<th>WeiboScope</th>
<th>DiscoverText</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibo</td>
<td>42992</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>6865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>42992</td>
<td></td>
<td>18505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timestamps</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earliest</td>
<td>03 Jan 2011 00:21</td>
<td>20 Mar 2012 18:08</td>
<td>03 Jan 2011 00:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest</td>
<td>05 Apr 2012 13:05</td>
<td>12 Apr 2012 12:09</td>
<td>12 Apr 2012 12:09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6-10

*Posts collected: false positives removed*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microblog platform</th>
<th>WeiboScope</th>
<th>DiscoverText</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibo</td>
<td>37185</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>6330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>37185</td>
<td></td>
<td>7482</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timestamps</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earliest</td>
<td>03 Jan 2011 00:21</td>
<td>20 Mar 2012 18:08</td>
<td>03 Jan 2011 00:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest</td>
<td>05 Apr 2012 13:05</td>
<td>12 Apr 2012 12:09</td>
<td>12 Apr 2012 12:09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Time Duration       | 458 days   | 23 days     | 465 days |
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The removal of posts targeted at Wen Yunchao resulted in a notable reduction (more than 10,000 posts) in the Twitter dataset; so, it is worth explaining why these were removed. I examined these posts and noticed that almost all of them followed the format: "@wenyunchao Some Entry or Web Page Title – Baidu Baike or Wikipedia" (for example, "@wenyunchao 李明博 - 维基百科" and "@wenyunchao 山海关_百度百科"). These posts were often written by users with ID names that are likely to be randomly generated by machines (e.g. 5sx63cyd, bd8wwkp). All these machine-generated posts were posted to Twitter within the 23 days covered by DiscoverText as shown in the first row of Table 6-11. These posts mostly cited Baidu Baike, but a few posts cited Chinese Wikipedia. The two posts containing “wenyunchao” from the WeiboScope dataset, in contrast, were sent by human users. As these posts would skew any content analysis, I decide not to include them, but rather to consider, separately, how the cyber-attacks against Wen Yunchao relate to the research here.

Table 6-11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microblog platform</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>BB</th>
<th>CW</th>
<th>HD</th>
<th>&quot;wiki&quot;</th>
<th>wikileak</th>
<th>&quot;Wong&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>DiscoverText</td>
<td>8755</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1524</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibo</td>
<td>HKU</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>8755</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining 44667 posts are then processed for Chinese-language word-tokenization, a necessary procedure to analyse Chinese-language texts because, unlike languages such as English, Chinese is written without space.

*From overview to detailed analysis.* To compare the use and reception of the two encyclopaedias as reflected in the dataset, I conducted both an overview and a more specific detailed analysis as follows.

I first ran a word frequency analysis to obtain an overview about hot topics and frequently associated words. Then I compared the posts that mention the two
encyclopaedias individually. In the process, I grouped and differentiated microblog posts using computer-assisted techniques (including Latent Semantic Analysis) so as to break down the large number of posts into manageable clusters. Originally developed for word-document relationship analysis in the field of natural language processing and information retrieval, these techniques proved suitable for the following reasons. First, they can process a large amount of documents, assisting researchers in clustering and differentiating documents and words for further analysis. Second, they mimic or even simulate the way the online texts are processed by search engines and social media analysts (including China’s online public opinion monitors). Third, techniques such as Latent Semantic Analysis has been applied to Chinese-language texts with noticeable success (B. Chen, Yeh, Huang, & Chen, 2006; Yulian Yang & Xie, 2008), solving effectively the matching problems caused by synonymy or polysemy (Yu, Fan, Guo, & Geng, 2006). Finally, by repurposing the quantitative techniques for cultural research, researchers can ground their analyses not only on specific relevant words, but also on the latent semantic relationships amongst them that are not immediately apparent to casual readers.

For this study, I implemented such analysis using a combination of NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit), scikit-learn (a set of machine learning tools) and gensim (“generate similar” documents). After the posts were clustered, I categorized the relevant posts under the two themes (filtering/censorship regime and information engagement) to elicit how the two encyclopaedias were discussed.

6.2.2 Results. The findings are now presented, proceeding from overall patterns to specific individual posts. Table 6-12 lists the most frequently occurring words. The most mentioned term is “encyclopaedia” (bǎikē 百科), after which the Chinese names of the three encyclopaedias follow in this order: Baidu Baike, Wikipedia and Hudong Baike. The thesis focuses on the posts mentioning the first two of these.
Table 6-12

Most frequently-occurring words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Encyclopedia 百科</td>
<td>39951</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Company 公司</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Sprinkle over 撒过</td>
<td>1346</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Support 支持</td>
<td>1143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Baidu 百度</td>
<td>22672</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Harm 危害</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Test 检验</td>
<td>1344</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Wikipedia 维基百科</td>
<td>1096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wiki 维基</td>
<td>21495</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>(English) wikipedia</td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Initiation 引发</td>
<td>1342</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Raiders 攻略</td>
<td>1066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Baidu Baike 百度百科</td>
<td>8863</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Addition 增加</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Kai-fu Lee 李开复</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Data 资料</td>
<td>1060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Wikipedia 维基百科</td>
<td>10780</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Ha ha 哈哈哈</td>
<td>1561</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Nerve 神经</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Interactive 互动</td>
<td>6948</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Cause 导致</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Times 万倍</td>
<td>1324</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hudong Baike 互动百科</td>
<td>6583</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Reference 参考</td>
<td>1522</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Notes 笔记</td>
<td>1312</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>China 中国</td>
<td>4428</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Life 生命</td>
<td>1518</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Jokes 恶搞</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Floating Spirit 浮生</td>
<td>3954</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>The book 书</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>100,000 times 十万倍</td>
<td>1307</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Share 分享</td>
<td>3291</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>One kind 一种</td>
<td>1495</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Bad 不良</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Reply 回复</td>
<td>3023</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Net work 不行</td>
<td>1474</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Necessary 就要</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Activity 活动</td>
<td>2732</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Network 网络</td>
<td>1453</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Search 搜索</td>
<td>1283</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Excessive 超标</td>
<td>2682</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Occur 发生</td>
<td>1444</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Scientific name 学名</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Wallet 钱包</td>
<td>2608</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Community 社会</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Serious harm 严重危害</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Wiki 维基</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>In vivo 体内</td>
<td>1422</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Ridicule 嘲笑</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Microblogging 微博</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Similar 类似</td>
<td>1421</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Notebook 笔记本</td>
<td>1263</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>United States 美国</td>
<td>2239</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>University 大学</td>
<td>1418</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Syndrome 综合症</td>
<td>1247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Recommend 推荐</td>
<td>2222</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Knowledge 知识</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Sitting 坐姿</td>
<td>1241</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Discovery 发现</td>
<td>2217</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Oxygenated 含氧</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>(English) syndrome 综合症</td>
<td>1235</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>World 世界</td>
<td>2181</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Oxygen 含氧量</td>
<td>1399</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>(English) pmeformis 综合症</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Introduction 介绍</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Temporarily 暂时</td>
<td>1399</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Ischial 坐骨</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Website 网站</td>
<td>2088</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Oxygen 氧量</td>
<td>1399</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Intelligence 智力</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Forwarding 转发</td>
<td>2088</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Canadian fish 加鱼</td>
<td>1395</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Sciatic 坐骨神经</td>
<td>1222</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Free 自由</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Originally 原本</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Country 国家</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Health 健康</td>
<td>1795</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Complex 综合</td>
<td>1367</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>History 历史</td>
<td>1208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>First 第一</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Time 时间</td>
<td>1366</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Information 信息</td>
<td>1197</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Shanghai 上海</td>
<td>1714</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Soon 怎样</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Beijing 北京</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Click 点击</td>
<td>1701</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Encyclopedia 维基百科</td>
<td>1353</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Face 面对</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Entry 词条</td>
<td>1669</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Hypoxia 缺氧</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Because fish 因鱼</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Call 称为</td>
<td>1642</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Extend 延长</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Really 真的</td>
<td>1177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When mentioning either. Table 6-13 provides an overview for each of the two portions of posts mentioning the two encyclopaedias, and ranks the most frequently co-occurring words. Instead of commenting on the two encyclopaedias per se, many posts use or cite the encyclopaedias to comment on certain popular incidents. The left-hand side of the table shows the predominance of the Yúfúlíng (鱼浮灵) incident\(^{21}\) for posts mentioning Baidu Baike, whereas the right-hand side shows the predominance of the ‘Wallet’ incident\(^{22}\) for posts mentioning Chinese Wikipedia. The findings mainly demonstrate the topicality of microblogs in responding to the latest events. Baidu Baike was mentioned because of the background information it provided concerning an online rumour that a chemical used to revive dying fish called Yúfúlíng is carcinogenic. Chinese Wikipedia was referred to for its content on piriformis syndrome, a topic around which the ex-Google China Chief Lee Kaifu was ridiculed by many and defended by some for recommending that people not sit with their wallets in their rear pockets. To assess the impact of these events on the datasets, I used computer-assisted clustering analysis and manual keyword search independently, and found about 1,400 posts for the Yúfúlíng incident and about 1,200 posts for the ‘Wallet’ incident. I also identified the words predominantly associated with the incidents (see the “Memo” columns in Table 6-13), which included ‘Shanghai.’ The findings highlight the potential of using how online encyclopaedias are referenced and linked in topical microblog public discussions when authoritative information is needed.

---


\(^{22}\) See China Economy Net’s coverage of this incident: http://www.ce.cn/xwzx/gnsz/gdxw/201201/04/t20120104_22972476.shtml
Table 6-13

Most frequently-occurring words when mentioning ...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Word</strong></td>
<td><strong>Counts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Floating Spirit 浮灵</td>
<td>39951 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Excessive 超标</td>
<td>22672 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Baidu 百度</td>
<td>21495 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Share 分享</td>
<td>18623 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 China  中国</td>
<td>10780 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Discovery 发现</td>
<td>6948 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Addition 增加</td>
<td>6583 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Life 生命</td>
<td>4428 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 In vivo 体内</td>
<td>3954 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Oxygen level 含氧量</td>
<td>3291 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Canadian fish 加鱼</td>
<td>2732 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Temporarily 暂时</td>
<td>2682 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Hypoxia 缺氧</td>
<td>2608 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Extend 延长</td>
<td>2321 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Sprinkle over 撒过</td>
<td>2310 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Originally 原本</td>
<td>2290 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Test 检验</td>
<td>2239 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Shanghai 上海</td>
<td>2222 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Serious harm 严重危害</td>
<td>2217 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Necessary 就要</td>
<td>2181 Yúfúlíng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that some word segmentation errors are present in Table 6-13: The term Yúfúlíng (鱼浮灵) was segmented into two separate words: fish (Yú 鱼) and floating spirit (fúlíng 浮灵). Also, the first two characters from the Chinese term for using Yúfúlíng were wrongly segmented into “Canadian fish” (jiā yú 加鱼). This reveals the challenges in dealing with Chinese texts containing seldom-used terms. At the same time, these can be used to detect new terms.

While the above findings indicate the “hot topics” on which microblogs cite the two encyclopaedias, they say little about the comments about the encyclopaedias. Thus, the posts about the two incidents are removed, producing the results listed in Table 6-14. Some of the words most commonly associated with Baidu Baike included the verbs “share” and “quote,” the nouns “China,” “entry,” and “Weibo,” and some geographic entities such as the “United States,” “Beijing,”
and “Japan.” With Chinese Wikipedia, the list of words included “website,” “free(dom),” “China,” the “United States,” “wiki,” “Google” (both in Chinese and in English), “a bit,” “Baidu,” and “Weibo.” As will be discussed later, the term “a bit” (yi xià 一下) points to the phenomena where the term “wiki” and other wiki-based encyclopaedias become verbs that describe the action of using online encyclopaedias (e.g. to wiki a bit).

Table 6-14

Most frequently-appeared words when mentioning Baidu Baike or Chinese Wikipedia (one major incident removed)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baidu Baike Word</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia Word</th>
<th>Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Baidu 百度</td>
<td>2552</td>
<td>Website 网站</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Share 分享</td>
<td>2418</td>
<td>Free(dom) 自由</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 China 中国</td>
<td>1784</td>
<td>China 中国</td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 “a bit” 一下</td>
<td>1135</td>
<td>United States 美国</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Entry 词条</td>
<td>983</td>
<td>Forwarding 转发</td>
<td>608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Microblogging 微博</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>Encyclopedia 百科全书</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Ency. 百科</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>Wiki 维基</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 One kind 一种</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>Google 谷歌</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 World 世界</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>“a bit” 一下</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Quote 引用</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>Baidu 百度</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 United States 美国</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>Microblogging 微博</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Forwarding 转发</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>Foundation 基金会</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Company 公司</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>google google</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Search 搜索</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>Event 事件</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Beijing 北京</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>Community 社会</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Support 支持</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>Entry 词条</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Introduction 介绍</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>World 世界</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Activity 活动</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>Knowledge 知识</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Network 网络</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>English 英文</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Website 网站</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>Data 资料</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same procedure that was used to extract the major discussion threads and “hot topics” could be deployed again for obtaining high-frequency words listed...
in Table 6-14. The words on the left provide clues that lead to a series of prize-winning campaigns initiated by Baidu Baike to promote itself on Weibo, accounting for the high frequency of the term “share”. The words on the right, including the terms “website” and “free(dom),” point to Internet filtering and censorship in China.

The high frequency of the verb “share” for Baidu Baike is the direct result of a 5-year anniversary campaign by Baidu Baike\(^2\) that started in early April 2011. More than 85% of the instances were simply sharing a certain entry article on Sina Weibo, with an explicit note: “shared from @Baidu Baike” [in Chinese] \(^2\). Weibo users were incentivized to promote Baidu Baike in this way by a chance to win a prize in addition to gaining points in Baidu Baike. With the help of machine-assisted clustering of the texts, I also identified another set of more than 2600 posts that promoted Hudong Baike and Baidu Baike with mentions of awards. (Like Baidu Baike, Hudong Baike is another commercial user-generated encyclopedia website hosted in mainland China\(^3\)). In fact, more than 1800 posts that came from Hudong Baike constituted more than 30 different prizes from smartphones to chocolate. This phenomenon also indicates certain forms of cross-spherical activities between the platforms of Weibo and those of other user-generated encyclopaedias.

The high frequency of the terms “free(dom)” and “websites” for Chinese Wikipedia, in contrast, is largely the outcome of the filtering and censorship experienced by Weibo users across several websites or topics. Using terms such as “sensitive” (mǐngǎn 敏感), “the Great Firewall” (GFW), “walled” (bèiqiáng 被墙), “climbed over the wall” (fān qiáng 翻墙), I found that many Weibo users share

\(^2\) See the official website http://baike.baidu.com/cms/s/5years/t.html

\(^3\) Derived from the query results (2072) of the dataset using the SQL statement: “SELECT count(*) FROM _all WHERE (WHAT_ LIKE "分享来自百度百科");"
their experiences on a range of websites and topics to gauge the boundaries of censorship/filtering.

Table 6-14 lists some of these posts. (Each ID number refers to a particular post; negative numbers signal that the post is collected from the WeiboScope; positive ones from the DiscoverText). Hereafter I refer to a post by using the format of ID123 or ID-45.

Table 6-15

Selected posts that mentioned Chinese Wikipedia in relation to censorship/filtering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Main text translated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sina as censors (blog or Weibo)</td>
<td>4444</td>
<td>• Sina blog deleted my post copied from Wikipedia; is Sina blog more sensitive than Sina Weibo?? The same post survive Weibo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15243</td>
<td>• [citing CW] ... after the Wang Lijun incident, the name &quot;Jiang Weiping&quot; was no longer blocked by Baidu or Sina Weibo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-18987</td>
<td>• Well, examples such as the &quot;June Fourth&quot; is blocked by Sina and Baidu as sensitive historical events, but Wikipedia dares to tell the truth on historical facts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-29825</td>
<td>• Wikipedia has been listed as sensitive words in Sina Weibo [emoticon: pity]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Issues</td>
<td>2667</td>
<td>• Can any one open Wikipedia websites? Why after several pages of visit, I saw &quot;this page cannot be displayed&quot;. Nothing sensitive really ah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5667</td>
<td>• The ban on Wikipedia is lifted, and the term &quot;mosquito cells&quot; [referring to China’s Cultural Revolution] is also removed from the list of sensitive terms. But the recent ex-leader of Chongqing remains inaccessible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1303</td>
<td>• On Wikipedia, I visited a relatively sensitive topic, ended up with no access to all pages. Later I entered Baidu’s address by accident. As a result, I can go online and search for information. Thank all-powerful &quot;Baidu&quot;, my grateful tears of i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views on the issue of access</td>
<td>2629</td>
<td>• Just finished the exam on Marxism, and then you will not let me to visit wiki now?!! You crazy ah! I hate the Great Firewall!!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2997</td>
<td>• After searching some politically sensitive terms as well as several major events using Wikipedia, it feel really good, and should be closer to the truth. I have a new perspective on the historical events. The same words on Baidu Search I find &quot;Search results are not displayable because they may not comply with relevant laws, regulations and policies.&quot; Better use foreign websites, for they may be closer to the truth. My mourning for the innocent people who were persecuted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| | 3270 | • What triggers the sensitive nerve system as Wikipedia becomes inaccessible?
Life is like a farce at times. Can never get the intention of the "superstructure" [high officials]. Better to live in the moment and avoid commenting. Time is the best encyclopaedia, older when we revisit, we’ll realize other stories exist. |
For instance, one Weibo user questioned why her/his post from Wikipedia to the Sina blog was deleted but survived in Sina Weibo (ID4414) and another user claimed, “Wikipedia has become classified as sensitive words in Sina Weibo” (ID-29805). For others, Wikipedia become one of the tests of censorship, with various access issues to its website and specific pages. In post ID2667, a Weibo user shared her/his experience of being blocked from visiting Wikipedia. Post ID-5667 described another users’ observation that the article on the Chinese Cultural Revolution was unblocked but the article on a Chinese official was not. Post ID1303 even suggested that, her/his experience of being blocked, probably because of several visits to sensitive articles on Wikipedia, could somehow be resolved by visiting Baidu.

Still other users voiced their opinions on their encounter with Internet filtering or censorship when using Wikipedia. Post ID2609 seemed to express a student’s angry response for not being able to access Wikipedia after a Marxism exam. Posts ID 2997 and ID-18987 expressed their belief that Wikipedia was more likely to be true for sensitive topics, whereas post ID3270 expressed a more passive attitude about the futility of commenting.

This way of using high frequency words to identify major discussion threads and “hot topics” can be iterated after removing found sets of posts. The procedure can be useful to identify major topics one by one. We can thus now move to the posts that explicitly mention both Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia.

**When mentioning both Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia.** To zero in on the posts that explicitly compare Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, we can now examine the posts that mention both Baidu Baike (BB) and Chinese Wikipedia (CW). Figure 6-11 shows that there are 281 posts mention both. Users’ comparisons are most likely to occur in these posts, which can highlight contrasting experiences and attitudes about the two encyclopaedias.
Thus, focusing on the 281 posts that mention both Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, two set of analysis can be conducted to see the relationship between the users and the censorship/filtering regime. Because it is likely that the censorship/filtering regime influences users, I used Chinese terms such as “wall,” “harmony,” and “river crabs” that refer to the regime to derive the first sample. Then I manually coded the remaining posts for the second analysis.

At least 21 posts specifically mentioned the keywords referring to the censorship/filtering regime, of which 15 posts are listed in Table 6-16 (the unlisted

---

27 The SQL statement is used “SELECT sn,WHAT_ FROM _all WHERE BB=1 AND CW=1 AND (WHAT_ LIKE "%GFW%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%墙%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%牆%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%敏感%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%和谐%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%和谐%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%河蟹%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%河蟹%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%上不了%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%上不了%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%开不了%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%开不了%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%开不了%" OR WHAT_ LIKE "%防火%");"
ones contained irrelevant content). From the top to the bottom, the first category of posts showed the minority opinions of the selected dataset: one claimed that Wikipedia’s specific entry on “Socialism with Chinese characteristics” is nonsense when compared to the Baidu Baike’s correct version (ID-13491). The other argued that Baidu Baike was enough for people of China, citing the risk of being “Walled” (ID-26194). The post in the second category shared a similar opinion that Baidu Baike is an alternative when Chinese Wikipedia is blocked. Of the majority of the posts that mention both encyclopaedias in relation to filtering/censorship, the third and most representative category consisted of posts arguing that Chinese Wikipedia is better because it is not censored: Wikipedia is “more fair and comprehensive” (ID4388), "the best" (ID-33992), "have much to see" (ID-33991) and can serve as "the standard test" of censorship (ID-40579), whereas Baidu Baike is censored (ID5323) or "harmonized"(ID4388, ID-33991 and ID-40579) or full of “lies” (ID-40570), repetition (ID2790) and errors (ID-3473). Among them, clear anger was also expressed in posts ID2790 and ID-24937 against the Internet censorship/filtering regime.
Table 6-16

Selected posts that mentioned both encyclopaedias (in relation to censorship/filtering)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Main text translated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baidu</td>
<td>-13491</td>
<td>• On &quot;Socialism with Chinese characteristics&quot;, I responsibly vouch for the correct version in Baidu Baike. Wikipedia’s entry is simply nonsense! How could such an unreliable site have a place in China? It should be thrown over the Wall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baike is</td>
<td>-26194</td>
<td>• For the people of China, visiting Baidu Baike is enough. Consider the risk of being &quot;Walled&quot; when visiting Wikipedia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>better</td>
<td>-28952</td>
<td>• Having no choice, Wikipedia is &quot;Walled&quot;. Please use Baidu Baike as the foundation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baidu</td>
<td>4388</td>
<td>• Wikipedia is more fair and comprehensive! I advise everyone not to use that &quot;harmonized&quot; Baidu Baike!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baike as</td>
<td>5323</td>
<td>• Some people died on foreign soils, but remained alive in the country. Some died in Google, but still alive in Baidu. Some died in Weibo, but still alive on the CCTV. Some died in Wikipedia, but still alive in Baidu Baike. Some are dead outside the Wall, but inside the Wall still alive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>-5667</td>
<td>• Some people died in a foreign country, but still alive in the country. Some died in Google, but still alive in Baidu. Some died in Weibo, but still alive on the CCTV. Some died in Wikipedia, but still alive in Baidu Baike. Some is dead outside the Wall, but still alive inside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>1303</td>
<td>• [On certain botany entry..] Opposite plants are treated as the same species in Baidu Baike. What a miracle in this harmonious society ah! While accumulating your wealth, Du-girl [feminized name for Baidu], would you please do something substantial a bit? Access to Wikipedia blocked. Baidu Baike cannot be trusted. No wonder many brain-damaged in this Heavenly Dynasty!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>2609</td>
<td>• Ever since on the other side of the Wall, I become used to using Google and clicking on Wikipedia. [@other user]:To be honest, I have now subconsciously use Baidu because Google is often off due to some unknown forces. Besides, Baidu Baike, Baidu Zhidao and Baidu Wenku indeed make a great contribution to the diffusion of knowledge to the ignorant Netizens like me. [@yet another user] I choose to wait another ten minutes when Google is not accessible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is better</td>
<td>2997</td>
<td>• Baidu Baike not only copied but also harmonized the content from Wikipedia. Much to see in Wikipedia once over the Wall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3270</td>
<td>• I always thought Baidu Baike is the best, because it understand Chinese language very well! I was wrong! Completely wrong! In fact, Wikipedia is the best! And truly the best when over the Wall!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3301</td>
<td>• Better to visit Wikipedia over the wall . . . All lies in Baidu Baike.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3403</td>
<td>• This &quot;river-crabbed&quot;[meaning censored] entry existed in Baidu Baike long time ago, which tells us nothing about the Great Firewall. Whether we can visit certain entries in Wikipedia is the standard test whether the &quot;river-crab&quot;(censorship) is loosening.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that post ID-32406 discussed the decisions users face when they are blocked. One user reflected on the gradual change to the use of Google and Wikipedia that occurred when living outside the Wall, and another comment reflected on the subconscious shift to Baidu because of the Wall, while another made the conscious decision to wait for ten minutes when “Walled”. These comments clearly suggest that not all users of mainland China are oblivious to the existence of Wikipedia and that their use and reception of the websites inside and outside the Wall, while diverse, is more or less conditioned by it. Concerning Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, users clearly expressed contrasting attitudes to the Great Firewall, which also provides additional user testimony on the impacts of the censorship/filtering regime imposed on the two: Baidu Baike is often censored and Chinese Wikipedia is blocked.

To compare how user opinions differ apart from in relation to the censorship/filtering regime, I examined the remaining posts for users’ evaluative terms about the two websites, and found 39 posts (listed in Table 6-17). Of these, the majority found Chinese Wikipedia to be better. Baidu Baike was reported to be less reliable (e.g. post ID3502, 5733, 5917, 6210, -7323, -7371), less objective (e.g. post ID3570, 6190, -1457, -10079, -13965, -19690, -25687, -34458) and prone to the Chinese government’s political influence or even censorship (e.g. postID5587, -19547, -19690, -21512, -25182, -25221). In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia was perceived to be more useful (e.g. post ID6306), better referenced (e.g. post ID5733, -3755) and to have an elegant interface and style (e.g. post ID3664). Nonetheless, some posts exist stated Baidu Baike was better. Post ID-14431, for example, claims that Baidu Baike is more detailed on R&B (rhythm and blues music). Post ID-26631 suggested that Baidu Baike was richer in content because it could “freely” copy content from other websites, and thus had more comprehensive content that suits the needs of the users in China. Post ID-19336 seems to be ironic by agreeing that Baidu Baike is thus “freerer” (I am not certain whether it is meant to be ironic).
Table 6-17

Selected posts that mentioned both (apart from those concerning censorship/filtering)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Main text translated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baidu Baike is better</td>
<td>-24431</td>
<td>On R&amp;B, Baidu Baike is more detailed than Wikipedia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-29336</td>
<td>It turns out Baidu Baike is freer than Baidu Baike [Haha]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-26031</td>
<td>Users of China do not like Wikipedia. Why? For users who only read without editing, they do not care whether the content is copied or original. All they want is plenty and complete information. Because Wikipedia cannot copy but Baidu can copy Wikipedia and others, Baidu Baike's content is richer than Wikipedia's.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-27322</td>
<td>You are welcome to read the essay penned by &quot;Between Men&amp;God&quot;, an administrator of Chinese Wikipedia, published in Douban.com: &quot;Why is (Chinese) Wikipedia encyclopaedia worse than Baidu Baike?&quot; (Chinese Wikipedia indeed needs constant self-inspections. Wiki-girl approves this article [emotion:greivance])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both good</td>
<td>-5067</td>
<td>Occasionally Baidu Baike is useful and very comprehensive. Wikipedia is better when looking up English words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Wikipedia is better</td>
<td>1303</td>
<td>[On &quot;Great Chinese Famine&quot;] Better read more detailed Wikipedia. ... Just also checked Baidu Baike's, which is almost consistent with Wikipedia's. It is a rare situation where Baidu Baike shows some progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2997</td>
<td>The difference between Wikipedia and Baidu Baike? Can tell from one simple entry on Fang Zhouzi..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3301</td>
<td>My foreign teacher asked us to consult Wikipedia and share found information in class. Finally realized that Baidu Baike is the epitome of the new online &quot;Sakoku&quot; (isolationism). Although having less entries, Chinese Wikipedia has absolute essentials, totally unlike Baidu Baike which copies and pastes stuff everywhere. Better learn English well to enjoy the fun reading English Wikipedia!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3403</td>
<td>Wikipedia better than Baidu Baike. Checked the history of Haifeng, Wikipedia has the same info as the county government website, but Baidu Baike is way off!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3502</td>
<td>Baidu Baike's content unreliable. Contributors often promote companies, books, and so on. The entries on the Internet of things, Smart Industries, Industry clusters, etc. mislead readers. I checked; none is comparable to English Wikipedia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3570</td>
<td>For &quot;Wukan incident&quot;, now we can visit Wikipedia's description, which is objective, very detailed, encyclopaedic, and thus much better than Baidu Baike's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3664</td>
<td>Wow the Web interface is elegant and language is stylish in Wikipedia. No more Baidu Baike for me from now on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4021</td>
<td>Our history class assignment has the Red Guards as its theme, a bit heavy and difficult. Everyone is advised to take a look at Wikipedia's and Baidu Baike's entry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table 6-17 continues)
Main text translated

(Wikipedia is better)

Very fun contrasting Wikipedia and Baidu Baike. Cannot open Wikipedia’s page because it contains the phrases such as "... regarded as a dissident for her opposition to Mao’s personality cult and extreme leftism". Can open it in Baidu Baike, because its description goes like this. ...

Baidu Baike not reliable. It appears to have complete information but all of them unreferenced or self-referenced... Better use Wikipedia. At very least, each Wikipedia’s entry has clear references, respecting original authors’ copyright.

After reading the linked article, I search for information on “Pan Jinfu”. With the help of @hischild, I found this article. Baidu Baike’s entry proved to be "watery"... Wikipedia is more reliable. Of course, what is the most reliable is our habits to look for original sources, which can help understand the facts.

The description on Milton Friedman in Baidu Baike, in contrast to Chinese Wikipedia, removed the parts where he was challenged and questioned by others.

Scholars with expertise have conducted research and found the precision of Wikipedia is higher than encyclopaedia Britannica, and thus can be treated as reliable sources. Noted: Do not ever use Baidu Baike and Hudong Baike, where false information is distributed, otherwise you will hurt yourself and others.

Now I realized that Wikipedia is more useful than Baidu Baike.

Better use Baidu Baike less. Like Baidu search, it is castrated and inflicted by viruses. ...Wikipedia has verification and coordination mechanisms and Baidu Baike has not. With a political leaning, Baidu Baike is wildly unfair and chaotic.

Wikipedia first demands info sources, second requires footnotes in scholarly formats, third prohibits [editors’] original research, and fourth says no to vandals and ads. If Baidu Baike can do any of the above, it is no longer Baidu Baike.

[Comments on the errors in Baidu Baike’s prazepam entry...] Everyone please use Wikipedia when consulting entries in professional fields such as medicine, architecture, law, etc. Baidu Baike is far behind Wikipedia in terms of professionalism and precision.

[On making a mistake regarding the age of an actor.] I recognized my mistakes after googling. ... I realized this: Wikipedia is indeed better than Baidu Baike. It is not about the word count, but about correct information.

Fortunately Wikipedia is not wrong on this. When can Baidu Baike correct itself to avoid repeating baseless assertions?

Today I bumped into a new term "neoliberalism". Not knowing what it is, I looked it up in Baidu Baike and Wikipedia. After comparison, the orientation of the two sites is clearly different. The former contains largely negative comments, with emphasis on the opposition of socialism and capitalism. ... The latter does not contain comments with ideological orientations, except for explaining all knowledge backgrounds. ... From now on wiki only .... Baidu you garbage.

(Table 6-17 continues)
Encyclopaedias are supposed to document facts. Have a look at the content in Wikipedia and Baidu Baike on TVXQ (a South Korean pop group) and its five members. I seldom visit Baidu, and today at a casual look I found it contains weird stuff in it. Speechless. An encyclopaedia is used as a fan site, with all its biased comments. Only Baidu is brain-damaged enough to allow such content. No chance for such content to survive in Wikipedia’s standard.

In practice, Wikipedia is proved to be more cultured than Baidu Baike.

Wikipedia is better than Baidu Baike. Baidu is a dog for the government.

On many topics, the results out of using Wikipedia is more objective than Baidu Baike.

Both as encyclopaedias, why such a big different between the content from Baidu Baike and that from Wikipedia? ...[sh!] [emotion:depressed]

Baidu Baike does not have and Chinese Wikipedia has it. Immediately I know why.

No such paragraph in Baidu Baike. So much content is different from Wikipedia.

Ha ha ha ha ha Said the teacher. Wikipedia is more authoritative than Baidu Baike!

Consult Wikipedia and Baidu Baike respectively on the topic of the “White Sea - Baltic Canal”. Contrast and see the obvious evil of Baidu.

[Facts about the (morning) after pills] Wikipedia shows that Levonorgestrel is linked with ectopic pregnancy. Such a risk not mentioned in Hudong Baike and Baidu Baike.

A question that I have not yet the answer to: On the same topic, the content of Baidu Baike could be so different from that of Baidu Baike. Wikipedia is obviously more objective: Baidu Baike is frequently doped with large amount of false propaganda. Both are interactive encyclopaedias and everyone can participate. Why such a big gap?

Still, these comments do not contradict the observation that overall, Chinese Wikipedia values content quality and respects copyright more (see also Chapter 4).

In fact, the essay mentioned by post ID-237322 is originally titled: “What kind of improvements does (Chinese) Wikipedia need when compared with Baidu Baike.” In the essay mentioned, before summarizing his opinions that Chinese Wikipedia’s content is too limited, the page editor too complex to use, and it is too unfriendly for newcomers, the writer (an administrator of Chinese Wikipedia) acknowledged that much has already been said about where Chinese Wikipedia is better.
Altogether, these posts represent a sample of opinions voiced in both Weibo and Twitter, suggesting that Chinese Wikipedia is perceived as more reliable and less censored than Baidu Baike is. In particular, posts ID3301 and ID25470 use teachers’ opinions, and the former shares her/his class experience in using Wikipedia as that “Baidu Baike is the epitome of the new online ‘Sakoku’” (isolationism). The two posts are amongst many posts that mentioned Baidu Baike or Chinese Wikipedia as one of the important digital tools for improving one’s understanding of the world. The idea that online encyclopaedias are important tools for gaining information is further supported by the fact that the Chinese term “wiki” has become a verb similar to the verb “to google”.

*When “wiki” becomes a verb.* Indeed, in the dataset, like “google” in English, “Baidu” and the Chinese term “wiki” (wéiji 维基) are used as verbs that refer to visiting these encyclopaedias for information. I found nearly 200 posts for each of the Chinese-language phrases “Baidu a bit” (bǎidù yīxià 百度一下) and “Wiki a bit” (wéiji yīxià 维基一下). To find out what kinds of “verbification” are expressed, I categorize these posts according to the preceding words because they provide contexts for such verbification. Table 6-18 lists the categorized results. The four categories in Table 6-18 distinguish between when an action is done, will be done, can be done, or should be done. More than 20 posts refer to the posters’ past actions (the category “Action done” in the table) in using one of the encyclopaedias for information, and there are more such posts for Chinese Wikipedia: e.g. “… just recently wikied a bit”. This suggests that some users share their experiences using online encyclopaedias on microblogs. In addition, the categories “Action possible” and “Action better required” refer to the cases when users make the suggestion that online encyclopaedias should be consulted.
Table 6-18

*Baidu/Wiki a bit*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>&quot;Baidu a bit&quot; (百度一下)</th>
<th>&quot;Wiki a bit&quot; (维基一下)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precedent</td>
<td>Word context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action done</strong></td>
<td>刚(2)</td>
<td>...just (recently) Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>刚(3)</td>
<td>...just (recently) Wiki a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>于是(4)</td>
<td>...then Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>特意(3)</td>
<td>...purposely Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>再(2)</td>
<td>...again Wiki a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td>去(17)</td>
<td>...go Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>可(10)</td>
<td>...can Wiki a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>可以(8)</td>
<td>...can Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action better</strong></td>
<td>先(6)</td>
<td>...first Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>required**</td>
<td>要(2)</td>
<td>...must Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>只要(2)</td>
<td>...simply Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>请(2)</td>
<td>...please Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pronoun</strong></td>
<td>大家(4)</td>
<td>...everyone Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and noun**</td>
<td>我(3)</td>
<td>...I Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>你(3)</td>
<td>...you Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>同学(2)</td>
<td>...classmate, Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Promotion</strong></td>
<td>都(23)</td>
<td>...all Baidu a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td>百度(8)</td>
<td>...Baidu/Wiki a bit...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combined**</td>
<td>和(3)</td>
<td>...Baidu and Wiki a bit...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are eight posts that use the combined verb “Baidu/Wiki a bit” (bāidù wéijì yìxià 百度维基一下), with an example post quoted below (ID-31873):

*The masses should take advantage of this opportunity to popularize this universal knowledge ah! If one does not believe in experts, one can Baidu/Wiki a bit.*
One instance that distinguishes Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia is when the verb "Baidu a bit" is used by Baidu to promote itself in Weibo. At least 23 posts, most likely generated by some Weibo users who participated in promotion campaigns, followed the following format:

Got news? Brush [meaning "refresh" or "update" in English] Weibo. Got new knowledge? Brush Weibo too. Because what matters most for communication is brush something anew. It is most foreign flavour (meaning "exotically fashionable" in English) to all Baidu a bit on everything. What you do not know, @BaiduZhidaow let you know. I am @UserID [Weibo user] at Weibo.com. Got something to ask? Don’t ask me. Ask @Baidu Baike.

What the above post demonstrates is exactly the crossover of communicative and information spaces, where the information spaces of Baidu Baike and Baidu Zhidao [a Baidu user-generated question-and-answer website.] can be used to update new information in the communicative spaces of Weibo. Although such cross-over or cross-spherical activities may in this case not be completely voluntary, there is ample evidence that Weibo or Twitter users share their experiences in using search engines, user-generated encyclopaedias and microblogs across platforms. Some of them have also noticed the relationship between the SERPs and UGEs:

...As matter of fact, you will know by simply Baidu a bit. Key in three-character “Yinbingshi” to search, the first item should be Baidu Baike’s entry on Yinbingshi.... (ID-33642)

Google is sensitive...search “lie group” one can find Lie group-Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia as the top result. (ID-23435)

...Simply Baidu a bit. Baidu Baike has a specific entry on him.... (ID-34850)

...Amazing that through Baidu I found the “sensitive”-“men” [i.e. Tiananmen] incident twenty years ago on a sensitive day and sensitive month in a sensitive year. The first SERP item is Wikipedia’s entry page on this incident, and it can be opened. (ID-42437)

Thus in general, what is shared between “Baidu a bit” and “Wiki a bit” as a verb is the specific use of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia: looking for
information. I found no cases where the verb is used to refer to writing or contributing content to them.

Thus, in the Chinese-language context, as shown by the text analysed here, when used as verbs, the terms “Baidu a bit” and “Wiki a bit” refer to general information-seeking actions, not to the original meaning of wiki for collaborative writing. The posts clearly indicate the prominence of using Wikipedia and/or Baidu Baike as information practices on par with Google or Baidu.

6.2.3 Discussion. Ample evidence exists to show the existence of cross-platform activities. Weibo and Twitter users are often aware of both encyclopaedias. Here we can also see the porous nature of web spheres. Research must take such cross-platform activities into account, as suggested by some digital method researchers (R. Rogers, 2013). Such cross-platform activities also include promotion campaigns initiated by Baidu Baike and Hudong Baike, and even cyber-attacks against Wen Yunchao’s Twitter account by flooding tweets using Baidu Baike’s entry, as also testified by Wen Yunchao himself at a US Senate hearing:

...For about a year starting April, 2011, unidentified persons “tweet bombed” me on Twitter with trash information. Using a software [program] called Tween to filter the trash, I found the heaviest attack took place on April 25, 2012 – with a staggering 590,000 spam posts within 24 hours. Unidentified persons also posted viciously defaming information about me online at the rate of over 10,000 times per day. As far as I know, artist Ai Weiwei has been similarly attacked ....

Thus, the Twitter data collected for this research (from March 20, 2012 to April 12, 2012) contains the early phase of the spam post attack against Wen Yunchao on Twitter. Encyclopaedia pages’ titles and links, mostly from Baidu Baike, can be used to jam a Chinese activist’s account in Twitter that is outside Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime. This is evidence of information engagement in the sense of information warfare. The availability of user-generated
encyclopaedia data is repurposed to jam a microblog account by introducing noise to keep certain Chinese activists from engaging their intended audience.

Also, the systematic method of first clustering posts (by computers programs) and then categorizing them (by analysts) one by one through identifying and then removing the hot topics should also help detect other spamming or en-masse promoting activities, as demonstrated by the self-promotion campaign initiated by Baidu Baike and Hudong Baike. Although the approach of the study may be questioned on the grounds of accuracy and validity, it has several merits that traditional methods such as user interviews cannot rival. First, this approach is feasible and reproducible enough for constant monitoring. Dynamic reports could be quickly generated with a workflow consisting of computer programs and social media analysts. Second, this approach may be better to anticipate or even predict the hot topics of public discussions that use or comment on user-generated encyclopaedias. Third, the accuracy and validity of findings can be further enhanced through better programs and more experienced analysts after several iterations.

The use and reception of the two major user-generated encyclopaedias on Weibo and Twitter yielded several findings. First, it confirmed that some Weibo and Twitter users use Chinese Wikipedia and/or Baidu Baike, and that Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime has different effects on these uses, thereby contributing to the existing research on online Chinese-language encyclopaedias (Liao, 2009b; Luo Z.-C. & Fu, 2008; F. Ma & Xia, 2008). Several users were also aware of the differences between the two encyclopaedias. In fact, several posts suggest the contrast between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia as a test for tracking what counts as a sensitive topic. While users did sometimes get frustrated when they were denied access to Chinese Wikipedia, many of them preferred Chinese Wikipedia precisely because it was not censored. Second, overall, users had positive experiences using online encyclopaedias, and more so in using Chinese Wikipedia than in using Baidu Baike. For example, Chinese Wikipedia was
perceived to value content quality and respect copyright more, in contrast to Baidu Baike, which was known for copying and pasting content from other websites. Explicit comparisons were also made by Weibo and Twitter users in short posts, and more users perceived Chinese Wikipedia to be of higher quality. Third, like the new English word “google” being used as verb, the Chinese terms “Baidu” and “Wiki” are also used as verbs to describe looking up content in Baidu Baike or Wikipedia. This suggests that the use of online user-generated encyclopaedias have become an important part of users’ online experience, including when users cite information to discuss topical issues, request that others find information, or verify information seen elsewhere. For these users, user-generated encyclopaedias were resources they relied on.

Moreover, the findings show that many users view the two resources as an established part of everyday information activities, like using the search engines Google and Baidu. These activities are often linked with information or digital literacy, as exemplified by comments from students using Wikipedia in classroom settings. Here we can see the expectation that user-generated encyclopaedias lead to the betterment of self and society through gaining knowledge, partly expressed by a post suggesting that “[t]he masses should take advantage of this opportunity to popularize this universal knowledge ah! If one does not believe in experts, one can Baidu/Wiki a bit” (ID-31873). The new experiences with information and communication spaces are increasingly associated with these websites, as are cultural and social norms about information access, knowledge sharing, and content filtering and censorship. The online practices of information engagement are thus expected to be influenced by users’ experiences with different platforms, which are of cultural-political significance for the Chinese-language Internet.

The findings also have implications for youth engagement in mainland China since Weibo users in mainland China are more likely to be younger. More than 50% of Sina Weibo users were 26-35 years old according to an industry report in 2012 (DCCI, 2012) and more than 80% of the visiting traffic came from 10-39 year
old users according to an annual report released by Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in 2014 (Tang, 2014). In light of the rough user profile, it can be argued that state and market players are expected to engage the younger generation in mainland China through microblog platforms, which may explain why the information warfare kind of information engagement is observed in the case of jamming microblog accounts of Chinese activists such as Wen Yunchao. It may also explain why the learning aspect of citing, using, and sharing experiences about user-generated encyclopaedias is also important for several microblog users.

In terms of information engagement, this study finds that microblog users cite major user-generated encyclopaedias to engage in information-critical or information-intensive public discussions. In a broadened sense of open collaboration, the open discussion on microblog platforms use information resources from user-generated encyclopaedia platforms.

The dynamics of the information engagement concerns the largest non-English segment of the world’s Internet population, and this research has examined how it is practised and expressed on two major Chinese-language microblog platforms about two major Chinese-language encyclopaedias. The findings demonstrate the potentials and gaps towards more active and sound collaborative information engagement beyond mere information seeking and consumption. The microblog posts were still predominantly about using encyclopaedias (in a way contributing to better informed users and public discussions), not about contributing back to the content of user-generated encyclopaedias.

Still, both Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia enjoy mentions from Twitter and Weibo users, and both have become verbs in the Chinese language just like the new English verb “google.” The Chinese verbification of the two encyclopaedias thus indicates what has been achieved and what has yet to be achieved. More research and practice is needed to advance the understanding of the potentials and the challenges to improve information engagement on both platforms, possibly using microblog discussion to improve encyclopaedia platforms and their content
as well as other open collaboration activities that are more “egalitarian,” “meritocratic” and “self-organizing” (Riehle, 2012).

With regards to the recent efforts by Chinese Wikipedians to engage users on Sina Weibo (A. Wang, 2013), the findings point to a direction in which users engage in public discussions on microblog using and enhancing encyclopaedia articles. The research methods here can be repurposed and streamlined to build a public opinion monitoring system. First, robust jam- or spam-detection software can be developed and implemented to highlight the abuse and/or misuse of user-generated encyclopaedias. In addition, it might be possible to show (or even predict) which incidents may become hot discussion topics that require quality and authoritative information sources that may or may not be found in major user-generated encyclopaedias. Future work can be conducted to explain, predict, or even plan interventions to the information-related activities that can be publicly observed across the microblog platforms and user-generated encyclopaedia platforms. Overall, the development of certain event monitoring devices, information engagement rules and new encyclopaedia articles may result in better public discussion and better human knowledge. This may in turn translate into more kinds of civic information engagement and less information warfare.

A division of users and user experiences currently exists in mainland China characterized by the choice between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia. While the frequent occurrences of the verbs such as “Google a bit”, “Baidu a bit”, and “Wiki a bit” suggest that user-generated encyclopaedias are part of users’ overall information-seeking activities, the choice between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia entails different norms and attitudes. Baidu Baike was often associated with the Beijing-censored version of information sources and Beijing-sanctioned ways of information engagement. On the other hand, Chinese Wikipedia is not censored and thus was perceived by some to be more reliable and was associated with the freedom of information. Blocked access to Chinese Wikipedia was also perceived as signals of Beijing’s political “sensitivity” towards information.
The perspective of learning to find and cite information in order to participate in public discussions shows the potential of social media platforms as “civic learning repertoires” for “information engagement” (Bennett & Wells, 2009). For users in mainland China, at least two major learning strategies can be identified: one takes the censorship and filtering regime for granted, and the other seeks information and communication platforms that are outside the influence of the regime. It is likely that the “civic learning repertoires” for “information engagement” are limited to the bounds of the regime (i.e. mainland China) for those who use Baidu and Baidu Baike. Indeed, both Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia become important reference points and even everyday communicative practices (e.g. “Baidu a bit” or “Wiki a bit”). Still, the different uses and receptions suggest two set of learning experiences and information choices. For contributors and readers, the choice of one over the other reflects the different experiences in civic learning made possible by the two websites. Since both platforms of microblogs and encyclopaedias depend on users and their contributed content, users learn to use and choose platforms while platforms learn from users. Future research and practice are needed, with better information engagement and content, to advance the quality of public discussions and public knowledge.

6.3 Chapter conclusions

To my knowledge, no research to date has systematically examined how variants of Chinese-language scripts provide different user experiences on specific online platforms. Such knowledge provides insights on the dynamics of the Chinese cultural sphere online, which represents the largest non-English segment of the world’s Internet population. This chapter has begun such an investigation by looking at how users view the two major Chinese-language encyclopaedias, as observed from major search engines and microblog sites. The findings not only complete the third aspect of collaborative websites - of participation, content, and readership - but also provide insights into the Chinese-language Internet generally.
Table 6-19 contrasts the use and reception of Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia. First, both were visible for many of the sample queries. If this continues to be the case, we can infer that Chinese-language Internet users who use search engines will regularly encounter at least one of the encyclopaedias. The centrality of the two encyclopaedia websites for the Chinese-language Internet is thus established by evidence gathered from major search engines and microblog platforms. The blockmodelling analysis further shows the choice of search engines matters as to which encyclopaedia website will be more visible. In most instances, Google users across regions will find Chinese Wikipedia more visible whereas Baidu or Yahoo China users will find Baidu Baike more visible. The findings also show strong differences in the geolinguistic features of the SERPs. Again, Baidu Baike is most visible in the SERPs that are overwhelmingly mainland and contain simplified Chinese, whereas Chinese Wikipedia is most visible in the SERPs that are geolinguistically mixed. Second, both enjoy mentions from Twitter and Weibo and both have become verbs in the Chinese language just like the new English verb “google”. Further analysis of the comments suggests that different ideas are associated with the two websites. Baidu Baike is associated with the Beijing-censored version of information sources. In contrast to Chinese Wikipedia, Baidu Baike is more accessible because it is not blocked as often as Chinese Wikipedia. On the other hand, Chinese Wikipedia is not censored and thus more reliable, and is associated with the freedom of information and its access being blocked by Beijing.
Table 6-19

Comparing use and reception patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... of visibility</td>
<td>Visible site for many queries</td>
<td>Visible site for many queries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of co-visible variants</td>
<td>Mostly Baidu_CN and Yahoo_CN</td>
<td>Mostly Google, TW and HK variants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of geo-linguistic features</td>
<td>Overwhelmingly mainland and simplified Chinese</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of co-visible websites</td>
<td>Mostly sites with mainland Chinese focus</td>
<td>Mostly sites censored or blocked by Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of mentions</td>
<td>Both Twitter and Weibo</td>
<td>Both Twitter and Weibo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of thinking</td>
<td>Likely censored</td>
<td>Uncensored (and reliable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of discourse</td>
<td>Easy access (not blocked)</td>
<td>Freedom of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of practice</td>
<td>&quot;Baidu a bit&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Wiki a bit&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the findings suggest that for users going from one website to another, different platforms generally constitute no barriers. Across major Chinese-language search engine platforms, users will notice and likely click on major user-generated encyclopaedias because their high visibility in the SERPs. Weibo and Twitter Chinese-language users mention Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, sometimes using them as verbs. Web spheres are indeed porous. Nonetheless, there is some distance between them in terms information access and cultural exchange (even if these are not impenetrable barriers). This distance exists due to the cultural-political factors, including geolinguistic differences, across Chinese-speaking regions and due to Beijing’s filtering and censorship regime. Chinese Wikipedia’s visibility across search engine platforms differs significantly from one set of geolinguistic regions to another. It is much less visible in Google_CN and Yahoo_CN. The pattern is largely reversed for Baidu Baike, but Baidu Baike is still visible for users in Hong Kong and Taiwan if they use Google rather than Yahoo by default. When considered as a whole, the findings from the
analysis of SERPs and microblogs show that the cultural-political boundaries of web spheres are not absolute but porous. However, this does not prevent web spheres from imposing distancing mechanisms by amplifying or diminishing information from different sources. Cultural-political boundaries are thus likely to be reproduced not only by the Internet filtering and censorship regime, as conventionally believed, but also by shaping information suggestions and choices.

The findings add to the cross-spherical analysis of web spaces proposed by Richard Rogers (2013). Because of the searching, citing and commenting activities, the web spaces are indeed porous between Chinese-language search engine and encyclopaedia platforms, and also between Chinese-language microblog and encyclopaedia platforms. On the other hand, the distinct choice between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia suggests not only different information engagement practices (including the preferred choice of platforms) because of the censorship/filtering regime, but also different civic learning repertoires. The censorship/filtering regime clearly has impacts on shaping web spaces and their information engagement activities.

The findings also update our understanding of the online “Chinese cultural sphere” of which Chinese-language resources are important (G. Yang, 2003). Chinese-language platforms such as search engines, microblogs and user-generated encyclopaedias constitute major instances where such resources can be indexed, searched, retrieved and viewed amongst mostly Chinese-language users. Such openly available resources permit potentially new information engagement and even open collaboration. However, such potentials may be limited by Internet censorship (e.g. Baidu Baike) or filtering (e.g. Chinese Wikipedia), shaping the engagement dynamics with different sets of norms and knowledge sources. Thus, when users become familiar with certain platforms hosted in a specific location and used by a certain groups of fellow users, this amounts to both a learning process and a cultural thickening process.
The cultural thickening perspective highlights these differences. The findings in the previous chapters and in this chapter have shown that Baidu Baike is not widely read or used by users in Hong Kong and Taiwan, partly because Baidu Baike does not offer a traditional Chinese reading and editing platform, as well as Baidu Baike's being subject to Beijing's filtering and censorship regime. The SERP data also shows how the choice of regional settings and language scripts shape which encyclopaedia website is likely to be seen (and thus clicked). As different online sources have been shown to be cited/linked in Chapter 5, different online sources of websites are now also shown in the case of the two encyclopaedias in the SERPs. The geolinguistic dimension of cultural thickening for the two encyclopaedias shows how Baidu Baike has produced the patterns mostly within mainland China, whereas Chinese Wikipedia is used and well-received by users from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and mainland China, if one can assume Weibo users who experienced the Great Firewall are largely from mainland China. Hence, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia present different content and scope for Chinese-language cultural resources online and, as they are processed and thus shared through other platforms like search engines and microblogs, this indicates two cultural thickening patterns distinct in their geolinguistic reach and cultural-political content.

Finally, the basic idea of promoting knowledge for the betterment of individuals and societies is linked to the use of online user-generated encyclopaedias. Here, the choice between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, when considering the content and scope of civic learning and cultural thickening, has cultural-political consequences. The choice is of particular importance to mainland Chinese users, especially the new majority of Internet users (see Chapter 4). Future research may also consider how the concept of information engagement intersect with the official and popular discourse of the Chinese term “suzhi” (sūzhì 素质) of people, a discourse of human quality that demands individual competition, responsibility and self-improvement—including the ability to use technology to do
so. In the microblog dataset, several posts discussing the lack of “quality” information and people can be further analysed. Since the notion of information engagement is relatively unknown to the general public in China, the notion of suzhi can be used as potential bridging concept to discuss which kind of information engagement is better in promoting knowledge for the betterment of Chinese individuals and societies. Some questions can also be formulated based on the existing Chinese studies literature on “suzhi” for online platforms. For instance, suzhi discourse may have aimed to turn peasants into modern Chinese citizens (Murphy, 2004), but how does it work, say, to turn migrant workers into modern online Chinese citizens? If suzhi discourse justified social hierarchies (Kipnis, 2006), how is it related to the choices of information platforms and the practices of information engagement? More empirical research is thus needed to examine and compare across different information platforms and groups of users.

In this cultural-political context, the findings from the SERP and microblog datasets show important links between processability and information engagement. The concept of processability is taken in this thesis as an engine that mediates online information and communication activities and provides the enabling conditions of current media-language systems. From a technical perspective, how SERP and microblogs function as communicative and information spaces require machines to be equipped to process large amounts of information. From the perspective of users, these online platforms require users’ contributions and require users who are equipped with adequate skills and the necessary cultural contexts for participation. Search engine companies compete to provide information free for different groups of users, and in return, users’ information activities are processed so that companies provide the SERPs that users find relevant to keep them using their services. The same is true for microblogs. Data collected from both Weibo and Twitter shows how users learn and put into practice the information and communication skills that shape and are shaped by the cultural politics of the Chinese-language Internet. The fact that these platforms
dependent on user-generated activities and content thus demands a learning process on both sides whereby platforms learn from users and users learn to use and choose platforms.

Since knowledge has normative dimensions (the betterment of individuals and societies), the difference in cultural thickening through knowledge also has its normative implications. Especially for users in mainland China, the windfall of Internet population growth from 2005-2008 and the Internet filtering of Wikipedia from 2004-2008 suggest different learning experiences in adopting online user-generated encyclopaedias (see Chapter 4). Indeed, this chapter has shown a division of users and user experiences in mainland China, drawing from both SERP and microblog data. The choice between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia presents a choice similar to the one between Baidu and Google, or more generally the one between censored or uncensored. Hence for mainland Chinese users, while the frequent occurrences of the verbs such as “Google a bit”, “Baidu a bit”, and “Wiki a bit” suggests that user-generated encyclopaedias are part of users’ overall information-seeking activities, the choice between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia entails different norms and attitudes. The two user-generated encyclopaedias provide instances of different cultural thickening patterns, and the norms that go with them.
Chapter 7 Conclusion

This thesis has explored whether and how Internet connectivity can reshape geo-linguistic and geo-cultural boundaries in relation to nation-states based on a comparative study: How have the two major Chinese-written user-generated encyclopaedias, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia, overcome, reinforced, or ignored the existing boundaries within and beyond the Chinese-speaking world? These two encyclopaedia websites have been analysed in terms of the ‘thickening that occur[s] within an increasingly global connectivity’ (Couldry & Hepp, 2013, p. 255) and cultural patterns were identified: one reinforces the existing political boundaries (largely Baidu Baike, within mainland China) whereas the other overcomes boundaries by integrating them (largely Chinese Wikipedia, creating patterns across national boundaries). The two websites thus exemplify two different patterns of content-creation and readership of Chinese-language websites.

The first section of this chapter will summarize the findings for the field of Chinese Internet research, and the following section will discuss the implications for research more broadly and for policy. The final section will summarize the main concepts and how they bear on the geolinguistic dynamics of online knowledge.

7.1 Understanding the Chinese-language Internet

Briefly, Baidu Baike, as might be expected of a true Chinese ‘national’ website, did not overcome the communicative barriers between mainland China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Chinese Wikipedia, on the other hand, achieved some success in overcoming these barriers: its success consisted partly of enabling users from mainland China to make bridges beyond national borders and the mainland’s censorship/filtering regime in seeking information within a wider Chinese-speaking region.

This thesis is the first to map out these cross-boundary interactions of the Chinese-language Internet by means of combining a variety of datasets. While
Internet connections are expected to foster extensive cross-boundary interactions, they have also been found here to be subject to various cultural-political barriers among Chinese-speaking societies. These include not just the censorship/filtering regime, but also the choice of a simplified Chinese script versus the traditional one and other cultural-political differences. While this thesis has covered only two types of websites (user-generated encyclopaedias and, to a lesser extent, search engines), this research has analysed what are arguably the most influential websites that organize and gatekeep Chinese-language information and knowledge. By analysing how web spheres order information and knowledge for various groups of users, insights have been gained about the cross-boundary dynamics of Chinese-language regions, including the relationship between indigenization and blockage, different patterns of cultural thickening, and the cultural politics of information.

7.1.1 Ordering information and making Chineseness visible. Perhaps the most significant contribution of this research to Chinese Internet research is that the analysis of Chinese web spheres yields an understanding of the boundaries and norms of media-language systems. By examining the cultural thickening patterns of the two user-generated encyclopaedias, it is possible to identify the dynamics among and within Chinese societies. This approach demands considering the factors of language, geography, and platforms in producing different specific but empirically observable web spheres in order to decipher the boundaries of the media-language systems for particular groups of users. Several Chinese media-language systems were identified, including the major regions of mainland China (dominated mostly by Baidu and Baidu Baike), Taiwan, and Hong Kong (dominated mostly by Google and Chinese Wikipedia). Each region has its own media-language system, with intricate inter-relationships among them. In one sense (of socio-cultural heritage), a web sphere should ‘reflect’ even if it does not ‘represent’ the media-language system preferences of its corresponding regions. In another sense (of information system design), a web
sphere should ‘implement’ even if it does not ‘constitute’ a Chinese information order for its target users in a region. The mutual shaping relationship between information systems and societies remains a challenging theoretical question. Nonetheless, online materials provide strong materials for identifying Web spheres: for example, despite its relatively small population and online presence, Macau clearly has its own web sphere that is constructed by various providers for its users. In particular, because these web spheres yield evidence for how information is ordered, they show how the boundaries of information are overcome, reinforced, or shifted. These spheres are implemented as computer codes, localized interfaces, and meta-data, and produce different results. The concept of Chinese web spheres thus forms the basis for an understanding of the dynamics of Chinese societies on the Internet along with their media-language and political systems.

Comparing and analysing Chinese web spheres is complicated because of various ‘transnational’, ‘national’, and ‘local’ dimensions of ‘Chineseness’ (A. Ong, 1997; G. Wang, 1991, 1993). For instance, does one consider the connections between mainland China and, say, Hong Kong as transnational or national? Acknowledging this complexity, this research has drawn on various sources to identify Chinese web spheres. With data systematically collected from online sources such as encyclopaedia websites, search engines and microblogs, the thesis applied the concept of ‘cultural thickening’ (Hepp & Couldry, 2009; Löfgren, 1997). In addition, the thesis drew on concepts from the global TV studies and Chinese studies literature about the geocultural aspects and geolinguistics of Chinese contexts. The two user-generated encyclopaedias examined were shown to produce two distinct ‘cultural thickening’ patterns across different Chinese web spheres in a way that overcame or reinforced existing boundaries. The overall comparative analysis showed that Baidu Baike overwhelmingly focuses on mainland China, thereby producing a separation (from the rest of the Chinese-speaking world). In contrast, Chinese Wikipedia integrates diverse
sources, users and contributors, effectively producing cultural thickening across various web spheres and across geographical and across platform differences.

**7.1.2 Indigenization and blockage.** The thesis contributed to the debate about the relationship between Chinese indigenization of the Internet and the Chinese blockage of information flows. Patterns of integration and of separation were observed in comparing Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia. Indeed, both the ‘Chineseness’ issue and the censorship/filtering regime were found to be intertwined with the historical trajectory of the two encyclopaedias (see Chapter 4). Thus, Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia can be seen as important sites to assess the effects of Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime in relation to the indigenization of Chinese information and media systems. Two major views can be contrasted: isolation versus indigenization. The isolation view has been criticized for the lack of strong empirical evidence for the complete isolation of China from the rest of the world, while the indigenization view argues that the censorship/filtering regime has little impact on changing users’ information choices (Suo, 2007; Taneja & Wu, 2013), either because Baidu Baike suits Chinese culture better (Suo, 2007) or because such a censorship/filtering regime does not constitute an absolute barrier inside a so-called Chinese ‘culturally defined market’ (Taneja & Wu, 2013). The indigenization perspective views Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime as a form of cultural protectionism, along with geographical and linguistic factors that influence users’ preferred choice of websites. To put it bluntly, this view believes that filtering blockage is merely a weaker form of cultural protectionism when compared to more potent forces of geographical and linguistic barriers (especially those between Chinese and English). On this view, the regime only slightly adds to cultural protection for Chinese indigenous ‘informatization’, and does not isolate China from the world.

This thesis puts forward a third argument: the information blockage fostered two parallel cultural thickening patterns: Separation effects, or the marginalization of undesired information away from the majority of mainland
Chinese users, are the main outcome of indigenization of online spaces induced by the censorship/filtering regime. Integration effects, on the other hand, are among the main achievements of the web in overcoming the barriers that include Beijing’s censorship/filtering regime. This argument allows us to move beyond the isolation and indigenization views towards a picture of distinct cultural thickening patterns. Based on the findings that have been presented, the mainland Chinese web sphere does distance some sources outside mainland China away from mainland Chinese users. While it is possible that some mainland Chinese users can and do use Chinese Wikipedia and Google, and are thereby more likely to be exposed to information sources outside China, these users are shown to be the minority. In addition, the Hong Kong web sphere is closer to the Taiwanese one, because their dominant online information platforms, such as Chinese Wikipedia and Google, mix more diverse Chinese information sources from around the world, including those hosted in the U.S. and mainland China but mostly in the Chinese written language. This argument is more consistent with Yang’s ‘domestication of the Chinese Internet’ (G. Yang, 2012) where the complex interactions with diverse outcomes are produced by Beijing’s blocking certain information outside mainland China and censoring information inside. Thus, instead of homogenous or evenly-connected Chinese ‘culturally-defined markets’, two wider Chinese web spheres are produced by the two parallel cultural thickening communication patterns. In relation to mainland China, Baidu Baike exemplified the internal pattern impacted by the censorship regime, whereas Chinese Wikipedia became marginalized or externalized by the censorship/filtering regime. The following discussion will explain how the studies of different web spheres helped to identify different realities facing various groups of Chinese users, and how the concept of cultural thickening helps to understand these.

7.1.3 Identifying cultural thickening. In identifying cultural thickening processes, this thesis has shown two distinct patterns of Chinese information
marginalization and mobilization based on the differences between Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia: Baidu Baike focuses on the mainland web sphere without too much emphasis on other spheres, whereas Chinese Wikipedia acknowledges different spheres and seeks to integrate them to avoid region-centric bias. Thus, different sources of information are marginalized to the periphery and others are mobilized to the core, effectively reflecting different ways in which knowledge and information are ordered.

The webometric and content analysis further demonstrated these encyclopaedias’ differences in representing ‘Chineseness’ (Chapter 5): results were less revealing about the ‘level’ of Chineseness and more about the geographic and linguistic ‘extent’ of Chineseness (mainland China versus the rest of the Chinese-speaking world), suggesting strong cross-regional thickening patterns for Chinese Wikipedia but not for Baidu Baike. The search engine visibility tests, users’ micro-blog comment analysis, and user interviews together demonstrated how users from different web spheres might encounter different types of information. The analysis also compared users’ experiences with information providers such as Baidu, Wikipedia and Google showing the effects of information marginalization. The overall results amount to two clear cultural thickening patterns, as summarized in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different gatekeeping lead to different cultural thickening patterns</th>
<th>Baidu Baike</th>
<th>Chinese Wikipedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>is (relatively more) open to</td>
<td>copyright-dubious, self-promoting, or advertisement-based content</td>
<td>reliable information sources across Chinese-speaking regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is (relatively more) defensive against</td>
<td>topics politically sensitive to Beijing and information sources outside mainland China</td>
<td>copyright-dubious, self-promoting, or advertisement-based content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and thus produces cultural thickening patterns of ...</td>
<td>commercially and politically correct mainland China-focused Chinese information order</td>
<td>culturally and politically diverse Chinese information order across various Chinese societies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The two patterns reflect the cultural-political preferences of users and are governed by their attitudes and perceptions towards various information sources. Indeed, as with the theories of ‘network gatekeeping’ (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008) and ‘relevance filtration and accreditation’ (Benkler, 2006, p. 169), the two cultural thickening patterns are the results of gatekeeping processes created by self-appointed users on the networks. User-contributors must produce relevant content, and user-readers must find the content credible. Thus, obtaining specific geographic and linguistic information from these processes reveals the information orders that such cultural thickening processes produce. Baidu Baike was found to produce a commercially and politically correct mainland China-focused Chinese information order, whereas Chinese Wikipedia produces a culturally and politically diverse Chinese information order for various Chinese societies by filtering out copyright-dubious, self-promoting or advertisement-based content but keeping reliable information sources across Chinese-speaking regions. The different patterns thus demonstrate two Chinese information orders at work.

7.1.4 Cultural politics and the filtering/content regime. The two cultural thickening patterns indicate a plausible explanation as to why two such different Chinese information orders have come into being. This thesis has argued that the filtering/content regime produced both separation and integration effects, rather than isolation or indigenization effects. The block-then-diffusion hypothesis proposed in Chapter 4 suggested that, in the context of mainland Chinese Internet diffusion rates and the Internet filtering of Chinese Wikipedia, the censorship/filtering regime gave Baidu Baike a strong comparative advantage in accessing and maintaining mainland Chinese Internet users. Effectively, the filtering/content regime reshaped the centre of gravity within each Chinese web sphere, thereby showing how Chinese Wikipedia and Baidu Baike operated within different borders and information orders.
Different experiences of information literacy, including using search engines and online encyclopaedias, also mattered here. The two cultural thickening patterns exemplified by Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia show that the censorship/filtering regime produced two distinct Chinese web spheres: one is the censored and domesticated mainland Chinese sphere, and another is the sphere that is marginalized from mainland Chinese users’ experiences. In other words, the censorship/filtering regime prevented the genuine exchange and integration of Chinese-language information. Also, the more ‘protected’ Baidu Baike did not receive substantial contributions from outside mainland China, be it in the form of power users, contributors, or simply information content, whereas the more ‘integrative’ Chinese Wikipedia was often rendered inaccessible or less visible for the majority of mainland Chinese users. It is clear then that from the viewpoint of the Chinese-language Internet, there are distinct Chinese web spheres with different patterns of ordering Chinese-language information, revealing the cultural politics among Chinese societies. These cultural-political manoeuvres can be interpreted as a containment strategy by Beijing to prevent political opponents from influencing mainland Chinese users.

To conclude, this thesis has provided findings about the relationship between Chinese societies and Chinese information systems. As regards the effects of China’s Internet censorship/filtering regime, Table 7-2 summarizes how the proposed analysis differs from the existing isolation and indigenization (cultural protection) views. The isolation view holds that the censorship/filtering regime has a strong isolating effect (i.e. isolation of China from the world), whereas the indigenization view argues that the effect is rather minimal. A third view has been proposed here: China’s censorship/filtering regime does in fact have a critical impact in isolating the majority of mainland users from seeing the rest of the Chinese-speaking world. Nevertheless, although the basic geocultural hypothesis of cultural affinity may bring Chinese web spheres closer together because of a common language, this thesis does not downplay the political and
ideological differences between mainland China and the rest of the Chinese-speaking world, notably Hong Kong and Taiwan. The persistent significance of these differences was demonstrated in global TV studies about Greater China (Chan, 1996, 2009). These differences continue to have significant impact on the Web, as shown by the webometric and content findings here. In effect, China’s Internet censorship/filtering regime picks the winners and losers for the mainland Chinese users (by giving comparative advantages to Baidu and Baidu Baike over Google and Chinese Wikipedia). While not isolating ‘all’ mainland Chinese users from the world, it does, however, keep other Chinese views that are outside mainland China’s control from going mainstream in mainland China, protecting mainland China from the rest of Chinese-speaking world. The geocultural ‘Chinese cluster’ therefor has clear political and ideological barriers: For example, despite integrating diverse Chinese information, Chinese Wikipedia is shown to be in a peripheral position for the majority of Chinese users in terms of visibility and web structure. Thus, new insights can be gained from seeing the patterns whereby information is marginalized and mobilized because of its geographical, linguistic, cultural and political features – rather than merely because of the provision or the lack of information access. The impact of the information blockage is not so much whether mainland Chinese are isolated from the world or not, but rather how certain Chinese cultural thickening patterns and Chinese information orders cannot compete with the ones preferred by Beijing.
Table 7-2

*Views on the impact of the Great Firewall (GFW) of China*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact intensity</th>
<th>Isolation of China from the world</th>
<th>Indigenization (cultural protection) of China</th>
<th>'Protection' of mainland China from the rest of the Chinese-speaking world</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main effects</strong></td>
<td>GFW isolates China from the world.</td>
<td>GFW does not prevent the formation of a single Chinese cluster.</td>
<td>GFW lowers the intensity of exchange between the majority of mainland Chinese users and the rest of the Chinese-speaking world, thereby shaping a Chinese information order desired by Beijing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network graphs</strong></td>
<td>Two parallel Internet universes: China and the rest</td>
<td>A single Chinese cluster that is not isolated from the world.</td>
<td>Two overlapping Chinese Internet spaces, but the majority of mainland Chinese visited only one frequently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Views on Beijing authorities</strong></td>
<td>Authoritarian regime that keeps tight control over Chinese Internet users.</td>
<td>Main national cultural protector and political stabilizer that protect the national interest from foreign influence</td>
<td>Authoritarian regime that competes to remain dominant in various Chinese information spheres, and uses filtering/censorship regime to create comparative advantage in accessing mainland Chinese users commercially, politically and culturally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Views on Hong Kong and/or Taiwan</strong></td>
<td>Peripheral (but integral to China’s core)</td>
<td>Peripheral (but bridging between China and the world)</td>
<td>In-between centrality (and even alternative core)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall pictures</strong></td>
<td>China’s departure from the international norms</td>
<td>(Natural) media choices made by (mainland) Chinese Internet users.</td>
<td>Struggles and competitions in the Chinese-language Internet for certain “desired” Chinese Information order</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence, these three views differ in their views of Beijing, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, with different interpretations of geopolitical and information networks. Both the isolation and cultural protection (indigenization) views see Hong Kong and Taiwan’s role as peripheral; however, the findings here and elsewhere, including evidence presented by Taneja & Wu (2013), show that it is Hong Kong and Taiwan that provides a ‘bridge’ between mainland China and the rest of the world, functioning as important Chinese information hubs: they are not only
distinct from China and the West, but also the core nodes in Chinese-language popular music, film, and TV production (Gold, 1993). Thus, they both serve as ‘in-between’ information hubs between mainland China and the world. In relation to this in-between view, the findings have shown that Google and Wikipedia’s Chinese information provisions not only mix and integrate information from various Chinese web spheres, but also accommodate (and thus in a sense ‘protect’) the diversity of Chinese cultural and linguistic practices (e.g. both Google and Wikipedia accommodate non-Mandarin dialects such as Cantonese). From the evidence presented, it becomes clear that the actual impact of China’s Internet censorship/filtering regime is not so much about international politics, but rather about instilling a national Chinese information order that Beijing desires, with a dominant information order promoting simplified Chinese at its national core which marginalizes the communicative influence of Chinese information sources outside mainland China, including Chinese Wikipedia. The so-called Great Firewall of China thus reinforces a cultural-political barrier among the Chinese-speaking societies, which effectively creates a comparative advantage for Beijing.

### 7.2 Implications for research and policy

This thesis has several implications for research and policy, especially concerning the politics of web spaces. First, better understanding of the geolinguistic characteristics of web spaces can avoid overly simplistic generalizations. Second, along with other cultural-political factors, geolinguistic factors set limits to open collaboration and thus have implications for design. Third, there are a number of cultural-political implications relating to the uses of the internet and its content for mobilizing and marginalizing certain groups. By examining the web’s information-processing capacity in accordance with certain geolinguistic specifications, researchers can understand the dynamics of national and transnational webs. Fourth, this thesis has put the development of information and knowledge into the larger context of geolinguistic dynamics.
since the Enlightenment, including the tensions between universal knowledge and its diffusion. Altogether, the politics of web spaces may be improved by considering the cultural-political relationship between users and content sources.

7.2.1 Geolinguistic dynamics. Researchers, policymakers and information system designers can avoid overly simple generalizations by examining the specific geolinguistic characteristics of web spaces.

Without these specific characteristics, it is also to conflate China’s Internet and the Chinese-speaking Internet. Admittedly, mainland China and the Mandarin Chinese language constitute an indispensable part of the modern Chinese political landscape, and recent developments of the Chinese-language Internet developments in particular. Nonetheless, researchers should not overlook the roles of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and overseas Chinese, or disregard the existence of other Chinese languages and written scripts. In particular, research about the Internet and the design of the Internet in dealing with ‘Chineseness’ require concepts and methodological tools that make analytical sense of qualifying and quantifying what specifically is ‘Chinese’. These concepts and tools must be transparent and subject to cultural-political scrutiny. To illustrate, this thesis has specified several geolinguistic variants of Chinese users and content, and gone on to quantify and provide qualitative analysis of the interactions among these variants.

We have seen that Chinese geolinguistic codes and the corresponding webometric data can be used to compare the preferences of the two websites in drawing from Chinese information sources, contributors and readership. In contrast to Baidu Baike, Chinese Wikipedia operates better in integrating content and users across Chinese-speaking regions, which is likely due to the relative clarity of its policy and design in handling ‘Chineseness’. More precise geographical and linguistic specificity benefits researchers as well as practitioners in understanding and building ‘national webs’ or ‘localized webs’, also beyond the Chinese context. Picking up the questions raised by the 'national
web studies’ (R. Rogers, 2013) and work on internationalization/localization (Dunne, 2006), these efforts contribute both to the empirical understanding and methodological sophistication of what constitutes a ‘Cyrillic Web space’ (Beumers, Hutchings, & Rulyova, 2008), an ‘Iranian web’ (R. Rogers, 2013), the ‘Arabic online world’ (Wahba et al., 2013). Researchers and practitioners can thus better delineate the object of their research or design a web space demarcated by languages, regions, authorship, topics, actual users, national domain names or localized information systems, and the like. Because a more precise specification of geographical and linguistic differences can be supported quantitatively by web data and qualitatively by historical context and other evidence, such efforts can provide complementary methods that connect two types of disciplines: information science and webometrics on one hand and social/political sciences and area studies on the other.

7.2.2 The limits to open collaboration. User-generated encyclopaedias have been a major object for such research on open collaboration. Arguably, the Internet’s potential for overcoming boundaries depends on the definition of open collaboration (Riehle, 2012): it has to be ‘egalitarian’, ‘meritocratic’, and ‘self-organizing’. While both Chinese-language encyclopaedia websites claim to promote open collaboration, the findings indicate their geographical and linguistic limits and thus the cultural politics of open collaboration for Chinese Internet users. This thesis has demonstrated how different Chinese web spaces are open, with different levels and scope of openness, to the participation of sources and users from different Chinese societies. There are, of course, different cultural and political limits, for example, those due to political censorship and copyright. These limits also correspond to the geographic and linguistic differences in the Chinese context: Hong Kong and Taiwan experience more free and democratic societies that use traditional Chinese script, as against a less free and democratic society in mainland China where simplified Chinese script is used. The definition of open collaboration therefore cannot be taken for granted;
it is important to specify rather than assume how the collaborative values of ‘egalitarian’, ‘meritocratic’ and ‘self-organizing’ are actually defined by users, shared, and implemented through policies and computer code.

Geographical and linguistic factors are likely to be built into the platforms of open collaboration, rendering such ‘openness’ geographically and linguistically configured. Not all languages or regions are treated as ‘equal’: some are more ‘meritocratic’ than others; the constituent members of the ‘self-organizing’ body of contributors reveal how the Chineseness is defined in the case of Chinese-language online encyclopaedias. Thus, to specify these limits is useful in governing these open collaboration projects. There are also limits to how such geographic and linguistic differences can be used as a proxy for cultural and political differences, and what applies in this research on the Chinese Internet may not be applicable elsewhere. Still, it is valuable to examine geographic and linguistic limits first so as to pave the way for further cultural-political analysis. Further work will be needed to establish whether geographical and linguistic specification discourages or encourages open collaboration in other contexts. This thesis has shown, in any event, that Baidu Baike limits open collaboration among mainland Chinese users while Chinese Wikipedia has overcome the geolinguistic differences of such collaboration.

Cross-cultural design practices are needed to engage ‘social affordances based on a rich understanding of meaningful contextualized activity’ (Sun, 2012). Geolinguistic analysis and data as provided here can enrich such understanding. Moreover, as media researchers question how a localized and personalized Internet such as with filter bubbles and media bias (Zuckerman, 2013) constitute barriers to cosmopolitanism, geolinguistic analysis can help researchers, policy-makers and designers to improve socio-technical affordances with better cross-cultural, cross-regional and/or cross-lingual design.
7.2.3 Mobilizing and marginalizing users and content. Focusing on geographic and linguistic features can explain, and possibly predict, how certain groups of users and/or content are mobilized or marginalized.

The thesis has illustrated the usefulness of specifying geographic and linguistic aspects of Chineseness for understanding the cultural politics of the Chinese-language Internet. As we have seen, web spheres can be more fragmented (Baidu Baike) or integrated (Chinese Wikipedia). Researchers and practitioners can seek to analyse and then improve the features of web spheres that address geographical, linguistic, and platform factors. For instance, this thesis has examined how geographical and linguistic patterns lead to integration, exclusion, or separation. Chinese Wikipedia was found to be more integrative than Baidu Baike, and Google search more so than Baidu or Yahoo search. Without first pinpointing geographical and linguistic patterns, the thesis would not have been able to make this argument about Chinese information integration. Looking to specifics avoids overly simply generalizations about the existence of a single ‘Chinese information cluster’ (Taneja & Wu, 2013). Future research on the Chinese Internet should continue to examine ‘cultural thickening’ among Chinese-speaking regions and, where possible, among different Chinese-speaking Internet users around the world.

Broadly speaking, more empirical research and methodological tools are needed to examine how particular sources or groups of users are mobilized while others are marginalized. Further research detailing linguistic and geographical patterns and examining other platforms are needed to see how the mobilization and marginalization dynamics play out in different cultural-political contexts. By examining these patterns in a transparent fashion, we can then reveal how information mobilization and marginalization takes place.

7.2.4 Understanding the geolinguistic dynamics of knowledge. As the Web is ‘increasingly grounded with geographical and linguistic specificity by platform and space’ (R. Rogers, 2013, p. 58), we need to reflect on the ramifications of such
groundedness, which range from internationalization/localization of information systems to the cultural protectionism policies of national (or even provincial) media systems. In this regard, past efforts at understanding the Chinese Internet by academics, policy-makers, and industry practitioners has revolved around cultural protectionism, authoritarian control, civic engagement, and similar issues. Yet as we have seen, we can become more specific about geographical and linguistic patterns in dealing with these issues if we do not implicitly assume a particular idea of ‘Chineseness’ from the start.

Geographical and linguistic analysis provides important theoretical and methodological tools to examine how information flow and knowledge exchange are regulated and shaped. This kind of analysis highlights the relationship between technological and institutional features of the medium on one side and of the geographical and linguistic preferences of medium-users on the other. This is why geolinguistics, a subfield of linguistics and geography, aims to map out the spoken and written forms of language activities, usually in the historical context of the nationalization of writing standards and the globalization of media. This is also why global TV studies developed ‘geolinguistic analysis’ to chart new patterns of information flows and audience preferences (Chan, 1996, 2009; Sinclair et al., 1996). Geographical and linguistic factors can be studied, designed, and now even computer-coded to rank, regulate, and rearrange information flows across different regions and different groups of users. If ‘[h]umanity has always been readjusting to developments in the flow of information’ (Gleick, 2011), then such readjusting efforts have important cultural and political ramifications.

Indeed, if we consider the historical context of encyclopaedias, the Enlightenment, nation-states, and various political transformations can be related to various new flows of information and knowledge, including new vernacular languages in print media and various knowledge platforms for disseminating scientific and revolutionary ideas, followed by mass-literacy and
the social mobilization of the citizens of modern nation-states. From this longer-term historical perspective, understanding the geolinguistic dynamics of information can provide researchers, policymakers and technology developers with knowledge about how information is processed and diffused in the world.

7.3 Understanding the geolinguistic dynamics of knowledge and information

It is useful to draw together the three concepts of the thesis—processability, web spheres, and cultural thickening—to explain the geolinguistic dynamics of knowledge and the role of the Internet in shaping these dynamics.

7.3.1 Information systems and geolinguistic processability. Modern information systems, as the latest incarnations of media-language systems, feature the capacity to process content and information activities at a larger scale, synchronously, and for different groups of users. While users may be ‘self-organizing’ for open collaboration (Riehle, 2012), I argue that geographic and linguistic factors, more so than the types of information systems, have shaped the new possibilities for information and communication processing activities. The shaping of these activities has also been theorized in terms of ‘network gatekeeping’ (Barzilai-Nahon, 2008) or ‘relevance filtration and accreditation’ (Benkler, 2006, p. 169). I have proposed the term ‘processability’ to conceptualize the enabling conditions, impacts, and design of the media-language system (which includes writing, information, and communication systems) contend that geographic and linguistic factors shaping this system.

Geolinguistic processability is essential in considering the effects of social inclusion and exclusion, or integration and separation, on the Web. Geolinguistic processability and its cultural-political implications demands research which includes analysis of the socio-technical processes that shape geographical and linguistic information content and users, including local domain names, country codes, language tags, locale settings, geo-IP information, input methods, and the like. These factors are important because geographic and linguistic information must be extracted, coded, processed in ways built into the system design. Other
related factors include users’ preferences, choices, and capacities to find and manipulate information. Geolinguistic processability therefore has cultural and political implications because it regulates information flow, reshapes social boundaries, and depends on civic literacies for participation.

7.3.2 Web spheres and cultural thickening. Different information systems (including web platforms) demarcate and order different sets of information sources based on geolinguistic processability. Conceptualized by researchers of digital methods as ‘a device-demarcated source set’ (R. Rogers, 2013, p. 118), web spheres are increasingly communicative and information spaces demarcated by geolinguistic factors. As a research strategy, researchers can specify different geolinguistically-demarcated web spheres to understand the societies they seek to represent.

Taking Chinese-language information systems as example, social researchers can examine different geolinguistic versions of major search engines (as in Chapter 6), compare the geographic and linguistic distribution of online references (as in Chapter 5), and contrast the system designs and policies dealing with geographic and linguistic differences (as in Chapter 4). By comparing information outcomes, researchers can advance national web studies while avoiding issues of methodological nationalism. Thus, the concept of a web sphere can help researchers to understand online public spheres in such a way that ‘information, knowledge, and sociality are organized by recommender systems’, or simply by reference to ‘web epistemology’ (R. Rogers, 2013, p. 26). Web spheres are more than static objects for information systems research since they are culturally and politically shaped like knowledge itself. This thesis has presented a case where knowledge and information are demarcated differently for various Chinese-language web spheres that also correspond to different groups of users.

To further examine the cultural-political dynamics between two or more web spheres, I borrowed from media studies the concept of ‘cultural thickening’
(Hepp & Couldry, 2009; Löfgren, 1997). Media cultures are ‘a form of thickening of translocal classification systems and formations of the articulation of meaning’ (Hepp, 2013). Though this concept has so far mainly been used to examine national broadcasting and global TV, it can also be applied to information systems to the Web. In this sense, it is similar to classical sociological interpretations of ICTs in terms of everyday routines (Schroeder & Ling, 2013).

Researchers can approach web spheres that produce cultural thickening effects for certain groups of users and content. If two web spheres share overlapping content or users, then cultural thickening entails that these two web spheres are brought closer together or become more integrated. Otherwise, if little content is shared among users, then the lack of cultural thickening between the two spheres can be said to promote separation. By integrative or distancing effects among web spheres, researchers can analyse the local, national, and transnational dynamics of media cultures and how web spheres are culturally and politically shaped. ‘Geolinguistic analysis’, developed by global TV studies to examine patterns of information flows and audience preferences (Chan, 1996, 2009; Sinclair et al., 1996) has been extended here to include the data collection and analysis techniques of information science (including webometrics) on the one hand, and the geographically/linguistically rich understanding of social and political science (including area studies) on the other.

**7.3.3 Knowledge politics and geolinguistic dynamics.** The social impact and shaping of modern web spheres raises a classic question about knowledge: How is information and knowledge produced and spread? Because this process depends on transmission and storage media of writing systems, processability is a useful way to understand the history of nation-states and the Enlightenment as examples of knowledge politics with different geolinguistic dynamics.

On the one hand, for modern nation-states, the scalability of political and communicative systems requires the processability of interactions. The print era has a geolinguistic systematic bias towards a geographically bounded
monolingual communicative space. Building national states and national economies requires the formation of ‘nerves of government’ as feedback loops between the government and the governed (Deutsch, 1953, 1966a, 1966b; Deutsch & Foltz, 2010). The geolinguistic dynamics of knowledge thus include the need to spread literacy; industrialization requires, among other things, national languages and national education systems. The public sphere is ‘a linguistically-constituted public space’ formed by ‘a communicative structure’ (Habermas, 1989, p. 360). Spreading knowledge in this context thus entails building a national communicative space. On the Web and with an Internet infrastructure, geolinguistic processability often reinstates such national differences or groupings, including national domain names, country codes, language tags, locale settings, and input methods which often correspond to certain targeted geolinguistic group of fellow-users. In this sense, the classic notion of a national geographically bounded monolingual communicative space might be reintroduced on the Web.

On the other hand, if the Enlightenment is defined as ‘[t]he process of spreading certain kinds of information, knowledge, understanding and attitudes’ (Chisick, 2005, p. 262), it can also be understood in terms of processability. Indeed, enlightenment means a spreading movement of light/knowledge that eliminates the darkness of ignorance. Some geographic and linguistic dynamics of the Enlightenment have been highlighted by recent research (Israel, 2001; Roche, 2006; Withers, 2008). The public sphere of the pre-1750 Enlightenment bred a reading culture that engendered the rise of the vernacular languages (replacing Latin), which led to the wide diffusion of ideas and knowledge (Israel, 2001). As a prime example of knowledge diffusion, Enlightenment encyclopaedias revealed the geographical and linguistic centre of the Enlightenment movement: they emerged in the French language from Parisian publishing houses (Roche, 2006), with some geolinguistic groups of users more ready than others to take part in the Enlightenment. A number of political and
knowledge revolutions based on some of the universal ideals of the Enlightenment, such as modern democracy (Israel, 2010) and human rights (Israel, 2011), were also spread across national boundaries and around the world. Such Enlightenment attitudes associated with knowledge and information diffusion provided the basis for civic engagement within a new cultural-political space. The Internet and its potential for enhancing civic engagement and civic culture (Benkler, 2006; Rheingold, 2008; Scammell, 2000; Shirky, 2010) can be understood as a part of this continuing historical process.

Yet the two parts of this process of knowledge intertwined with politics, one national and the other universal, appear to be at odds with one another. While citizens must have the capacity to process knowledge as a functioning literate member of the (national) society, they may all share a set of (universal) values that any nation-state should respect and practice. Therein lie the tensions between national cultures and universal human knowledge. Knowledge, universal or not, must be spread through a writing system or other medium that has geolinguistic dynamics and boundaries. The light of knowledge, due to different transmission media with geolinguistic differences, is bound to change as it travels, causing different effects in different corners of the world. From this perspective, the development of the Internet is a natural – but variable – extension of the global Enlightenment movement.

7.3.4 The geolinguistic dynamics of Chinese modernization - and beyond. Ultimately, the geolinguistic dynamics and reach of media systems constitute the boundaries of human knowledge and social development. China, once the centre of the world as the ‘middle kingdom’ that spread its civilization to Korea, Vietnam, and Japan through the medium of classic Chinese and Confucian teachings, became subject to modernization. This process has distinct geolinguistic dynamics. During modern China’s colonial and Republican period, the foreigner-controlled treaty ports concentrated along the coastal regions of China constituted the major sites for modern China’s public sphere (S. R.
MacKinnon, 1997; Rowe, 1990). Mass education and national language were debated and developed around the May Fourth movement in the Republican era, with limited reach and success (Fairbank, 1983). Later, in the Communist era, different regimes on both sides of the Cold War developed different forms of education, culture and identity: Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau sided with South Korea, Japan, and the U.S., whereas mainland China sided with North Korea, Vietnam, and Soviet Russia (Nisic, 2001).

The cultural-political development of the region can thus be seen as a particular geolinguistic refraction of the Enlightenment movement, wherein both East Asian and ethnic Chinese regimes seek modernization of both their media-language and cultural-political systems. Note that the modernization of Chinese media-language systems faced historical challenges in appropriating largely alphabet-based information and communication systems to process Chinese-language information. Nonetheless, the rise of Chinese and East Asian use of the Internet has challenged, even if it has rejected, the effect of a Eurocentric alphabet. It can be argued that the regional success of the Internet is due to the regional achievements of general literacy programs, as Ogawa, Jones, & Williamson (1993) point out when they compare this success with Latin America. As with the recent development concerning citizenship in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and mainland China (Xing, Ng, & Cheng, 2012), the cultural-political development of information continues to confront the geolinguistic differences that have been examined here.

In this sense a pair of geographic metaphors used by historians of modern China such as Fairbank (1983) and Wang (1996, 2004) can be extended to the geolinguistic dynamics of the Chinese modernization process: ‘Maritime China’ refers to modern maritime activities that connect China to the world, whereas ‘Continental China’ refers to the Chinese agrarian-bureaucratic tradition. Despite being peripheral to geographical China, Maritime China has grown into a richer and bigger segment of Chinese society as the leading economic and
cultural centre of China, whereas continental China views maritime interests as ‘narrow and self-serving’, of which Hong Kong and Taiwan serving as the ‘extreme manifestations’ (G. Wang, 1996b, p. 17). A linguistic dimension can be added to this pair of geographic metaphors: Maritime China tends to be more tolerant of language variations and exchanges (Han Chinese southern dialects are concentrated along the East coast of southern China). Continental China tends to be less tolerant because of its bureaucratic tradition that insists on one unified Chinese national language. Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia can thus be understood as the latest incarnations of Continental China and Maritime China, at least in the domains of knowledge processing for Chinese-language users. Geolinguistically, Baidu Baike sticks to simplified Chinese in mainland China, whereas Chinese Wikipedia integrates mainland China alongside the major regions that constitute Maritime China, which even includes Singapore and Malaysia. It is worth mentioning that, although not studied in this thesis, Wikipedia has hosted other southern Chinese dialect versions such as Cantonese, Wu, Min Nan, Hakkanese, and others. Put in this larger context, the diffusion of the Internet across East Asian and mainland Chinese regions exhibits geolinguistic dynamics that shape the reach of knowledge. Therefore, what is known as the Great Firewall of China should be viewed as a cultural-political project that Continental China has imposed on Maritime China as part of the latest twist in the geolinguistic dynamic of Chinese modernization. Effectively, Chinese national boundaries are reinforced, shifted or overcome on Baidu Baike and Chinese Wikipedia because of these geolinguistic dynamics.

Geolinguistic dynamics, understood by means of cultural thickening, hold the key for understanding national and other boundaries of information and communication systems. When we look beyond the Chinese case and consider the Enlightenment and nation-states in terms of knowledge politics with different geolinguistic dynamics, the centrality of major encyclopaedias is evident: They reflect changes and challenges for different societies in the world in
preparing their members to engage with information and knowledge in a way that is at the heart of civic learning experiences and cultural-political membership. For instance, how are Arabic-speaking Internet users engaging across Arabic-speaking regions? The significance of online user-generated encyclopaedias, when compared to their print predecessors, lies in their scalability and ability to reach different geolinguistic groups of content and users. For instance, what does the development of a separate Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia mean when it becomes a competing alternative to the pre-existing Arabic Wikipedia? Online user-generated encyclopaedias demand our attention in the context of the geolinguistic dynamics of knowledge. Such geolinguistic dynamics are also evident in other online platforms beyond encyclopaedias, such as search engines and microblogs. The dynamics of civic information engagement within and across different geolinguistic groups of users and/or content remain an open question. The three proposed concepts of web spheres, processability, and cultural thickening have the potentials to provide new understanding of how the Internet and modern media-language systems shape civic engagement across boundaries beyond the Chinese language context or beyond the scope of encyclopaedic knowledge.
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